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Review: Action leads Old Globe's Shakespeare
Festival
The company's staging of 'Richard III' and 'As You Like It' may emphasize plot over
psychology, but the classics are still a lovely way to spend a summer night.
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There are as many ways to reanimate Shakespeare onstage as there are methods of interpreting him
on the page. Adrian Noble, artistic director of the Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival and the former
artistic director and chief executive of the Royal Shakespeare Company, seems to favor directorial
strategies of a holistic nature.
Which is to say that there are no distracting concepts imposed on his production of "As You Like It"
or Lindsay Posner's staging of "Richard III," the two Shakespeare offerings in the Old Globe's annual
outdoor festival. (The American chestnut, "Inherit the Wind," is in repertory with them.)
The approach to these polar opposite classics by Shakespeare is essentially the same: heighten the
theatricality and accelerate the suspense already pulsating in scenes.
PHOTOS: Shakespeare 2.0: The bard on the screen
The upside to this manner is clarity. Shakespeare's plots are rendered with admirable lucidity. But
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The cast of the Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's "Richard III." (Henry
DiRocco / June 2, 2012)
Related photos »

"As You Like It" proves far more congenial to this sort of
gentle rendering than the unwieldy "Richard III," which cries
out for a firmer grasp.
In both cases, however, there's something else that's missing,
and it's not directorial.
Photos: Shakespeare 2.0: The bard on
the screen
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Scholar Harold Bloom argues in his book "Shakespeare: The
Invention of the Human" that the source of Shakespeare's
originality lies in the complexity with which he rendered
personality. And there can be no question that the longevity of
his work redounds to the credit of his inward-looking
characters, who are endlessly seeking to puzzle out the
mystery of their natures and to rise to the challenge of their
typically dire circumstances.
Actors are invited to inhabit these roles internally and
externally. But the emphasis of these Old Globe productions is
on the action rather than on the psychology. The acting is
brisk but not always deeply resonant. Granted, it takes
enormous experience for a performer to balance the logistical
and emotional demands of Shakespeare, but that is the skill
required to make a return visit to the plays memorable.
The defining feature of Jay Whittaker's portrayal of the
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physically deformed royal thug Richard, Duke of Gloucester in Shakespeare's bloody historical
pageant, is the character's relative handsomeness. Yes, he has a brace and a shriveled hand, but he
also has washboard abs and a youthful vitality that is sneakily appealing.
Perhaps to counteract this pleasant mien, Whittaker takes to truculent shouting whenever the
moment threatens to turn murderous — a regular phenomenon in this corpse-strewn play. One of the
great pleasures of seeing "Richard III" again is enjoying how an actor assembles the various aspects
of the malevolent yet witty and strangely debonair protagonist into a coherent, or semi-coherent,
whole.
In the opening soliloquy, Richard explains that since he "cannot prove a lover" because of his
mangled looks, he is "determined to prove a villain." One never takes a character at his word in
Shakespeare. Iago's evil, for example, transcends the rationales he proposes for it. But Richard's
speech does provide some juicy material for an actor to play with. (Kevin Spacey, to name a recent
example, had a campy field day with the part.)
Unfortunately, Whittaker gallops through the monologue as though it were a set piece. There's no
sense that this dastardly character is revealing his mind to us, never mind his heart, which he is
clearly devoid of.
This is in keeping with a production that treats the play more or less as a comic strip. Although
performed in contemporary dress (costume designer Deirdre Clancy's choices are more suggestive
than period specific) on a set by Ralph Funicello that is arrayed with political propaganda deifying
Richard North Korea-style, the staging could hardly be more detached from reality.
Labeled a "history play," "Richard III" is squarely situated by Posner in a storybook realm. (In an
American era of extreme partisan rancor, I was curious about whether there might be sickening
parallels, but that would require a director with more auteur leanings.)
Ads by Google

But if the politics and psychology are underserved, there are still flashes of dramatic excitement, such
as the notorious seduction scene in which Richard somehow manages to woo Lady Anne (Viva Font)
after making her a widow. The scene, thrillingly farfetched, is made believable through the theatrical
conviction of the actors. Here and elsewhere in this production it is the trouper's overriding passion
that sustains the evening's energy.
"As You Like It," to my mind the shrewdest play ever written about romantic love, is naturally a much
more charming affair. And Noble's staging has a delicacy that can be quite affecting at times, even if
it overplays its wintry effects. (Why is it that whenever a theater director wants to ratchet up the
audience's emotion, he sprinkles some snowflakes on the set?)
Of course the comedy lives or dies by its Rosalind, one of the sharpest minds in all of Shakespeare,
and Dana Green is mostly a delight. She lets us feel the pathos of an unfairly banished young woman,
who, despite her trials at the chaotic court, is still susceptible to honest affection.
Stirred by the interest of Orlando (Dan Amboyer), she takes it upon herself to educate his heart in the
forest of Arden, where she has escaped with her loyal cousin Celia (Font) and their always
entertaining fool Touchstone (Joseph Marcell). She's determined to make better choices than the
warring adults around her, and she knows that happy endings can't entirely be left to chance.
As with "Richard III," however, plot comes to dominate meaning. Increasingly, Rosalind's perceptive
wit gets hastily dispatched while the shenanigans of Touchstone are allowed to sprawl. The play's
sentiment remains intact, but the protagonist's nuanced intellect gets lost in the shuffle as she
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wanders around Funicello's abstractly entrancing pastoral playground disguised as a knowing young
man out to relieve poor lovesick Orlando of his woe.

Most Viewed

Still, there's nothing as lovely as spending a summer night in Arden, even with the melancholy Jaques
(Jacques C. Smith) on hand to roil the festive mood. Shakespeare always repays the courtesy of our
interest, but in this romantic tale he does so with a generous warmth that Noble's production, even
with its light dusting of snow, satisfyingly conveys.
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“Inherit the Wind” and “As You like It” – The Old Globe &
“Dames at Sea” – North Coast Repertory Theatre

A Shakespearean comedy, a musical satire, and a historically-inspired cautionary tale.
You’d think that a 50 year-old play based on a 90 year-old event would feel old and musty. Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee used the past to indict their own present, the McCarthy era. But “Inherit the
Wind” feels ageless, set in a fear-fueled, ‘Us vs. Them,’ Bible-thumping, jingoistic era – a time not unlike
our own. The issue that energized the Scopes Trial of 1925 -- Creationism vs. Evolution – is still alive and
kicking.
In Dayton, Tennessee, a failing town itching for publicity, John Scopes was a high school instructor who
taught Darwin’s theory, thereby violating state law. The Scopes Monkey Trial, as the media circus came to
be known, brought two great legal minds head-to-head: three-time Democratic Presidential candidate
William Jennings Bryan, a fundamentalist, against agnostic, cynical Clarence Darrow, the country’s most
famous criminal defense attorney. Much of their incendiary dialogue comes directly from court record.
But there’s a lot more going on, what with a hidebound preacher, his defiant daughter, and a sardonic
newsman based on critic H.L. Mencken.
The Bryan character, Brady, takes some hits to make socio-political points, but the drama remains a
potent, passionate defense of intellectual freedom. Centering this robust Old Globe production are two
masterful performances: Adrian Sparks as the fulminating Brady, and Robert Foxworth, superbly
insouciant as the relentless, sarcastic Darrow stand-in, Henry Drummond. A satisfying and thoughtprovoking piece of theater.
On alternating nights, the Globe presents a generally gleeful “As You like It.” Also helmed by Festival
artistic director Adrian Noble, the comedy of romantic delusion is re-set between the World Wars, which
provides for striking costumes. But it opens with an unnerving and unnecessary backstory, a father ripped
from his family and thrown into a screeching boxcar, disturbingly reminiscent of Nazi transports. But the
duke was only banished, after all, not sent to a camp. And he winds up in the enchanted Forest of Arden,
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strangely depicted as inhospitable and snow-blown, which makes for stunning stage pictures. This
production boasts original music and, like “Inherit the Wind,” beautiful singing, with expert musical
direction by local Elan McMahan. There isn’t much new or incisive here. But the principals sparkle,
especially Dana Green as gender-bending Rosalind and delightful Vivia Font as her sidekick, Celia.
Overall, it’s a pleasant evening under the stars.
Also in the summer ‘escape’ mode is North Coast Repertory Theatre’s “Dames at Sea,” a feather-light
spoof of 1930s Busby Berkeley musicals, written in another depressed era, the 1960s. Employing every
possible musical comedy trope, the production actually has a lot in common with the Globe’s “As You
Like It”: the era, the vagaries of love, the luscious harmonies – and fart jokes. But the costumes and the
tap dancing are terrific, there’s live music, skilled singing and unremitting ebullience. Under the direction
of Rick Simas, it's goofy but irresistible fun.
Feverish affection or fervid legal wrangling – you be the judge.

“Inherit the Wind” and “As You Like It” run in repertory with “Richard III,” on the Old Globe’s outdoor
Festival Stage, through September 30.
“Dames at Sea” also plays through August 5, at North Coast Repertory Theatre in Solana Beach.
© 2012 Pat Launer

“War Horse” – The Ahmanson Theatre, L.A. & “Joe vs. the
Volcano, The Musical” – Lamb’s Players Theatre

The relationship between movies and plays is long and fraught. Two cases in point: a world premiere
musical made from a silly, third-rate film written and directed by a playwright; and a bloody war movie
adapted from a children’s book that also inspired the most wildly imaginative stage play you may ever see.
In other words, the ridiculous meets the sublime.
In the preposterous corner is the adult fable, “Joe vs. the Volcano,” created by John Patrick Shanley. A
hangdog, hypochondriacal nebbish in a dead-end job is diagnosed with a terminal “brain cloud,” and
agrees to live the last weeks of his life in luxury, culminating in a leap into a volcano. Goofy plot, actually
a parable, about taking chances and making every moment count.
Now, with an adaptation by Scott Hafso and Darcy Phillips, along comes Lamb’s Players Theatre with a
musical version of this messy rom-com, and surprise! It’s actually less hokey than the film. Robert Smyth
briskly directs a 13-member cast of energetic actor/singers, backed by a superb band. The shifting locales
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Old Globe offers ‘winning’ and ‘splendid’ productions
Posted: July 13th, 2012 | Arts & Entertainment, Featured, Theater Reviews | No Comments

“Richard III” and “As you Like It”
Through Sept 30
Old Globe Theatre
Shakespeare Festival
Running in Repertory
(check website for dates)
Performances at 8 p.m.
619-234-5623
theoldglobe.org

View the cur

Reviewed here, two shows from this year’s Shakespeare Festival pair well
together
Cuauhtemoc Kish | Theater Review
“Richard III”

View the
San Diego

Nothing less than winning
Jay Whittaker owns the Old Globe’s outdoor stage as he embodies the malformed Duke
of Gloucester in the current production of “Richard III,” part of the Old Globe’s
Shakespeare Festival that runs through September 30.
Famed British director Lindsay Posner takes on one of the most difficult Shakespeare
tragedies and employs Whittaker and a splendid cast with aplomb. Many of these
talented actors are University of San Diego grad students who turn out performances on
a minimalist modern set that boasts graffiti on concrete and brightly colored murals. A
diverse assortment of costumes by Deirdre Clancy that could be easily described as
vintage David Bowie, military and contemporary adorn the players and mark their
particular assignments.
This complicated historical drama allows for humor to make brief appearances amongst
the bloody massacre of family and accomplices that allow Richard to briefly wear the
crown.
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time in displaying his arrogantly bold confidence.
This production goes far to simplify a quite
complicated history that chronicles Richard’s plot to
remove his brother as King of England as well as
others along the way who might interfere in his
ascendency to the throne.
As part of this drama, a gleeful Richard spends a lot
of time comforting, threatening and scolding the
family members of his victims, while offering up
derogatory asides to the audience. In turn, they
scream and curse at him with venom.
Characteristically, he scoffs at them, and
unceremoniously tells them to stop their whining and
get a grip on what’s left of their lives.

Jay Whittaker as Richard III
(Photo by Henry DiRocco)

In the end, with his confidence waning, Richard is
stabbed to death after a heated battle on stage. Along the way to his end, Richard is
visited by the ghosts of his victims – quite a large gathering – through a trap door. This
scene is visually splendid, offering up a grouping of white-clad individuals crying out in
unison against the unbridled butchery.
Dana Green, playing Queen Elizabeth, rages over the deaths of her husband, brother,
sons and others in a well articulated, modulated diatribe. Robin Moseley, as Queen
Margaret, initiates the cursing chorus with a menacing, prophetic accuracy. Font, playing
Lady Anne, spits and curses at Richard for murders committed against her family as
well, and then disgracefully marries up with him.
Robert Foxworth plays Lord Hastings and Charles Janasz plays Lord Stanley, both mild
musings compared to the female offerings. Adam Daveline does very fine work as an
assassin, while the young Aiden Hayek and Jonas McMullen, playing the young Duke of
York and Prince of Wales respectively, work their parts like pros.
Whittaker’s performance is contemptibly masterful, and the entire production is nothing
less than winning.

“As You Like It”
Treasuring the splendid moment
This sweet concoction of a comedy, played against the bloody and gruesome elements of
“Richard III,” is a Shakespearean production to be enjoyed without thinking about the
caloric intake. The story is light and fluffy and easily palatable, great for a summer’s
night in Balboa Park.
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Oliver (played by Jay Whittaker) orders his younger brother, Orlando (Dan Amboyer),
from the family property. At the same time, Rosalind’s father, Duke Senior (Bob
Pescovitz), has been banished from the court, leaving his brother, Duke Frederick
(Happy Anderson), in charge. Rosalind (Dana Green) and her best friend, Celia (Lady
Anne), abruptly leave the court and travel to the Forest of Arden to join up with Duke
Senior, when, low and behold, Rosalind and Orlando fall upon one another and are
immediately smitten. Along the way, love blossoms not only for this couple, but several,
and all ends happily, with marriage vows announced for all of them.
Although the tale is tame, the stagecraft is not. From an initial bare stage, the audience
observes a boxcar pull up to collect passengers – the only dark shadow in the production
– including Duke Senior. Ralph Funicello’s inventive scenic design doesn’t stop there; he
gives us a carpet of snow, tall ladders that imitate a forest of trees and a white canopy
that billows skyward. In addition, there’s even a roped boxing ring that rises from
beneath the stage floor for an executed boxing match or two.
Adrian Noble’s direction is whimsically solid and his cast is competently delightful. Green
triumphs in a part that has her morphing into a young man named Ganymede; her
every move and commentary commands attention. Font and Green play off one another
with a number of excellent comedic turns that seem effortless. The chemistry between
Green and Amboyer is equally fluid as she tests his loyalty.
Dan Amboyer plays his part of the high-spirited Orlando with the right mix of nobility
and youthfulness, while Jacques C. Smith, playing Jaques, does excellent delivery on the
“Seven Ages of Man” speech and other storytelling assignments. Charles Janasz does a
very fine turn as an aging servant; Joseph Marcell plays Touchstone with perfect
foolishness; and Allison Spratt is a marvel as Phoebe, playing alongside Christopher
Salazar’s smitten Silvius.
Adam Daveline, a San Diego graduate actor, dresses up several scenes with some lovely
singing and competent mandolin playing. Original songs are by Shaun Davey.
Other elements that make this theatrical confection top-notch include Deirdre Clancy’s
splendid design choices that emanate from the 1930s, and I would be remiss not to
mention the perfectly staged wrestling match choreographed by Steve Rankin.
In the end, all of the couples are committed and happily married, while their families
look on with approval, temporarily forgetting their disagreements. The audience knows
this happiness won’t last forever, but still, we treasure the moment, and a second
splendid addition to the festival.
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In River City
July 20, 2012

Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond, Bob Pescovitz as Judge and Adrian Sparks as Matthew Harrison Brady
Photo by Henry DiRocco/Old Globe 2012

The summer theater season is in full swing in San Diego where the Old Globe has recently
rolled out all of their outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theater productions for the summer.
Adrian Noble has returned for the season as Artistic Director for the Globe's 2012
Shakespeare Festival and has stuck with the format of recent years with a comedy, As You
Like It, a drama or history play, Richard III, and another classic play. This year the
non-Shakespeare classic is Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s Inherit the Wind,
directed by Noble in an attractive if somewhat golden-hued production. The play is a fantasy
of the 1925 Scopes “Monkey” trial during which a Tennessee school teacher was put on trial
for violating state law by teaching evolution to his students. The play is a bit more
idea-oriented than narrative-oriented with its speeches from Matthew Harrison Brady, the
play’s stand-in for William Jennings Bryan, and Henry Drummond, the ersatz version of
Clarence Darrow. Of course, the fact that there are people in America who still want to
have these inane 100-year-old arguments over evolution does make the show eerie, but its
important to remember that the authors had other targets. The play is also a thinly veiled
attack on McCarthyism in the 1950s and is as much about socially responsible critical
thinking as it is about evolution. What Lawrence and Lee saw as a somewhat out of date
debate about science was actually a vehicle for bigger fish.
This message still communicates with the audience, and in San Diego there were several
who applauded and cheered Drummond’s passionate defense of the right and responsibility
to think freely in this country. Noble doesn’t always quite manage to hit all the notes in the
show, though. The leads, Robert Foxworth as Drummond and Adrian Sparks as Brady were
both believable and relaxed, fleshing out their many passionate speeches with real
personality. But there was something hazy and softly lit about the show with a physical
sensation and busy movement among the cast that made the whole thing feel as much like
The Music Man as anything else. The design and physical movement tended toward sunny,
bright, and sweetly comic nostalgia bumping up against the more biting political commentary
of the show. On balance, though, it’s a worthwhile revisiting of a show that does have
contemporary overtones.
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Jay Whittaker as Richard III Photo by Henry DiRocco/Old Globe 2012

Far more successful was Lindsay Posner’s staging of Richard III with its graffiti covered
concrete wall sections and angular modern costuming. These are not unusual visual cues for
Richard III - a play most design teams find irresistible, placing it among the obvious aesthetic
debris of 20th-century fascism. Posner’s team isn’t above that either, but the direction is
sharp and quickly paced even in those moments when the level of angst is cranked up higher
than it need be. The title role goes to Jay Whittaker who plays the villainous king often with a
barely restrained glee that works well for him physically. He’s about the most handsome,
physically robust looking Richard III that you’re likely to see and, while he may not look the
part of a malformed despot, he makes it work legitimately in his own skin. The women in the
cast are uniformly strong including Vivia Font as Lady Anne, Dana Green as Queen
Elizabeth, and a particularly commanding Robin Moseley as Queen Margaret. The looming
sense of dread and the inevitability of small minds is just as palpable here as in Inheret the
Wind with the benefit, of course, of Shakespeare’s beautiful words. It’s a solid quality
production that should rightfully highlight this year’s festival.

Miles Anderson and Sean Lyons in Divine Rivalry Photo by Henry DiRocco/Old Globe 2012

And, while not a part of the festival itself, right across the plaza, the Old Globe is presenting
one of their two big summer indoor shows – Michael Kramer and K.S. Moynihan’s Divine
Rivalry. (The other, Yasmina Reza’s God of Carnage will open later this month.) The
historical event behind Divine Rivalry was the real life meeting between two giants of the
Italian Renaissance, DaVinci and Michaelangelo who were brought in to each paint opposing
frescos at Florence’s Palazzo Vecchio – neither of which was completed. The two artists
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were contemporaries of one another and did meet for just such an occasion, which, in the
play, is presented as a contest sponsored by none other than another Florentine
contemporary of the artists, Machiavelli. Interesting fodder to be sure, but Kramer and
Moynihan don’t seem to have much to offer in terms of dramatic exploration or development
of the material. The show is filled with ironic and unfunny in-jokes all delivered with a winking
nod to the audience. The dialog is prosaic and patently dull in much of the performance. The
show almost comes off a reportage with little to no poetry. There are some attractive uses
of video projection, but its not enough to lend any substance to this particular rivalry. There's
plenty of time and opportunity to see most of these shows, particularly on the outdoor stage,
which is always one of the highlights of the San Diego summer.
Labels: Old Globe Theater, Out of Town Theater Reviews
[Permalink] Posted by Brian | 7/20/2012 04:09:00 PM | 0 comments

All We Like Sheep
July 17, 2012

Brigitte Geller, Dmitry Ivashchenko, Karolina Gumos Photo: Forster/Komische Opera Berlin 2012

The 20th-century revival of interest in Baroque operas has, more or less, resulted in two
types of contemporary productions of works from the period. On the one hand there are
those that attempt to present something of a reverent reconstruction of imagined
18th-century productions. This is exactly the kind of thing I saw a little over a week ago in
Paris with Ivan Alexandre's production of Rameau’s Hippolyte et Aricie, which got a detailed
work up relying heavily on stage craft from the composer’s own era. On the other hand,
whether it is set in an earlier period or a contemporary one, there are those stagings that
give an ironic wink to the past commenting on the musical and dramatic tropes of Baroque
operas themselves. This is often done for laughs—whether or not they make sense in terms
of the libretto—in an effort to break up the rather lengthy running times many of these
operas have. A good recent example would be Francisco Negrin's recent Rinaldo for Lyric
Opera of Chicago. There are those that break the mould like Peter Sellars who has been
known for giving Baroque operas contemporary updates fully realizing dramatic parallels
between their stories and contemporary themes, a task he did quite well in Chicago the
season before with Handel's Hercules. But leave it to Stefan Herheim to go his own way.
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ON STAGE

Two out of three ain't bad
Stories of menace, fancy and freedom of thought
mark The Globe's annual Shakespeare Festival
Here are our takes on the three plays mounting at the Old Globe Theatre’s ninth annual Summer
Shakespeare Festival. The shows run in rep through Sept. 30 at the Globe’s Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. $29 and up. 619-23-GLOBE, oldglobe.org
BY MARTIN JONES WESTLIN
Say what you want about Richard, duke of Gloucester, the central
figure in The Old Globe Theatre’s good Richard III—but you gotta
admire his ballsy, brains-over-brawn attitude. The poor schnook
sports a brace from ankle to hip that causes his left leg to swing like a
storm door—but his mind soldiers on through the pain, his
deformities (he has a hunched back, too) fueling his murderous rage.
He killed King Henry VI and ordered several other murders, after all,
this misshapen, wretched psychopath who “cannot strut before a
wanton, ambling nymph.”
The violence, leading up to
the real-life Battle of
Bosworth Field in 1485,
undermines its purpose in
the first act, which is too
long to hold up under the
tension. And Richard is so
Richard III (Jay Whittaker) gives
Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green)
emotionally
bankrupt
at
the
Click here for a trailer from The Old Globe
some royal what-for. (Photos by
play’s
beginning
that
he
has
Theatre’s Richard III.
Henry DiRocco)
almost nowhere to go with
his character development. But Dick’s vengeful streak will come back to bite him, his defenses
powerless amid the ghostly revelations of his murderous life—and Jay Whittaker, his very good actor,
gets terrific support from Robin Moseley as Queen Margaret and director Lindsay Posner.
Ralph Funicello’s ghetto-gray scene design is punctuated with graffiti and armed soldiers, coloring
Richard’s menace. On the dubious assumption that Whittaker’s leg holds out, please feel free to take it
in with the rest of the piece, a startling, definitive testament to the self-generated power of personal
destruction.

As You Like It: All the stage is a world
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Dana Green has this delightful way of tweaking her
voice to suit every occasion, even if those occasions
are contained in a single sentence. “Were I not
better,” her Rosalind/Ganymede entreats in The Old
Globe Theatre’s As You Like It, “because that I am
more than common tall, that I did suit me all points
like a man?” The words lilt, drop, hang and distend,
peerless in their tracking of the action in this pastoral
comedy about political indulgence, mistaken identity
and who will eventually get whom.
The Forest
of Arden
(Arden was

Celia, Oliver and Rosalind (from left, Vivia Font, Jay
Whittaker and Dana Green) jockey for position in
love and life.

Shakespeare’s mom’s maiden name) is the bulk of the setting,
whereto Rosalind flees her uncle Duke Frederick’s political
persecution and wherein she finds love. It’s a long haul
getting there. Callow Orlando (Dan Amboyer), her would-be
lover, has the best of intentions and isn’t afraid to bogart the
Click here to see a trailer from The Globe’s
As You Like It.
stage in expressing them. He may well get his kindly
tendencies from the big-hearted Duke Senior (an excellent
Bob Pescovitz), his future father-in-law; meanwhile, the Globe’s eucalyptus grove makes an ideal
backdrop to watch Pescovitz, Green and the others reveal their characters.
Director Adrian Noble has mounted a visually incompatible show set mostly in the 20th century, but
the acting is fanciful and warm, driven in large part by the singing and dancing and Adam Daveline’s
magic on the mandolin. Very nice.

Inherit the Wind: Sadly, the jury's back
In 1925, Tennessee high school teacher John Scopes went on trial for
an alleged violation of the Butler Act, which made it illegal to teach
evolution in a state-funded school. Thirty years later, the theater
showed up with Inherit the Wind, a Jerome Lawrence and Robert
Lee play loosely based on the proceedings—the outcome was the
same as in real life, with Scopes character Bertram Cates found guilty
and ordered to remit a fine of $100 (more than $1,300 in today’s
dollars). He, too, refused to pay.
Henry Drummond, Cates’ lawyer, always maintained that that trial
was about the defense of the right to think—but nobody’s given
much thought to the direction of this show, which suffers terribly
from overindulgences on both sides. As Drummond, Robert Foxworth
is just another shrill voice in a roomful of shrill voices precisely when
he should be keeping his head; armchair Bible authority Matthew
Harrison Brady, representing the plaintiff, has absolutely no character
arc, with actor Adrian Sparks left to bombast in the wind.

A trailer from The Globe’s Inherit the Wind
is but a click beyond.

Jury selection, Brady’s Bible
Henry Drummond (Robert
expertise, Drummond’s
Foxworth, right) launches his
choices of witnesses (which defense as Bertram Cates (Dan
clearly should have been
Amboyer) looks on.
discussed and dealt with in
pretrial hearings, not in open court): All and more are
designed to appeal to our sense of theatrics, not theater.
Meanwhile, Dan Amboyer’s Cates wails and screams like a
little boy at the thought of ruination, hardly befitting the
dignity of his profession.

Signs like “Read Your Bible” and “Are You a Man Or a Monkey” dot Ralph Funicello’s functional set
as old-time religion in small-town America fuels the good crowd scenes. Beyond that, this Adrian
Noble-directed Inherit the Wind looks and feels like a high school debate rather than a reflection of
one of the last century’s most important trials.
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Globe Goes Gloomy for Shakespeare
THEATER REVIEW
by Welton Jones
The Old Globe’s summer Shakespeare repertory is set in a drab, Eastern European world of bullies and
bloodshed. “As You Like It” manages to detach and float free, spreading its serene glories as a unique
theatrical masterpiece. But “Richard III” remains bogged down in the loathsome blight of its hypnotic title
character.
That one genius could have created, four centuries ago, both this Rosalind and this Richard celebrates again
the mysteries of art.
Lindsay Posner’s staging of “Richard III” concentrates exclusively on the title role, a part that always has
fascinated audiences with its ranting malevolence. There are a few opportunities in supporting roles, but
Posner’s choices tend to blur everybody else and allow his Richard to spread unchecked the slime of his
twisted ambition.
Robin Moseley as the exiled Queen Margaret, detritus of this endless War-of-the-Roses; Jonathan Spivy as a
thoughtful murderer; and Jacques C. Smith as Buckingham, the Richard crony who lasts the longest, are
interesting. Others blend into crowds notable mainly for the abundance of stolid girl soldiers.
It’s Shakespeare’s gentle send-up of a popular pastoral romance which he enriched with contrasts
between the mannered poison of a tyrannical court and the idealized reality of the Forest of Arden.

Nobody except the star gets anything fun to wear, just period business casual or tired-looking coveralls. And
costumer Deirdre Clancy leans rather too heavily on the lame’ for Richard. The first-act scenery eludes
memory while the second act is dominated by two towering vulgar-heroic murals of the fighting Richard in
Kodachrome excess.
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[/media-credit] Jay Whittaker as
King Richard III at the Old
Globe Theatre. Henry DiRocco
Photo
Truth is, this production doesn’t deserve such a vivid image. The touches of modernity are not earned: These
TV cameras produce no images, these submachine guns are never discharged. It’s as if a properties list was
drawn up and then forgotten.
Adrian Noble’s “As You Like It” has some baggage too. In a prologue, giant doors are dragged open upstage
to reveal a European box car being stuffed with refugees while others are turned away, wailing, and flung to
the ground. It’s all gratuitous and quite pointless but, since it happens before everybody is quite settled in
their seats, it doesn’t really matter. (I suspect serious thought has gone into just dumping the effect, despite its
obvious cost and bother.)
Then soon enough, there’s young Orlando, the handsome and stalwart Dan Amboyer, railing away at the
injustice being done him and there’s feisty Charles Janasz as dear old Adam, the idealized ancient family
retainer probably as much a fantasy in 1600 as he is today, gamely offering to follow young master wherever,
and we’re off.
It’s Shakespeare’s gentle send-up of a popular pastoral romance which he enriched with contrasts between
the mannered poison of a tyrannical court and the idealized reality of the Forest of Arden. This contrast is the
engine that drives “AYLI” but it doesn’t need echoes of fascist nightmares on one side any more than it needs
a genuine slain stag on the other.
Adrian Noble just does better work than that. His actors relax into their roles and let the bliss flow. Happy
Anderson is a porcine and bellicose Duke Frederick, The two young ladies at his court – his daughter Celia
and her bosom pal Rosalind, daughter of the rightful duke who has fled into forest exile – are played with all
sorts of flash and vigor and charm by Vivia Font and Dana Green, respectively.

[/media-credit] Dana Green,
left, and Vivia Font in the Old
Gloeb Theatre’s “As You Like
It.” Henry DiRocca Photo
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Both did well as frustrated aristocrats in “Richard III” but I suspect they were hired for these roles. Font is
bright affectionate Celia, ever ready to flash her formidable grill in a dazzling trademark smile, and Green is
the classic Rosalind, generous with advice and affection, impatient with unhappiness and in every way the
splendid, classic femme.
After the brash Orlando, seeking the fortune denied him by his evil older brother, shows up to answer the
general challenge by the court wrestler and then cleans up the canvas with him, he and Rosalind click like
magnets, lost to love. The duke, having lost at wagering, is so apoplectic that he banishes Rosalind. So she and
the outraged Celia plot to head for the Forest of Arden, accompanied by Touchstone, the court fool who isn’t
so foolish he does feel which way the wind is blowing. Rosalind decides to masquerade as a boy and most of
the preparation for the trip involves what they’ll wear and how they’ll call each other.
The Forest of Arden is a Robin Hood fantasy where the exiled duke hangs out in rustic indolence, apparently
waiting for a break. Bob Pescovitz plays him as a sincere and adored father to his hearty band of followers
who sing a lot. (There’s no play in Shakespeare more musical than this one, so Shaun Davey is a real boon.
His settings of these antique songs, not naturally shaped to 21st Century ears, are juicy and spirited, usually
starting with mandolin solo and then building through canned strings, harp and percussion into something just
short of Star Trek. And back.)
Pretty much everybody eventually turns up in the idyllic woods and that’s the real meat of the play, the
intersection of all these characters. The locals include a resolute young shepherd who wants to buy a farm and
marry his local belle, only she’s bored with him. These two are played by Christopher Salazar and Allison
Spratt Pearce as if perpetually high on hormones. Pearce in particular fairly rattles with repressed
reproductive urges which finally erupt when she meets the disguised Rosalind and falls as if shot into
maximum missionary position.
This pair is there for contrast and plot fun. Two of the play’s three most vivid characters have virtually
nothing to do with the plot. Our Touchstone is Joseph Marcell, loose-limbed and worldly-wise in the tradition
of the role. But Jacques C. Smith is more interesting, a Jacques who doesn’t quite work. He’s darker and more
intense than usual, less languid and more the seeker. He certainly is off-rhythm with everybody else – he and
Orlando, the play’s two most incompatible characters, can’t wait to escape each other – but it’s a cold,
precise alienation rather than the usual vague poofiness.
Adrian Noble herds them all with gentle purpose towards the gala finale but he always has time for a gag, the
cheaper, the better. Thus Jay Whittaker, who plays that evil older brother to Orlando, is such a sissy himself
that when he lashes his quirt against his boot, it hurts. And when the wrestler shakes his hand, that hurts too.
Rosalind and Celia in court are not afraid to use Groucho schtick. And Touchstone’s list of increasingly
challenging court insults climaxes with a general mooning.
All this is to relax everybody, onstage and in the audience, for something far away from deadly boxcars and in
the land of imagination, where a giant tarp and three ladders become a forest (thank you Ralph Funicello) and
everybody dresses in splendid Balkan operetta costumes (delightful, Deidre Clancy).
Reminiscing on past Globe productions some day, I hope this won’t be the one with the boxcar. How about
just, “The ‘As You Like It’ that really worked”?

DOWNLOAD RIII PROGRAM HERE
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Essay: Globe Summer Festival is Steady as She Goes
THEATER REVIEW
by Bill Eadie

Jay Whittaker as Richard III
Photo by Henry DiRocco
It’s gratifying to see that the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival continues under Adrian Noble’s steady
leadership. I also find it interesting that the common theme in this summer’s Shakespeare Festival at the Old
Globe is oppression. What’s most interesting is that this theme uplifts audiences when treated with a light
touch even as it hammers audiences into grudging submission when confronted directly.
This summer marks Adrian Noble’s third as artistic director of the outdoor Shakespeare Festival, and he has
proven to be a stabilizing force during a time when the Globe has been undergoing leadership changes. Mr.
Noble, a former artistic head of Britain’s Royal Shakespeare Company, has settled into a pattern that is to
some degree a necessary one. He schedules two Shakespeare plays, one serious, one not-so, and then a
large-cast production of a historical drama. Doing so allows the Old Globe to hire principals with classical
backgrounds and cast them in roles where they will shine, then hire a company of experienced actors to play
the secondary roles and use the master of fine arts candidates from the University of San Diego in the smaller
parts that are nevertheless essential to mounting the sort of theatre that Shakespeare envisioned.
Generally, each principal actor performs at least two roles, so the second one will be smaller than the first.
And, the students often have an opportunity to impress, either as understudies or in sometimes even as the
principal performer in a larger role. Last summer, for example, saw MFA candidate Ben Diskant perform a
major role as Ariel in “The Tempest.” I also saw Grayson de Jesus step in for Jay Whittaker as Mozart in
“Amadeus” last season and he pulled off the difficult role quite credibly. Not coincidentally, Mr. Diskant
went on to perform a another major role in a John Doyle production of Stephen Sondheim’s “Merrily We Roll
Along,” at the Cincinnati Playhouse, and I just saw Mr. de Jesus performing well in the touring company of
“War Horse,” which is wrapping up its run at Los Angeles’ Ahmanson Theatre.
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Under Mr. Noble, some of the same actors have appeared, both in the principal roles and in the acting
company. That’s to be expected: while there will always be some turnover a good repertory company will
bring some actors back season after season. These actors are versatile enough to play a variety of roles, and
they help a company to gel as an ensemble more quickly by modeling an appropriate performance style.
This season, returning actors are Globe Associate Artist Robert Foxworth, Adrian Sparks, and Jay Whittaker
among the principals, and Charles Janasz, another Globe Associate Artist, among the featured players. In
addition, Miles Anderson, whom festival audiences liked so much for the past two seasons, is here, too –
except that he’s working indoors in “Divine Rivalry.” Several of the rest of the acting company have Globe
experience, including former MFA student Vivia Font, who is playing featured roles in all three productions.
And, Mr. Noble’s production team is anchored by returning pros such as Associate Artist Ralph Funicello
(scenic design), Deidre Clancy (costumes), Alan Burrett (lighting design), Shaun Davey (original music), and
Associate Artist Steve Rankin (fight director).
In sum, from an organizational point of view, the festival seems to be doing quite well. Now, let’s jump back
to the theme of oppression and see how that theme plays out on the artistic side.

The Cast of “As You Like It”
Photo by Henry DiRocco
Oppression can take many forms, and the plays Mr. Noble selected for this season each illustrates a particular
type. In Shakespeare’s “Richard III” the oppressor is the king himself, emerging from the weakness of Henry
VI and the long and tiring internal battle known as the War of the Roses to destroy his supposed enemies and
to consolidate power. In Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” the oppressors rely on societal conventions: an
oldest son who lords his birth position over his youngest brother; a ruler who lords his precarious political
power over a brother he perceives as his potential rival; and gender stereotypes that force the heroine to dress
and act as a man in order to accomplish her goals. Finally, in “Inherit the Wind” we have oppression of ideas,
as a dominant group tries to silence talk of a theory that is thought to challenge cherished beliefs.
Oppression, of course, has its opposite, which is resistance. In “Richard,” resistance yields a conventional
narrative. It is slow in developing and so there are many victims before Richmond (Dan Amboyer) escapes to
France, gathers forces, and marches back to defeat his cousin, assume the throne as Henry VII, and put an
end to the war. In “As You Like It,” the resistors take tack of going “into the woods” to set up an alternative
society until the oppressors relent. And in “Inherit the Wind” the resistors behave in a typically American
manner: they go to court to expose bigotry and small-mindedness as a means of getting their way.
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Robert Foxworth and Adrian
Sparks
Photo by Henry DiRocco
Of the three paths to resistance, the “into the woods” method is the most charming, light on its feet, and
therefore most effective. Mr. Noble has banned melancholy from his woods, and practically turns “As You
Like It” into a musical with the assistance of Mr. Davey’s lilting melodies. Even the glum Jaques (Jacques C.
Smith) can’t remain so for long, and his “Seven Ages of Man” soliloquy comes across as almost wistful. The
party gets so good that the oppressors are moved to come enjoy it, repenting of their misdeeds in the process.
Dana Green’s Rosalind may look a bit old for the callow Mr. Amboyer’s Orlando but such details matter little
when everyone’s having such a good time.
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s “Inherit the Wind” is steeped in the very American tradition of
weighing ideas by debating them in the courtroom. Based on an actual trial of a teacher who was arrested for
discussing evolution in a Tennessee classroom, the Lawrence and Lee potboiler practically spills out its
overwrought rhetoric onto a hot and humid South that still fumes over the defeat of its way of life, as
represented by the Confederacy. But right makes might, and the renegade ideas ultimately win out over the
bigoted ones. Mr. Noble literally piles up furniture and spectators to give the trial its circus-like feel, and as
the stand-ins for Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan, Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks more
than rise to the occasion, even if they sometimes have to stand on furniture to do so.
The success of Mr. Noble’s productions only makes the failure of “Richard III” seem more substantial by
comparison. Director Lindsay Posner makes an inauspicious Globe debut by wasting Jay Whittaker’s talents
as the title character and bringing a production concept (a postmodern 20th Century society where military
dictatorship has taken over) that was not only particularly original but which had been done much better by
Ian McKellen. There’s no charm in this heavy-handed concept, and I worry for Mr. Whittaker that his voice
won’t last for the four-month run, as Mr. Posner has him shouting so much. Under Mr. Noble’s
administration, there’s always been one of the three plays that works less well than the others, and this season
that play is the misguided “Richard III.”
Still, we are fortunate to have with us each summer a high quality repertory ensemble that speaks the speech
“trippingly on the tongue” and provides the pleasure of its company on pleasant summer evenings in the
park. The festival runs through September 30.
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is possessed as well with an undeniable,
sweet appeal perfect for Angel.
As Joanne, Tillman is impressive vocally and
dramatically. The
rest,
including the
ensemble, are never less than fine. Sets,
designed by Jin Culley, are rented from
CMT/Plan B Entertainment, LLC, and
costumes, designed by Thomas G. Marquez,
are coordinated by Pam Stompoly-Ericson.
LeMaster conducts the Rent band from the
keyboard. Others are Kevin Jones, guitar;
Bill Kilpatrick, keyboard 2 and guitar;
Brandon Jagow, bass; and Isaac Crow,
drums.

Hunter, Smith and Tuazon
as Mark, Collins and Angel
Photo: Ken Jacques

✪✪✪✪ Remaining performances of Rent are scheduled at 7:30 pm Thursday; 8 pm Friday
and Saturday; and 2 pm Sunday at Birch North Park Theatre, 2891 University Avenue, North
Park, www.sdmt.org or (858) 560-5740.

Shakespeare under the stars
The Old Globe Shakespeare Festival productions of Richard
III and As You Like It have opened at the Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, where they play in repertory TuesdaysSundays through September 30 with Inherit the Wind,
which opens tomorrow.

Both Shakespeare productions deserve five Burgoos. Don't
miss them.
Pictured here is Jay Whittaker as twisted Richard, photo by
Henry DiRocco. Information: www.theoldglobe.com or (619)
23-GLOBE
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Well-calibrated staging of Shakespeare comedy grows on a playgoer
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Dan Amboyer as Orlando (standing, center) battles Matthew Bellows as Charles in the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
staging of "As You Like It." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

People don’t just fall in love in the Old Globe’s “As You Like It”; they
stagger and stammer and look gut-shot, as if Cupid has traded arrows for
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artillery.
In contrast to the Shakespeare play’s famous “Seven Ages of Man” speech,
there’s just one stage of romance here: From a glance to a major crush in
nothing flat.
But the Globe’s exhilarating
Shakespeare Festival production
itself doesn’t woo an audience quite
that way. It reveals its charms more
gradually, cultivating feelings of
affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes.

DETAILS
“As You Like It”
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
When: Runs in nightly rotation with
“Richard III” and “Inherit the Wind”; all
performances at 8 p.m. (check with
theater for specific dates). Through Sept.
30.

Even the sets in festival artistic
director Adrian Noble’s assured
Where: Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
staging evolve with that sense of
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
growing momentum. What starts
as a nearly bare stage (in Ralph
Tickets: About $15-$85
Funicello’s evocative and elemental
Phone: (619) 234-5623
design) slowly takes on facets of
Online: theoldglobe.org
magic: a silky carpet of snow,
ladders that stretch to the heavens,
a canopy whose hoisting by the
actors drew spontaneous cheers on opening night.
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It’s a fitting setting for a gentle comedy that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet belief.

Search for lost painting
ties into play

The story behind “As You Like It” (running in festival repertory with
“Richard III” and “Inherit the Wind”) is one of Shakespeare’s most
familiar.

OLD GLOBE
GRADUALLY BUILDS
AUDIENCE AFFECTION
FOR ‘AS YOU LIKE IT’

Kindhearted Orlando (Dan Amboyer) has been booted from the family
homestead by his bad-tempered brother, Oliver (Jay Whittaker).
Meantime, Rosalind (Dana Green) is having domestic troubles of her own:
Her father, Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz) has been banished from court and
is wandering with his entourage in the Forest of Arden.

Backstage Pass: Love of
'Like'

That leaves things in the hands of her uncle, the capricious Duke Frederick
(in a wonderfully blustery turn by Happy Anderson).

Also of interest

SHAKESPEARE
RE-IMAGINED
A radiant Rosalind warms
a chilly 'As You Like It'
Review: Public's 'As You
Like It' a confident hit

Director Noble stages Duke Senior’s expulsion with a provocative touch:
He’s hustled onto a boxcar with other refugees, calling to mind images of
one of the last century’s darkest moments.
If the reference is a bit heavy for the Duke’s actual predicament (you’d
hate to think of equating Arden with, say, Auschwitz), it does fit the
circa-1930s setting suggested by Deirdre Clancy’s costumes and other
elements. (Those even include a couple of fleeting Groucho Marx riffs by
Rosalind and her cousin and BFF, Celia, played by Vivia Font.)
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Rosalind and Orlando finally lock eyes and bond briefly just as the latter is
about to engage in a fight against tough-guy Charles (Matthew Bellows), as
engineered by Oliver. A ring rises from the floor, and a “Golden Boy”-style
boxing match ensues, winningly conceived by fight choreographer Steve
Rankin.
Once everyone shuffles off to Arden, the play revolves around Orlando’s
desperate search for the self-exiled Rosalind, now disguised as a man
named Ganymede. Green carries many scenes with her self-consciously
manly poses; the way she flashes a goofy, prideful grin when the shepherd
Corin (the hearty Adrian Sparks) calls her “gentle sir” is entirely
disarming. She and the vivacious, appealing Font also make for an
adorable comic pair.
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Play review: Lots to 'Like' about Globe show
Well-calibrated staging of Shakespeare comedy grows on a playgoer
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Dan Amboyer as Orlando (standing, center) battles Matthew Bellows as Charles in the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
staging of "As You Like It." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

This is one of those shows with a few too many indelible moments to
itemize, but several come courtesy of Adam Daveline, part of the festival’s
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versatile contingent of Old Globe/University of San Diego grad-student
actors. He sings and plays mandolin with confidence and brio, leading the
cast’s performances of Shaun Davey’s affecting original songs (set to
Shakespeare’s lyrics).
There also are memorable performances by (among others) festival
veteran Charles Janasz, in a touching turn as Orlando’s frail but loyal
former servant Adam; Pescovitz as the wise Duke; Joseph Marcell as the
conniving but likable fool Touchstone; Christopher Salazar as the besotted
Silvius, opposite a comically hotheaded Allison Spratt Pearce as Phoebe;
Whittaker as the devious but ultimately sympathetic Oliver; and Danielle
O’Farrell as the earthy, put-upon farm girl Audrey.
Amboyer also finds an excellent blend of boyishness and nobility as
Orlando. And when it comes time for the “Seven Ages of Man” speech,
Jacques C. Smith, as the witty but ever-downbeat lord Jaques, invests it
with arresting emotion.
In harmony with the show itself, it’s a moment that begins modestly but
turns into a thing of quiet beauty — one you want to hang onto for keeps.
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THEATER REVIEW: The Bard wins out in The Old Globe’s
“As You Like It” | VIDEOS
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Adrian Noble’s staging of Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” begins with the
startling, even shocking image of the old Duke and several other characters
scrambling onto a boxcar.
It’s a tone-deaf clue that this version of the play is set in the 1930s, but let’s
face it: However terrible banishment from court favor may have seemed in
Shakespeare’s time, it really can’t be compared to being shipped off to
Dachau.
There are other odd images as well: tall ladders appearing out of nowhere in
the forest, a time-consuming scene in which actors engineer a canopy-lift
from the aisles that adds questionable atmosphere to a story that is, after all,
not about technology but the redemptive power of love.
Fortunately, superb acting and the Bard’s poetic script save this production
from its clumsy staging and make it worth seeing.
You know the story: A usurper to the French throne (Happy Anderson)
banishes his brother and several other courtiers. The women (his daughter
Celia and niece Rosalind) save the day, making him see the light, make
restitution and turn testosterone-fueled threats of violence into a huge
wedding party where four couples tie the knot.
The best thing about this production is Dana Green’s spot-on Rosalind,
daughter of the banished Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz). Rosalind is one of
Shakespeare’s most endearing female characters: bright, verbal, daring, yet
reduced to mush at the first sight of the handsome Orlando (played with
panache by festival newcomer Dan Amboyer). Green also has a delightful
way of playing to the audience.
Vivia Font’s playful Celia is the perfect complement to Green’s Rosalind.

Photo credit: Henry DiRocco

Dana Green as Rosalind and Dan Amboyer as
Orlando in The Old Globe's production of
William Shakespeare's "As You Like It."

Also worth watching: Jay Whittaker, who (unlike his other character this summer, Richard III) apologizes and is forgiven for his
shabby treatment of younger brother Orlando; Charles Janasz, as Orlando’s kindly old servant Adam; Joseph Marcell, as the
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fool Touchstone, who marries the wench Audrey (played with exquisite vulgarity by Danielle O’Farrell); Jacques C. Smith, as
the melancholy Jaques, and Adrian Sparks as the wise old shepherd Corin.
Credit Deirdre Clancy with some gorgeous, slinky dresses for the ladies, Adam Daveline with lovely work on the mandoline
(playing and singing Shaun Davey’s compositions), and Steve Rankin with great fight choreography in the wrestling match
between Orlando and royal favorite Charles (Matthew Bellows).
As the Bard wrote, all’s well that ends well, and this “As You Like It” is well worth a look-see despite its unfortunate production
design.
The details
“As You Like It“ plays in rotation with ”Richard III” and “Inherit The Wind” through Sept. 30 at The Old Globe’s Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park.
See schedule online. All performances at 8 pm
For tickets, call 619-234-5623 or visit HERE.
To read more reviews by SDGLN Theater Critic Jean Lowerison, click HERE.
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Dana Green's doing a spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's smartest women, and the Adrian Nobledirected production's a wall-to-wall charmer.
The play begins upside-down. Conniving Duke Frederick banishes his brother, Duke Senior. The scene's
portrayed vividly at the Globe: steam rises from a departing train (to Dachau?); a woman in white rushes
to her father. It's Rosalind. Too late.
In court Frederick exercises his new freedom by denying the rights of others (no scorecard needed to tell
the nice folks from the Nazis).
Duke Senior goes to the Forest of Arden, in the northeast corner of Warwickshire County where
Shakespeare grew up. The Bard's mother was Mary Arden, so personal connections may have run deep.
Banished Rosalind and friend Celia, Duke Frederick's daughter, flee to the forest. Orlando, neglected son
of Sir Rowland de Boys (in French: "of the woods"), pines for a woman he met once, named Rosalind.
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Disguised as a man, Rosalind gives him an ongoing seminar on how to behave with a woman (Juliet does
the same thing. Once she gets Romeo alone, she practically orders him to cut the swoony poeticizing BS
and speak from the heart).
As You Like It is a "pastoral" comedy. It's usually staged as a city versus country comparison, with rustic
ways winning out over the "painted pomp" of civilization. To stress the point, productions tend to turn
Arden into an Eden filled with chipper Bambi's and Thumper's.
But as Amiens (Adam Daveline) sings, "Here shall we see/No enemy/But winter and rough weather."
Costume designer Deidre Clancy decks the cast in a modern dress, Nordic look: heavy coats and woolen
scarves. As Rosalind, Celia, and Touchstone enter the forest, a huge white sheet follows them downstage:
snow afoot and, in the second half, a canopy above.
The country has its virtues - it slows city-folk down long enough to turn right-side up - but Eden it isn't (it's
almost as if Shakespeare read sun-beamy, bucolic poetry and said, "they never spent a winter in
Warwickshire").
As in Noble's other mountings at the Globe, music, dance, and smart, theatricality play major roles. In
particular, the wrestling scene, staged by Steve Rankin. Orlando (an ardent Dan Amboyer) and Charles
(Matthew Bellows) grapple like combatants on Monday Night Raw and threaten spectators in posh
evening wear.
Amid quality ensemble work, some performances stand out. Many see the melancholy Jacques as a
narcissistic role-player: a fashionable downer. Jacques C. Smith (talk about a connection!) convinces that
his courtier may not be playing at all.
Vivia Font's sprightly Celia, Charles Janasz's ancient Adam (a role the Bard may have played), and Joseph
Marcell's sage Touchstone contribute.
Green has on-the-spot intelligence (she and Smith convince they're composing extempore), instant shifts
from mind to heart, and a remarkable rapport with the audience. Rosalind claims to be a conjuring
magician. So's Green.
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, through September 30 [note: runs in
repertory with Richard III and Inherit the Wind.
Facebook
Twitter
Out & About alerts
Write a story for us
Share
Email
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‘As You Like It’
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Adrian Noble
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The Old Globe Theatre (http://www.oldglobe.org/tickets/production.aspx?performanceNumber=9661), San Diego
June 10 – Sept. 30, 2012

What kinds of love are there? There’s true love, the thing we’re all after and Shakespeare spent a career
mocking. There’s convenient love — love the one you’re with. Unrequited love, naturally. Playing through
September at The Old Globe, "As You Like It," delves into these and other forms — providing the insights you
expect from Shakespeare in a nicely rounded production.
In the play, the Duke (Robert Pescovitz) is banished by his brother Frederick (Happy Anderson) and goes to
live in the woods with his merry followers. They are the happiest exiles on Earth. Frederick keeps the Duke’s
daughter Rosalind (Dana Green) around to amuse his daughter Celia (Vivia Font). The women are closer than
sisters and enjoy the odd arrangement until Frederick has a change of heart and they too venture into the
woods.
Meanwhile, Orlando (Dan Amboyer) is fed up with his tyrannical older brother Oliver (Jay Whittaker) and
leaves for — the woods. Everyone of importance is now in the forest.
Before the sylvan sojourn, Rosalind and Orlando happened to meet and fall suddenly in love. However,
Rosalind has chosen to dress as a man. When she encounters Orlando in the woods, in the guise of the boy
Ganymede, she/he schools him on how best to court Rosalind.
Other comedies, "The Taming of the Shrew" and "Much Ado About Nothing" for example, pit strong men
against strong women. Orlando is not so clever. Rosalind, however, is quick-witted and agile. Green inhabits
the character admirably, taking charge of the last half of the play. Though she lacks a suitable adversary, she
displays amiable leadership.
Despite the lack of a strong male counterpoint, Rosalind’s relationship with Celia (and the chemistry between
Green and Font) is fun to watch. You would think that being banished is the most fun two young women could
possibly have.
In addition to Green and Font, Jacques C. Smith stands out as Jaques, the melancholy nobleman. Indeed,
Jaques seems to be the only one who doesn’t think a nice long stay in the forest is supreme fun. Kudos also
to Joseph Marcell as Touchstone, the least foolish Fool.
Director Adrian Noble (http://articles.latimes.com/2010/jun/27/entertainment/la-ca-adrian-noble-20100627) is a
veteran of the Shakespeare festival and does not disappoint, milking the laughs for all their worth and
accentuating the gender-bending aspects for the contemporary audience. The set is minimal and unobtrusive
and the music delightful.
Yes, the plot is ridiculous, the villains unintimidating and the men in general boring, but The Old Globe’s "As
You Like It" certainly brings the fun. And what more could you want on a cool summer evening in San Diego?
Josh Baxt
Correction: This review has been updated from an earlier version to correct the name of the actor who plays
Jaques. He is Jacques C. Smith.
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.
By Carol Davis

Carol Davis
SAN DIEGO — About ten minutes into director Adrian Noble’s rendering of Shakespeare’s pastoral comedy,
As You Like It, the strangest sight of all left me awe-struck.
After the opening scenes were played and we got the gist of Shakespeare’s charming garden romp, (more on
that later) a set of metal rolling gates opened upstage and a box car (think concentration camps trains) comes
to a grinding and screeching halt in the middle of the stage. The train doors are pulled open and the exiled
Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz) and his men are pushed into the cars.
As the doors slam shut the women who were trying to either enter the cars or say their last goodbyes are
pushed back. I almost left the theatre sick to my stomach. Is this supposed to be a comparison to the death
trains? Were they going to the camps, say Auschwitz?
What were you thinking Mr. Noble?????????
Set in the 1930’s As You Like It for the most part is played out in the enchanted Forest of Arden, (Ralph
Funicello) about as far away from death camps as one can imagine. Surely other images might have been
more prudent to depict a particular time frame. (Nuff said about that.)
Deirdre Clancy’s stunning gold shimmering period gowns fit the women beautifully and period tuxedos are
perfect for the men in the court and more rugged looking outfits for the forest dwellers gave the production a
somewhat classy look turned rustic.
What would a Shakespeare play be like if it didn’t involve some sort of sibling rivalry, cross dressing and
disguises and riddles? This one alas is no different. Brothers Orlando (Dan Amboyer) and Oliver (Jay
Whittaker) are at odds with each other. Oliver wants Orlando out of the way so he alone will have what he
thinks is rightfully his.
He arranges a wrestling match, as the evening’s entertainment, with the muscular Matthew Bellows as the
champ, Charles (no last names needed here). The idea is getting rid of his brother as well as amusing the
guests, and the hit is on. To Charles, make sure Orlando doesn’t come out alive.
Much to the chagrin of their father, Duke Frederick (a blustery and over the top Happy Anderson) Orlando is
the winner of the match (credit flight director Steve Rankin for a beautifully choreographed fight) and all hell
breaks loose.
With Frederick’s daughter Rosalind (Dana Green) defending and cheering Orlando, she too is banished from
the court. Now it’s game on. This is the very same court that he stole from her father, his brother Duke Senior.
Rosalind takes the banishment in stride and readies for the long trek to the forest. She might also have ulterior
motives to see Orlando again. Her interest in this charming young man is more than a passing fancy; she is
smitten as in love at first sight.
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With Touchstone (Joseph Marcell) in tow, Rosalind and her best friend and cousin Celia (Viva Font) head off
in disguise, to the forest where love, it seems, is in bloom. Here the story plays out in this wonderful Forest
where Orlando is desperately seeking Rosalind who is now the young man Ganymede. She plays cat and
mouse with Orlando as she struts about like a man but swoons and faints like a lovesick babe and the dwellers
sing, dance and frolic. Shaun Davey’s original music (Shakespeare’s lyrics) strummed effectively on his
mandolin by Adam Daveline as minstrel Amiens gives a nice lift and easy air to the production.
As the refugees from the court show up in numbers schlepping one thing or another all are welcome and
accepted, fed and cared for and friends are easily made and life is a song. It is here that Jacque (Jacques C.
Smith is terrific) recites his “seven stages of man” where it is echoed in unison and with delight by the
wonderful ensemble of forest dwellers. Another of the more touching scenes is watching young Orlando
carrying the near exhausted and worn out Adam (Charles Janasz) into the colony in his arms like a sick child.
Luckily, Noble’s earlier folly faded into background noise in an otherwise charming show thanks to Dana
Green’s Rosalind, Viva Font’s Celia, Dan Amboyer’ Orlando, Jacques C. Smith’s Jacque, Charles Janasz’s
Adam, Joseph Marcell’s Touchstone and an exciting wrestling match reminiscent of the days when our family
used to gather round the 10” Zenith and watch ‘professional wrestling’.
As for the characters in As You Like It, “All’s Well That Ends Well”.
See you at the theatre.
Dates: In repertory with Richard III and Inherit The Wind through Sept 30th
Organization: Old Globe Theatre
Phone: 619-234-5623
Production Type: Comedy
Where: 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
Ticket Prices: start at $29.00
Web: theoldglobe.org
Venue: Lowell Davies Festival Stage
*
Davis is a San Diego-based theatre critic, who may be contacted at carol.davis@sdjewishworld.com
Add a comment...
Comment using...
Facebook social plugin
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As for the characters in “As You Like It”, “All’s Well That Ends Well”.
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LA Review: 'As You Like It'
at the Old Globe as part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival

Reviewed by Evan Henerson
AUGUST 08, 2012

"Oh heavenly Rosalind," exclaims Dan
Amboyer's gobsmacked Orlando before
running offstage and preparing to enter his
new career as a full-time Rosalind
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Having run the Royal Shakespeare Company for more than a decade and helmed every Bard
work, Noble doesn't often misstep in production concept, overlay, or casting. Now in his third
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year as artistic director of the Old Globe's summer festival and working with a core group of
American actors, the director is flexing his creative muscle. Noble hasn't cut a syllable of
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Shakespeare's text, and with Shaun Davey contributing original melodies, the production does
not stint on the music. This "As You Like It" pushes forward, filled with blood and heart in equal
measure.
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Set in the 1930s, the proceedings begin with a railway car spiriting away the banished Duke
Senior (Bob Pescovitz) and his followers in a scene evoking death-camp journeys. Left behind
are an anxious Rosalind and Celia (Vivia Font), dressed by designer Deirdre Clancy like women
out of Noël Coward. Our two heroines, however, are anything but stodgy eye candy as they
play out much of their early "I'm in love" dialogue while cavorting around the ring lately
occupied by Orlando and the wrestler Charles.
The court may be sterile, but things are even more wintry and chilling in the Forest of Arden.
The followers of Duke Senior look like they have been vagabonds for many a month, and there
is poignancy in the duke's admission "We have seen better days." Nonetheless, even in falling
snow, Adam Daveline's Amiens plays a quick-paced mandolin, and everybody joins in the
chorus of "This life is most jolly-o." That includes the "melancholy" Jaques, who, as played by a
smiling, singing Jacques C. Smith, hardly lives up to his moniker.

Back Stage Vid

After intermission the drape that had served as a snowy ground cover is hoisted skyward and
fastened into place to form a canopy. Spring has burned winter away, and out come the
gingham and the bright colors. Now is the time for Green's Rosalind—disguised as a frisky
Ganymede—to take over the lessons of How to Woo 101. Amboyer's Orlando is up to the
assignment. Indeed, during these lessons, the two young "men" get so caught up in the
moment that they nearly cross a homoerotic threshold on more than one occasion.
New to love though she is, this Rosalind isn't improvising, although she's not above borrowing
a "Take me now" gesture she learned from Allison Spratt Pearce's lusty Phoebe one scene
prior. When she admits to Celia how deeply in love she is, the hurt is very much apparent.
Smith's rarely sad Jacques doesn't make much sense, and the attraction between Joseph
Marcell's Touchstone and Danielle O'Farrell's rube-like Audrey is equally mysterious. But these
are quibbles. Green is a rose in full bloom in an Arden full of earthly delights.
Presented by and at the Old Globe as part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival, 1363 Old Globe
Way, San Diego. June 29–Sept. 30. Schedule varies. (619) 234-5623 or www.theoldglobe.org.
Casting by Calleri Casting.
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aving never seen (nor read, Fm
ashamed to say) William
Shakespeare's As YouLike It, and it
being my first time at The Old Globe
theatre, I was a double virgin coming
into the experience.
I was captivated by both aspects of a
recent midsummer's eve spent in the
bosom of San Diego's cultural hearth,
Balboa Park
Imagine being lifted out of the hustle
and busde of early 21st century life
and being convincingly dropped into
the woodlands of early renaissance
France (or a forest outside
Warwickshire, England according to
some Shakespearean historians).
Ignoring the 1930s costumes, that was
how I perceived the experience as the
quintessential comedy of mistaken
identities unfolded all around me and
my guests.
Having by most accounts successfully
played William, the Duke of
Cambridge in "William and Catherine,
a Royal Romance" a 2011 Hallmark
Channel production, Dan Amboyer is
equally compelling as the disenfranchised
heir, Orlando.
Orlando (and Amboyer in just
about any role) is irresistible. His energy
is intoxicating and exhausting. He
is everywhere on the stage.
Ralph Funicello's set, expertly
erected in towering scale out of the
tininess of set potentialities inside the
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, is fully
exploited by Amboyer's fleet feet and

those of his equally deft castmates.
love with dolling out unviable romances,
From the barest of beginnings of
while forgiveness and reconciliation
wooden chairs and tables the set
is in the air.
Just being at the venue is almost
grows with the precision-choreographed
kinetics of cast and crew.
enough enchantment to have made
Both during the intermission and betweenthe outing worth the while. I'll never
acts the sets evolve to include a
have my "first time" at The Old Globe
gleaming white carpet of Arden
again. But I can tell you that getting a
Forest snow that rolls outward magically cozy, warm throw for a $2 rental fee
and curling up to watch truly world
to introduce one act, during
class actors perform Shakespeare at
which romance is made magic.
Orlando's (Amboyer) love interest is
your fingertips is a thrill in itself.
a comely youth named Ganymede. At
Ultimately, the moment of truths and
least in the Shakespearian lexis, if not
reconciliations are brought about by an
also in modern language, a "youth"
unlikely ruse performed by the impossibly
athletic Ganymede (Green), in
nearly always means a cute young guy.
OK, the truth is, Orlando is not knowingly which he reveals his true feminine
in love with a boy named
identity to the horror of a young wench
Ganymede. He is, however, in love
who has taken to fancying the faux
with Rosalind (Dana Green), the girl
youth, and to the delight, of course, of
behind the boy. As it happens or, perhaps, the ever-impassioned Orlando. Other
as you like it, Rosalind has indeed
revelations soon follow and the Arden
had to take on the alias Ganymede as
Forest becomes a momentary Utopia
she has embarked upon her new lifein-fhe-raw
for lovers and forgivers.
amid the trees with her angered The fact that As YouLike is said to
lord of owed-allegiance's
be one of Shakespeare's more questionable
daughter, cousin Celia (Vivia Font) and
plays in terms of quality
the great Duke Fredrick's (Happy
seems silly when you see it performed
by this company of professionals.
Anderson) own jester and courtierextraordinaire,
the affable and always
Anderson, Amboyer, Font, Green and
witty Touchstone (Joseph Marcell).
Jay Whitaker (as Orlando's angry
The romp through the woods that
brother, Oliver) are consummately
unfolds is one of unlikely kismet, unwantedprofessional, giving their all to every
crushes (farmed and cultivated scene. They could do this stuff in their
sleep and still not put an audience to
in an instant), undying loyalties
sleep. Before I wanted it to be, the
and unrelenting resentments. The
duke hates his brother. The brother
show was over. And I was no longer a
loves his brother's enemies; love is in
virgin to The Old Globe. ?
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‘As you like it’
From the play that gave us ‘all the world’s a stage,’ comes truth, love and forgiveness
BY THOM SENZEE
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Having never seen (nor read, I’m ashamed to
say) William Shakespeare’s As You Like It, and it
being my first time at The Old Globe theatre, I
was a double virgin coming into the experience.
I was captivated by both aspects of a recent
midsummer’s eve spent in the bosom of San
Diego’s cultural hearth, Balboa Park.
Imagine being lifted out of the hustle and bustle
of early 21st century life and being convincingly
dropped into the woodlands of early renaissance
France (or a forest outside Warwickshire,
England according to some Shakespearean historians). Ignoring the 1930s costumes, that was how
I perceived the experience as the quintessential comedy of mistaken identities unfolded all around
me and my guests.
Having by most accounts successfully played William, the Duke of Cambridge in “William and
Catherine, a Royal Romance,” a 2011 Hallmark Channel production, Dan Amboyer is equally
compelling as the disenfranchised heir, Orlando.
Orlando (and Amboyer in just about any role) is irresistible.
His energy is intoxicating and exhausting. He is everywhere
on the stage.
Ralph Funicello’s set, expertly erected in towering scale out
of the tininess of set potentialities inside the Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, is fully exploited by Amboyer’s fleet feet
and those of his equally deft castmates.
From the barest of
beginnings of wooden
chairs and tables the set
grows with the precisionchoreographed kinetics of
cast and crew. Both during
the intermission and
between acts the sets
evolve to include a
gleaming white carpet of
Arden Forest snow that
rolls outward magically to
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introduce one act, during which romance is made magic.
Orlando’s (Amboyer) love interest is a comely youth named
Ganymede. At least in the Shakespearian lexis, if not also in
modern language, a “youth” nearly always means a cute young
guy. OK, the truth is, Orlando is not knowingly in love with a boy named Ganymede. He is,
however, in love with Rosalind (Dana Green), the girl behind the boy. As it happens or, perhaps, as
you like it, Rosalind has indeed had to take on the alias Ganymede as she has embarked upon her
new life-in-the-raw amid the trees with her angered lord of owed-allegiance’s daughter, cousin
Celia (Vivia Font) and the great Duke Fredrick’s (Happy Anderson) own jester and courtierextraordinaire, the affable and always witty Touchstone (Joseph Marcell).
The romp through the woods that unfolds is one of unlikely
kismet, unwanted crushes (farmed and cultivated in an instant),
undying loyalties and unrelenting resentments. The duke hates
his brother. The brother loves his brother’s enemies; love is in
love with dolling out unviable romances, while forgiveness and
reconciliation is in the air.
Just being at the venue is almost enough enchantment to have
made the outing worth the while. I’ll never have my “first time”
at The Old Globe again. But I can tell you that getting a cozy,
warm throw for a $2 rental fee and curling up to watch truly
world class actors perform Shakespeare at your fingertips is a
thrill in itself.
Ultimately, the moment of
truths and reconciliations are
brought about by an unlikely
ruse performed by the
impossibly athletic
Ganymede (Green), in which
he reveals his true feminine
identity to the horror of a
young wench who has taken
to fancying the faux youth,
and to the delight, of course,
of the ever-impassioned
Orlando. Other revelations
soon follow and the Arden
Forest becomes a
momentary utopia for lovers
and forgivers.
The fact that As You Like is said to be one of Shakespeare’s more questionable plays in terms of
quality seems silly when you see it performed by this company of professionals. Anderson,
Amboyer, Font, Green and Jay Whitaker (as Orlando’s angry brother, Oliver) are consummately
professional, giving their all to every scene. They could do this stuff in their sleep and still not put
an audience to sleep. Before I wanted it to be, the show was over. And I was no longer a virgin to
The Old Globe.
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towatch,
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thanks
tofestival's
winning
staffandactors

"As You like It"

WHERE: The OldGlobeTheatre,
1363OldGlobeWay,Balboa
Park
ByCharleneBaldridge
the loversare unitedand everyone
SDUNTheater Critic
WHEN: In repertorythrough
is happy,withthe exceptionofthe
badlyused DukeSeniorandthe
Sept 30;variousdatesat 8 p.m.
melancholyJaques.Bothgo offcompanionably
Allis right with the world.It's
INFO: 619-234-5623
intosek-imposedspiritual
summertimeand the play'sthe
WEB:
theoldglobe.org
exile.Whafs a happyendingifnot
thing.The comedyhas opened
contrastedwitha bit of sadness?
to juxtaposetragedyat the Old
wit The poetryhe writesand posts
Underthe guidanceofmusic
Globe's2012ShakespeareFestival,
on trees is bad.Thats part ofthe
whichcontinuesthrough September directorElanMcMahan,Dave/s
joke.To makeup forthis,Orlando
30 at the outdoorLowellDavies originalmusicpermeatesthe
production,as sung by likableAdam mustradiateirresistiblesexualheat;
FestivalTheatre in BalboaPark.
Amboyerisn'tquitethere yet
Boundto be enormouslypopular Davelineas Amiens,one of those
in Senior'sretinue.A studentin the
Greenis everyinch the swaggering
in this stagingby Shakespeare
OldGlobeand Universityof San
FestivalArtisticDirectorAdrian
youth.Her voice,physicalityand
joy are splendid
Noble,the Bard'ssunniestcomedy, Diegomaster'sin fine arts program, self-congratulatory
indeed;however,this production
the versatileDavelinepossessesa
"AsYouLikeIt" is lovelyto look
resonantbaritone,playsthe mandolin belongsto Font'sgroundedand
at and divineto hear,with splendid
and createsa marvelouscountry energeticCelia,to Smith'sunusual,
originalmusicby ShaunDaveythat
seeminglysaneJaques,and to all
parsonas well.When the entire
fallseasilyon the ear.
companysings,it is thrillingindeed. the deliciouslylimnedbumpkins,
Notwithoutdark imagery,"As
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Additionalcomedyis provided
YouLikeIt"is set circa 1930in a
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and,risingfromthe trap, a wrestling
naturalChristopherSalazar).
The tyrannical Duke Frederick
Amboyer,whoportraysthe Earl
(played by HappyAnderson)
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of Orlando,thoughhe maybe
night a trivialdistraction.Blessedly,
speech that begins "Allthe
handsome,is no matchforRosalind's there were no airplanes.
world's a stage."
Meanwhile,back at Frederick's
court,Senior'sdaughter,Rosalind
(tall,slimDanaGreen),lives
likea sisterwithher cousinCelia
(vivaciousViviaFont).In a parallel
sibling-rivakyplot the villainous
Oliver(JayWhittaker)causeshis
more popularbrother,Orlando
(DanAmboyer),to fleefromDuke
Frederick'swrath.Orlando'sfdthful
retainer,the aged Adam (Charles
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In a fit ofpiqueand insecurity,
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the court clownTouchstone(Joseph
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denizens,creatingnumerous
alliancesand complications,
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guy.In the end,loveandforgiveness
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Shakespeare’s sunniest comedy
Posted: August 3rd, 2012 | Arts & Entertainment, Feature, Theater Reviews | No Comments

“As You Like It”
WHERE: The Old Globe Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
WHEN: In repertory through Sept. 30; various dates at 8 p.m.
INFO: 619-234-5623
WEB: theoldglobe.org

View the curr
of San Die

‘As You Like It’ lovely to watch, divine to hear thanks to festival’s winning staff
By Charlene Baldridge | SDUN
Theater Critic
All is right with the world. It’s
summertime and the play’s the thing.
The comedy has opened to juxtapose
tragedy at the Old Globe’s 2012
Shakespeare Festival, which continues
through September 30 at the outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre in
Balboa Park.
Bound to be enormously popular in
The cast of this year’s ‘As You Like It’ (Photo by
Henry DiRocco)
this staging by Shakespeare Festival
Artistic Director Adrian Noble, the
Bard’s sunniest comedy, “As You Like
It,” is lovely to look at and divine to hear, with splendid original music by Shaun Davey
that falls easily on the ear.
Not without dark imagery, “As You Like It” is set circa 1930 in a neither-here-nor-there
country where dukes still reign and, in order to seize land and power, even send their
own brothers into exile.
The tyrannical Duke Frederick (played by Happy Anderson) has done just that to his
sibling, Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz), who now lives with a band of starving friends in
the Forest of Arden, where winters are tough. Among Duke Senior’s men is the
melancholy Jaques (Jacques C. Smith), who delivers the familiar speech that begins “All
the world’s a stage.”
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Oliver
(JayAllWhittaker)
hisDowntown
more popular
brother, Orlando (Dan Amboyer), to flee from Duke Frederick’s wrath. Orlando’s faithful
retainer, the aged Adam (Charles Janasz), accompanies him.
In a fit of pique and insecurity, Duke Frederick banishes Rosalind, and Celia flees with
her “coz,” taking the court clown Touchstone (Joseph Marcell) along with them. Rosalind
adopts male attire, henceforth known as the youthful Ganymede. Celia becomes the
simple maiden, Aliena. Their first encounter is with the shepherd, Corin (Adrian Sparks),
who helps them find a dwelling.
All the new exiles collide with established Arden exiles and longtime denizens, creating
numerous alliances and complications, not the least of which is Rosalind’s guise as a
guy. In the end, love and forgiveness reign, the bad guys are redeemed, the lovers are
united and everyone is happy, with the exception of the badly used Duke Senior and the
melancholy Jaques. Both go off companionably into self-imposed spiritual exile. What’s a
happy ending if not contrasted with a bit of sadness?
Under the guidance of music director Elan McMahan, Davey’s original music permeates
the production, as sung by likable Adam Daveline as Amiens, one of those in Senior’s
retinue. A student in the Old Globe and University of San Diego master’s in fine arts
program, the versatile Daveline possesses a resonant baritone, plays the mandolin and
creates a marvelous country parson as well. When the entire company sings, it is
thrilling indeed.
Additional comedy is provided by MFA students portraying country dwellers Audrey
(Danielle O’Farrell), Phoebe (Allison Spratt Pearce) and Phoebe’s swain, Silvius
(outstandingly natural Christopher Salazar).
Amboyer, who portrays the Earl of Richmond in “Richard III” and attorney Bertram Cates
(the John Scopes character) in “Inherit the Wind,” – the other two productions in
repertory – is an appealing Orlando. If he seems particularly callow alongside the canny
Rosalind, this is built into the role. Granted, the character of Orlando, though he may be
handsome, is no match for Rosalind’s wit. The poetry he writes and posts on trees is
bad. That’s part of the joke. To make up for this, Orlando must radiate irresistible sexual
heat; Amboyer isn’t quite there yet.
Green is every inch the swaggering youth. Her voice, physicality and self-congratulatory
joy are splendid indeed; however, this production belongs to Font’s grounded and
energetic Celia, to Smith’s unusual, seemingly sane Jaques, and to all the deliciously
limned bumpkins, clowns and philosophers.
Ralph Funicello’s spare scenic design welcomes parades, a field of snow that later
becomes spring sky, glowing lanterns, quickly laid tables and, rising from the trap, a
wrestling ring. Deirdre Clancy’s costumes are clever for the clowns and ravishing for the
ladies, whether in court or country. Rosalind’s Ganymede getup is fetching. Alan
Burrett’s lighting creates magic and Lindsay Jones’s sound design, with subtly
microphoned actors, makes the arrival of the trash truck on opening night a trivial
distraction. Blessedly, there were no airplanes.
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I
Vivia Font as Celia, Jay Whittaker as Oliver and Dana Green as Rosalind in The Old Globe's
Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's As YouLike It. Photo Credit: Henry
DiRocco.

by Laurie O'Brien
Vn

the epilogue of As You
It, Rosalind
adidresses
the audience, "I
charge you, O women, for the
love you bear to men, to like
as much of this play as please
you." This play does indeed
please. Women, and women's
place, is a major theme in this
Shakespeare
comedy
first
published in 1623.

B Like

and they immediately fall in
A series of banishments
love.
has sent several nobles and
their followers into the Forest
Since women can't wander
of Ardenne. Rosalind (Dana
the country unescorted
by
Green), daughter of banished
a man, Rosalind
disguises
Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz),
herself as a shepherd
boy
is also banished by her Uncle
named Ganymede.
Orlando
Duke Frederick (Happy Anderson).
wanders
the forest writing
Rosalind
meets
love poetry to Rosalind when
Orlando (Dan Amboyer),
a
he encounters
her in boy's
young man who is denied his
garb. Rosalind, as Ganymede,
noble birthright
by his evil
proposes to cure him of his
brother Oliver (Jay Whitaker),
lovesickness by tutoring him
in how to woo a woman.
If
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will pretend Ganymede complimented
on the thrilling
is Rosalind,
'he' will
realistic choreography, and Set
teach Orlando how to be a
Designer Ralph Funicello's use
good husband
to Rosalind.
of the trap door elevator as the
The women in this production
wrestling ring is genius.
shine. Vivia Font (Celia) and
Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe)
As You Like It plays in Repertory
both lend their comedic talents
with Richard 111and
to the ensemble.
Inherit the Wind, at the Old
Globe Shakespeare
Festival
Rosalind dominates As You
in Balboa Park, now through
Like It, and for the majority
September
30. Subscription
of the play she is disguised
packages
and single tickets
as the young man Ganymede.
may be purchased
online at
Green has played another
www.TheOldGlobe.org,
by
"pants role" recently,
phone at (619) 23-GLOBE
memorably starring as Viola/
or by visiting the Box Office.
Caesario in Twelfth Night at
the Globe 2009 Shakespeare
Festival. She is an excellent
choice for these type of roles
with a rich alto voice that so
beautifully colors and enlivens
Shakespeare's
language. She
has a very expressive
face
and her excellent
physical
presence and use of body language
convincingly
conveys
a young girl's first crush and
shyness, then a young man's
swagger. Green also appears
in Richard 111as a regal Queen
Elizabeth.
Director
Adrian
Noble
scores a hit with this production,
adding visual details that
help fill out the backstory,
such as the opening scene of
refugees being shoved onto
a train boxcar which helps
explain the banishments
in
the story, and expanding the
wrestling match into a fullfledged
action scene.
Fight
Director Steve Rankin must be
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I will be rather frank; I do not typically enjoy modern
adaptations of Shakespeare. To me there is nothing
wrong with the original work being produced as it was
originally done and, as a theatergoer and theater
lover, I often feel cheated out of the experience when
it is adapted. Even worse is when the play is forced to
comply with the standards of a different era.
I can understand and empathize with the director’s
want to reinvent something that has been produced
thousands of times over; the ever-present need of an
artist to craft a unique experience or reimagine what
has become so classic it is almost cliché.
I did, despite my prejudices, enjoy the latest
incarnation of "As You Like It," William
Shakespeare’s play about the delights and diversity of
love and the ductility of the human experience.
Running on the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre at The
Old Globe in Balboa Park, it is the next installment in
their annual summer Shakespeare Festival.

Dana Green as Rosalind and Dan Amboyer as
Orlando in The Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival
production of William Shakespeare’s "As You Like
It" (Source:Henry DiRocco)

are out filmmakers w
its way into theaters
a moving story out
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Set in the early 20th Century, this production still
captures the essence and motifs of the original work
and translates them well into an entirely different era.
When done well, modernizing the Bard’s work shows
the timelessness of his writing and director Adrian
Noble pulled it off.

The story begins in the midst of a quarrel between
two brothers. The eldest son Oliver (Jay Whittaker),
left the entirety of his recently deceased father’s estate, was instructed to care for and support his
younger brother, Orlando (Dan Amboyer), but fails to do so. Orlando soon finds himself fleeing for his
life but not before he meets Rosalind with whom he instantly falls in love.

If laughter, romance and two
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nudes.

Rosalind (Dana Green) also soon finds herself
banished and forced to live a secret life, that of a
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fantastic female leads are your cup of
tea, a night out at the theatre under
the stars may be in your own plot
line.

man named Ganymede. Accompanied by her
best-friend Celia (Vivia Font), they find a way to
rekindle the romance that began between
Rosalind and Orlando. With plot twists and
misunderstandings befitting an episode of
"Three’s Company," the story ultimately resolves,
as any good comedy would, and lays a happy
ending at the feet of an engaged audience.

Perhaps one of Shakespeare’s most liberal plays,
this one is loaded with gay undertones, gender
dynamics and an overall theme of "Love: As You
Like It." If laughter, romance and two fantastic
female leads are your cup of tea, a night out at
the theatre under the stars may be in your own
plot line.
There were two distractions I found in this
particular staging. First is the chemistry and
strength of Green as Rosalind and Font as Celia.
Their performance was so believable it felt
difficult at times to discern who in fact was each
other’s real love interest, a consequence
intentionally written into the play by
Shakespeare. The issue did not lie in the quality
of the performance but in its contrast to the men. They simply outshined their male counterparts.
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The second was a technical issue. Though the show was technically sound, what started off as an
awe-struck audience caught in a light snowstorm eventually became an audience fighting the
flittering snow to focus in on the performances. I found myself with fake snow in my eyes and in my
mouth, even in my hair the next morning. This aside, Ralph Funicello’s scenic design was one of the
most memorable aspects of the show, even garnering a "Wow!" from the audience as the second act
opened.
Alan Burrett’s lighting was whimsical but somber when it needed to be. Deirdre Clancy’s costuming
was superb right down to the creative modernized dressing of a character that was originally written
to be a court jester and Lindsay Jones’s sound design beautifully supported some unexpected musical
numbers.
A solid performance despite my own initial misgivings, "As You Like It" is a sound summer selection.

Win Free Stu

"As You Like It" runs until September 30 on the Lowell Davies Theatre at The Old Globe, Balboa Park
in San Diego. For info or tickets call 619-23-GLOBE or visit www.theoldglobe.com.
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Erika Rolfsrud, Caitlin Muelder, T. Ryder Smith and Lucas Caleb Rooney in God of Carnage Photo by Henry
DiRocco/Old Globe 2012

Summer is turning out to be the season for comedies in San Diego. Particularly at The Old
Globe where this summer’s Shakespeare Festival is in full swing alongside productions on
both of the indoor stages. But it’s the comedies in this mix that are seizing the day, and this
weekend I was lucky enough to see the two best shows the company has this summer
season. Perhaps the most satisfying surprise is the honestly funny production of Yasmina
Reza’s God of Carnage, which just opened a little over a week ago. Reza’s worldwide
success has largely rested on the advocacy and translation skills of Christopher Hampton who
has brought the French language texts into the English language theater world. Critics have
been divided on whether this was such a good thing and Reza’s comedies on social mores can
come off as coldly clinical. God of Carnage certainly felt like that in its original Broadway
production that was later imported to Los Angeles with its four member cast of James
Gandolfini, Hope Davis, Bill Pullman and Marcia Gay Harden all along for the ride. The
Ahmanson sold seats right and left and people flocked to see TV and movie stars. But despite
the laughs and a few significant coups de theatre, that outing made the play feel like a French
play being performed in English and acted out with a clinical detachment that left room for big
star turns in the midst of a sort of wasteland.
The Old Globe tapped Richard Seer to direct their revival for the White Theater and matched
him up with a lovely cast including Erika Rolfsrud, T. Ryder Smith, Lucas Caleb Rooney, and
Caitlin Muelder. And somewhere along the way these five artists managed to find a warm,
human American comedy of manners among Hampton’s cold translation. Never once do these
two couples, who have gathered to discuss the physical fight between their two young boys,
come off as anything other than who they are billed to be. They aren’t so much characters as
everyday Americans and they find and nail the real humor in the script that is just as easy to
play as bitterness. The fact that the show also takes place in the round on the intimate White
stage ups the ante for the show. This is not some modernist statement living room we’re
watching, but a claustrophobic suburban upper-middle class one. The Old Globe’s excellent
new production of God of Carnage gets to have it both ways with familiar logical laughs for
the audience as well as the clever surprise moments that audiences have held onto to make
the show a success.
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The cast of As You Like It Photo by Henry DiRocco/Old Globe 2012

Meanwhile the comedy offered as part of this year’s Shakespeare Festival season is As You
Like It in a staging under the guidance of festival director Adrian Noble. It’s a show that hits far
more right notes than wrong ones with a big hearted Rosalind played by Dana Green. She
grabs one scene after the next in this big magical Arden forest that is overflowing with lovers,
fools and others. Noble keeps the tone light without plumbing for darker political meanings
surrounding the usurping and banishment of Rosalind’s father the Duke. He’s moved the city
scenes to the early 20th Century, but the forest scenes are a bit harder to place. Still it’s
stylish and attractive and the pacing is fleet. Yet he lets the language breath without too much
ponderous overstatement. Not everything is on target though. There are some awkward
off-tone moments like the banishment scene that opens the play that evokes the deportation of
Jews to Nazi concentration camps more than the banishment of a Duke. But these missteps
are relatively few and while it makes no radical statements, Noble’s vision of As You Like It is
the strongest offering of this year’s outdoor season in San Diego. The show runs through Sep
29th.
Labels: Old Globe Theater
[Permalink] Posted by Brian | 8/09/2012 11:30:00 PM
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As You Like It
by William Shakespeare

The Old Globe
June 10- September 30, 2012

Acting
Costumes
Sets
Directing
Overall

A stylized musical with whimsical characters
intermittently breaking out in a jig-esque dance
mark The Old Globe’s production of As You
Like It.
Director Adrian Noble delights the audience
with music, dance, inspirational characters and
grand props that flow with the spirit of creativity.

PlayShak
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As You Like It is one of his favorite plays that
is, in his words, “full of love, wonderful
characters and no less than four weddings at
the play’s end.” Sometimes this play is
produced with a dark tone, but Noble balances

Photos: Henry DiRocco

the melancholy with humor and fun.
As You Like It is especially entertaining with Jacques C. Smith (Jaques), as a big talker,
balancing the sexual and comic prose with a sarcastic melancholy. Jaques is in the forest, with
the lords who maintain their loyalty to the banished Duke, listening to the mandolin. He says he
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“…can suck the melancholy out of a song as a weasel sucks eggs,” in an off-putting way to
Adam Daveline (Amiens). Daveline (Amiens) tells Smith (Jaques) he cannot please him. Smith
wittingly quips back, “I do not desire you to please me.” He draws out many other lines like this
using “tail” as a pun. Then, there is the famous line, “All the world’s a stage…,” he speaks of
the “Seven Ages of Man” accenting “Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.” His
words set up a visually stunning entrance as Dan Amboyer (Orlando) carries in Charles Janasz
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silently in slow motion, offering a picturesque view.
Dana Green (Rosalind) is infectiously sanguine and Dan Amboyer (Orlando) is too smitten to
give in to Jaques's temperamental attitude. Green almost forgets she is Ganymede as she
holds Amboyer from behind sitting on the floor. Amboyer is a willing Orlando wooing Ganymede
if that is what it takes to satisfy his affection for Rosalind. Amboyer lies next to Ganymede with
his head on Vivia Font’s (Celia) bottom and then slaps it. Green uses her scarf as a prop and
covers them with it as she curls around him pretending to be his love. Green has the audience
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convinced she is a woman in love who has possibly given her identity away. Font saves her
from revealing the truth too soon by being a playful assistant. Green lies on Font crying, trying
to convince Orlando not to go. It’s a fun girlish friendship.
Rosalind has more than one admirer. Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe) is giddily naughty as she
has to have Ganymede no matter what. She holds a shepherd's rod between her legs,
bouncing, not able to contain her lust. All the while her true admirer Christopher Salazar
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(Silvius) is watching as she makes a fool of herself lying on the floor wanting Ganymede.
Some of the creative team that worked on As You Like It also worked in last year’s festival,
include scenic designer Ralph Funicello, costume designer Deirdre Clancy and composer
Shaun Davey. They tweaked similar ideas from the previous year which gives each of them, as
an artist, an expectant signature style.
The impressively crafted stage starts out as almost empty with two ladders leading up to the
rafters. Though minimalist, the props are dramatic by using a similar sheet that overwhelms the
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stage in last year’s The Tempest. The sheet lies on the stage with holes for newly centered
ladders. The cast stands among the audience and pulls the ropes that elevate the white cloth,
tilting it, creating a faux roof. Another clever prop creates snow by having white felt creep along
the stage behind Touchstone, Celia and Rosalind upon entering the Forest of Arden. For the
fight scene, a scaled-down fighting ring is raised through the trap, leaving an impression in the
middle of the stage, allowing for Rosalind and Celia to continue their scene sitting behind the
ropes with their legs dangling as they sit in sparkling dresses. How apropos to have the most
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memorable staged scene be the, “All the world’s a stage…” The cast is cozy in winter clothes
enjoying plates of fruit and bread with light fading around them like a painting set by lighting
designer Alan Burrett.
The costumes are influenced by the 1930s and 40s. The sparkling dresses that Rosalind and
Celia wear have thin straps that drape to the floor, one silver and one gold. Rosalind is
transformed into Ganymede with trousers, an Oxford shirt, vest and newspaper boy’s hat.
Joseph Marcell (Touchstone) is the most amusing with a clownish costume of quilted pants,
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maroon vest, large colorful abstract-print tie, red socks with sandals, topped with a cowboy
hat. A couple of the dresses are everyday cotton short-sleeve floral prints that go below the
knee. The red pops on the dresses and the vest much like in the costumes for Much Ado
About Nothing last year. Costume designer Deirdre Clancy is designing for all three
productions of the Shakespeare Festival at The Old Globe. (Even more interesting is her
behind the scenes life as a costume designer that reads like a play itself on her blog that can
be found on her website www.clancy.uk.com.)
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The production starts with pre-recorded harp joined with a drum. Also, Adam Daveline
(Amiens) plays a mandolin evocative of Irish America. Composer Davey had used the harp in

Latest Bl

The Tempest last year, but this time around is folk inspired. The cast joins in for many catchy
tunes, such as, “With a hey, and a ho, and a hey nonino.” The music inspires dance taking the
audience back to Appalachia.
This year The Old Globe’s As You Like It doesn’t disappoint with some of the same made new
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through the creative team and some returning and new cast. It’s comforting to see familiar
faces like Jay Whittaker (Oliver) who is also cast as Richard in Richard III and to see actors
like Allison Spratt Pearce grow and transform and Charles Janasz (Adam/Hymen) become the
indiscernible actor. The actors dissolve into their character forcing a discerning eye to look at
headshots to make sure that is who is on stage. Dan Amboyer is a new, flawless Orlando
adding to the optimism of this production. The Old Globe’s creation is less melancholy and
more cheery as romance and optimistic philosophy of the youth prevail. Adrian Noble’s
direction is inspiring, allowing all the senses to be stroked. He never disappoints with a
sophisticated show. There is something for everybody whether it is a play or a musical--it can
be taken as you like it.
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96 people like this.
Dan Amboyer, Matthew Bellows, center, with full cast of As You Like It at The Old Globe / Henry DiRocco

Back to Arden
As You Like It is Shakespeare’s tribute to the clarity that nature can provide for
restriction-weary city dwellers. More than 300 years before the American utopian
movement and the 1960s "back to the garden" stampede, Shakespeare has children
shed their commanding elders – whether fathers, governors, or both – for the freedom
Subscribe to Theatertimes
RSS Reader updates.

of the Forest of Arden. The message remains timeless, and in Adrian Nobel's staging
for the festival at The Old Globe, it is a summer tonic that's easy to swallow.
In the opening scenes, the youth – in the form of Rosalind (Dana Green), her cousin Celia (Vivia Font),
and a strapping newcomer named Orlando (Dan Amboyer) – are in a losing battle with the establishment.
Rosalind’s father, Duke Senior (Bob Pescovitz) has been banished to the forest by his brother, Duke
Frederick (Happy Anderson). Frederick, concerned about his niece Rosalind's influence over his daughter
Celia, sends her packing for the forest, too. But the devoted Celia, pledges to go with her. Along with
Touchstone (Joseph Marcell), they head out to make a new life. Meanwhile, Orlando, after a victorious
wrestling match with court-favorite Charles (Matthew Bellows), hoists his ancient attendant, Adam
(Charles Janasz), over his shoulder and lumbers out into the woods.
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Once outside the city limits, the wanderers crisscross, intersect and meet various country folk. For
protection, Rosalind dons male garb and the name Ganymede, while Celia plays her sister, Aliena. So
successful is her disguise that, when they eventually happen on Orlando, he is unaware that it is Rosalind
under Ganymede's garments. In the days since leaving the city, Orlando has become so deeply in love that
he has begun tacking anonymous paeans of love to Rosalind on trees, with whom he and she is able to
actually offer twhose original attraction is deepening into major infatuation.
Among Duke Senior's band of forest dwellers is Jacques, third brother to Oliver and Orlando. It is Jacques
who recites Shakespeares famous Seven Ages of Man Speech, and ?? gets off to a great start as he is
allowed to give the opening lines without intrusion by the director. Unfortunately he is soon made to get
uup and move around, Noble apparently concerned his audience needs some action to keep their
attention, and he is engaging with hail fellow jocularity some fo the merry-ready band. It’s unfortunate
because it had started as one of the most natural moments in the play, by one of the real actors in the cast,
and was frittered away. Green has quickly risen from our first viewing in Cousin Bette, to the show at
Shakespeare Santa Cruz, to second banana in Midsummer lead roles at South Coast Repertory’s Pride
and Prejudice. Except for Cousin Bette, these have all beenfairly lightehearded exhibitions and she has
that in her DNA. She is however, capable of great range, as is Font, who after getting high marks for her
?? in Inherit the Wind, is an ebullient Celia.
It is an extremely watchable and clear version, if not paraticulary exciting. The stagecraft that helped make
Noble’s Tempest last year so thrilling is missing here, other than a well-staged wrestling match. Going into
the forest the set relies on the real trees beyond the upstage wall, but they are not lit enough to bring the
sense of the forest to bear and except for some snow falling, the scenic design is Spartan.
To establish the sense of overbearing establishment, the city gets an air of Nazi Germany or Poland with a
full size box car being loaded with citizens, dressed in ‘30s clothing, being forced onto the . It is
apparently part of the Duke’s forcing out of his opposition, but it’s hard not to see it as an extermination.
A lot of trouble to go to, with a high risk of that assumption, which is heavy-handed and disproportionate
for this story.
Send
top of page

Morlan Higgins and Julanne Chidi Hill in The Blue Iris at the Fountain Theatre / Ed Krieger

Survivor guilt
South Africa's Athol Fugard, a major influence on American theater in the 1970s and
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‘As You Like It’ is full of laughs, romance and whimsy
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The Old Globe’s new production of “As You Like It” at the 2012 Shakespeare Festival is a fantastic romantic
comedy, which transports spectators to an enchanting winter wonderland. Director Adrian Noble makes the
most of a relatively sparse set, while keeping the production of this famous story astonishingly delightful.
Set in a time inspired by 1930s England, Rosalind (Dana Green) is the daughter of Duke Senior (Bob
Pescovitz), a respected man who is banished by his evil brother, Duke Frederick (Happy Anderson). After a
slapstickfilled wrestling match, Rosalind falls in love with Orlando (Dan Amboyer), the son Frederick’s
enemy, Sir Rowland de Bois.
Both Rosalind and Orlando get into dangerous conflicts, leading them to abandon their homes and find refuge
in the magical Forest of Arden.
Like his previous interpretation of “The Tempest,” Noble has created an easily accessible piece of
entertainment aimed at a mass audience. Instead of an adaptation following the original show to a tee, the
humor is quite graspable, with plenty of physical jokes and nuances from the actors resulting in clear verbal
wit.
Another artist who plays an integral part in the majestic tone of the play is scenic designer, Ralph Funicello.
There isn’t much scenery, but what Funicello achieves is spellbinding. The forest is full of artificial falling
snow, which adds to the delightful mood.
In Act II, a cable grid with lights hovers over the entire auditorium adding simple visual magic.
Of course, what is a great Shakespeare play without a terrific ensemble? Everyone plays their part perfectly,
from Amboyer’s sympathetic portrayal of Orlando to the cynical Jaques (Jacques C. Smith) who gets to say
the most popular line, “All the world’s a stage.”
The most memorable performances come from the two main women, Green as Rosalind and Vivia Font as
Celia, Rosalind’s witty and loyal cousin. They play off each other’s wittiness to get the most laughs they
possibly can.
Green makes Rosalind a clever heroine whose quick thinking actually pays off. Characters like this usually
find temporary solutions that bite them in the butt, but Rosalind never runs into these types of problems
because she is one of the wisest people in her world.
While it is not a musical, there are four songs written by the playwright that are integrated throughout “As
You Like It.”
Mostly led by the character Amiens (Adam Daveline) and accompanied with original music by Shaun Davey,
the upbeat folksy numbers really stand out as opposed to slowing the proceedings down.
In the program, Noble says “As You Like it” is “one of [his] favorite plays.”
His love for Shakespeare’s text is on full display and his unique vision results in another triumphant success
for the summer festival.
Tickets and information about “As You Like It” can be found at theoldglobe.org.
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Play review: Lowdown Richard rides high
Whittaker is excellent as Globe fest's savage king, but show has its lulls
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Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green) gets on the new king's bad side (the only kind he has, actually) in the Old Globe
Shakespeare Festival staging of "Richard III." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

Ah, Richard, that wheedler without equal. He makes the ladies swoon (or
at least look a little sick) and makes the men drop dead. (Really. Dead.)
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When your own mother calls you a toad — and has to get in line to do it —
it might be time to think about reordering your priorities.
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But that’s the thing about this creep
of a king — particularly as played
by the masterfully guileful,
gleefully guilt-free Jay Whittaker in
the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
staging of “Richard III.”
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Play review: Lowdown
Richard rides high

Shame is like a foreign language to
Whittaker’s Richard, and he seems
genuinely perplexed when Lady
Anne (a fiery Vivia Font) spits at
him over the murder of her
husband.

Play review: 'Volcano'
doesn't quite heat up

“Richard III”
Old Globe Theatre Shakespeare Festival
When: Runs in nightly repertory with “As
You Like It” and “Inherit the Wind” (check
with theater for specific dates); all
performances are at 8 p.m. Through
Sept. 29.
Where: Old Globe’s Lowell Davies
Festival Stage, Balboa Park.
Tickets: Approximately $15-$85.
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Why, he was only doing her a favor,
he protests, to “help thee to a better
husband.” (Namely, himself.)
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classic
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Whittaker’s performance is the
spellbinding highlight of a show that boasts strong work by other actors
but can feel sluggish at times, and even a little at war with itself.
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Lindsay Posner, the production’s distinguished British director, has reset
the story from the 15th century to nominally modern times, in a place
that’s still England but has visual and musical references to the Middle
East.
With its intricate web of familial and factional relations (and all the bad
blood among them), and its complex historical context in the Wars of the
Roses and the rise of the Tudors, “Richard III” is among the toughest
Shakespeares to stage.
It’s a given that this’ll be a long evening, but some scenes — particularly of
the machinations after Richard has his brother George killed in the first
act, and the preparations for war in the second — feel a little short on
spark.
And while returning fest artist Deirdre Clancy’s costumes are as splashy as
ever, they can come to seem at odds with Ralph Funicello’s evocative set,
which is dominated by concrete monoliths covered with graffiti and (later)
comically grandiose murals depicting the king with a corona of warheads.
Although both scenery and clothes take on a gilded color scheme that
effectively suggests the self-indulgence of the royals vs. the suffering of the
citizenry, Richard’s glittering jumpsuit seems more “Star Wars” than Arab
Spring.
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Whittaker tromps through this all with an icy self-assurance, the brace on
his lame leg making every stride seem cannily like a goose-step. No
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hunchback for this actor, although his pained, raspy voice suggests a
malevolent presence strangling him from the inside.
When we first see Richard, he’s wooing the apoplectic Anne while pitching
snide asides to the audience marveling at his own audacity.
“Was ever woman in this humour woo’d?,” he gloats after she
unaccountably agrees to take up with him.
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Play review: Lowdown Richard rides high
Whittaker is excellent as Globe fest's savage king, but show has its lulls
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Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green) gets on the new king's bad side (the only kind he has, actually) in the Old Globe
Shakespeare Festival staging of "Richard III." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

She’s just the first of a series of women to be appalled by his gall over the
course of the play. Robin Moseley has an outstanding and volcanic turn as
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the exiled Queen Margaret, who sneaks back into England to warn of the
menace Richard represents (although she’s mostly ignored).

4:50 p.m., June 25, 2012

Follow »
Twitter: @jimhebert

Later, in one of the show’s most tense and affecting scenes, Dana Green
(playing Queen Elizabeth) strikes multiple, beautifully nuanced notes of
incredulity, as Richard seeks advice on courting her daughter — his own
niece.

Facebook: UTTheater

This is after Richard has had her two boys (played with admirable poise by
the young Jonas McMullen and Aidan Hayek) imprisoned in the tower and
then killed to clear his path to the throne. (The same fate has befallen
George earlier, in a scene that effectively blends humor and horror.)
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Play review: Lowdown
Richard rides high

'Rent' a faithful
adaptation of '90s
classic

By the time his mother, the Duchess of York (portrayed powerfully by
Deborah Radloff) lays into him, half the royal court has reconvened in the
graveyard. That point is emphasized when the spirits of Richard’s many
victims rise from below the stage to curse him, in a scene that toes the line
between ghostly and hokey.
Posner’s production is well served by the busy contingent of student actors
from the joint Globe/University of San Diego grad program, with strong
work by Radloff, Adam Daveline, Jonathan Spivey and others. And such
pros (several of them fest veterans) as Robert Foxworth, Jacques C. Smith
and Charles Janasz bring heft to the saga.
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Lindsay Jones’ sound design adds marrow-rattling drama to the climactic
battle scene, in which Richard famously can’t trade for a ride to save his
life.
You can hardly blame a horse for scorning him.
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THEATER REVIEW: Chameleon actor revels in
wickedness in Globe's exhilarating 'Richard III'
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Henry DiRocco

The cast of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's "Richard III." Courtesy
of Henry DiRocco

14 hours ago • By ANNE MARIE WELSH For the North County Times
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"Richard III"
Critic's Choice
When: 8 p.m. July 5, 7, 11, 12, 15, 23, 27, 31; Aug. 1, 4, 9, 12, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 26, 31; 7 p.m.
Sept. 4 and 11; 8 p.m. Sept. 7 and 15; 7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21, 27 and 29

Recent B
•
•

Where: Old Globe Shakespeare Festival at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe
complex, Balboa Park, San Diego
Tickets: $29 and up

•
•
•
•

Info: 619-234-5623
theoldglobe.org
Hours after the play begins, this virtuoso player has kept audiences enthralled and exhilarated,

•
•
•
•

wondering what nimble improvisation or impossible seduction he'll treat us to next.
That actor would be Richard III, Shakespeare's villain hero, the consummate actor and con man
now owning the Old Globe's outdoor stage. Thanks to a vibrant, full-bodied and spontaneous-
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seeming performance by Jay Whittaker as the murderous, malformed Duke of Gloucester who

Articles

would be king, director Lindsay Posner's "Richard III" kicks off the Globe's Summer Shakespeare
Festival with zest, intelligence and high drama.
For the past two seasons, San Diegans have been treated to a rich sampling of roles interpreted by

underwater in ca
2

the chameleon actor Whittaker. He has so successfully submerged himself in divergent parts ---- a
kind of baroque martyr as Poor Tom (and Edgar) in "King Lear," a foppish Lucentio in "Taming of
the Shrew" and a wily William Pitt in "The Madness of King George" in the 2010 season alone and a

3
4

suffering Mozart in last year's "Amadeus" ---- that it is a treat to see him take on and triumph in a
plummy leading role.

5

Though the blandly modern setting and costumes onstage do nothing special to illuminate this
villain's spectacular rise and precipitous fall, a half dozen other Globe ensemble members, including
three well-cast women, make this complex historical tragedy "read" with wonderful clarity and point.
All the humor is there, and much of the harrowing violence.
Only Hamlet has more lines than Richard does; but while the melancholy Dane is one of the most
modern of Shakespeare's theater-loving heroes, the humpbacked, theatrical Richard is one of the
most medieval. Whittaker takes the audience into his confidence from the start, hulking forward from
the rear of the stage, his shriveled arm, crooked back and ingratiating smile creating intimacy, even

Alternative Auto

sympathy as he announces how his own deformity accounts for his nasty character.
Historically, the action of "Richard III" culminates Shakespeare's history plays about Britain's War of
the Roses. It chronicles Richard's plot to unseat his brother Edward as king of England, before he
himself, the last monarch of the Yorkist line, is killed by the Lancastrian Duke of Richmond (who
becomes Henry VII, grandfather to Tudor Queen Elizabeth I). Sound complicated? It is, but Posner
and company make the ambitions and the factions clear.
Richard's shockingly easy rise ---- and the curses he elicits from the grieving wives and mothers of
his victims ---- account for all the action before intermission at the Globe. Then the wheel turns and
Whittaker's confident Richard crumbles psychically as he is visited by doubts, dreams, even
physical stumbles before the fatal battle. During that guns-and-bombs action, the pious Richmond
tosses Richard in a Saddam-like hole where his soldiers revel in stabbing the evil-doer to death.
Far more effective is director Posner's staging of the dream sequence in which Richard sees the
ghosts of his victims, a chorus of the white-clad dead rising from a trap door, then turning their faces

Shake 10 Whole

in unison to alternately curse him and bless his rival Richmond. The coronation scene, too, has its
visual splendor. Richard, and his soon-to-be-murdered Queen Anne, have their bare torsos
anointed with holy chrism, before he is assisted to the throne, his crooked body in its sumptuous

Top Ads

robes a perfect mirror of his twisted soul.
Jobs

Kitschy heroic paintings ---- Richard is depicted on a rearing horse in one image, with phallic rockets
firing ---- adorn and wittily comment upon the coronation. But other visual cues such as graffiti

•
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strewn slabs of concrete in Ralph Funicello's set, Desert Storm camouflage for Richmond's troops,
and Slavic-looking costumes for the female commoners conjure no particular time or place, and
make no interpretive point.
That's all left to the actors. Among the strongest is Dana Green, as King Edward's powerful and
doting wife Elizabeth, a woman whose losses will mount and rage will fire as her brother-in-law's

•
•
•
•
•

untrammeled evil robs her of husband, brother, supporters, young sons, beloved sister- in-law and
peace of mind. Green's ease with the language, transparent emotionalism, and imposing beauty
make her Elizabeth royal indeed.
Vivia Font proves vivid as Lady Anne, her husband and father-in-law both killed by the Richard she
curses and soon after, ignominiously marries. Their shocking wooing scene was well played, their
sparring a reverse image of witty badinage until Whittaker's shrewd, insinuating Richard wears
down the resistance of Font's grieving Lady Anne.
Outrage is the daily bread of dethroned Queen Margaret, whose rants and curses border on
supernatural prophecy. Robin Moseley is fearsome in the role, though never veering into witch
territory as she watches the other women lose, as she did, their royal titles and all they love, then
teaches them how to curse the vicious Richard.
Returning Festival veteran Robert Foxworth proved a quiet center of near-rectitude as Lord
Hastings, a noble sent to his death over a quibble, while Charles Janasz also returns with similarly
quiet dramatic command as the Richmond ally, Lord Stanley.
Student actor Adam Daveline was a standout as an assassin with a comically gymnastic
conscience, while Aiden Hayek as the young Duke of York and Jonas McMullen as the child Prince
of Wales were both excellent and as different in temperament as the current heirs to the English
throne, the princes William and Harry.
Despite the generic visuals and a casting miscue or two, this engaging "Richard III" ensemble
bodes well for the next two Globe offerings, "As You Like It," and "Inherit the Wind," both staged by
Festival artistic director Adrian Noble and scheduled to open in the next week.
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Richard III: Richard is like a photographic negative of the people around him.
Theater Reviews

The Old Globe stages Richard III
0
By Jeff Smith, July 4, 2012
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Share
Email
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‘NOW IS THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT MADE GLORIOUS SUMMER BY THIS SON OF
YORK...” Jay Whittaker screams his first entrance as Richard III with such strained ferocity you’d think
his audience sat across Balboa Park in the Starlight Bowl. Slope-shouldered with a feeble left arm — but
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not humpbacked — Whittaker wears a brace down his left leg. He does a one-legged goose step — like
half a Hitler — and moves with fits and sudden jerks, speaks in a shrill, screechy cackle, and cavorts like a
spoiled brat.
Whittaker’s opening-night performance was an acquired taste. Just about every move, early on, had a
calculated, fingernails-on-the-blackboard intent, but had yet to become engrained. He came in full bore
and was obviously working hard to be a world-class irritant.
This isn’t the expected Richard III, a satanic schemer trailing clouds of evil. This is more a manic gargoyle,
ripped from the façade of a gothic cathedral. Though hindered by deformities, he’s far more active than
anyone else (he loves to “bustle”). It’s clear that, since he “cannot prove a lover,” his plots have an almost
sexual appeal. It’s also clear that nothing recharges his battery more than evil itself.
Richard claims to be “subtle.” Whittaker is not. But once he settles in, his zig-zaggy, loose-cannon
performance could serve the text better than more somber readings. Under Lindsay Posner’s smart
direction (not counting sight-line problems), Whittaker portrays severe psychological deformity. He recalls
various dictators, but also conjures up Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer. The Duke of Gloucester’s a serial
killer who slashes his way to the crown.
For Richard III, Shakespeare wrote a star vehicle for a black hole. Richard boasts he will woo and wed
Lady Anne (whose husband and father Richard has slain) — and does it in one of theater’s most brilliant
scenes. He systematically eliminates whoever stands next in line, including an extraordinary turnabout
with soft-spoken Lord Hastings: “Talk’st thou to me of ifs! Thou art a traitor: Off with his head!”
Fortune’s wheel spins as swiftly. In the instant Richard becomes king, the wheel 180s, and he flips from
archer to bullseye.
Dr. Faustus made a pact with the devil for 24 years of worldly power and pleasure. In a way, Richard
makes a pact with the audience. He brags and shares his plans. When he falls from seemingly godlike
control to chaos, the pact breaks, allies fall away as enemies did before, and he becomes increasingly
alone. In the end, no one will come to his aid, not even a horse.
Whittaker’s at his best with Richard’s paranoia. His claw-like grasp, once firm, is now oily. No creature
loves him, he says, and no one will pity him because he never pitied himself. But in the end, he has an
admirable moment: “I have set my life upon a cast,/ And I will stand the hazard of the die.”
Richard’s like a photographic negative of the world around him. And the broken pact severs a strange
connection. His soliloquies play like confessions — or, better still, anti-confessions. Which makes us,
what? Anti-priests? Who does this diabolical villain, this “carnal cur,” think we are? And just how
complicit have we been?
The Old Globe gives the play a spare, modern-dress look. Graffiti in several languages covers tall, concrete
slabs. Huge eyes in the rear — like those at UCSD’s Ché Café — add a Big Brother touch. For the second
half, Times Square–sized billboards resemble ads for a summer blockbuster: Richard III: First Blood.
Deidre Clancy’s costumes delineate character. But their many shades of brown also serve as foils for
Richard’s showy, outsized garb.
Ralph Funicello’s flexible set allows for intimacy and room enough to stage the Battle of Bosworth Field
(1485), where Richard dies and the Plantagenet dynasty with him. It’s also the one place where the
modern-dress concept breaks down: the soldiers fire automatic weapons, so instead of asking for a horse,
you’d half expect Richard to shout, “My kingdom for a Humvee!”
After the battle, the Earl of Richmond (as Henry VII he’ll begin the reign of the House of York) asks a
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telling question: “What men of name are slain on either side?” At least 15,000 soldiers fought that day.
Stanley, Earl of Derby, mentions only four, all nobles.
The play’s a bit like that. Many of the characters exist as set-ups for Richard’s schemes. The cast fleshes
them out as best they can: in particular, Robert Foxworth’s patient Hastings; Happy Anderson’s guiltclogged Clarence; Dana Green’s irate Elizabeth (grandmother of Queen Elizabeth I); and Robin Moseley’s
white-haired, prophetic Margaret (though she’d have been better served if they trimmed her lengthy
speeches; the production made few, if any, cuts to a long script).
Jesse Jensen and Matthew Bellows give life to Richard’s lieutenants, Catesby and Ratcliffe (who resemble
Michael Corleone’s Rocco and Neary in Godfather II). They, along with Francis Lovell, have been
commemorated in a doggerel: “The Cat, the Rat/ And Lovell our Dog/ Rule all England/ Under an Hog.” ■
Richard III, by William Shakespeare
Lowell Davies Festival Stage, Old Globe Theatre, Balboa Park
Directed by Lindsay Posner; cast: Jay Whittaker, Dan Amboyer, Happy Anderson, Matthew Bellows,
Vivia Font, Robert Foxworth, Dana Green, Aldan Hayek, Charles Janasz, Jesse Jensen, Robin Moseley,
Bob Pescovitz, Christopher Salazar, Jacques C. Smith, Jonathan Spivey, Sean-Michael Wilkinson; scenic
design, Ralph Funicello; costumes, Deidre Clancy; lighting, Alan Burrett; sound, Lindsay Jones
Playing through September 29; runs in repertory with As You Like It and Inherit the Wind.
619-234-5623
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In Old Globe’s ‘Richard III,’ the king is bad
to the bone
Summer Shakespeare Festival opener leads our rundown of plays in local production
By David L. Coddon

Now is the summer of our discontent. With the
opening of Richard III, arguably the most
tragic—and most violent—of the Bard’s history plays,
the 2012 Shakespeare Festival at the Old Globe is
under way.
The crippled, homicidal Richard is one of the most

WED

despicable characters in Shakespeare’s canon, but
also one of the most fascinating in his tirades and

27

deviously inspired machinations. In the hands of Jay
Whittaker, this Richard is a scowling, at times shrill,
menace, moving like a virus through the House of
York. Whittaker’s portrayal is tireless, undermined
only by a first-act costume that makes him look like
Star Wars’ C3PO.
Jay Whittaker
- Photo by Henry DiRocco
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While Henry, Earl of Richmond (Dan Amboyer), is his
battlefield antagonist, Richard’s most arresting foil is

the flailing Queen Margaret (Robin Moseley).
Ultimately, Richard’s conscience is undone and his fate decreed by the ghosts of those he has slaughtered, a shadowy
sequence accomplished on the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre stage with haunting resonance.
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This staging’s more contemporary trappings (graffiti’d walls, posters plastered with warplanes and missiles, gun-toting
soldiers, videographers) quicken the pace and deepen the psychology of Richard’s ambition and malevolence. There’s
a lack of continuity in the costuming, however, which dresses some characters in more traditional robes while others,
like Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green), look as if clad for an opening-night cocktail party.
The sonorous Robert Foxworth is a dignified presence as the defiant Lord Hastings, and Jacques C. Smith is stalwart
and sympathetic as the Duke of Buckingham, the cousin and initial ally who sees Richard for his true colors, and dies
for it.
The first act of Richard III, running more than an hour-and-a-half and a bit long for sustained tension, is dominated by
the histrionics of the scheming hunchback who would be king and by the shock and awe of those victimized by his
deadly agenda. The more swiftly paced Act 2 culminates with a brief but exciting battle scene, the gunfire of which
echoes in the trees surrounding the outdoor Lowell Davies stage. For the doomed Richard, war is hell, and what lies in
its wake is likely to be more of the same.
Richard III runs through Sept. 29 at the Old Globe Theatre. $29 and up; oldglobe.org
Write to davidc@sdcitybeat.com and editor@sdcitybeat.com.

Opening
Legally Blonde: A musical version of the 2001 film starring Reese Witherspoon, not to mention the novel of the same
name, in which a vacuous young woman enrolls in Harvard University to win back her boyfriend. Opens June 27 at the
Moonlight Amphitheatre in Vista. moonlightstage.com
Made in the USA: A revue of various music styles that are the genuine American article, including folk, gospel, ragtime,
blues and country. Opens June 28 at the Broadway Theatre in Vista. broadwayvista.com

El Fand ang o
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The Man Who Came to Dinner: A pompous critic and radio personality is injured in a fall on the way to dinner at the

Fif t y Se ve n De g r
18 le f t
$35 Vo uc he r f o r

home of a small-town Ohio family and must stay longer than planned as he heals. Opens June 29 at the Coronado
Playhouse. coronadoplayhouse.com
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In My Life—A Musical Theatre Tribute to the Beatles: The story of the greatest
band ever formed is told from the perspective of their manager, Brian Epstein,
including events that occurred after he died. The live music is played by Beatles
tribute band Abbey Road. One night only, June 30, at Avo Playhouse in Vista.
moonlightstage.com
Now Playing
Pride and Prejudice: Arts Off Broadway and Ivy Players present the stage
adaptation of Jane Austen’s 1813 novel revolving around protagonist Elizabeth
Bennet. Through June 27 at the Lyceum Theatre at Horton Plaza, Downtown.
lyceumevents.org
Coming Attractions: In this comedy, the proprietor of a hotel that had once catered
to celebrities who wanted to get away from prying eyes has died, and some colorful
folks have come to pay their respects. Runs through July 1 at Moxie Theatre in
Rolando. moxietheatre.com
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Hoodoo Love: A young woman flees the cotton fields of Mississippi in hopes of

Old Globe Jay Whittaker

becoming a blues singer. As you might expect, there are obstacles in her path.
Through July 1 at 10th Avenue Theatre, Downtown. moolelo.net

Shakespeare

Blood and Gifts: A piece of historical fiction, this one centers on a CIA operative during the Soviet Union’s invasion of
Afghanistan in the 1980s and is rife with geopolitical intrigue involving the Americans, the Brits, the Soviets, the
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Pat Launer’s Center Stage
Funding for "Pat Launer, Center Stage", is provided by the Elaine Lipinsky Family Foundation.

“Richard III” – The Old Globe, “Harmony, Kansas” –
Diversionary Theatre & “Rent” – San Diego Musical
Theatre

Starving artists in New York. A gay chorus in Kansas. And one villain of Shakespearean proportion.
The deformed body and mind of “Richard III” are on fiendish display at the Old Globe, in a towering, if
not exactly subtle, performance by Jay Whittaker. As conceived by director Lindsay Posner, he could be
any tyrant, in any country, any era. Bounded by graffiti-flecked walls, the self-serving monster murders
everyone blocking his path to the throne. Though he becomes increasingly paranoid, he enters yelling and
never lets up. This Richard is less a slick, slithery charmer than a fulminating schemer, a less interesting
choice.
A little nuance throughout the production would go a long way. The intensity is relentless, as are the
shouting and the ear-piercing sound. Robert Foxworth and Charles Janasz provide some measured calm in
the maelstrom. Judicious trimming of the text, which stretches beyond three hours, would help.
Length is also an issue in the lightweight musical comedy, “Harmony, Kansas,” a world premiere at
Diversionary Theatre. It’s an earnest effort, with pleasant songs by Anna K. Jacobs and undistinguished
book and lyrics by Bill Nelson. No new ground broken in the wheat fields of Kansas.
Heath just wants to be a farmer like his forebears. His lover, Julian, craves a taste of the city, which he
finds in a clandestine gay chorus. Julian convinces the group to go public with a performance, but Heath
refuses, fearing a threat to his business in small-town, small-minded middle America. This ruins their
relationship, and another couple is also split by circumstance. But everything comes together in the end in song, of course.
There’s a lot more singing than speaking here; almost everyone in the convincing cast of seven gets a
soul-bearing solo. One standout is 16 year-old Dylan Hoffinger’s “Homo Kid from Kansas Blues.” But the
real star of the show is the killer harmony, often sung a capella. The assured direction of James Vazquez
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and the spot-on set by Sean Fanning are notable. Overall, the musical is sweet, amusing and poignant. But
it’s still just one more coming-out, self-acceptance story – perfectly timed for Pride weekend.
“Rent” would be a good show during Pride, too, but the latest local production of Jonathan Larson’s
Pulitzer Prize-winning musical has too short a run. It’s always a surprise that the San Diego Musical
Theatre features so few San Diegans; the producers tell me they don’t come down for auditions. The one
notable and exceptional local is Shaun Tuazon as the angelic drag queen, Angel. This is a high-energy,
praiseworthy production, with top-notch singing and a first-rate band. The rented set is outstanding, as is
Ron Kellum’s direction.
So it seems like this summer is shaping up to be a Season of Love… with a few fiends thrown into the
theatrical mix.

The San Diego Musical Theatre Production of “Rent” runs through July 8 at the North Park Theatre.
“Harmony, Kansas” continues through July 22 at Diversionary Theatre in University Heights.
“Richard III” plays in repertory on The Old Globe’s outdoor Festival Stage in Balboa Park, through
September 29.
© 2012 Pat Launer

“Blood and Gifts” – La Jolla Playhouse & “Hoodoo Love” –
Mo’olelo Performing Arts Company

Singin’ the blues – in love and war. Two recent plays consider misguided intentions – on the personal and
the global scale.
The Big Picture is historical, in J.T. Rogers’ 2011 drama, “Blood and Gifts,” whose West coast premiere is
at the La Jolla Playhouse. It’s the backstory of the current war in Afghanistan, harking back to the 1980s
Cold War conflagration there, when we were clandestine participants, hellbent on defeating the Soviets.
We follow a CIA operative as he lands in Pakistan, and makes multi-national alliances that shift like the
desert sands.
The play is a dense political cloak-and-dagger gambit, a chess game where the pieces are always in flux
and the American credo is “Deniability, first and foremost.” Even though we’re selling arms and providing
missiles, we’re sort of not there.
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THEATER REVIEW: The Old Globe’s “Richard III” is a
stunning achievement | VIDEOS
JEAN LOWERISON - SDGLN THEATER CRITIC
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Power corrupts, but evil fascinates. Put them together and you’ve got the
quintessential villain – Shakespeare’s “Richard III,” playing through
September at The Old Globe’s Lowell Davies Festival Stage as part of the
theater’s annual Shakespeare Festival. Lindsay Posner directs.
Richard, duke of Gloucester (Jay Whittaker), is described by the Bard as a
hunchback. Here, he has a thigh-high leg brace. Despite that, he doesn’t
limp so much as stride quickly and purposefully (if lopsidedly) onto the stage
to announce that his inability to get love has led him to hate and to dedicate
himself to the acquisition of the next best aphrodisiac – power – by any
means.
We will watch as he embarks on a breathtaking Machiavellian campaign to
murder the opposition, bed (or marry) the right women, lie, bully and bulldog
his way to the throne as Richard III.
The list of Richard’s targets is long – some are opponents, like Lord
Hastings (Robert Foxworth), but many are unsuspecting supporters, like
Buckingham (Jacques C. Smith) or other royals like Queen Elizabeth’s
followers Lords Grey (Sean-Michael Wilkinson), Rivers (Christopher Salazar)
and Vaughan (Rachael Jenison). Some are children, like the young princes
Edward (Jonas McCullen) and Richard (Aidan Hayek).
Shakespeare set this during the bloody 15th-century Wars of the Roses, but
director Lindsay Posner has put it in modern dress (with wonderful costumes
by Deirdre Clancy), recognizing that dictators (and those who would be
dictators) haven’t changed through the centuries. The blood spilled onstage
is limited to one victim – his first, brother George, duke of Clarence (Happy
Anderson), in a contract murder.

Photo credit: Henry DiRocco

Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth and Jay
Whittaker as Richard III in The Old Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging of "Richard III."

It’s a complicated but still relevant story of ambition, murder and usurpation,
made more accessible to contemporary audiences by the use of standard
American English and Ralph Funicello’s modern set – complete with political slogans scrawled on walls – that could have
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been seen on TV last month. It looks and sounds all too familiar.
Richard is deformed in body and spirit, but his quick mind allows him to dissemble with the best of them. Whittaker has a lean,
hungry look and an inexhaustible repertoire of expressions and moves that rivet the attention, even as we’re revolted by the
actions. He even manages to talk his way into the bed of Lady Anne (Vivia Font), widow of one of his victims. (He will marry
and then kill her).
Posner directs this epic of evil with a sure hand and snappy pacing that holds the attention despite its length (this is the
Bard’s second longest play, after “Hamlet,” and runs about three hours).
It’s a huge, excellent cast, headed by Whittaker’s towering performance. Kudos to fight director Steve Rankin, too, especially
for the terrific final battle scene in which Richmond (Dan Amboyer) kills the "poisonous bunch-backed toad."
A piece of advice: Don’t bother trying to keep track of who’s who. Just revel in this stunning portrayal of absolute evil.
The details
“Richard III” plays in repertory with “As You Like It” and “Inherit The Wind” through Sept. 30 at The Old Globe’s Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park.
For tickets, call (619) 234-5623 or visit HERE.
To read more reviews by SDGLN Theater Critic Jean Lowerison, click HERE.
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‘Richard III’
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Lindsay Posner
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Old Globe Theatre (http://www.oldglobe.org/tickets/production.aspx?performanceNumber=9652), San Diego
June 3 – September 29, 2012

Envy the Tudors. In Shakespeare, they found perhaps the greatest propagandist of all time. Nowhere is that more
apparent than in the pages of Richard III. As Richard’s demise led to the rise of the Tudor dynasty, it was in
Elizabeth’s best interest that his death, and her grandfather’s ascendance to the throne, be viewed as just and right.
Richard III makes the case with a vengeance.
In Shakespeare’s carefully crafted world, Richard III is the father of all despots—Stalin, but without the warm, cuddly
parts. A vengeful psychopath, his lust for power is secondary to his desire to see all around him suffer. If you called
Richard a murderer, it would be praise by faint damnation.
The play recapitulates the last years of the War of the Roses, a longstanding civil war between the royal houses of
York and Lancaster. The Globe kindly provides a family tree, as it seems every English nobleman from this era was
named Edward, Henry or Richard.
Throughout the play, Richard’s personal viciousness seems an order of magnitude beyond Iago, Edmund or any
other Shakespearean villain. He thrives on other people’s pain.
Perhaps his most vicious trait is dishonesty. Even when he tells the truth, it comes shaped like a lie. Jay Whittaker
(http://broadwayworld.com/people/Jay-Whittaker/) plays the tyrant with snarling defiance. His Richard plots,

manipulates and threatens with glee. He parlays his physical deformities into a form of profound extortion.
Nowhere is this more unnerving than in his ongoing efforts to seduce the women around him. He is not interested in
sexual conquest but rather subjugation. They find him monstrous and that only makes his successes sweeter.
Though they are unequal to the task, at least the women show backbone. The production is strongest when Queen
Margaret (Robin Moseley), Cecily Duchess of York (Deborah Radloff), Elizabeth Woodville (Dana Green) and Lady
Anne (Vivia Font) defy Richard, though he often seems amused by their attempts. Margaret’s condemnations (and
Moseley’s ferocity) are particularly astringent.
The men, on the other hand, are fearful milksops, eager to curry favor and gain through Richard’s machinations.
Henry Duke of Buckingham (Jacques C. Smith) runs the gamut, from subservient toady to conflicted traitor.
The Globe builds on Richard’s obvious character flaws to create an intentionally claustrophobic and paranoid
production, which evokes comparisons between Richard and more contemporary strongmen. The set includes
Orwellian graffiti and Iron Curtain propaganda posters. The uniforms are reminiscent of Nazi brownshirts, complete
with submachine guns.
Lindsay Posner’s fast-paced direction overcomes what could be a very plodding story. But the clear highlight is
Whittaker, who simultaneously makes Richard more contemporary and more inhuman. You laugh and feel guilty
afterwards.
Hitler, Mao, Pol Pot, Idi Amin—Richard seems quaint by comparison, his murderous aspirations so piecemeal. And
yet, he epitomizes the archetype—a man for whom morality is little more than a base inconvenience. Richard III isn’t
built to soar the way Henry V is. But the Globe deserves credit for a capable, and very dark, production.
Josh Baxt
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Review: ‘Richard III’
Shakespeare’s King Get Updated

Credit: Fox Searchlight, MGM, and Old Globe Theatre
Above: Al Pacino, Ian McKellan, and Jay Whittaker, three interpretations of Shakespeare's Richard III.
Monday, June 25, 2012
By Beth Accomando
"Richard III" is one of Shakespeare's enduring villains. He's been immortalized in a pair of brilliant films
and now takes center stage at the Old Globe Theatre.
My introduction to Shakespeare's "Richard III" was as a child when my dad made me stand by the back
door of the Old Globe Theater to hear the play's opening lines: "Now is the winter of our discontent
made glorious summer by this sun of York."
We were going to see the play later in the summer but my dad wanted to build a proper sense of
excitement and anticipation about a character that he thought was one of Shakespeare's most exuberant
villains. From his opening soliloquy, Richard announces his rage, envy, ambitions, humor, and ability to
hold us rapt.
The Films
In Richard Loncraine's energetic 1995 adaptation of the play, Ian McKellan delivers those lines to a
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microphone for a public audience, and then pulls the audience for a more confidential aside to lay out
his plan to gain the crown. The film moves the play's historical setting of the late 1400s to 1930s
England where Richard becomes a fascist dictator who rises to power by murdering all those who stand
in his way. The updated setting turns this fifteenth century melodrama into a modern-day political
thriller that resonates chillingly for contemporary audiences.
The following year, Al Pacino brought his documentary, "Looking for Richard," to the screen to explore
the text of "Richard III." It was a brilliant deconstruction of the play that brought the character of
Richard to vibrant life.
The real Richard III was likely very different from the character created by William Shakespeare in the
1590s. brought to life on stage and in films. Shakespeare delivers this last king from the house of York
as an artist in evil who takes delight in his villainous deeds, and who both fascinates and repels.
On Stage

The Old Globe Theatre
Above: The
"Richard III."

coronation

in

Lindsay Posner tackles the play for the first time in this summer's Globe production: "Evil when
presented on stage is charismatic."
Posner's "Richard III" brings the 16th century play into a very contemporary setting: "In terms of the
design and the concept we've tried o make it feel very modern and that the battle scenes and very
exciting, and I hope that this way it immediately will speak to people in terms of what it's about."
On stage, graffiti covers concrete walls, soldiers carry guns, we hear helicopters flying above, and
members of the royal family play to news cameras because Posner wants audiences to make specific
connections.
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"We've been through various historical moments recently with Gaddafi and Hussein, which follows
pretty directly with the psychological and in one sense the storyline of "Richard III." Obviously not in
its historical context but in every other way."
This contemporary approach works best in the final battle scenes that look very much like images we've
seen on TV news when a mob turns on those in power. There's also a contemporary feel to the pace
with a breathless sense of forward momentum. But what proves timeless about the play is the character
of Richard who's played by Jay Whittaker.
"I think the joy of the part and of watching it is seeing him woo the audience and charm them and then
turn," says Whittaker.
The misshapen Richard -- deformed, unfinish'd, and sent before his time into this world -- takes great
delight in manipulating those around him. Whittaker plays him with a leg brace and deformed arm but
no hunchback. It's an energetic performance that has Whittaker running around the stage moving his
chess pieces about.
At one point Richard woos Lady Anne on her way to bury the husband Richard has just killed.
Whittaker says, "That's a pure improv; he's thinking on his feet, okay that didn't work, what's next? He
just keeps trying new things until he rattles her so that she can't speak and he throws a ring on her finger
and it's all over."
Defying expectations, he wins her hand and gloats over his victory.
RICHARD: I'll be at charges for a looking glass, and
entertain a score or two of tailors to study fashions to
adorn my body.
"He definitely gets joy from it and gets joy in bewildering
the audience as much as he does the characters and making
them laugh at moments when it might not be completely
appropriate to laugh," says Whittaker, "It always seems like
he's pushing people, everyone that he's around, he's pushing
them beyond their comfort zone. And everybody's being
manipulated, all the time. There's not a single person free
from his manipulation."
Not even the audience. But that's what makes the play so
dynamic. Richard pulls you into his confidence, rivets you
with his schemes, and ultimately repels you with his cruel
manipulations. It is one of Shakespeare's earliest plays but it
reveals not only his genius but the vigor of a young artist
testing his craft. And it's all on display in the Globe's new
production.
Related links:
Credit: The Old Globe Theatre

A video of my interview;
Above: Jay Whittaker as Richard III.

Trailer for Laurence Olivier's 1955 adaptation of "Richard
III," which also includes scenes from "Henry VI," Shakespeare historical trilogy that preceded it. Feels
more like a recitation than a performance but then I have never been a fan of Olivier's Shakespeare.
Too much reverence for the text and not enough inspiration.
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Trailer for Al Pacino's brilliant dissection of "Richard III" and valiant crusade to make Shakespeare less
scary. This should be shown in every English high school across the country.
Opening scene from Ian McKellan's turn as "Richard III" in 1995. One of my all-time favorite
Shakespeare films.
Video of Kevin Spacey taking the Brooklyn Academy of Music's Harvey stage for "Richard III." This is
a production I would have liked to see. Spacey also appears in Pacino's film.
And if you can find it, there is a recording of "Richard III" with Robert Stephens that is sheer genius, he
truly sounds like an artist giving birth to artistic creations.

© 2012 KPBS
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Jay Whittaker is a Richard III you’ll love to hate
By Carol Davis

Carol Davis
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SAN DIEGO — Let’s get one thing clear, Richard III Duke of Gloucester is a demon and not because his
body is deformed. There is not one redeeming quality about him to admire yet he manages to con at least one
member of royalty, Lady Anne (Vivia Font) whose husband and father-in law both died at Richard’s bidding,
to marry him in a sadistic turn of events. (“Was ever a woman in this humor woo’d? Was ever a woman in
this humor won? I’ll have her; -but I will not keep her long.) scene ii
He then manages to anger everyone else in the royal court who stands in his way as he methodically kills off
any and all of his royal rivals and would-be rivals as he proceeds with enthusiasm and skill on his journey to
performing the biggest coup ever, and in plain sight. And then brags about it. In my world that’s called
chutzpah! (Shameless audacity; impudence).
He limps with his leg in a brace, his deformed arm dangling like a piece of dead meat and he billows at the top
of his high pitched voice managing to scare the bejezis out of those he plans to be rid of as he wins loyalty
from those who side with him. Embracing this character, Jay Whitaker takes center stage as Richard III
sucking us in from the get-go and never letting us forget that he makes the calls and his generals will do as he
commands.
On his brutal rise to power, his victims include: (and not in any particular order) George, Duke of Clarence or
Clarence (Happy Anderson is convincing) his brother who ironically was on his side; Edward, Anne’s
husband (who is already dead when the play opens); Lord Hastings, the lord chamberlain of England, who
objects to Richard’s goals, and Edward’s two young sons, the Duke of York (Alden Hayek) and young Prince
of Wales (Jonas McMullen). Both youngsters are poised as would-be heirs to the throne.
Under the guise of protecting them, he banishes the two to the tower never to be seen by anyone again. Lord
Hastings (Robert Foxworth) is also eliminated when he disagrees with Richard. When his once ally, the Duke
of Buckingham (Jacques C. Smith) hesitates to jump at a command his goose is cooked. All will all come
back to haunt the disturbed King in Act II while ghosts of the past appear in his dreams and Richard’s world
begins to unravel as war takes its toll.
In the meantime his mother the Duchess of York (Deborah Radloff) curses him out and wishes him dead, as
does Queen Elizabeth and Queen Margaret (Robin Moseley) piling more curses upon him than Carter has
liver pills. But no matter, he has a plan and no one will stop him. He is some peach of a guy but manages to
charge his way in, in his own way and we see it all played out with clarity, vitality, savagery and (I hesitate to
admit) excitement and awe on the Globe’s Festival Stage.
Adding insult to injury, he is so sure of himself is he that he astonishes his sister in law, Queen Elizabeth
(Dana Green is superb as the outraged queen) in asking for his niece’s hand in marriage (after he has his two
nephews slain) in order to unite the House of York and the House of Lancaster. But it’s all for naught as you
will see as Henry, Earl of Richmond/Henry VII (Dan Amboyer) takes his place on the battle fields and has
Richard destroyed in a killing frenzy.
Thus Shakespeare’s story of the villainous “Richard III” unfolds on Ralph Funicello’s graffiti marred set,
dressed in Deirdre Clancy’s hard-to-define but stylish leathery brown, color-coordinated outfits and deftly
directed by Lindsay Posner.
Much like the Hatfields and McCoys only this time the war is between the House of York and the House of
Lancaster, ultimately setting the stage, after some blood baths, for the rise of the House of Tutor and an end
to the War of the Roses. Jay Whittaker is a marvel as this “Richard III” kicks off the summer outdoor festival
racking up some pretty high grades along the way.
While Richard III is touted as one of the longer of Shakespeare’s plays you won’t be antsy through this one.
Director Posner, actor Jay Whittaker, actresses Dana Green, Robin Moseley and Deborah Radloff (all the
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women in this production are at the top of their game and convincingly so) comprise a well trained
ensemble. This is an excellent production worthy of your being there.
See you at the theatre.
Dates: through Sept. 29th in repertory with “As You Like It” and “Inherit The Wind”
Organization: Old Globe Theatre
Phone: 619-234-5623
Production Type: Historical drama
Where: Balboa Park
Ticket Prices: start at $15.00
Web: theoldglobe.org
Venue: Lowell Davies Festival Stage
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‘Richard III’ — updated
“Guilty!” Jay Whitaker is a
roaring success as the murderous despot Richard, Duke of
Gloucester. Using the text of
William Shakespeare’s Richard
III as their legal case file – attorneys, a jury, and “witnesses”
find Richard “not guilty.”
This is Whitaker’s third season at the Old Globe, starring
as Mozart in Amadeus last
season, and winning the San
Diego Theatre Critics Circle
Craig Noel Award for all three
of his roles in the 2010 Festival.

Jonas McMullen as Edward, Prince of Wales and Jay Whittaker
as Richard III in William Shakespeare’s Richard III. Photo
Credit: Henry DiRocco.
Review by Laurie O’Brien

W

as King Richard the
Third really a villain with a hunchback? Members of the Richard
the Third Society don’t think so.
Some fans believe Shakespeare

has maligned the memory of
King Richard the Third who was
king for only two years before
he was killed in a 1485 battle.
At the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival Richard III, the
verdict is in, and it’s definitely

Whitaker’s Richard is a study
in contrasts, a brutal cripple and
an infantile tyrant. He portrays
his character’s physical body as
described by Richard himself:
“I, that am rudely stamp’d. .
.deformed, unfinished.” Whitaker wears a torturous leg brace
on his left leg and holds his left
shoulder cocked up at an extreme angle, hobbling around
the stage for nearly three hours.
In contrast, the right side of his
body is perfect and lithe. Jay
Whitaker as Richard owns the
stage, keeping the action moving, never losing energy, or
focus, or missing a word.
Queen Margaret, the widow
of King Henry VI, enters the
fray warning of Richard’s plans
for killing anyone in his way to
the throne.

Margaret is the only one
who stands up to Richard, and
Buckingham is the only one
who expresses remorse over
how he has supported helped
Richard’s actions. Robin Moseley is captivating as Queen
Margaret. Her veteran command of the language gives
clarity to the plot and she is an
audience favorite. Jacques C.
Smith as Buckingham returns
from last season and is a welcome addition to this company
with his excellent presence,
speech and clarity of Shakespeare’s language.
Another actress returning
this year is Dana Green who
plays Queen Elizabeth. It’s
wonderful to see her back after
her performance two seasons
ago as Rosalind in Cyrano de
Bergerac with Patrick Page.
This season she plays another
Rosalind in As You Like It.
A vital part of understanding Richard III is the genealogy of the York and Lancaster
bloodlines. There are so many
characters to keep track of
that the Old Globe has done a
wonderful thing in providing a
chart of Richard III’s genealogy
in the Festival Program which is
very helpful.
Renowned British director
Lindsay Posner has chosen to
update the time of the action to
the not-so-distant past, when a
certain Middle Eastern despot
was found hiding in a spider
hole. Rising to the challenge
of designing sets for the three
plays in repertory, Ralph Funicello’s minimalist design with
graphitized concrete monoliths
suggest a strife-torn third world
country rather than the Bard’s
England.

‘Spy Kids 4’ plays at Viejas
Movies in the Show Court

Rowan Blanchard and Mason Cook star in Spy Kids 4. Photo
Credit: Weinstein Company
by Diana Saenger
he attendance is growing every week as kids of all ages
discover what fun Viejas Movies in the Show Court can
be. On Wednesday, July 11, Spy Kids 4 entertains on the six big
screens in the Outlets at Viejas Show Court.

T

Spy Kids 4 is an adventurous action story kids will enjoy and
want to mimic. Mom Marissa (Jessica Alba) is a retired secret
agent who thinks her spy days are over. But when the Time
Keeper (Jeremy Piven) turns up again, she’s back to work.
Little does Marissa realize that she’ll need some help on her
next assignment and it arrives in pint size kids Rebecca (Rowan
Blanchard) and Cecil (Mason Cook), and the family pet, Argonaut, a robo-dog.
Director Robert Rodriguez creates a great adventure kids can
enjoy, imagine and laugh at. There’s also a nice message about
how important family is and how precious their time together
is too.
Spy Kids 4 is a Weinstein Film MPAA Rated “PG” for mild
action and rude humor. Movies run on Wednesdays through
August 29 starting at around 8 p.m. Come early to catch a bite
to eat and enjoy fun for the kids before the movie starts. Bring
a blanket or low chair.
Upcoming Movies: July 18 – Footloose; July 25 – Puss In boots

THEATER TO GO

Richard III – The 2012
Shakespeare Festival
June 3 – September 30
The Old Globe’s outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
TICKETS: (619) 23-GLOBE
or www.TheOldGlobe.org

Movies in the show court at Viejas.
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San Diego’s Old Globe Theatre Summer
Shakespeare Festival Opens With Richard III
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The Old Globe Theatre of San Diego is one of America’s finest
Regional theatres. Their Shakespeare Summer Festival staged in the
Lowell Davies Outdoor Theatre is a San Diego tradition always worth
attending.

Jack Lyons Theatre &
Film Critic

Theatre performances have been given in the Repertory format, in
an outdoor setting for more than a half a century in the theatre
complex located in Balboa Park (five minutes from Downtown). The
outstanding Repertory company of players performs June through
September every year.

A couple of seasons back former Globe Artistic Director Darko
Tresynak decided to slip into the repertory rotation, two Shakespeare productions and one nonShakespeare production as a way to vary and sweeten the theatre-going experience. As a result
audiences still see productions staged in the classic tradition, but have been written by more
modern playwrights. Last season audiences saw two Shakespeare productions and the richly
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textured, magnificent production “Amadeus”, written by Peter Shaffer This season, audiences
will be treated to Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” and “Richard III, along with the Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee masterpiece, “Inherit the Wind”.

Richard, Duke of Gloucester, is Shakespeare’s greatest villain/monster creation, hands down.
Under the direction of Lindsay Posner, Jay Whittaker (last season’s Mozart in “Amadeus”)
brings a whinny, but snarling Richard for audiences to love/hate, depending on your personal
predilection for the character. However, Whittaker’s towering performance as Richard still
instills fear and loathing no matter your loyalties. It’s best to stay out of his way as he marches
his way toward the throne.
Yes there are obstacles in his way, but he merely removes them either by drowning them,
assassinating them, or have them die in battles or under other mysterious circumstances. He’s a
bad dude! And, did I mention that Whittaker relishes the role? It’s a tour de force entertaining
performance by Whittaker.
Solid supporting roles abound and are solidly supported by a large and talented company
(twenty nine plus). Standout performances come from Robin Moseley as Queen Margaret,
Jacques C. Smith as the Duke of Buckingham, Robert Foxworth as Lord Hastings, and Vivia
Font as the vivacious but doomed Lady Anne.
It’s always good to see onstage the reliable Joseph Marcell as the Lord Mayor, and Charles
Janasz as Stanley, the Earl of Darby. Also, young Aidan Hayek as Young Duke of York, has a
future in the theatre should he be so inclined. He has wonderful stage presence for one so
young.
“Richard III”, has a first-rate creative team led by the innovative and talented scenic designer
Ralph Funicello, (nice projections on those graffiti-laden slabs enhance Act II’s coronation
scenes), lighting designer Alan Burrett, sound designer Lindsay Jones, and costume designer
Dierdre Clancy. Although, I must say, Whittaker’s costumes look a little bit like he got his
wardrobe from the “Star Wars” costume shop (lots of high-tech looking materials) in Act I.
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Kudos also go to Fight Director Steve Rankin for his staging of the battles scene in Bosworth
Fields.
Director Posner launches the 2012 outdoor Summer Shakespeare Season with a winning,
albeit a long production (almost 3 hours) of “Richard III. The Summer Shakespeare Season runs
through to September 29th. For reservations and ticket information call the box office at 619234-5625 or go online at www.oldglobe.org .
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Review: Old Globe modernizes ‘Richard III’
By Elizabeth Marie Himchak
A history-inspired classic is successfully modernized this summer with The Old Globe’s production of William
Shakespeare’s “Richard III,” a tragic tale of how far one ruthless man will go to satisfy his power-lust.

Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green) and Richard,
Duke of Gloucester (Jay Whittaker) confront
one another in The Old Globe’s production of
Richard III, playing through Sept. 29 as part of
the annual Shakespeare Festival. Photo by
Henry DiRocco
It is one of three plays — others are Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” and Lawrence and Lee’s “Inherit the
Wind” — in the annual Shakespeare Festival, in which the same actors appear in all the productions on
various nights through Sept. 30. All are performed in the Old Globe’s outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre.
Though retaining the phrasing of more than 400 years ago, “Richard III” is surprisingly accessible, perhaps
due to not only relatively mild English accents used by the cast but the choice to visually set the late 15th
century history-inspired play in a modern day context via use of 21st century costumes, technology and
weaponry.
The time warp takes a while to get used to. However, it works on the Globe’s outdoor stage that has minimal
scenery and props. The few selected accentuate the scenes and actions, though the dazzlingly metallic gold
couch and chair were a bit distracting.
As for the lead actors, their talents are impressive, particularly Jay Whittaker in the title role. Richard, Duke
of Gloucester, is a power-hungry, stop-at-nothing, hunchback villain who stoops to ordering the murders of a
brother and young nephews — among many others — in his quest for the throne. Whittaker, participating in
the Shakespeare Festival for the third consecutive year, is well-suited to the physically difficult role since he
has to carry his body at an odd angle for the play’s three-plus hours. That alone deserves praise, but
Whittaker also aptly portrays the evil and yet occasionally humorous character.
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One example is Richard’s anger-filled but funny Act II exchange with Queen Elizabeth (Dana Green), in
which he tries to seek her assistance in wooing her daughter, Princess Elizabeth — his niece — so they can
marry even though both know Richard had a role in hasting the death of her ill husband — and his elder
brother — King Edward IV, and ordered the execution of her two young sons — his nephews — since they
are before him in the line of succession.
Globe veterans Green and Robin Moseley, who plays Queen Margaret, both realistically and movingly portray
their anger and pain over the loss of their loved ones and vows of vengeance against Richard.
Though the Globe reportedly shortened the late 16th century play, this production is still takes more than
three hours. The first act gets a bit tedious at times, but the second — which is almost equally long — seems
to have a faster pace and those who stay through the end are rewarded with an impressive battle scene at the
play’s conclusion.
Those attending would benefit by reading a synopsis of the play in advance since it helps with understanding
the multitude of characters, plots and motivations. In addition, dress warm and bring a blanket or plan to rent
one at the theater since it gets rather cold in Balboa Park at night.
“Richard III” starts at 8 p.m. for most of its remaining performances through Sept. 29. There are a few 7 p.m.
shows in September.
Single tickets start at $29, with festival subscriptions starting at $66. Purchase at www.TheOldGlobe.org,
619-234-5623 or the box office, 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park. Free and $10 valet parking are
available.
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Never have there been male
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Old Globe debut with "Richard."
Though Ralph Funicello's set
may be indeterminate in time and
meaning - it is said to imply that
such power-usurping machinations
continue to this day - what
is certain is the alacrity and clarity
of the performances. Seldom has
three hours passed in so cohesive
and cogent a fashion.
Richard, the deformed Duke
who would be King, employs every
means at his disposal to attain
and keep the throne. His ploys
include seduction, coercion and
murder. As he does with his other
great malevolent, Iago, Shakespeare
gives the actor personifying
Richard numerous scenes in
which he addresses onlookers,
revealing his megalomania. It
would be easy for a lesser actor to
go too far or to present a caricature
of evil. Instead, Whittaker's
full-tilt Richard personifies it and
makes it human.
He does not love being hated;
he is motivated by hatred, that
which is aimed at him and that
which he aims at others.
The women Richard contends
with include his mother,
the Duchess of York (played by
Deborah Radloff); his sister-inlaw
Elizabeth (Dana Green), who
is married to and later widow of
Richard's brother, the reigning
monarch, Edward IV; Queen
Margaret, widow of Henry VI,
who has returned from exile to
warn the court about Richard; and

Queen Margaret's daughter, Lady
For instance, Green and Amboyer
Anne (Vivia Font), whom Richard
portray lovers - she in trousers!
woos, wins over and plans to
- Rosalind and Orlando in
discard when it is expedient.
"As You Like It," in which Smith,
Because they stand in the way
so duplicitous and ultimately
of his succession, Richard eliminates valiant in "Richard III," portrays
his brother, the Duke of
the melancholy Jaques, and Whittaker
Clarence (Happy Anderson) and
portrays Oliver, Orlando's
then his own young nephews, the
evil older brother.
Duke of York (Aidan Hayek) and
Foxworth, so strong a courtier
Edward, Prince of Wales Qonas
in "Richard" returns on alternate
McMullen). When Kind Edward
nights to portray attorney Henry
IV dies, Richard gains the throne.
Drummond (the Clarence Darrow
Meanwhile, the Earl of Richmond
figure) in "Inherit the Wind."
(Dan Amboyer) flees into
Amboyer plays three roles in
exile, raises an army, returns
total, also performing Bertram
and defeats Richard in battle,
Cates (the John Scopes figure) in
becoming Henry VII. He takes
"Inherit the Wind."
Lady Anne for his bride, putting
the House of Lancaster on the
throne and ending the reign of
Richard III, the last king from
the House of York.
Bob Peskovitz portrays Richard's
brother, Edward TV;Robert
Foxworth plays Lord Hastings,
Edward TVs chamberlain; Jacques
C. Smith portrays Richard's supporter
Henry, Duke of Buckingham;
and Charles Janasz plays
Stanley, Earl of Derby.
The company of 27 actors
whether seasoned Equity performers,
students in the Old GlobeUniversity
of San Diego Graduate
Theatre program, or community
actors - create fascinating and
multifaceted characters.
Deirdre Clancy returns as
costume designer, here specializing
in leather. Her costumes for
"Richard III" are fashion plate.
Richard's assistive device, a leg
brace without which he collapses,
is brilliant. Alan Burrett is
lighting designer, Lindsay Jones,
sound designer, and Peter Golub
provides original music.
"Richard III" plays in rotating
repertory with Shakespeare's "As
You Like It" (through Sept. 30)
and Jerome Lawrence and Robert
E. Lee's "Inherit the Wind"
(though Sept. 25), and one of the
joys of repertory is seeing actors
in contrasting roles on alternate
nights.
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World-wide movement comes to life

Alibi’s ‘Before I Die’ installation deemed a ‘living canvas’ for Uptown

Jacobs Plan approved
for Balboa Park
Council votes 6-1 in favor of plan;
SOHO to legally challenge decision
By Margie M. Palmer
SDUN Reporter
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Monumental ‘Richard III’

The Hillcrest “Before I Die” wall, located at the Alibi on Richmond Street and University Avenue (Photo by Cornelia Kurtew)
By Morgan M. Hurley
SDUN Assistant Editor

In an attempt to help a good
friend with subtle business modifications to expand his brand, a
Mission Hills resident decided
creating a not-so-subtle portal to
what has become a “global art
project” would not only benefit
his friend’s bar, but bring the
Uptown community a little closer
together.

So far he can chalk up his plan
as a success.
Inspired by the “Before I
Die” project, Andrew Barajas’s
creation consists of a public wall
space covered with chalkboard
paint, then stenciled with the
words “Before I die I want to …”
followed by blank lines, inviting
passersby to grab a piece of chalk
and finish the sentence with
whatever they wish.
Installed without much

fanfare one Saturday near the
end of June, the red-framed
chalkboard wall in Hillcrest spans
40 feet and stands six feet tall,
almost the entire length of the
Richmond Street side of the Alibi
bar at 1403 University Ave. Since
then, hundreds of people have
approached the chalkboard to
publicly share dreams certain to
have been pulled directly from

The San Diego City Council voted 6-1
on July 9 to approve Dr. Irwin Jacobs’s
proposed plan to remove vehicle traffic
from the center of Balboa Park. Once
construction for the Qualcomm co-founder’s Plaza de Panama plan is complete,
cars will be removed from the Plaza de
California, Esplanade, West El Prado and
Plaza de Panama.
District One Councilmember Sherri
Lightner cast the lone dissenting vote.
District Four Councilmember Tony
Young was absent and did not vote.
Under the Jacobs plan, a “Centennial
Bridge” and road will be constructed off
the south side of the Cabrillo Bridge,
leading to a newly constructed, underground, paid parking structure directly
behind the Spreckles Organ Pavilion.
Project documents state the approximate 800-car lot will increase parking
by 270 spaces and will be topped by a
two-acre park. A $5 fee will be assessed
for vehicles to utilize this structure. Free
parking will still be available in the park’s
other lots.
Approximately $25 million of the
plan’s $40 million cost will be funded

see Jacobs, page 10

see Alibi, page 7

LGBT Pride this weekend
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Marking the 38th annual celebration with community voices
By Anthony King
SDUN Editor
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Natasha Bedingfield will perform Sunday,
July 22. (Courtesy SD Pride)

Hillcrest and Balboa Park are host to this weekend’s lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) Pride Parade and
Festival, now in its 38th year. Starting at University Avenue
and Normal Street, the Parade takes place Saturday, July 21
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. along University and Sixth avenues,
ending in Balboa Park.
The Festival, held on Saturday as well as Sunday, July 22,
will be at Marston Point in Balboa Park. The Festival entrance
is near the intersection of Sixth Avenue and Laurel Street.
“With our 2012 San Diego LGBT Pride theme of America’s Pride, we are looking to celebrate the exciting victories
the LGBT community has achieved in the past year and
push forward on issues of equality,” said San Diego Pride

see Pride, page 13

A rendering of the approved plan for Balboa Park
(Courtesy Plaza de Panama Committee)
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Richard at full tilt
Finest company of actors yet for Old Globe Theatre’s
vastly entertaining production of “Richard III”
"RICHARD III"
WHERE: The Old Globe Theatre
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
WHEN: In repertory through Sept.
29; various dates at 8 p.m.
INFO: 619-234-5623
WEB: theoldglobe.org

(l to r) Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth and Jay Whittaker as Richard III (Photo by Henry DiRocco)
By Charlene Baldridge
SDUN Theater Critic

It is possible that in the 77
years of William Shakespeare
in Balboa Park, there has never
been a finer company of “Richard

III” than this one, produced by
The Old Globe in the outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre
through Sept. 29.
Never have there been such
strong and vulnerable women.
Each is a riveting force of nature.

Never have there been male
courtiers more attractive, clearly
motivated and well spoken.
And never has there been
a more twisted, malevolent or
self-deluded Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, than Jay Whittaker,
who is remembered both for
his portrayal of Mozart in last
season’s “Amadeus” as well as
for his magnificent Edgar in
2010’s “King Lear.” Comedy lies
in Richard’s unfailing egotism,
which in Whittaker’s hands is
vastly entertaining.
British director Lindsay
Posner makes an auspicious

Old Globe debut with “Richard.”
Though Ralph Funicello’s set
may be indeterminate in time and
meaning – it is said to imply that
such power-usurping machinations continue to this day – what
is certain is the alacrity and clarity
of the performances. Seldom has
three hours passed in so cohesive
and cogent a fashion.
Richard, the deformed Duke
who would be King, employs every means at his disposal to attain
and keep the throne. His ploys
include seduction, coercion and
murder. As he does with his other
great malevolent, Iago, Shakespeare gives the actor personifying Richard numerous scenes in
which he addresses onlookers,
revealing his megalomania. It
would be easy for a lesser actor to
go too far or to present a caricature of evil. Instead, Whittaker’s
full-tilt Richard personifies it and
makes it human.
He does not love being hated;
he is motivated by hatred, that
which is aimed at him and that
which he aims at others.
The women Richard contends with include his mother,
the Duchess of York (played by
Deborah Radloff); his sister-inlaw Elizabeth (Dana Green), who
is married to and later widow of
Richard’s brother, the reigning
monarch, Edward IV; Queen
Margaret, widow of Henry VI,
who has returned from exile to
warn the court about Richard; and

Queen Margaret’s daughter, Lady
Anne (Vivia Font), whom Richard woos, wins over and plans to
discard when it is expedient.
Because they stand in the way
of his succession, Richard eliminates his brother, the Duke of
Clarence (Happy Anderson) and
then his own young nephews, the
Duke of York (Aidan Hayek) and
Edward, Prince of Wales (Jonas
McMullen). When Kind Edward
IV dies, Richard gains the throne.
Meanwhile, the Earl of Richmond (Dan Amboyer) flees into
exile, raises an army, returns
and defeats Richard in battle,
becoming Henr y VII. He takes
Lady Anne for his bride, putting
the House of Lancaster on the
throne and ending the reign of
Richard III, the last king from
the House of York.
Bob Peskovitz portrays Richard’s brother, Edward IV; Robert
Foxworth plays Lord Hastings,
Edward IV’s chamberlain; Jacques
C. Smith portrays Richard’s supporter Henry, Duke of Buckingham; and Charles Janasz plays
Stanley, Earl of Derby.
The company of 27 actors –
whether seasoned Equity performers, students in the Old GlobeUniversity of San Diego Graduate
Theatre program, or community
actors – create fascinating and
multifaceted characters.
Deirdre Clancy returns as
costume designer, here specializing in leather. Her costumes for
“Richard III” are fashion plate.
Richard’s assistive device, a leg
brace without which he collapses, is brilliant. Alan Burrett is
lighting designer, Lindsay Jones,
sound designer, and Peter Golub
provides original music.
“Richard III” plays in rotating
repertory with Shakespeare’s “As
You Like It” (through Sept. 30)
and Jerome Lawrence and Robert
E. Lee’s “Inherit the Wind”
(though Sept. 25), and one of the
joys of repertory is seeing actors
in contrasting roles on alternate
nights.
For instance, Green and Amboyer portray lovers – she in trousers! – Rosalind and Orlando in
“As You Like It,” in which Smith,
so duplicitous and ultimately
valiant in “Richard III,” portrays
the melancholy Jaques, and Whittaker portrays Oliver, Orlando’s
evil older brother.
Foxworth, so strong a courtier
in “Richard” returns on alternate
nights to portray attorney Henry
Drummond (the Clarence Darrow figure) in “Inherit the Wind.”
Amboyer plays three roles in
total, also performing Bertram
Cates (the John Scopes figure) in
“Inherit the Wind.”u
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Richard at full tilt
Posted: July 20th, 2012 | Arts & Entertainment, Feature, Theater | No Comments

“Richard III”
Where: The Old Globe Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
When: In repertory through Sept. 29; various dates at 8 p.m.
Info: 619-234-5623
Web: theoldglobe.org
Finest company of actors yet for Old Globe Theatre’s vastly entertaining production of “Richard III”
By Charlene Baldridge | SDUN Theater Critic
It is possible that in the 77 years of William Shakespeare in Balboa Park, there has never been a finer
company of “Richard III” than this one, produced by The Old Globe in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre through Sept. 29.
Never have there been such strong and vulnerable women. Each is a riveting force of nature. Never have
there been male courtiers more attractive, clearly motivated and well spoken.
And never has there been a more twisted, malevolent or self-deluded Richard, Duke of Gloucester, than Jay
Whittaker, who is remembered both for his portrayal of Mozart in last season’s “Amadeus” as well as for his
magnificent Edgar in 2010’s “King Lear.” Comedy lies in Richard’s unfailing egotism, which in Whittaker’s
hands is vastly entertaining.
British director Lindsay Posner makes an auspicious Old Globe debut with “Richard.” Though Ralph Funicello’s
set may be indeterminate in time and meaning – it is said to imply that such power-usurping machinations
continue to this day – what is certain is the alacrity and clarity of the performances. Seldom has three hours
passed in so cohesive and cogent a fashion.

(l to r) Dana Green as Queen
Elizabeth and Jay Whittaker as

Richard, the deformed Duke who would be King, employs every means at his disposal to attain and keep the
throne. His ploys include seduction, coercion and murder. As he does with his other great malevolent, Iago,

Richard III (Photo by Henry
DiRocco)

Shakespeare gives the actor personifying Richard numerous scenes in which he addresses onlookers,
revealing his megalomania. It would be easy for a lesser actor to go too far or to present a caricature of evil.
Instead, Whittaker’s full-tilt Richard personifies it and makes it human.
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He does not love being hated; he is motivated by hatred, that which is aimed at him and that which he aims at others.
The women Richard contends with include his mother, the Duchess of York (played by Deborah Radloff); his sister-in-law Elizabeth (Dana Green),
who is married to and later widow of Richard’s brother, the reigning monarch, Edward IV; Queen Margaret, widow of Henry VI, who has returned
from exile to warn the court about Richard; and Queen Margaret’s daughter, Lady Anne (Vivia Font), whom Richard woos, wins over and plans to
discard when it is expedient.
Because they stand in the way of his succession, Richard eliminates his brother, the Duke of Clarence (Happy Anderson) and then his own young
nephews, the Duke of York (Aidan Hayek) and Edward, Prince of Wales (Jonas McMullen). When Kind Edward IV dies, Richard gains the throne.
Meanwhile, the Earl of Richmond (Dan Amboyer) flees into exile, raises an army, returns and defeats Richard in battle, becoming Henry VII. He
takes Lady Anne for his bride, putting the House of Lancaster on the throne and ending the reign of Richard III, the last king from the House of
York.
Bob Peskovitz portrays Richard’s brother, Edward IV; Robert Foxworth plays Lord Hastings, Edward IV’s chamberlain; Jacques C. Smith portrays
Richard’s supporter Henry, Duke of Buckingham; and Charles Janasz plays Stanley, Earl of Derby.
The company of 27 actors – whether seasoned Equity performers, students in the Old Globe-University of San Diego Graduate Theatre program,
or community actors – create fascinating and multifaceted characters.
Deirdre Clancy returns as costume designer, here specializing in leather. Her costumes for “Richard III” are fashion plate. Richard’s assistive
device, a leg brace without which he collapses, is brilliant. Alan Burrett is lighting designer, Lindsay Jones, sound designer, and Peter Golub
provides original music.
“Richard III” plays in rotating repertory with Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” (through Sept. 30) and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s “Inherit
the Wind” (though Sept. 25), and one of the joys of repertory is seeing actors in contrasting roles on alternate nights.

For instance, Green and Amboyer portray lovers – she in trousers! – Rosalind and Orlando in “As You Like It,” in which Smith, so duplicitous and
ultimately valiant in “Richard III,” portrays the melancholy Jaques, and Whittaker portrays Oliver, Orlando’s evil older brother.
Foxworth, so strong a courtier in “Richard” returns on alternate nights to portray attorney Henry Drummond (the Clarence Darrow figure) in
“Inherit the Wind.” Amboyer plays three roles in total, also performing Bertram Cates (the John Scopes figure) in “Inherit the Wind.”
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My impression of Nelson’s lyrics, especially in the love duets, is that they lack
sufficient poetry and intimacy. In their eagerness to advance the plot they
inhibit musical sweep. Sympathetically, one may ask how poetic is a farmer,
even a gay farmer. Hammerstein didn’t have too much trouble with
Oklahomans, and his were straight. Why must every song advance the plot?
Director James Vasquez creates a believable ensemble of actor/singers to
portray Nelson’s unfailingly lovable, many-hued characters. At the
performance June 21 they had yet to gel thoroughly and become comfortable
and joyous. I’m certain each will grow in easefulness and as a result the show
will become even more cohesive.
Shirley Pierson’s costumes tend towards plaid for dress-up – a cute touch.
Nothing in the way of work clothing seems distressed enough, but we do catch
these guys mostly in the social context. Kevin Anthenill is sound designer,
creating a subtle underlay of crickets. No body microphones are used.
Blessedly there is no belt singing, which would not make for male choral
ensemble blend. Michelle Caron’s lighting design gives one that country
summer feel without the humidity. And yes, chiggers are mentioned in the
script.
No matter how one slices it, Harmony, Kansas is full of promise and loaded
with talent. All it needs is time and tweaking. Meanwhile, it provides an
enjoyable evening.

✪✪✪✪ Harmony, Kansas continues through July 22 with performances at 8
pm Thursdays-Saturdays and 2 pm Sundays and a special performance at 8
pm Monday, July 9, at Diversionary Theatre, 4545 Park Boulevard, Normal
Heights, $36-$41, www.diversionary.org or (619) 220-0097.

Other worthy productions
✪✪✪✪✪ through July 8, Blood and Gifts 7:30 pm Tuesdays-Wednesdays, 8
pm Thursdays-Saturdays, 2 pm Saturdays-Sundays and 7 pm Sundays at La
Jolla Playhouse, Mandell Weiss Forum, 2910 La Jolla Village Drive, La Jolla,
tickets starting at $26 www.lajollaplayhouse.org or (858) 550-1010.

✪✪✪✪✪ Through September 27 William Shakespeare’s Richard III, (in
repertory, check schedule) 8 pm Tuesdays-Sundays at the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe, Conrad Prebys Center for the
Performing Arts, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, single tickets start at $29,
www.theoldglobe.org or (619) 23-GLOBE.

✪✪✪✪ Through July 1, Coming Attractions, Gay Hollywood stars go to the
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Few headlines have captured international interest
over the past year than those of the "Arab Spring," a
collection of protests which have gained enough
momentum to oust several decades-long
dictatorships across Arab countries in the Middle East
and Northern Africa. In an age of images and nonstop news, we have been able to witness, almost first
hand, these events as Machiavellian leaders are
toppled and their brutal rule brought to an abrupt and
bloody end.
For many who have seen freedoms quashed and their
lives in turmoil, these words may never have seemed
truer, "Now is the winter of our discontent, made
glorious summer by this son of York."
The first two lines, and arguably the most famous
words, of Shakespeare’s "Richard III" are as
relevant today as they were in 1592 and will be
accessible to San Diego’s theatre-going audience until
Saturday, September 29 at the Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre at The Old Globe in Balboa Park.

Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth and Jay
Whittaker as Richard III (Source:Henry DiRocco)

One of Shakespeare’s most revered histories and his
longest play save "Hamlet," it follows the short reign
of King Richard III, a man who should never have
been King. The brother of Edward IV, he was never in
the direct line of succession but where bloodline stood
in the way of his ascension to the throne, bloodshed
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would help him achieve it.
Through a series of mishaps, misfortunes, misrepresentations and murder, Richard eventually
destroys those who stand before him as King and leads a coup to establish himself as the rightful
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heir to the English sovereignty. Age, gender, friendships and familial ties mean nothing in the
madness that Richard succumbs to in his never-ending quest for power.

The director of "Richard III," Lindsay Posner, made no qualms in setting his version of this classic in
today’s conflicts for democracy taking place in the Middle East. The themes of Shakespeare, and of
this particular play, are so universal they tell a similar contemporary story whether it was the 15th
Century or the 21st.

Leading the way is Jay Whittaker
playing the title character with such
precision, even in tune to what was
unfolding on stage, I found myself at
times gullible to his conniving ways.

Unlike "As You Like It" (also playing at The Old
Globe) which was dominated by brilliant female
performances, the men were given a chance to
outshine their counterparts in this creation.
Leading the way is Jay Whittaker playing the title
character with such precision, even in tune to
what was unfolding on stage, I found myself at
times gullible to his conniving ways. Dan
Amboyer as the eventual hero Henry, Earl of
Richmond brought a sense of trust and likability
to the man who would eventually capture the
Kingdom and begin one of the most storied royal
families, the Tudors.
Of note was Robin Moseley’s portrayal of Queen
Margaret, the widow of Henry VI, bringing a
passion and intensity that resonated well after I
left the theatre.
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This also seemed to me to be the most
technically sound of the three shows in repertory
at the Davies Festival Theatre. All three shows
used the same technical team but Alan Burrett’s
lighting in this show seemed particularly true to
the story line. Using single directional lighting in
many of the scenes, he was able to create
physically the two-faced actions that were
unfolding on stage.
The one part of the production that left a sour taste for me was the scenic design by Ralph
Funicello. In trying to create a more modern day castle, or in the case of this production an
underground bunker, the set just didn’t seem to jive with the storyline on stage. The large, graffiti
covered cement walls was a very specific setting and I kept waiting for it to be suddenly relevant to
the plot and, when that moment finally arrived, it was gone so quickly I didn’t have time to process
the significance.

Win Free

For LGBT theatre lovers who wish to see "Richard III," mark your calendars for Thursday, August 9.
For $20 the Old Globe will host door prizes, appetizers, wine and a martini bar all for an additional
$20. The celebration starts at 6:30pm and gives the audience the chance to experience
Shakespeare the way it was originally enjoyed, in the out of doors.

"Richard III" runs through September 29 at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre at The Old Globe in
Balboa Park. For info or tickets call 619-23-GLOBE or visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.
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play and "the art of villainy." (Side note: I took an acting class at UCSD a few years ago and got rave reviews for producing a certain
villain-ness while playing Richard III. Hmm.)
"He's moving the chess pieces constantly and yet at the same time playing this character that everyone thinks he's not smart enough to be
moving all the pieces," said actor Jay Whitaker, who's playing the doomed king. "It always seems like he's pushing people, everyone that
he's around, he's pushing them beyond their comfort zone. And everybody's being manipulated, all the time. There's not a single person
free from his manipulation."
Wow, so I can go to the Old Globe and pick up pointers about how to get everybody else to do what I want?
A ticket! A ticket! My kingdom for a ticket!
Please contact Randy Dotinga directly at randydotinga@gmail.com and follow him on Twitter: twitter.com/rdotinga.
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Dictator Delights, Disturbs in Old Globe's Richard III
NEW

by Melissa Crismon

August 22, 2012
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Richard III
by William Shakespeare

The Old Globe
June 3 - September 29, 2012

Acting
Costumes
Sets
Directing
Overall

Though Richard III is a historical play, The Old
Globe’s production directed by Lindsay Posner
is up-to-date and fast-paced.
Posner wanted the play to be contemporary
and expose how today’s dictatorships are
reflected in Richard III. The production
emphasizes the text with Richard’s great
soliloquies even though about an hour is cut
from the play. (In the preview more of the play
was performed, but was shortened again for
the main performance.) The actors speak
clearly with a quick rhythm, plus fight scenes

Photos: Henry DiRocco

directed by Steve Rankin keep the play
interesting and add to the modern-day feel.
Jay Whittaker (Richard III) limps on stage with a thud from his leg brace, with a cocky attitude.
He makes us listen to Richard’s reasoning of not being this good-looking guy, who is “rudely
stamped,” and thus needs power to feel accomplished or adequate. Whittaker speaks to the
audience and moves with his shoulder raised as if from a deformity caused by scoliosis and his
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left hand bent from cerebral palsy. He moves more naturally without prosthesis though his bent
hand looks painful. (It has caused him some pain in his back and landed him in physical
therapy.) Sympathy for Richard is short lived as Whittaker’s character disingenuously charms
the audience by speaking of his conquests like it is all in fun. Whittaker circles his hips as he
speaks of “delightful measures,” allowing for humor in heavy subjects. Whittaker is also this

Donate
Please consider making a
donation to
PlayShakespeare.com to
help keep this site free.

appalling character as he woos Vivia Font (Lady Anne) in front of her dead husband. Font is a
ball of fire and electric as she is enraged and disgusted by Whittaker’s manipulation
convincing her to marry him. The audience goes along with this crazy plot. There is also
chemistry between Dana Green (Queen Elizabeth) and Whittaker as they throw words back
and forth, not missing a beat. They move comfortably on stage as she tries to escape. They
stand almost side by side as he grips her hand with their backs to the audience; he leans in for
an unromantic kiss and she unwillingly gives him an angry kiss.
The audience is given even more reason to hate Richard for his treatment of people like they
are part of a war campaign. Deborah Radloff (Duchess of York) is easily deceived by her son
Richard. Radloff’s character is aged with white hair that makes her look sixty years old. (She
says she doesn’t “play” old; instead, she trusts the audience will believe that she is old.) An
ardent Robin Moseley (Queen Margaret) is the only one with any sense as she speaks the
truth to all--including Richard--and tells them that they will say she prophesied the death and
destruction. It takes Jacques C. Smith (Duke of Buckingham), after he has helped crown
Richard III as king, a long time to realize he has been dutiful for nothing. Smith is an eager
Duke, taking commands like a soldier, who has a large part in the play and keeps it moving
with his energy.
The militant style is enhanced by scenic designer Ralph Funicello’s contemporary panels
painted with smudged charcoal background and graffiti that reads “Free Revolution” and large
eyes. In the scene of Richard III's coronation, posters cover the panels, in which Whittaker
mounts a horse with a sword in hand with a tanker and missiles in the background and soldiers
below. A red flag above him is stamped with a boar to represent Richard. In another, largerthan-life poster, Richard is standing crowned with his hand in the air like he is your everyday
dictator, maybe someone like Muammar Gaddafi.
Costume designer Deirdre Clancy clothes Whittaker in black leather pants and jacket, giving
him a tough appearance. As Whittaker became more obnoxious so do his clothes when he
comes out in a copper pleather pants and jacket. The noble women are in morning, therefore,
they wear conservative black attire with black thick heels. The army wears black police type
uniforms and carry machine guns. More elaborate costumes are for the coronation of Lady
Anne and Richard III. Her dress and his robe are made of deep red velvet adorned with gold
ribbon.
This is an opportunity to see the work of British director Lindsay Posner, who has a
background in classics and contemporary work, for the first time at The Old Globe. The
contemporary feel of the stage and costume design enhance the focus of the text, so that Jay
Whittaker drives the performance as the other actors support him. The Old Globe’s Richard III
has an outstanding cast along with exciting direction which makes this historical tale less like a
history lesson and more like thought-provoking entertainment.
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Photo by Henry DiRocco
Can a three-hour epic about a narcissistic jerk make for a satisfying night of theatre? Of course it can, if the
book is smart and the right performer makes the part his own.Both these qualities are evident in The Old
Globe’s production of William Shakespeare’s historical play, “Richard III.”
Set in modern day England, Richard, Duke of Gloucester (Jay Whittaker) is revealed as a man who embodies
pure evil within minutes after his stage entrance.
Act I is about Richard’s deadly rise to power, which results in numerous murders and complicated deceptions.
This makes for a more straightforwardact, as it depicts Richard’s demise by the good-hearted Earl of
Richmond (Dan Amboyer). He is such a likeable hero it is hard not to root for him in his attempts to defeat
Richard in battle.
The main reason to attend this production is because of Whittaker’s unhinged, crazy and wickedly funny
portrayal of the deformed tyrant. His masterful reading of Shakespeare’s text alternates between subtle and
grand, often in the same line of dialogue.
As Richard, Whittaker is at his most frightening after he becomes king. Richard rules his people like a mad
despot, and a late speech evokes images of dictators, such as Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini.
Director Lindsay Posner keeps things lively on stage, even when the story gets extremely complex. His
decision to adapt the real life 15th century events to the 21st century works very well, especially in the
memorable climax during the Battle of Bosworth Field.
With so much going on in thisparticular scene, Posner stages an ending with one of the more action packed
finales the Shakespeare Festival has produced in recent years. From a directorial standpoint, this is “Richard
III” at its best.
The only flaws in this otherwise terrific interpretation are two major scenes written by Shakespeare, which go
on far too long. Though Queen Margaret (Robin Moseley) is a very interesting character, there is a big
moment early on where she curses Richard and some of the men working for him. This sounds blasphemous,
but Shakespeare dwells too much on this and the plot momentarily sags.
Another sequence that is longer than necessary is when all the people Richard is responsible for murdering
appear as ghosts. While the scene starts out being spooky, they all keep on repeating the same point: Earl is
good and will live, Richard is bad and will die.
The excellent news is both of the aforementioned issues only last for a few minutes. While they deserve to be
trimmed, the basic foreshadowing should be kept in the future.
By far the blackest of the three plays currently at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, “Richard III” is easy to
recommend, especially to witness Whittaker’s continued rise as a great actor. His whole commitment to
showing the worst of mankind is something to behold.
Tickets and information about “Richard III” can be found at theoldglobe.org.
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REVIEW: The Old Globe’s Summer Shakespeare Festival
production of ‘Richard III’
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‘Richard III’ at The Old Globe, through Sept. 29 A review presented as a one-act coffee house caricature dialogue by
San Diego’s most unpredictable theater critic, San Diego LGBT Weekly’s Thom Vegh

The cast of Richard III
Place: Filter Coffee House, San Diego
Time: Another unrelenting sunny day around 10 a.m. (As the curtain rises KIP, an arts writer for a gay weekly magazine,
sits staring at his MacBook. He is nursing a double-espresso soy latte.)
KIP (typing): Like its villainous titular character, Richard III limped into Balboa Park in June and remains running in a
circle at the Old Globe. (stops typing, to himself) Too, hard an opening. (deletes text, types) Lindsay Posner’s modern dress
production of Richard III starts with an explosion of mylar confetti. He and his Richard blow their wad at the evening’s.
(stops typing) Too, sexually suggestive. (deletes text, types) Regular theater-goers and Bardolators have seen numerous
Richards over the past few seasons. The most recent is Jay Whittaker. His Richard behaves like a nasty spoiled little rich
boy who has been locked in his bedroom far too long who bursts out like The Bad Seed, not as the un-”bottled spider” other
characters refer. He’s a Class A-A-A sociopath who manipulates his minions to commit his murders. Richard doesn’t stop
his villainy when he gets to the throne. He’s a king of war, not peace.
(DODGER LEE ANGER, a 50 year-old haircutter, enters. He is built like a long shore-man with a bleached Dorothy Hamill
haircut, overly tattooed for a man his age and speaks with a strained South Carolinian dialect.) DODGER LEE: Why good
morning, Kip. Oh, I hope I’m not interrupting you. KIP: You have. I like your new tattoo. Is that Kangi for “forever
young?”

DODGER LEE: (snaps) No. It’s Chinese for “harmony!” (with Southern charm) I haven’t seen you since that night at
Wicked.
KIP: Your green velvet jump-suit with the open butt was memorable.
DODGER LEE: Why thank you. I had it specially designed.
KIP: I couldn’t imagine it coming off-the-rack.
DODGER LEE: Didn’t I see you at the Old Globe Saturday night?
KIP: Yes.
DODGER LEE: I was there with David. (no response from KIP) I was there with David – Copley. You remember David.
KIP: I never forget a closeted gay Republican. That’s only a rumor. Aren’t you a little old and white for David?
DODGER LEE: His limousine is so comfy and it had a wet bar in it.
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Jay Whittaker as Richard III
(center) with (from left) Danielle
O'Farrell and Bree Welch in The
Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival
production of William
Shakespeare's Richard III, directed
by Lindsay Posner
KIP: Was that David or the booze?
DODGER LEE: They have a valet now at the Old Globe. A little blonde boy in a smart red vest with the Old Globe logo
on it. His name is Brandyn.
KIP: Jack O’Brien would love that.
DODGER LEE: Who? (KIP doesn’t respond) David took me to the Lipinsky Family Suite. It has a no-host bar.
KIP: Family suite – they let you in? Were you still thirsty?
DODGER LEE: You’re just jealous because you can’t drink. Are you still going to those AA meetings?
KIP: Are you still going to Sugar-Daddys Anonymous?
DODGER LEE: The Lipinsky Family Suite is only for donors of $4,999 or more. David is way above that figure. Ooo,
don’t look now, Gilbert is coming. How long do you think it will take him to mention he went to Brown University?
KIP: Under a minute. (GILBERT enters. He is pushing 60, has a shaved head, gym body and wears a teal blue polo-shirt
with the collar turned up. He carries the New York Times under his arm.)
DODGER LEE: Why, good morning Gilbert.
GILBERT: Good morning you two bon vivant.
KIP: Hey, Gilbert.
DODGER LEE: How was your weekend?
GILBERT: I went to the Globe Saturday night. Sunday I went to an alumni brunch at the del Coronado. You know, the
Brown University alums get together every quarter. (KIP and DODGER LEE look at each other.)
GILBERT: How was your weekend?
DODGER LEE: I went to the Old Globe, too.
KIP: I was at Richard III Saturday night as well.
DODGER LEE: Was that your nephew with you? (GILBERT does not respond)
GILBERT: (to KIP) What did you think of the play?
KIP: Well, I … I …
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GILBERT: You hated it.

KIP: No, I didn’t hate it. It was confusing and uneven. Unmoving. The acting was … it was like the actors were in three
different plays; Shakespeare, Mamet and trailer park Medea.
GILBERT: I though Richard cut a nice figure.
KIP: He’s a cripple and hunch back … to some degree.
DODGER LEE: Can’t a cripple be hot?
KIP: Yes, a cripple – I mean handicapped person – can be hot. I made it once with a guy who had a club foot.
DODGER LEE: I made it with an amputee.
GILBERT: Did he serve in the Korean War?
KIP: I never believed Richard’s disability was real. It wasn’t consistent. When a strong character trait isn’t real it wrecks
the illusion.
DODGER LEE: I thought he was hot in the black leather outfit.
KIP: Shakespeare, heck, Richard tells us of his deformity in the first minute of the show: “But I, that am not shaped for
sportive tricks, I, that am curtail’d of this fair proportion, Cheated of feature by dissembling nature, Deformed, unfinish’d,
sent before my time Into this breathing world, scarce half made up, And that so lamely and unfashionable That dogs bark at
me as I halt by them;” He was born prematurely. He’s not sexy; his body is not proportioned evenly; he considers himself
ugly; so much so that dogs bark at him. Psychologically, the play is a revenge tragedy Richard inflicts on court and kingdom.
GILBERT: The hunch-back may not be historically accurate.
KIP: That’s possible, but Shakespeare wrote the role as a hunch-back. Whittikar’s portrayal of Richard has three modes;
Screaming, ironic and overheated. He tells us: “As I am subtle, false and treacherous.” I didn’t see subtle in his
performance.
GILBERT: I see what you mean.
DODGER LEE: Me, too.
GILBERT: A lot of bluster.
KIP: Jay Whittaker is not a bad actor. He’s done his own version of Richard. But he comes out screaming at the very top of
the show in that screechy tenor voice and keeps it up for half the evening. I didn’t find the interpretation successful …
appealing to my aesthetic.
GILBERT: Amadeus.
KIP: Yeah, he played Amadeus last season with the same voice.
GILBERT: I get the bit about the voice. I thought Amadeus was a grand show.
KIP: It is grand, it has to be grand, it’s the 18th century.
DODGER LEE: The Globe always has beautiful sets and costumes!
KIP: Mucho style doesn’t mean it’s good.
DODGER LEE: What’s wrong with style?
KIP: Nothing. In the theater if style dominates the play without the support of substance, then all you have is meringue
without the pie. You’re especially sunk if you’re doing Shakespeare and you’re all about technique.
KIP: (to GILBERT) When did you see Amadeus, what part of the season?
GILBERT: Opening night, of course.
KIP: I saw it months later in September. By the second act Amadeus and Salieri were in a sustained shouting match for 20
minutes. I don’t think the shows are maintained. Richard III has been playing two months and is way out of focus. I don’t
think anyone is giving notes to the actors. There aren’t any resident directors. Maybe the show was better opening week.
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Which would be odd: productions usually grow better over time.
DODGER LEE: This show wasn’t very grand.
KIP: I don’t think it is supposed to be. The director, Lindsay Posner, was going for a totalitarian government, a gritty urban
military state. Ralph Funicello’s set is economical and effective. The cement slab monoliths – you know, it’s not easy to
make cement look real on stage. Who did the painting? (checks program) Carole Payette. Good job. We don’t recognize the
artisans often enough. The graffiti was terrific. She even put in some Banksy graffiti.
DODGER LEE: I liked the gold lamé sofa.
GILBERT: That was fab.
KIP: I really liked it. Gold lamé Louis 15th furniture set against dark grey concrete slabs. That image really evoked class
differences. Who did the props? (checks program) Trish Rutter and Rory Murphy. Good goin’.
DODGER LEE: I thought the Old Globe production was good.
KIP: Did you hear what you just said? “The Old Globe.” You and Gilbert talk about going to The Old Globe instead of
going to see Richard III. You talk about going to an institution, not a specific play. Institutions aren’t always reliable.

Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth
and Jay Whittaker as Richard III
in The Old Globe's Shakespeare
Festival production of William
Shakespeare's Richard III,
DODGER LEE: Alright, alright. I’m just sayin’ you ought to show some respect. The Old Globe sends shows to Broadway!
It can’t be all that bad. I liked the play.
GILBERT: You are the last word in taste, Roger. The point is?
DODGER LEE: Um … The wigs were nice.
KIP: Dodger Lee, can you tell a bad haircut from across the room?
DODGER LEE: I can tell a bad haircut a block away. I’ve been cutting hair for 35 years.
KIP: I’ve been trained in the craft and going to the theater for 35 years and writing for and about the theater for 20 years.
I’ve been lucky enough to see the work at the R.S.C., the National Theatre in London and Stratford, Stratford, Ontario,
Stratford, Connecticut, the Public Theatre. I played Shakespeare at the Huntington in Boston, the San Francisco
Shakespeare Festival and the Halle Theatre. I’m not talking through my hat. Shakespeare’s work is sublime and horrific, this
…
GILBERT: It is the Cirqu de Soile of words.
KIP: (frustrated) The director looked good on paper. (reads from program) Royal Court Theatre, an Olivier Award, the Old
Vic, the Almeida, the RSC. I would hope a director with this experience would have whipped together a company with
better and even acting, especially with the less experienced actors. A big problem has to do with the M.F.A. students.
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GILBERT: What do you mean?

KIP: Over half the company is made up of students and non-union actors. I don’t see the Globe branding classical actors as
much as they churn out television actor hopefuls. Every couple of years it’s the same types of actors: a Hollywood talent
agents roster for T.V. and film markets. They perform like they come from the “Don’t Act, Be Yourself School of Acting.”
The students stand and act pseudo-peeved or sullen because they dropped their iPhone. They gesture with one hand then
blend into the scenery. They hold submachine guns like cafeteria trays. These students don’t even know what actor
presence means. When you’re on stage with Robert Foxworth …
DODGER LEE: The guy from Falcon Crest? I had a crush on him.
KIP: Yeah. He’s in a minor role, but his presence is felt without even speaking. You can be a student actor and have
presence. Foxworth is an interesting actor who balances his film and television roles with stage work. That’s more of the
British actors’ tradition. (tosses program) When I go to the theater is it too much to expect to be drawn to the edge of my
seat and undergo a spiritual transformation?
DODGER LEE: You should go back to drugs.
KIP: Dodger, don’t you have some hair to burn?
DODGER LEE: Come to think of it, yes. Mrs. Bellows, the Colonel’s wife, is my first head. I’ll pick up the National
Inquirer for some light reading on my way to work. Bye! (exits)
GILBERT: Did you read the Times review of Richard III for the World Shakespeare Festival?
KIP: Yes. Mark Rylance goes for a “Little Lord Fauntleroy freshly equipped with a lethal tongue.” That might be a parallel
with the Whitikar Richard. The review also referred to the performance as a work in progress. I’m sure the director stuck
around to keep an eye on it.
GILBERT: Why does the acting bother you so much?
KIP: Gilbert, all you need is a text and the actors for theater to occur. Sometimes, a text isn’t even necessary. Actors can
improvise. Commedia dell’arte only used a scenario for performance. When the acting is half-baked, ill-directed or
over-rehearsed I find nothing to believe in, even when I’m willing to suspend my disbelief. I’d rather watch people in a café.
GILBERT: Who did you like?
KIP: The old lady and the kid.
GILBERT: I’ll look forward to your review.
KIP: So will I.
GILBERT: I’m off to the gym. I’m doing abs today.
KIP: Bye. (KIP finishes his coffee, types.)
KIP: As septuagenarian Queen Margaret, Robin Mosely rarifies the stage. Ms. Mosely sculpts Shakespeare’s words in the
air and speaks the verse as if it has just come to her mind and spoken spontaneously. It is a pity the role is a cameo. In
another short-lived role, Edward, Prince of Wales, the nary an adolescent Jonas McMullen surprises with his natural
handling of the language. Mr. McMullen performs with conviction and clarity while maintaining genuine precociousness.
Curiously, boys played women’s roles in Elizabethan plays. The law prohibited women from performing. It is now clear to
me how well the boys handled the job. It is the fading generation and the generation at-the-threshold that give Richard III a
glimmer of the wonder on the stage. Curtain.
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(center, from left) Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond, Bob Pescovitz as the Judge and Adrian Sparks as Matthew
Harrison Brady in the Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of "Inherit the Wind." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James
Hebert

A fossil known as Piltdown Man was once thought to be the fabled “missing
link” between man and ape, until it proved to be a hoax. The famously
evolution-minded play “Inherit the Wind” has its own answer to that
fanciful, dubiously credible figure: Straw Man.
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That would be Matthew Harrison
Brady, the smooth-talking,
ever-sermonizing attorney who
prosecutes a principled teacher in
the 1955 play for daring to
introduce students to Darwin.
“Inherit the Wind” is inspired by
the real-life Scopes “monkey trial”
of 1925 that pitted William
Jennings Bryan (the model for
Brady) against defense attorney
Clarence Darrow (who becomes the
play’s Henry Drummond) over
Tennessee’s ban on teaching
evolution in schools.

DETAILS

1. San Diego fireworks
2. Chargers tackle eye

“Inherit the Wind”

3. Reactions to Big Ba
4. Woman jumps from

Old Globe Shakespeare Festival

5. Brown widows craw

When: Performed in nightly rotation with
“Richard III” and “As You Like It” (check
with theater for schedule). Through Sept.
25.
Where: Lowell Davies Festival Stage,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
Tickets: About $15-$85
Phone: (619) 234-5623
Online: theoldglobe.org

The classic courtroom potboiler by Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin
Lee is now getting a brisk and often witty Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
staging under the direction of the fest’s artistic chief, Adrian Noble. But as
even the Globe will tell you (and does, in illuminating program notes by
Danielle Mages Amato), “Inherit the Wind” is anything but a historically
accurate take on the epic trial.
For one thing, Bryan wasn’t nearly the fundamentalist windbag that Brady
is — although as played with stentorian self-importance by the excellent
Adrian Sparks, Brady becomes one very entertaining crank.
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The playwrights’ explanation for adapting the facts so freely was that they
weren’t commenting on the debate over Darwin at all, but using the Scopes
trial as an allegory for assaults on individual rights during the red-baiting
of the ‘50s.
As honorable as their intentions may have been, the play (maybe
better-known for its 1960 film version) doesn’t do itself many favors by
making Brady such an obvious blowhard, one who tempts an audience into
a too-easy sense of moral superiority. If all threats to the liberty of ideas
were this simple to expose and depose, the world might be a secular
garden of intellectual freedom.
Videos »
What “Inherit the Wind” becomes in some ways is an absorbing but pulpy
burlesque of history. Up against Shakespeare’s “Richard III” and “As You
Like It” — the two plays with which it alternates at the Globe this summer
— the story and its melodramatic climax are a bit like the festival’s version
of bear-baiting, that old Elizabethan theater-district pastime.
Leave it to an actor the caliber of Robert Foxworth, though, to make the
absolute most of the material. Foxworth, a stalwart of the Shakespeare
festival for the past few seasons, is a done-it-all Broadway and film veteran
whom the Globe (not to mention playgoers and other local theaters) is
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lucky to have living here.
As Drummond, he’s perfectly dry and laconic, with deft comic timing and
a flinty sympathy that just manages to peek through his cool exterior. One
of Foxworth's best moments comes when he offers a patient pantomime
explaining why the court, which arbitrarily has blocked his every move,
ought to let him at least put on a witness.
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(center, from left) Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond, Bob Pescovitz as the Judge and Adrian Sparks as Matthew
Harrison Brady in the Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of "Inherit the Wind." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

He and Sparks also make a good team, with a bit of gruff “Sunshine Boys”
affection to their contentiousness.
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As E.K. Hornbeck, a bomb-throwing Baltimore columnist (based on the
legendary H.L. Mencken), Joseph Marcell just about sneaks off with the
show a time or two. Clad in a smart suit and fashionable boater (costume
designer Deirdre Clancy captures a rich ‘20s-esque feel, although the
play’s setting is given as a vague “not too long ago”), he offers withering
comments on the rabble-rousing townspeople as well as the legal charade.
The rest of the cast does all they can to invest heft in their characters,
although it’s difficult given such one-dimensional figures as the
fulminating Rev. Brown (Charles Janasz), who makes Brady look like a
buttoned-up monk, and Brown’s conflicted daughter Rachel (Vivia Font),
who’s in love with the accused teacher Bertram Cates (Dan Amboyer).
Noble has done some judicious cutting, in one case conflating two
courtroom scenes to keep things moving along. Ralph Funicello’s set, a
simple, ever-shifting array of tables and chairs, is effective at adding a
timeless sense to the piece and averting courtroom cliches.
And if the playwrights’ methods are something less than subtle, the words
they give Drummond about the never-ending perils to freedom of thought
remain as relevant as ever: “Tomorrow it’ll be something else.”
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Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond, left, and Adrian Sparks as Matthew Harrison Brady, with the cast of The
Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's "Inherit the Wind."
Courtesy of Henry DiRocco
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Critic's Choice
When: 8 p.m. July 10, 14, 18, 20, 26, 29; Aug. 3, 7, 8, 11, 16, 19, 24, 29; Sept. 1, 7 p.m. Sept. 5
and 9, 8 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20, 7 p.m. Sept. 23 and 25
Where: Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex, Balboa Park, San Diego
Tickets: $29 and up
Info: 619-234-5623
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• Highlights from "Inherit the Wind" at The Old Globe

Ask any sports fan the secret of a great game and the answer's always the same ---- the clash of
two storied rivals so closely matched in skills and strength, the winner emerges only in the final
breathless seconds. That's the recipe for success in "Inherit the Wind," the spellbinding courtroom

OCEANSIDE:
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5

drama that opened Tuesday at The Old Globe Shakespeare Festival.
The two actors who face off this fictional re-creation of the famed Scopes Monkey Trial ---- Adrian

Get

Sparks and Robert Foxworth ---- are so perfectly suited for their roles, and so well-directed as
brilliant opponents, that watching their heated debates is like watching a great tennis match you
never want to end.
Written in 1955 by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, "Inherit the Wind" was inspired by the

ONLY $1678 pe
occupancy Call
941

famous trial of schoolteacher John Scopes, arrested in 1925 for violating state law by teaching
evolution in a Dayton, Tenn., 10th grade public school science class. Nationally known defense
attorney Clarence Darrow, a liberal agnostic, and celebrated orator William Jennings Bryan, a
conservative Christian and three-time Democratic presidential candidate, leapt at the chance to
debate Charles Darwin's theory on the national stage (the trial was broadcast by radio coast to
coast). For their play, Lawrence and Lee changed the names of the characters and some facts,

Top

using the trial as a metaphor for the attacks on intellectual ideas that had occurred at the McCarthy
hearings.
As Matthew Harrison Brady (the fictional version of evolution foe Bryan), Sparks is larger than life,
with a warm and humble manner, unquestioning religious devotion, round, padded belly and slow
folksy drawl. And as Henry Drummond (the fictional Darrow), Foxworth is all sharp angles, tall and
slim, cerebral, clinical and aloof, and he delivers his lines in terse, rapid-fire fashion. They're yin to

Jobs

•
•
•
•

each other's yang, and ---- like the real-life Bryan and Darrow ---- they clearly relish the contest.
•

Confident of his actors and his subject matter, director Adrian Noble has stripped away all artifice
with a bare-bones but effective scenic design by Ralph Funicello that uses nothing but rustic tables

•

and chairs, some used as platforms and bridges, moved about the stage by the actors (with sepiatoned, painterly lighting by Alan Burrett). The audience becomes the jury, analyzing along with two
actors seated in the front row, the evidence (heavily stacked against evolution) presented in the
trial. In this fictional, devout town of Hillsborough ---- described by cynical Baltimore journalist E.K.
Hornbeck as "the buckle on the bible belt" ---- the citizens revel in the excitement of the trial, sway
with devotion in prayer, tote signs reading "Are you a man or a monkey?" and sing a cappella
devotional hymns arranged by music director Elan McMahan (a longtime collaborator at Vista's
Moonlight Amphitheatre).
Although accompanied by an army of scientists, Drummond is never allowed by the judge (a
restrained Bob Pescovitz) to present his defense of evolution, so instead he puts a willing Brady on
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the stand and challenges his unbending faith in biblical dogma. What's on trial, Drummond insists, is
not the book of Genesis but freedom of thought. If God endowed man with the free will, he would
bless man's scientific discoveries. "What's on trial," Drummond says, "is the right to think ... an idea
is a greater movement than any cathedral."
The festival repertory company is especially strong here as an ensemble and Noble moves them
beautifully around the stage in fascinating stage pictures, particularly a prayer meeting led by fireand-brimstone preacher Rev. Brown (a demonic Charles Janasz) that gradually whips itself into a
vengeful frenzy against the "evil-utionist" Bertram Cates, the jailed high school teacher (played with
quiet earnestness by Dan Amboyer). Vivia Font is believably conflicted as Cates' fellow teacher and
girlfriend Rachel, the daughter of Rev. Brown, who begs Cates "why can't you be on the RIGHT
side of things?" And Joseph Marcell chews up the scenery as the arch newspaper columnist
Hornbeck, who sneers at the simple Southerners and describes himself in Shakespearean fashion
as "a friend of enemies and an enemy of friends" who's admired for his detestability. Also a standout
is young Aiden Hayek, as Cates' teen student Howard --- who Noble evocatively depicts as a
mischievous, wise-beyond-his-years Huckleberry Finn lookalike.
"Inherit the Wind" is the third production to open in this summer's Globe Shakespeare Fest repertory
(behind "Richard III" and "As You Like It"). All three plays will run through the end of September.
Noble's direction of "Inherit the Wind" is so assured and masterful, and its two stars are at the top of
their craft, so get ready sports fans, the game is afoot and it's definitely a battle worth watching.
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Review: 'Inherit the Wind' sets a lively, brisk pace
at Old Globe
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At the Old Globe’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival, Adrian Noble is running “Inherit the Wind” in
repertory with “Richard III” and “As You Like It” — as a palate cleanser, possibly, for the festival’s
actors and audiences alike.

459 peop

Robert P

After the Elizabethan flavors and complex psychology of either Shakespeare play, the
straightforwardly told, morally certain 1955 American classic goes down like a nice cheese cube. Yes,
it may be hokey and melodramatic (does anybody really ever die of overheated rhetoric?), but it
eloquently sums up the value of freedom of thought — which is still under siege in our country.
Also, who doesn't love a courtroom drama? Noble has directed this revival at a brisk, enjoyable pace
in the Old Globe’s plein-air theater. Ralph Funicello’s creative set is made up of variously sized
wooden tables, arranged and rearranged by the cast, who wear Deirdre Clancy’s charmingly
homespun costumes and sing gospel songs during scene changes. Robert Foxworth and Adrian
Sparks deliver standout performances.
“Inherit the Wind” is Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s fast-and-loose dramatization of the 1925
Scopes “monkey trial,” in which a Tennessee schoolteacher was tried for teaching evolution. The
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high-profile case attracted two famous
lawyers: for the prosecution, William
Jennings Bryan; for the defense,
Clarence Darrow. Revisiting it 30
years later, the playwrights thinly
disguised Bryan as Matthew Harrison
Brady (Sparks) and Darrow as Henry
Drummond (Foxworth).
The robustly orotund Sparks plays
Brady as a kindly, well-intentioned
activist undone by smugness. Charles
Janasz is repellently ardent as the
town preacher. Joseph Marcell
entertains as reporter E.K. Hornbeck
(based onH.L. Mencken), who, high on
his own purple prose, supports the
right side for the wrong reasons. The
schoolteacher, renamed Bert Cates
(Dan Amboyer), and his girlfriend,
Rachel, the preacher’s daughter (Vivia
Font), stumble sweetly toward a
childlike understanding of democratic
principles.

Henry Drummond (Robert Foxworth, front left) puts his opposing
counsel, Matthew Harrison Brady (Adrian Sparks) on the witness
stand in a climactic courtroom scene in "Inherit the Wind" at the Old
Globe. (Henry DiRocco)

Drummond, the play’s uncontested
hero, alone resists confusion and
zealotry. In Foxworth’s deliciously dry
interpretation, the price of his clearsightedness is exhaustion and solitude;
its reward the occasional mordant
chuckle. His performance made me
realize that the American cowboy

never really retired — he just went to law school.
ALSO:
'The Scream' buyer is revealed to be financier Leon Black
Kristin Chenoweth recovering after 'Good Wife' set accident
Singers brave heat wave for Philip Glass premiere in Times Square
“Inherit the Wind,” Old Globe, Balboa Park, San Diego. In repertory: Call for schedule. Ends
Sept. 25. $66 and up. (619) 234-5623 or www.theoldglobe.org. Running time: 2 hours.
Copyright © 2012, Los Angeles Times
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Director Adrian Noble set the Jerome Lawrence/Robert E. Lee courtroom drama in two places at once.
Reconfiguring tables and chairs and Deidre Clancy's tan and brown costumes (matching the shades of
unvarnished wood) suggest the famous Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925, where Clarence Darrow and
William Jennings Bryan debated evolution versus creationism.
But the authors' program note says the trial takes place in a small town "not too long ago." And the
attitudes behind the debate are as current as the clock on the wall.
Noble has assembled one of the largest casts at the Globe for a non-musical: often 25 actors on stage at
once. And the production unfolds, physically, like a musical: orchestrated group movements and choral
reactions, myriad fans swatting at 97 degree heat, and scene changes swift as disappearing acts. The
staging's both period-precise and, under Alan Burnett's soft, creamy lighting, has an almost mythical feel.
To enhance contemporary relevance, the playwrights changed key names: Darrow becomes Henry
Drummond; Bryan, Matthew Harrison Brady, John T. Scopes (the part-time science teacher who taught
evolution to high school students); and H.L. Mencken, who wrote a syndicated commentary about the
trial, is E.K. Hornbeck.
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Of the first day, July 9, Mencken wrote: "when the infidel Scopes was first laid by the heels, there was no
uncertainty in all this smiling valley. The town boomers leaped to the assault as one man."
In effect, the play puts absolute certainty on trial (and in Noble's configuration, the audience at the Lowell
Davies Festival Stage is the jury). Lawrence said they "used the teaching of evolution as a ...metaphor for
any kind of mind control. It's not about science versus religion. It's about the right to think."
Even in the edited version at the Globe, the authors hammer the point home with didactic overkill.
The trial admits only one side. The judge refuses testimony from experts on evolution. Debate, even
discussion of differences, be damned. The attitude recalls the witch-hunts of Salem and Senator McCarthy,
along with numerous recent instances.
As written, Brady's an over-inflated balloon wafting toward a rusty nail. Adrian Sparks accepts the
assignment and ladles on the rhetorical gusto. His best moment comes when the script trips up the
stereotype: it's Brady, not Drummond, who cautions the townspeople against zealousness.
Robert Foxworth's Drummond is all aces. In this setting, he's an enemy of the people, but with wily, often
understated deliveries, he becomes a Sherlock Holmes of the law.
Most of the characters are one-note. But the performers - especially Joseph Marcell as a devilish
Hornbeck, Vivia Font as long-suffering Rachel, and Charles Janasz as brimstone-spewing Reverend Brown
- flesh them out. And Noble's stage abounds with life.
Lowell Davies Festival Stage, Old Globe Theatre, Balboa Park, through September 29 [runs in repertory
with Richard III and As You Like It].
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“Inherit the Wind” at The Old Globe
Posted on Jul 07, 2012.

As has been the tradition for the past few years, The Old Globe’s Summer Shakespeare Festival includes two Shakespeare plays
and one non-Shakespeare production. This year’s festival includes “Inherit the Wind,” a fictional re-creation of the Scopes Monkey
Trial of the 1920s.

If your recollection of landmark American legal cases is a bit foggy, the Scopes Trial involved a high school science teacher, John
Scopes, who was accused of violating Tennessee’s Butler Act, which prohibited the teaching of "any theory that denies the story of
the Divine Creation of man as taught in the Bible, and to teach instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals."
“Inherit the Wind,” written in 1955, is loosely based on this trial. Lawyers Clarence Darrow and Williams Jennings Bryan become
characters Henry Drummond and Matthew Harrison Brady. Much of the play is focused on the conflicts between the two lawyers as
they engage in passionate debates in front of banners that say “READ YOUR BIBLE” and “DARWIN IS WRONG.”

http://www.balboapark.org/blogs/balboa-park-beat/%E2%80%9Cinherit-wind%E2%80%9...
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Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond (center) and the cast of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's "Inherit the Wind," directed by Adrian Noble, June 17 - Sept. 25, 2012. Photo by Henry DiRocco.
Instead of creating a traditional courtroom, the Globe’s scenic designers use a collection of kitchen tables and mismatched chairs in
varying configurations to use them as tables and platforms. The jurors sit in the theatre’s first row, alongside audience members.
Set in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival theatre, with its wooden floor and balconies, the production recalls small-town America—
not necessarily 1925, but any moment in time when such conflicts (science vs. religion, urban vs. rural life, etc.) have taken place.
The Globe’s show features powerful performances by Robert Foxworth as Drummond, Adrian Sparks as Brady, and Dan Amboyer
as teacher Bertram Cates. It is directed by Adrian Noble, who has returned for his third season as the festival’s Artistic Director and
previously served as Artistic Director and Chief Executive of the Royal Shakespeare Company.
“Inherit the Wind” opened on July 3 and will run through September 25, 2012. Tickets start at $29 and can be purchased online
through the Globe’s website or by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE.
--Maren Dougherty
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‘Inherit the Wind’ elevated by battling
barristers
The Old Globe’s latest tops our coverage of plays in local production
By David L. Coddon

Adrian Sparks as Matthew Harrison Brady

If the Scopes Monkey Trial was
happening this summer instead of the
summer of 1925, there’d be tweeting
from the Tennessee courthouse, live
reports from telegenic Ken and Barbie
dolls, shouting matches on cable “news”
and enough election-year political
haymaking to choke a horse. Even a
century ago, before electronic and digital
media, the trial of a schoolteacher
charged with unlaw fully teaching
Darwin’s theory of evolution was a
national sensation. America had a legal
and moral stake in the outcome.
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The gravity of the case was no less
perceptible when Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee’s play Inherit the Wind, based on the Scopes trial, opened in 1955. The Monkey
Trial’s legendary courtroom combatants, William Jennings Bryan and Clarence Darrow,
became characters Matthew Harrison Brady and Henry Drummond. Lawrence and Lee’s play
was faithful to their eloquence and to the circumstances that made Bryan and Darrow
symbolic of something bigger than a battle of conscience and words over one man’s fate.
- Photo by Henry DiRocco
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The Old Globe’s inclusion of Inherit the Wind in its summer Shakespeare Festival is
understandable given the political scent in the wind. Moral righteousness is a staple of
American discourse, the religious right a powerful player in elections and intolerance a
national pastime.
Adrian Sparks (as Brady) and Robert Foxworth (as Drummond) are towering adversaries in
the Globe’s production, directed by Adrian Noble. Sparks is booming and Bible-thumping,
Foxworth sly and ornery. Each character boasts a noble heart, and it takes actors of Sparks’
and Foxworth’s caliber to bring that out in a play that is bursting with polemics and a little
too fond of small-town yokelism.
Once the first-act exposition is out of the way, Inherit the Wind is hang-on-every-word fun,
with Sparks and Foxworth at full-throated ideological war. Of the other principals, Joseph
Marcell as newspaper reporter Hornbeck plays both philosophical sides against the middle in
pursuit of good copy and does so with the arrogance of a modern-day media wag.
Inherit the Wind’s lessons are shouted from the Smoky Mountain top. But Sparks and
Foxworth’s entreaties should echo in your thoughts throughout the long, hot summer. The
play runs through Sept. 25 at the Old Globe Theatre in Balboa Park. $29 and up.

Write to davidc@sdcitybeat.com and editor@sdcitybeat.com.

Opening

Zoot Suit: El Pachuco tells a dramatized version of the real-life 1940s Sleepy Lagoon Murder
Trial and the subsequent Zoot Suit Riots. Presented by the San Diego Repertory Theatre,
along with the San Diego School of Creative and Performing Arts, it opens July 14 at the
Lyceum Stage in Horton Plaza. sdrep.org
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Now Playing
Legally Blonde: A musical version of the 2001 film starring Reese Witherspoon, not to
mention the novel of the same name, in which a vacuous young woman enrolls in Harvard
University to win back her boyfriend. Through July 14 at the Moonlight Amphitheatre in
Vista. moonlightstage.com
Spider Baby the Musical: In this comedic adaptation of a 1964 cult horror flick, three inbred
siblings terrorize a couple of relatives who visit with malicious intent. Presented as part of
Gam3rCon, the gaming convention, it runs through July 15 at 10th Avenue Theatre,
Downtown. spiderbabythemusical.com.
Wicked: The Wizard of Oz was told from the point of view of Dorothy. This musical follows
Galinda and Elphaba, who’d go on to become the Good Witch of the North and the Wicked
Witch of the West, respectively. Through July 15 at the Civic Theatre, Downtown.
broadwaysd.com
Incorruptible: In 13th-century France, the miracles have dried up at a local monastery
because rivals have stolen the bones of a patron saint. Hijinks ensue. Through July 21 at
Onstage Playhouse in Chula Vista. onstageplayhouse.org
Harmony, Kansas: In this world-premiere musical, a gay farmer is convinced by his
city-slicker partner to join a gay men’s singing group in a not-so-gay rural community.
Through July 22 at Diversionary Theatre in University Heights. diversionary.org
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The June gloom is finally burning off and summer is
peeking its head through the marine layer. That
means it’s time for The Old Globe’s summer
Shakespeare Festival, an annual tradition in San
Diego. The warm days give way to cool nights as
theatre-goers bundled in blankets flock to the Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre located in the center of Balboa
Park to enjoy the Bard under the stars.

The cast of "Inherit the Wind" at The Old
Globe (Source:Henry DiRocco)

This year’s line-up features the comedy "As You Like
It," the history "The Tragedy of Richard III," and the
contemporary classic "Inherit the Wind" by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee.

First up is Lawrence’s and Lee’s "Inherit the Wind," a
fictionalized account of the real-life Scopes Monkey
Trial of 1925. At the center of the play is the teaching of evolution and creationism in public-funded
schools. Set in Hillsboro, a Springfieldian town somewhere in the middle of America, Bertram Cates
(Dan Amboyer) is a young teacher as passionate about thought as he is about his students. The play
opens at the beginning of his trial where he is accused of teaching evolutionary theory, a violation of
state law.
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To complicate things further, he finds himself in the middle of a feud between two of the country’s top
lawyers, the conservative God-fearing Matthew Harrison Brady and agnostic Henry Drummond. As
the trial progresses and the schism grows between the believers and the thinkers, questions of faith,
morality, truth and love emerge and change the lives of the small town residents.

There were notable performances by
the two lawyers, Adrian Sparks as the
puritanical Brady and Robert
Foxworth as the skeptic, but it was
Foxworth’s performance that
particularly stood out.

Director Adrian Noble (who also directs The Old
Globe’s "As You Like It"), with Calleri Casting,
brought together a wonderful pool of local and
national talent. Energetic, lively and rife with
comedic presence the ensemble delivered in
every moment and plot twist.

There were notable performances by the two
lawyers, Adrian Sparks as the puritanical Brady
and Robert Foxworth as the skeptic, but it was Foxworth’s performance that particularly stood out.
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As the agnostic carefully balancing science and
faith masterfully teasing the fine line between
drama and comedy, he managed to find every
ounce of humor in the dry sarcasm of his
character.
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Also of note is Joseph Marcell as E.K. Hornbeck, a
cynical reporter from the Boston Herald sent to
Hillsboro to cover the story and pay for Cates’
defense. Though someone younger typically
portrays the role, his veteran ability helped
reinvent the part of Hornbeck and managed to
steal light from the other actors every time he
sauntered downstage.
Ralph Funicello’s basic set consisting almost
entirely of tables and chairs serves as the
backdrop of the town and the courthouse. Though
simplistic, he did well to aid the audience’s
imagination in his construction. Deirdre Clancy’s costume design reflected the somber undertone of
the production and balanced well with the dramatics on stage, and Alan Burrett’s lighting design
brought a bit of summer heat, if only imagined, to an otherwise mild San Diego night.

Win Free Stu

Originally published in 1955, "Inherit the Wind" has become a classic of theatre and film and The Old
Globe’s production dutifully lends to its rich history. With three shows in production at once, and
being opening night, there were a few noticeable hiccups. But with a long summer ahead, this cast
will tighten up and prove that some of the best theatre in the region can still be seen in Balboa Park.
"Inherit the Wind" runs through September 25 at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre in Balboa Park.
For tickets, please call 619-23-GLOBE.
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LA Review: 'Inherit the Wind'
at the Old Globe as part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival

Reviewed by Evan Henerson
AUGUST 10, 2012

The scene: a packed and sweltering
courthouse somewhere in the South. The
time: "Summer, not too long ago" (read
"and it could happen again"). The issue:
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nothing less than the right to freedom of

Rome Was Not

thought and expression. The combatants:
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a blowhard presidential hopeful who lives
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by the Bible and a steely, carefully thinking

empire building.

defense attorney who curses too much and
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has little children convinced he's the devil.
They're based on real people, but the
Photo by Henry DiRocco
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actual names and dramatic aliases don't
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much matter. "Inherit the Wind," the creationism versus evolution courtroom drama by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, has always been more about ideas than about the people

Visit Unscripte

expressing them. At the Old Globe this fact doesn't stop Adrian Noble's spirited cast from
plunging lustily into the philosophical fray, but Noble's fairly low-key revival is no free-for-all,

Sponsors

which is probably to the production's advantage. Without all the bluster there's more room to
ponder.
Playing Matthew Harrison Brady, famed politician, orator, and attorney brought to prosecute
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the young teacher who dares to teach Darwin in a Christian town, Adrian Sparks leads with his
belly and thunders when necessary, but he's not a bully. The soft-spoken, slow-moving Henry
Drummond depicted by Robert Foxworth is about as cerebral and restrained a portrait as
audiences are likely to see from this actor. Both performances are excellent, and the BradyDrummond clash comes off as a rage against the winds of change—and perhaps against a
personal demon or two—rather than a battle of personalities.
Dan Amboyer is all uprightness and fear as the lawbreaking schoolteacher facing prison. As
Rachel Brown, the preacher's daughter who is reluctantly dragged into the trial, Vivia Font
convincingly brings out the struggle between cherished beliefs and love for the accused. As
written, Rachel is essentially the play's thematic mouthpiece, but Font still manages to give the
character depth. And although he's playing a man with an ego the size of Tennessee, Joseph
Marcell doesn't wear out his welcome as the cynical reporter E.K. Hornbeck.

Back Stage Vid

Working on an outdoor stage, Noble and scenic designer Ralph Funicello eschew creating an
actual courtroom and the claustrophobia that that could entail. The scene is a series of kitchen
tables used as platforms and mismatched chairs, several of which—strategically placed in the
front row—house the jury. The State v. Bertram Cates may represent the equivalent of the
"trial of the century," with banners draping and the occasional souvenir being sold, but Noble's
courtroom isn't spilling over with extraneous onlookers or Bible-thumpers. Neither the play nor
the production feels like a circus.
Thanks to Sparks and Foxworth, we invest almost equally in the two principal warriors. More
important, in this studied yet plenty entertaining production, we care not only about the battle
that Brady and Drummond are fighting but also about the one that will invariably follow.
Presented by and at the Old Globe as part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival, 1363 Old Globe
Way, San Diego. July 3–Sept. 25. Schedule varies. (619) 234-5623 or www.theoldglobe.org.
Casting by Calleri Casting.
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Regional Theater Review: INHERIT THE WIND
(The Old Globe in San Diego)
by Milo Shapiro on July 7, 2012
in Theater-Los Angeles,Theater-Regional

CREATIONISM VS. EVOLUTION; RELEVANCE VS.
TIMELESSNESS
Dubbed “The Trial of the Century” (with rhetorical apologies to O.J.), the actual 1925 trial that inspired
Inherit the Wind marks a milestone in the American legal system: The first time science vs. religion found its
way to the public courthouse. The Scopes trial (named after defendant John Scopes, who taught Darwinism
in his small-town classroom) pitted the revolutionaries of scientific development against religious
fundamentalists, who had the law on their side.

Scopes was represented by acclaimed defense attorney Clarence Darrow.
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Prosecuting was three-time Democratic presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan. The nation closely
followed these legal celebrities whose arguments back then are painfully similar to the ones that remain
unresolvable today.
Playwrights Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee draw heavily from the original trial, basing defense attorney
Henry Drummond (veteran stage actor Robert Foxworth) and prosecutor Matthew Harrison Brady (Adrian
Sparks) strongly on Darrow and Bryan, respectively. Even the strategies employed by Drummond are
constructed upon what happened in Dayton, Tennessee.

The background to the story, however, is very much fiction.
Lawrence and Lee freely admit that the 1955 play was created for drama, not history. The reality is that
Scopes was in cahoots with the ACLU from the moment he started teaching evolution so that the religious law
could be tested in court, and Dayton denizens wanted the trial held there to boost the local economy, not to
vilify Scopes. Lawrence and Lee successfully create tension with their alterations and resulting script, as
much of the play’s drama comes from the fact that the town was solidly in support of the evangelistic Brady
and was all-but-set to hang defendant Bertram Cates (Dan Amboyer) for daring to teach evolution in their
conservative rural school.
The problem with Inherit the Wind is not director Adrian Noble, who guides his cast with gusto, but the play
itself. Foxworth nails Drummond’s snide intellectualism, Sparks is superb as the blustering Brady, especially
at the times when his arguments run thin, and the ensemble acting is more than adequate. The production is
astoundingly professional and produced with panache, yet the play comes off as sensationalistic and mildly
thought-provoking.

This is due, in part, to Lawrence and Lee’s purposeful attempt
to create a timelessness in a context that just feels dated. The setting, for instance, is listed as “A small town,
summer, not too long ago.” In 1950, it might indeed have felt that way, but in 2012 it very much feels like a
long time ago. References are made to the passage of the suffrage amendment and Brady having run for
office in 1908, and the perfect period costuming by Deirdre Clancy may carry us well to this 1920’s small
southern town, but the setting is neither far enough behind us nor close enough for us to relate, even as the
creationism debate remains in the news. After ten years of CourtTV, excitement about a radio microphone
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being present in the courtroom feels more like comic relief than drama. Court proceedings, which might
have been a fresher idea in 1950, have been the weekly locales of Law & Order, LA Law, and many other
television programs and movies since. The religion story is indeed engaging; just not enough so than most
week’s episodes of Harry’s Law to cause a wave of excitement about this production, which verges on the
melodramatic.
The storyline reminds us of the meager progress we’ve made 90 years later in resolving the conflicts between
religion and science. There is much to appreciate about the production and its wonderful performances. But
the script, while occasionally interesting, simply doesn’t achieve its desired resonance. As for timelessness,
perhaps Arthur Miller was wiser to set his courtroom drama The Crucible in puritan Salem, as the ageless
theme of a man’s right to think reverberates with much more meaning than Inherit the Wind.
photos by Henry DiRocco
Inherit The Wind
Lowell Davies Festival Theater at The Old Globe in San Diego (Regional Theater)
scheduled to end on Sept 25, 2012
for tickets, visit http://www.theoldglobe.org/tickets/
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Out of chaos
In 1925, the state of Tennessee prosecuted science teacher John Thomas Scopes for
breaking a months-old law banning the teaching of evolution. A generation later, his
trial inspired Inherit the Wind, the first play by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee,
America's most successful writers of radio drama. Neither the trial nor the 1955
theatricalization was as straightforward as it appeared, but for today's audiences, solid
revivals like Adrian Noble's Old Globe Festival staging (through September 25) still
draw currency from the ongoing science-religion stalemate.
In the play, and the subsequent 1960 film, the trial becomes a match between the accused's and accuser's
larger-than-life legal counsels. More importantly, and universally, through them it presents the tug-of-war
between the inquisitive nature of science and the rooted orthodoxies of religion. Henry Drummond
(Robert Foxworth) is based on Clarence Darrow, the famous attorney who defended Scopes, here
fictionalized as Bertram Cates (Dan Amboyer). The state's position and the general assertion that The
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Bible has civil authority is advanced by Matthew Harrison Brady (Adrian Sparks), based on the
more-famous, three-time Presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan.
The play, which is set in fictional Hillsboro, as opposed to the actual Dayton, Tennessee, opens with
children playing. Record-breaking heat was broken briefly the previous night by a slight rain. It's drawn
out some earthworms that Howard (Aiden Hayek) waves at Melinda (Lou Francine Rasse). "You and
your whole family was worms once," Howard teases. "We was not!" she shouts back. Lawrence and Lee
have quickly established the weather as a metaphor for oppressiveness, the trickle-down of Darwinism to
the schoolyard, how indoctrination plays out among the innocent, and a display of the pre-pubescent
taunting that will evolve into the mating practices that are vital to the natural order but too unruly for
religious order.
We meet Cates in his jail cell, where the bailiff (Jacques C. Smith) has come to fetch him for a visit from
his girlfriend, Rachel (Vivia Font). The injustice of incarcerating an earnest teacher sets the stage. Rachel
is also an innocent who rises above the town's small-mindedness. She even gets aligned with the one
woman who existed before sin when reporter EK Hornbeck (Joseph Marcell) offers an apple, saying
"Don’t worry. I’m not the serpent, Little Eva. This isn’t from the Tree of Knowledge."
The respectful insertion of Biblical imagery is a sign the authors are not against The Bible, whose
Proverbs provide the title: "He that troubleth his own house . . . shall inherit the wind. "
We ease into the courtroom from there, and Noble builds to the conflict gradually, lingering with the
townsfolk as they welcome the confident, celebrated Brady. For his opponent's entrance, the director and
lighting designer Alan Burrett dutifully backlight the "slouching" Drummond in sunset red, eliciting
screams of "It's the Devil!" from Melinda and a warm "Hello, Devil. Welcome to Hell," from Hornbeck.
It's the first of several over-stagey touches that add fun, but prevent Inherit from being the masterpiece
many claim.
All this time, Ralph Funicello's set, which began as a gentle tumble of chairs and strewn tables, gets
rearranged by cast and crew into the various locations, suggesting the disorder out of which religion,
science, and law must all be organized. By the end of the first act, which comes with completion of jury
selection, the tables snake back towards the stage right wings, providing a walkway for exits and entrances
and a vaguely serpentine, or fishtail, image for the story.
The difference between what happens in the contrived Hillsboro and what happened in the Dayton
courthouse moves the play away from history. In the original script's prefatory disclaimer, the authors
emphatically declare Inherit "is not history," nor did it "pretend to be journalism." They write, "The
collision of Bryan and Darrow at Dayton was dramatic, but it was not a drama." The fact is, their real
goal wasn't to expose fundamentalist overreach, but, as Lawrence told reporter Jonathan Mandell in 1996,
to challenge the rise of McCarthyism, just as Arthur Miller's subtler Crucible had done in 1952.
The authors let their contempt for McCarthy slip into their portrait of Brady. This presents a director's
biggest challenge. Fortunately, Noble has found in Sparks an actor who can fill Brady with gas without
letting him rise into caricature. He might even avoid what constitutional scholar Gerald Gunther is quoted
as saying in Edward J. Larson's Summer for the Gods: "I ended up actually sympathizing with Bryan,
even though I was and continue to be opposed to his ideas in the case, simply because the playwrights had
drawn the character in such comic strip terms." Still, even Sparks can't overcome an unfortunate moment
in which Brady tearfully crumbles into his wife's lap. What if Noble let him fight the tears and remaining
standing?
Foxworth plays Darrow as a steely provocateur who seems to realize he has time on his side. As Bert,
Amboyer blends into the background, despite a couple of well-performed showcase scenes. On the other
hand, Font shines as the symbol of conflicted citizenry, the daughter of the unflinching Reverend Brown
(Charles Janasz) who must choose between The Bible and Darwin's Origin of Species.
The authors use of the trial to attack McCarthy follows its specious origins. After the law was established
by the March 1925 passing of the Butler Act, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) immediately
offered to defend any teacher willing to challenge the law by teaching evolution. Scopes volunteered and
was arrested in May. According to Larson, unlike Cates, Scotes "was never jailed or ostracized. Quite to
the contrary; in the month before his trial, Scopes was feted at a formal dinner in New York City;
embraced by the presidents of Harvard, Columbia, and Stanford universities; received at the Supreme
Court in Washington; and awarded a scholarship for graduate study at the University of Chicago." The
ACLU generated international publicity for its work, and cites it's importance in promoting its mission.
Today, Inherit the Wind is best seen in terms of its church and state arguments. As the recent How the
World Began showed, the issue is far from settled. And, as this production immediately follows The Old
Globe's staging of The Scottsboro Boys, based on a trial just six years and 100 miles downstream from
this one, we get a double-take of reasons for vigilance, and an idea why Lawrence and Lee may have
chosen the name Hillsboro for their setting.
top of page
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Carol Davis
SAN DIEGO–I’m always thrilled at the quality of the actors who come to San Diego to be a part of the Old
Globe’s outdoor summer festival who are able to appear in at least two, if not all three of the shows that are
shown in Repertory. After seeing all three, it still dazzles my mind that they can shift characters (and
remember all the lines) from a Shakespearean tragedy to a Shakespearean comedy to a non Shakespearean
show like Inherit The Wind which is the third in repertory, depending on what show you see first.
Old Globe favorite Adrian Sparks has been performing off and on here for over a period of 40 years. This
year will be his third performance under the stars with director Adrian Noble at the helm. He has been a
regular since 1976 when he was in Troilus and Cressida and Othello and Corin in As You like It some 35
years ago and again this year. His Uncle Ben in Arthur Miller’s Death of A Salesman was a bigger-than-life
character and now what looks to be the pinnacle of his career as Matthew Harrison Brady, prosecutor in
Noble’s fine staging of Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s Inherit The Wind, he comes across as bigger
than life once again.
In fairness, something the judge (Bob Pescovitz) in the play Inherit The Wind did not see fit to allow, local
artist Robert Foxworth as the defense lawyer Henry Drummond, doesn’t take a back seat to anyone, not even
Sparks’ Matthew Harrison Brady in the give and take (mostly take) fictional rendition of the courtroom
scenes of the ‘Scopes Monkey Trial’ in what was labeled the trial of the century.
Foxworth is as sly as a fox as he confidently weaves his way through the myriad of high faulting,
self-aggrandizing and self-satisfying drivel that pours out of Brady’s mouth. He does it with ease and
command of the stage most of the time even though frustrated at the constraints put upon by the judge.
Scopes (in the play he is Bertram Cates played by Dan Amboyer), a schoolteacher, was actually represented
by the famous self-professed atheist, Clarence Darrow who was defending ‘free speech/thinking modernists’.
His opponent, William Jennings Bryan, three-time presidential hopeful and noted orator and Christian
fundamentalist, defended the revealed word of God and the Bible in a rather trumped up debate over
creationism vs. evolution after Scopes talked about Darwin to his students.
The teaching of evolution was banned in Dayton, Tennessee, and at the time the ACLU said it would
challenge the law if anyone agreed to teach about Darwin. Scopes took on the challenge. The local businesses
thought the attention of a trial would generate out-of-town dollars and welcomed the publicity. The trial
became so big that it was covered on the radio and reporters from all over attended.
On a broader canvas, however, the playwright placed the story in ‘a small town’ during the 1950’s rather
than in 1925, the year of the actual trial, as a statement against the scourge of McCarthyism that had
everyone looking under their collective beds for communist infiltrators including those free thinkers in the
entertainment business.
To say that the Scopes trial was the trial of the century was an understatement. The debate over evolution and
creationism as it is taught, or not, in schools still rages on in the 21st century and has even far more reaching
ramifications when it comes to the separation of church and state which several states still refuse to abide.
But I’ll leave that to the constitutional lawyers to figure out.
Inherit The Wind is an exciting piece of theatre (if you love that kind of drama) in that it pits two friends,
who are on opposite sides of an issue and courtroom table and let’s them go at it as only skilled orators and
cunning lawyers can do in that setting. The temperature in that Dayton courtroom then was as hot and stuffy
as were most of the good citizens who came to gawk and cheer their respective sides on. But the book
highliights the lawyers and how they both practice their craft, craftily!
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Looking on with a critical eye, those who came from out of state to witness this sham included an H.L.
Menken proxy in the form of an E.K. Hornbeck played smoothly and coyly by Joseph Marcell. (Menken was
a syndicated columnist who followed the trial). Other than Cates’ love interest, Rachel (a sympathetic Viva
Font), who ironically was the Reverend’s daughter, there wasn’t much support for the young man.
But for the principals, the remainder of the cast does best in ensemble scenes as when they welcome Brady to
their town and put on a big spread for his wife and himself. Robin Moseley does her best as the restrained
Mrs. Brady who looks after her pompous husband with true concern especially when his blood pressure rises,
as does the thermostat in the courtroom. Fans whip back and forth to cool the nerves. Charles Janasz has the
right look as the righteous Reverend Brown. The two witnesses chosen to represent the jury fit the local look
to a tee. They are seated in the audience, looking on.
Deirdre Clancy’s costumes also fit in with the proceedings. Brady is dressed in all black with Drummond
tastefully dressed in shades of browns. The one dapper Dan that stands out is the H.L. Menken character,
E.K. Hornbeck. Joseph Marcell is perfect strutting his stuff looking more and more as the outsider than does
Drummond. It’s perfect. The rest of the cast has the appropriatef period look.
Ralph Funicello’s idea of a non-descript set with tables and chairs stacked up against each other or butting
against each other forming platforms of different levels some even forming pathways into and out of the
courtroom gives the production another layer of ‘somewhere out there this happened’ with the townsfolk’s
looking down on the proceedings. It also gives the players room to walk freely in front of or around the
proceedings. My only complaint was worrying whether anyone would stumble stepping off from table to chair
to stage. I’m happy to report that nothing happened on my watch.
Legal issues we thought were laid to rest play out before the citizens of Dayton, Tennessee while also
allowing a window into the world of how narrow and small-minded thinking prevalent in so many states is
making its way back into the public arena and this one incident shows how easily it all begins and how
quickly it mushrooms.
In the program notes, director Noble makes it clear that this Inherit The Wind is not “historically accurate”
but rather looks to create a ‘historical docu-drama from the material and to create a passionate defense of
intellectual freedom in the face of fundamentalism that owed more to the era of McCarthyism than it did to
the actual events’.
Coming on the heels of Scottsboro Boys and Parade and with the current political climate, ‘attention must be
paid’.
See you at the theatre.
Dates: Playing in repertory with “Richard III and “As You Like It” through Sept. 25th
Organization: Old Globe Theatre
Phone: 619-234-5623
Production Type: Drama
Where: 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park
Ticket Prices: starting at $29.00
Web: theoldglobe.org
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Globe’s Stale Wind
THEATER REVIEW
by Welton Jones
The years have not been good to “Inherit the Wind,” the 1955 play in which Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee used a landmark evolution trial to comment on Sen. Joe McCarthy’s hunt for commies in government.
The so-called “Scopes Monkey Trial” of 1925 tested a state law against teaching Charles Darwin’s evolution
theory. The sensational proceedings resulted in a verdict of guilty and a fine of $100 for the defendant. But it
was the spectacle of William Jennings Bryan for the prosecution and Clarence Darrow for the defense that
caught the public imagination, proved to be a sold-out smash hit for tourists and became the first trail ever
broadcast on radio.
Lawrence and Lee fictionalized everybody and simplified the issues into one: freedom to think. They also
provided a folksy backwoods setting and a couple of jolly subplots to entertain an audience which could
remember the period – just 30 years earlier – pretty accurately.
Today, it’s been nearly a century since the trial and six decades since the events it was meant to address. Free
thought has done fairly well in the interim but such battles are never fully won. And evolution? Just watch the
news. Some flyover state is always hatching a new anti-Darwin law.
Shoot, there’s a Creationism Museum out between El Cajon and Lakeside.
I can only speculate why Adrian Noble added “Inherit the Wind” to the Old Globe Theatre’s summer
Shakespeare rotation. There’s nothing like free thought in “Richard III” and very little else in “As You Like
It.”
Quite possibly Noble decided the show had two or three roles that leading actors might rush to inhabit. Or
maybe he felt a duty to a once-prominent American play that rarely gets done because of the large cast
requirements.
Either way, his duty is done.

Robert Foxworth and cast of the Old
Globe Theatre’s “Inherit the Wind.”
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playing in rotation with “Richard III” and
“As You Like It” through Sept. 25, 2012.
Henry DiRocco Photo
The real William Jennings Bryan was a complicated character whose contradictions confuse a 21st Century
audience: A liberal Democrat who ran for President three times, he also was a prohibitionist, a peacenik and a
devout Presbyterian who used his oratory skills to rail against the Darwin and evolution.
This play’s “Matthew Harrison Brady” is a simpler soul, dreaming of lost glories, preening in the adulation of
yokels and looking for his next fried-chicken fix. In the same way, this “Henry Drummond” is a scrubbed up
and ennobled version of Clarence Darrow, an eloquent defense lawyer who had recently been on trial himself
for bribing a jury.
What so fascinated the public at the time, and the playwrights 30 years later, was the clash between these
famed orators who were so split – Darrow was a emphatic agnostic – on old-time religion. The climax of the
trial, Darrow’s questioning of Bryan on the Bible’s accuracy, was thrown out by the judge and had no bearing
on the inconclusive verdict.
Lawrence and Lee makes it a runaway win for their “Drummond.” He ties “Brady” into the usual knots
surrounding literal Bible interpretations – How long was a day if there was no sun yet? – and then
magnanimously lets the poor old boy down easy.
Noble shows no notion to tamper with this. Both Adrian Sparks as Brady and Robert Foxworth as Drummond
get their juicy opportunities and the exchanges are satisfying spectacles of pomposity punctured. Sparks pats
his belly, Foxworth crinkles his eyes and a good time is had by all.
Third billing in the Lawrence and Lee play goes to “E. K. Hornbeck,” a newspaper reporter from Baltimore
meant to represent the great H. L. Mencken, a keen skeptic who could suck satire out of the bourgeoisie
“…like a weasel sucks eggs,” to borrow from the melancholy Jacques in “As You Like It.” (Maybe that’s the
connection between the plays? Naw…)
Here, as the old saying goes, we have a problem. I never even notice color-blind casting until it starts to fray
the fabric of a play. In this rural 1920s town, dated by the excellent Deirdre Clancy costumes, the shining
black face and the bright white suit of Joseph Marcell (such a hoot as Touchstone in “AYLI”) would be a fire
alarm at a prayer meeting. And, as “Hornbeck,” he’s already the quintessential outa-town trouble-maker,
making trouble as we watch. I find some of Marcell’s broader humor and shrill sarcasm unfortunate choices,
too. But, then, the part is written with no subtlety at all.
There are few similar hesitations with Jacques C. Smith, a black actor playing the bailiff, but this is a
straightforward supporting role which soon blends into the mix. The “Hornbeck” role exists to provoke. What
would have been the biggest provocation of all, at that time and place, is ignored.
The rest of this production, all the stereotypes and spear-carriers, are well-drilled and buttoned down. Despite
Ralph Funicello’s awkward piles of tables and chairs which must endlessly be dragged into varying platforms,
the actions flows along reasonably well.
It just seems like there’s not enough substance for the effort required. The sung hymns are sweet but
eventually cloy. Alan Burrett never gets enough light on the set to support all this talk of a hot summer. Even
the paper advertising fans look wrong somehow.
Maybe Noble thought the lively rhetoric and the period bombast would grease the skids for some parallel with
today’s fundamentalists. Doesn’t work for me.
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‘Inherit the Wind’ - let freedom ring
Review by Laurie O’Brien

O

ur country’s recent
celebration of its
independence is
the perfect tie-in to the Old
Globe Shakespeare Festival’s
thought-provoking Inherit
the Wind. The play addresses
themes of free-will, morality,
open-mindedness, and the
ideal of separation of church
and state as an essential cornerstone of American democracy. The plot is a fictional
re-creation of the Scope’s
Monkey Trial of 1925 where
schoolteacher John Scopes
was tried in criminal court for
teaching Darwin’s theory of
evolution.
The title of the play is a
reference to Proverbs 11:29
“Whoever brings ruin on their

family will inherit only wind,
and the fool will be servant to
the wise.” Henry Drummond
(Robert Foxworth) argues that
it’s foolish to consider only
the letter of the law (biblical
“Legalism”) and not recognize
new “evolutions” of thought or
knowledge, and that our American democracy is founded on
the ultimate ideal of separation of church and state so
that “truth” is not determined
based upon religious belief or
tradition. This point is successfully and tactfully made in this
enduring argument.
Teacher Ber tram Cates
(Dan Amboyer) is defended
by Drummond who is modeled on Clarence Darrow,
the famous criminal defense
lawyer of the last century and
a self- proclaimed agnostic.

THEATER – TO GO

WHAT: Inherit the Wind
Where: Old Globe’s Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, Balboa Park
When: Now - September 30 in repertory with
Richard III and As You Like It
Tickets: start at $26. (619) 234-5623,
www.TheOldGlobe.org

The prosecuting attorney Matthew Harrison Brady (Adrian
Sparks) is based on William
Jennings Bryan, a three-time
presidential candidate, famous
orator, and biblical scholar.
These two lawyers try the case
onstage in the Globe’s captivating production, directed by
Adrian Noble.
Most of the cast is familiar to the audience as past
Shakespeare players, and it‘s
refreshing to see their acting
skills playing contemporary
roles. Foxworth (Globe’s 2010
King Lear, The Madness of
King George III) and Sparks are
equally adept in their portrayals of Darrow and Bryan, but
it’s Foxworth that’s a standout.
Foxworth is a gifted actor that
completely engages the audience. In a twist from his sweet
and benign Shakespearian
characters Charles Janasz as
Reverend Brown, is a villain
– narrow, harsh and zealous in his religion. Vivia Font
shines as Rachel, Bertram
Cates girlfriend and daughter
of Reverend Brown. Girlish
and exuberant in her defense
of Bertram, she is crushed
when she realizes her own
truthful testimony will be mis-

interpreted and used against
Bertram.
Director Noble creates rich
imagery of early twentieth
century Americana with his
cast of towns-people portraying daily life in the bible-belt.
Use of old-time gospel songs
beautifully harmonized by the
cast adds to the ambiance.
The production contrasts the
simple American way of life
with complex themes of freedom and free-will, religious
doctrine and morality, and the
relativity of truth.

SanThrough August 16: San
tee Summer Concert Series- Grab a blanket or beach
chair and enjoy free live music
on the lawn this summer at
Town Center Community park
at the north side of the scenic
San Diego River. Concerts are
every Thursday from 6:30 to
8 p.m. Bands perform on a
raised stage overlooking the
grass soccer fields at the east
side of Town center. New this
year is a food truck rally featuring four of San Diegos favorite food trucks each Thursday
serving a variety of great food
and desserts. Concert lineup:
July 19- BLUES & BBQ
NIGHT “Stoney B Blues
Band” & “Bill Magee Blues

(from left) Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond and Dan
Amboyer as Bertram Cates in Inherit the Wind. Photo
CREDIT: Jeffrey Weiser.

Band” (Chicago and Southern
Blues)
July 26- Three Chord Justice
(country, bluegrass, folk and
rock)
Aug. 2- Ramshakle (classic
and current rock and roll hits)
Aug. 9- Screamin Primas
(Tribute to Louis Prima)
Aug. 16- The Cat-illacs (Rock
and Roll hits from the 50’s
-90’s)
July 20: Movies by the
Lakes - Santee Lakes, 9320
Fanita Parkway, Don’t spend
another Friday night sitting on
the couch in front of the TV.
Come sit under the stars and
watch a movie on one of the
biggest outdoor screens known

to man. Snack shack available
for your munching pleasure
July 20: Kung Fu Panda 2
Aug. 3: Muppets
Aug. 17: Dolphin Tale
For more information call (619)
596-3141.
July 22: Alpine Community Center Summer Concerts In The Park Series,
1730 Alpine Blvd, Alpine
CA 91901 (619) 445-7330.
Concerts begin at 6 pm, food
will be available for purchase,
or you can pack a picnic!!
Sunday, July 22 Pine Creek
Posse
Sunday, Aug. 5th Cool Fever
Sunday, Aug. 12 Elite Elvis

Cooking up Memories at Bonny’s Cafe
Our customer’s love Bonny’s favorites and so will you!
Come in and taste for yourself!
Best ever Chicken Salad Sandwich every WedneSday, made by
Bonnie herself!
Simply the best Monte Cristo Sandwich
Superb eggs Benedict
Crab & Shrimp 3-egg Omelet w/cream sauce, topped with avocado
Our Signature Chile relleno & authentic Mexican Specialties

s
g 18 Year
Celebratin
n!
in El Cajo

Best Southern Style Biscuits and Gravy in all of East County
Try Our Fresh and Healthy Salads and Homemade Soups

596 Broadway, El Cajon • (619) 579-3464
all major credit cards accepted

Homestyle Cooking at its Best!
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THEATER - TO GO
WHAT: Inherit the Wind
Where: Old Globe's

Lowell Davies

Theatre,
Balboa Park
When: Now - September

Festival

30 in repertory

Richard III and As You Like It
Tickets: start at $26. (619) 234-5623,
www.TheOldGloPe.org

(from left) Robert Foxworth as Henry Drummond and Dan
Amboyer as Bertram Cates in Inherit the Wind. Photo
CREDIT:Jeffrey Weiser.
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“Inherit The Wind” At San Diego’s Old Globe
Davies Theatre
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“He who troubles his house, inherits the wind”… It may sound
Shakespearean, but the line is uttered by Mathew Brady, a character in
the Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee masterpiece drama “Inherit
the Wind”, now onstage at the Lowell Davies Outdoor Theatre.

Jack Lyons Theatre &
Film Critic

The insightful drama is the third production being performed in
repertory, as part of the annual Old Globe’s Summer Shakespeare
Festival, which kicked off on June 3rd and will perform through
September 29th. “Richard III” and “As You Like It” complete the trio
of plays available to patrons at the venerable Balboa Park theatrical
complex.

Artistic Director, Adrian Noble takes over the directing chores for this production. In the hands
of the “boss”, the Lawrence and Lee story based on the famous 1925 “Scopes Monkey Trial” in
Tennessee, and the issues that divided a nation come vibrantly alive once again. The question of
when does a segment of a secular society in the Twentieth Century accept the findings of science
and Darwin’s theory on the origin of the species, when those facts conflict with their religious
beliefs and dogma going back hundreds of years? It may be a mouthful, but that’s the central
issue in Lawrence and Lee’s play. It’s a thorny issue for believers and non-believers alike; and it
still isn’t fully resolved.

The story revolves around Bert Cates (a solid and appealing Dan Amboyer), a local schoolteacher
who is on trial for teaching the tenets of Darwinism to his class of young students. The
prosecutor for the state has hired Mathew Brady (a marvelous Adrian Sparks) one of the
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country’s most famous lawyers and orators
to lead the prosecution’s case. Brady has few
equals in courtroom oratory, and his wellknown, rock-solid, public and personal
positions on the absolute verites of the Bible
is legendary. It looks like a slam-dunk for the
state.
With the sensationalism that comes with a
hot-button issue such as the “monkey trial”,
and the public’s insatiable appetite for news,
the Baltimore Sun newspaper decides to hire
one of the leading trial lawyers of the century
for the defense – Henry Drummond (the
equally marvelous Robert Foxworth) the
“heathen” attorney of Chicago… Game On!

Photos by Henry DiRocco.

The production is intelligently and deftly directed by Noble, who gives, not only to the principals,
but to his supporting players their many moments to shine in this well-crafted production. The
showier part goes to Sparks. His Brady is a study in bluster, and the sureness of his position as
the defender of the faith in rural America. He’s a joy to watch as we wait for the inevitable fall
from grace. Sparks has never been better. Brady is a part he was born to play.
Not to be outdone by all of Brady’s bluff and bluster, Foxworth’s understated, and razor-sharp
portrayal of Henry Drummond is like watching a cobra, patiently waiting for the right moment
to strike. One can almost feel Brady’s biblical armor beginning to melt under the withering
scientific-based attack of Drummond’s interrogation. Foxworth and Sparks together make for
wonderful theatre.
Standouts in this well-paced show are Vivia Font as Rachel, Happy Anderson as the Mayor,
Charles Janasz as Rachel’s zealot-like minister-father Reverend Brown, Joseph Marcell as E.K
Hornbeck, the cynical reporter covering the trial and the circus-like atmosphere, Bob Pescovitz
as the trial judge, and Jaques C. Smith as Mr. Meeker.
The technical credits at the Globe are always first-rate. The scenic designs for all three rep
productions are functional and creative thanks to Ralph Funicello. I especially liked his design
for “Inherit the Wind” utilizing a series of tables and chairs which, when rearranged, act as
multiple sets and locations in the production. I suspect director Noble’s fine hand in that
decision, as well. Alan Burrett’s lighting and Deirdre Clancy’s costumes, along with Lindsay
Jones’ sound design, and Steve Rankin’s fight choreography give the entire show a solid, rural
look and feel.
“Inherit the Wind”, runs through September 29th. Call the box office at 619-234-5625 or go
online at www.oldglobe.org .
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‘Inherit the Wind’
Written by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
Directed by Adrian Noble
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The Old Globe (http://www.theoldglobe.org/tickets/production.aspx?performanceNumber=9693), San Diego
June 17 – Sept. 25, 2012
When "Inherit the Wind (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inherit_the_Wind_%28play%29)" was originally staged half
a century ago, this fictionalized story of the landmark 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial was meant as a swipe at
then-contemporary McCarthyism of 1955. How ironic that what takes place in the play’s small town of
Hillsboro, in an unnamed state in the central part of the United States, continues to speak to ideological rifts in
2012 America. Not only the origins of human life, but roaring debates about the science of climate change,
stem-cell research, genetically modified foods, green energy, and the safety of childhood vaccinations.
Viewed in the light of modern-day science denial, The Old Globe production of "Inherit the Wind" shines.
The Scopes Trial involved a high school science teacher, John Scopes, accused of violating Tennessee’s
Butler Act, which prohibited the teaching of “any theory that denies the story of the Divine Creation of man as
taught in the Bible, and to teach instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals.”
In "Inherit the Wind," fictional characters Matthew Harrison Brady, Henry Drummond, Bertram Cates, and E.
K. Hornbeck correspond to the historical Scopes Trial trial lawyers William Jennings Bryan and Clarence
Darrow, high school teacher John Thomas Scopes, and celebrated newspaperman H. L. Mencken,
respectively.
Robert Foxworth (as Brady) and Adrian Sparks (as Drummond) turn in powerful performances with much of
the play focused on the conflicts between the two. In the courtroom, the men battle like a pair of elephant
seals.
Director Adrian Noble has assembled one of the largest casts at the Globe for a non-musical: often 25 actors
on stage at once. With that many characters, most are one-dimensional. Exceptions are stand-out
performances by Charles Janasz (as brimstone-spewing Reverend Brown) and Vivia Font as Rachel Brown
(the conflicted daughter of Rev. Brown as well as Bertram Cates’ financée). Reporter E. K. Hornbeck (played
by Joseph Marcell) provides crucial commentary as well as comic relief to the story. And, Marcell has a field
day with the role.
On the page, "Inherit the Wind" takes place in a courtroom. Yet, the Globe’s outdoor stage setting of the
drama is closer to history than one might suspect. The 1925 Scopes Trial created such a frenzy, the
proceedings were moved outside to a lawn for fear the floor of the over-capacity courtroom would collapse.
And what a stage scenic designer Ralph Funicello has given us. Dozens of long, wooden kitchen tables –
from turn of the century through the 1930s — the likes of which once provided a focal point for small-town
America to discuss the issues of the day. The tables perform duty as a fishing dock, a railroad platform, the
jail where school teacher Cates is incarcerated awaiting trial, the town square, a prayer meeting, and the
kangaroo courtroom. Deirdre Clancy’s tan and brown costumes key off of the unvarnished wood.
A jury box was created by replacing the first row of audience seating in the middle section with wooden
kitchen chairs. Each performance, 10 playgoers unexpectedly find themselves observing the action from
those seats along with two actor jurors as the courtroom scenes play out.
One would assume that the Globe audience (of a certain age) would find no surprises in "Inherit the Wind,"
being familiar with the 1960 motion-picture (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0053946/) treatment staring Spencer
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Tracy and Frederic March. Apparently not, for the audience collectively gasped when the judged rules that
scientists cannot testify in a trial about a guiding principle of modern science.
While the story explicitly pits the teaching of creationism against Darwin’s theory of evolution, its themes apply
to all threats to intellectual freedom.
"Inherit the Wind" is performed in repertory with Shakespeare’s "As You Like It (/theater/888-as-you-like-it-sandiego.html)" and "Richard III (/theater/882-richard-iii-san-diego.html)."
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Cuauhtémoc Kish | Downtown News
Through Sept. 25
Performed in Repertory with “Richard III” and “As You Like It”
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival, Lowell Davies Festival Stage
619-234-5623 | theoldglobe.org
In 1925 a Tennessee schoolteacher read a passage about evolution to his students and
all hell broke loose, not only in that small town of Dayton, but around the nation. The
passage, originally published in 1859, came directly from Charles Darwin’s “On the
Origin of Species.”
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Twenty years after the event, Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee wrote a play about that very trial called
“Inherit The Wind.” The real event, referred to as the
Scopes “monkey trial,” chronicled the emotions of
both sides of that evolutionary argument that was
used to address a broader theme about individual
rights. But the play pits science against the Bible and
has Clarence Darrow speaking for Scopes while
William Jennings Bryan argues for the prosecution.
Scopes was found guilty of teaching evolution in a
state-funded school, but the guilty verdict was
overturned on a technicality.
It’s now 2012 and it seems like nothing has changed.
Staunch conservatives still fight against Darwinism,
holding up the Bible as proof that such a cockeyed
idea as evolution could be valid. And so, once again,
“Inherit The Wind” becomes a timely topic of
conversation and divided discussion.

Adrian Sparks as renowned
fundamentalist politician and
lawyer, Matthew Harrison Brady.
(Photo by Henry DiRocco)

Adrian Noble takes this vintage piece and gives it as
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It is wonderously staged on top of tables and scattered with chairs, ingeniously designed
Cloud PHP
Hosting on
CatN
by Ralph Funicello, allowing for a Get
courtroom,
a jailhouse
and
the town, as well.
Adrian Sparks plays the prosecutorial
role of Matthew Harrison Brady with
blind fervent, mouthing a non-stop,
literal, overly simplistic interpretation
of the Bible.

Robert Foxworth (left) as Henry Drummond and
Dan Amboyer as Bertram Cates. (Photo by Jeffrey
Weiser)

Robert Foxworth takes on the role of
Henry Drummond; he’s a
straightforward, pro-bono defense
lawyer with a dry wit who chops up
Brady’s Biblical argument with ease;
that is, when he’s given half a chance
by the local, prejudicially partial judge
who holds the gavel.

By today’s theatrical standards this
trial is overly simplistic, and too
predictable. All of the characters are limited to one-dimension.
Dan Amboyer takes on the role of the accused teacher, Bertram Cates; he accepts his
fate while sitting next to his attorney and simply hopes for the best possible outcome.
His best gal, Rachel (Vivia Font) just happens to be the preacher’s daughter who argues
that her man should embrace the Bible’s teachings and forget about science; she’s
conflicted and confused. Both do the best they can with their one-dimensional
assignments, but can’t do much to make the material sing dramatically, and more
importantly, make you care.
Adam Daveline, playing a big city reporter whose character is based on H. L. Mencken,
does a fine turn as E. K. Hornbeck. He reports on the proceedings and the townsfolk
with insight and a grand dramatic flourish. Charles Janasz proves a worthy Reverend
Brown; he’s overly strict with his daughter as well as his congregation and remained a
predictably narrow-minded blowhard throughout. The other cast members contribute
well enough with words and perfect harmonies that introduce many of the scenes.
Deirdre Clancy dressed up the small town in appropriate browns and black traditional
garments from the era of the mid-1920s.
“Inherit The Wind” gives us all pause, asking us to remember the “Red Scare” hysteria
of the past and to examine our current hysteria over abortion and gay rights, and yes,
ongoing, literal interpretations of the Bible.
Cuauhtémoc Kish is a freelance writer and fiber artist who has written about the theater
for many years. He can be reached at cqkish@gmail.com.
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Courtesy Henry DiRocco
It’s been more than 50 years since “Inherit the Wind” has been produced on Broadway and nothing about it
has aged. Loosely based on the Scopes Monkey Trial, which included modernists debating fundamentalists
about religious versus scientific information. Because controversy between creationism and evolution is
never-ending, it gives the subject matter a timely as well as timeless quality.
Taking place in the town of Hillsboro during an unspecified year, a likeable school teacher named Bertram
Cates (Dan Amboyer) is arrested for teaching his students about evolution. He is put on trial and two equally
powerful attorneys lead the attack on both sides. The prosecutor is Matthew Harrison Brady (Adrian Sparks),
a socially liberal but religiously conservative man who has no interest in giving Charles Darwin’s “The
Descent of Man” a read. The criminal defense lawyer is Henry Drummond (Robert Foxworth), a complicated
man whose friendship with Matthew turned into a bitter rivalry.
The excellent quality of The Old Globe’s production is evident throughout “Inherit the Wind,” which is
powerfully acted and intellectually stimulating. Unlike director Adrian Noble’s visually engaging take on “As
You Like it,” the emphasis of “Inherit the Wind” is placed mostly on the actors and the text from Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee.Foxworth is pure dynamite in his performance as Henry. From the moment he
makes his grand entrance, which rivals Jay Whittaker’s opening monologue in The Globe’s “Richard III,” the
seasoned performer commands every scene he is in. Plenty of rat-a-tat dialogue for him to sink his teeth into
and his ability to show the positive and arrogant sides of Henry make Whittaker’s performance a real pleasure
to watch.
Just as memorable in his portrayal of Matthew is Sparks, who stars in some of the most intense scenes in the
performance. His views regarding religion are obviously close-minded, yet there are some key moments when
he displays acts of kindness and poignant sensitivity.
Rousing plenty of dark, hilarious laughs is Joseph Marcell as the smart- alecky reporter for the Baltimore
Herald, E.K Hornbeck. He, at times, is unbelievably mean-spirited, but like Foxworth and Sparks, adds well
earned humanity to his character.
One reason the play works so well is because the playwrights are not trying to change the audience’s views
about science and religion. They instead propose intriguing existential questions regarding the meaning of life,
the Bible and evolution without getting preachy.
Aside from the main points of the trial, there are many other interesting themes going on. Even with an article
in the program that gives away some of the plot, the resolution when Henry gets into an argument with E.K.,
for example, is a complete surprise. This is when Lawrence and Lee reveal that this is as much about morality
as it is about the trial.
Noble has once again delivered another deeply satisfying accomplishment that is extremelyentertaining
throughout. It would be wonderful if he comes back again next year to deliver some more unforgettable
adventures.
Tickets and information about “Inherit the Wind” can be found at theoldglobe.org.
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INHERIT THE WIND (OLD GLOBE): 82% – SWEET
LemonMeter | Aug 14, 2012 | Comments 0 |

Robert Foxworth, Bob Pescovitz and Adrian Sparks in “Inherit the Wind” at The Old Globe in
San Diego. Credit: Henry DiRocco.
SWEET
Neither the trial nor the 1955 theatricalization was as straightforward as it appeared, but for today’s audiences, solid revivals like
Adrian Noble’s Old Globe Festival staging (through September 25) still draw currency from the ongoing science-religion stalemate.
Cristofer Gross – TheaterTimes
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SWEET
At the Old Globe this fact doesn’t stop Adrian Noble’s spirited cast from plunging lustily into the philosophical fray, but Noble’s
fairly low-key revival is no free-for-all, which is probably to the production’s advantage. Without all the bluster there’s more room to
ponder.
Evan Henerson – Backstage
SWEET
Noble has directed this revival at a brisk, enjoyable pace in the Old Globe’s plein-air theater. Ralph Funicello’s creative set is
made up of variously sized wooden tables, arranged and rearranged by the cast, who wear Deirdre Clancy’s charmingly homespun
costumes and sing gospel songs during scene changes. Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks deliver standout performances.
Margaret Gray – LA Times
BITTERSWEET
There is much to appreciate about the production and its wonderful performances. But the script, while interesting, simply doesn’t
achieve its desired resonance. As for timelessness, perhaps Arthur Miller was wiser to set his courtroom drama The Crucible in
puritan Salem, as the ageless theme of a man’s right to think reverberates with much more meaning than Inherit the Wind.
Milo Shapiro – Stage and Cinema
BITTERSWEET
What “Inherit the Wind” becomes in some ways is an absorbing but pulpy burlesque of history.
James Hebert – San Diego Union-Tribune
SWEET
The two actors who face off this fictional re-creation of the famed Scopes Monkey Trial —- Adrian Sparks and Robert Foxworth —are so perfectly suited for their roles, and so well-directed as brilliant opponents, that watching their heated debates is like
watching a great tennis match you never want to end.
Pam Kragen – North County Times
SWEET
Still, “Inherit The Wind” is worth seeing as one of the trilogy of based-on-history plays presented this season – “The Scottsboro
Boys” and “Parade” – all frighteningly still relevant in these times.
Jean Lowerison – SDGLN
SWEET
Once the first-act exposition is out of the way, Inherit the Wind is hang-on-every-word fun, with Sparks and Foxworth at full-throated
ideological war.
David L. Coddon – San Diego City Beat
SWEET
A satisfying and thought-provoking piece of theater.
Pat Launer – KSDS
SWEET
“Inherit The Wind’ is an exciting piece of theatre (if you love that kind of drama) in that it pits two friends, who are on opposite sides
of an issue and courtroom table and let’s them go at it as only skilled orators and cunning lawyers can do in that setting.
Carol Davis – San Diego Examiner
BITTER
Maybe Noble thought the lively rhetoric and the period bombast would grease the skids for some parallel with today’s
fundamentalists. Doesn’t work for me.
Welton Jones – San Diego Story
SWEET
Most of the characters are one-note. But the performers – especially Joseph Marcell as a devilish Hornbeck, Vivia Font as
long-suffering Rachel, and Charles Janasz as brimstone-spewing Reverend Brown – flesh them out. And Noble’s stage abounds
with life.
Jeff Smith – San Diego Reader
INHERIT THE WIND
Presented by and at the Old Globe
As part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival
1363 Old Globe Way, San Diego
July 3–September 25, 2012; Schedule varies
Tickets: $29 and up; (619) 234-5623
Running time: 2 hours
Map data ©2012 Google, Sanborn
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This summer, all three plays at the Globe’s annual festival take place in modern
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Jay Whittaker in the title role of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's Richard III,
directed by Lindsay Posner. Through Sept. 29. Henry DiRocco
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The writing is on the wall (or,
actually, the graffiti is on the
massive concrete slabs): This year’s
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival is
taking on a modern twist.
It’s not unusual for productions of
Shakespeare’s plays — at the Globe

Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
Three plays running in rotation: “Richard
III,” “As You Like It” and “Inherit the
Wind.”
When: 8 nightly (check with theater for
specific dates). Through Sept. 30.
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or elsewhere — to shift the Bard’s
now-500-year-old stories to
different time periods.

Where: Old Globe’s Lowell Davies
Festival Stage, Balboa Park

But this will be the first Globe
festival since the Balboa Park
theater’s traditional rite of summer
was revived eight years ago to set
all three festival plays in (relatively)
modern times.

Phone: (619) 234-5623

Tickets: About $15-$85

Online:
theoldglobe.org

One of this year’s plays (as has been festival custom since 2009) is actually
not by Shakespeare at all. That’s “Inherit the Wind,” Jerome Lawrence and
Robert Edwin Lee’s 1955 classic that explores a landmark courtroom
battle over the teaching of evolution.
“Inherit the Wind” unfolds during the Scopes “monkey trial” of the 1920s.
The Globe production of Shakespeare’s beloved comedy “As You Like It,”
directed by festival artistic chief Adrian Noble, will be set in an England
between the two world wars. And the great Shakespeare history play
“Richard III,” staged by the British director Lindsay Posner, has been
transplanted to a setting resembling the modern Middle East.
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On a recent afternoon in late May, great gray monoliths of simulated
concrete were going up on the Globe’s outdoor festival stage — the primary
components of designer Ralph Funicello’s “Richard III” set. The slabs
were emblazoned with spray-painted graffiti based on real-life examples
from Middle East conflict zones.
Appearances aside, though, the of-the-moment sense of “Richard III”
wasn’t necessarily part of some concerted effort to contemporize the 2012
festival. The choice of plays each year is a complex one, taking in such
variables as how recently a work last appeared at the Globe and how its
tone fits into the overall mix.
For Noble, a major factor this year was having fest returnee Jay Whittaker
available to take on the titanic lead role of “Richard.”
Whittaker, who first came to the Globe for the 2010 festival, made a splash
from the beginning in three roles that summer and as Mozart in
“Amadeus” and Don John in “Much Ado About Nothing” last year.
“He always has fantastic reality and focus and texture, but he has become
really fluent with Shakespeare over the last two years,” Noble says of the
actor. “And Richard’s a very special part. When you find a Richard, you go
ahead and do it, I think. And he’s a born Richard.”
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To direct that piece, Noble recruited Posner, an accomplished artist most
associated with the Royal Court Theatre.
In thinking about the work’s themes of tyranny and civil unrest, Posner
soon keyed on the uprisings in the Arab world and the fates of such
dictators as Moammar Gadhafi and Saddam Hussein.
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“When I first read it, it struck me how contemporary it was,” Posner says.
“You can connect with it immediately, in terms of what has happened
recently.
“So it felt as though a political interpretation of this play worked very well,
in terms of presenting a regime that oppresses its citizens. And in terms of
the psychological journey of Richard, it makes complete sense as well. It is
the story of almost any global tyrant.”
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When it came to “As You Like It,” Noble felt he had his Rosalind (the
female lead) as well: Dana Green, last at the Globe in “Life of Riley” and in
the 2009 festival productions of “Cyrano de Bergerac” and “Twelfth
Night.”

SHAKESPEARE
RE-IMAGINED

“I wouldn’t have done it if she hadn’t agreed,” Noble says of casting Green
for the comedy.

Finding his voice in the
sound of the Bard’s words

Noble has directed “As You Like It” once before — for the Royal
Shakespeare Company, the esteemed British theater he served as artistic
director for some 13 years.

Facebook: UTTheater

‘HARDBODY’ KEEPS
EYES AND HANDS ON
THE PRIZE
What’s blooming this
spring
SUMMER STAGINGS

“It was a very interesting production, but it wasn’t totally satisfactory,” he
recalls. “I had a great bunch of people — Juliet Stevenson, Fiona Shaw,
Alan Rickman. Fantastic cast, actually, but it didn’t totally jell. This is
jelling much better.”
The play brings a dose of comedy to balance the intensity of “Richard III”
(although Noble says “Inherit the Wind” is also “a very witty play; it’ll be
interesting to see how it goes down”).
Speaking of that one: Noble knew he wanted to do an American classic, but
he had never read “Wind” (although he’d seen the movie).
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“It’s a play about arguments,” which gives it inherent drama. “And it
seemed to be a really good subject — it’s a very contemporary play.”
The non-Shakespeare work in each festival, Noble adds, “needs to be a
play that works on an epic canvas. (And) that play does.”
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Entertainment Tw

Award-winning actor Jay Whittaker will appear in the title role of "Richard III" in the Old Globe's 2012
Shakespeare Festival. Courtesy of Henry DiRocco
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"Richard III"
When: previews, 8 p.m. June 21, 22 and 23; regular shows, 8 p.m. June 24, July 5, 7, 11, 12, 15,
23, 27, 31; Aug. 1, 4, 9, 12, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 26, 31; 7 p.m. Sept. 4 and 11; 8 p.m. Sept. 7 and 15;

•
•
•
•

7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21, 27 and 29

Tickets: $29 and up

•
•
•
•

Info: 619-234-5623

•

Where: Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex, Balboa Park, San Diego

theoldglobe.org
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When Adrian Noble was picking plays for this summer's Shakespeare Festival at the Old Globe, he

Most Popul

chose "Richard III" for one reason ---- Jay Whittaker. The actor has been a standout for the past two
Articles

years under Noble's direction as Mozart in last summer's "Amadeus" and in a trio of roles that
earned him the San Diego Theatre Critics Circle's Body of Work award in 2010.

1

"I decided to do the play because of Jay," said Noble, festival artistic director since 2010. "He's a

2

really extraordinary actor who has matured into Shakespeare's work astonishingly. He came to us
3

from Chicago and he did this extraordinary Edgar for me (in 'King Lear') and this very severe
William Pitt (in 'The Madness of George III'). I liked that a lot, so I decided to do 'Amadeus,' and he
was the perfect Mozart. He has a physicality, plus a real skill with text, and I thought he has enough
of the demonic in him that he can play Richard."

4
5

Richard III is one of the most evil, conniving and charismatic villains in theater history. The play is
based on the real-life Richard, Duke of Gloucester, who is said to have schemed, married and
murdered his way to England's throne in 1483 (then died on the battlefield, abandoned by his
troops, two years later).
English director Lindsay Posner makes his Globe debut in "Richard III," which will run in rotating
repertory with Shakespeare's "As You Like It" and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's "Inherit
the Wind" on the Globe's outdoor festival stage.
The actors must commit six months to the Globe, including rehearsals and performances, to be part

Escondido Coin

of the festival.
Whittaker said it was an easy decision to return to the Globe for the third summer in a row. The
longtime Chicago resident moved last year to L.A.'s Los Feliz neighborhood and he's enjoying his
new life on the West Coast.

W.A. Stone Term

"It's sometimes hard to give up six months, but as I get older, I just want to enjoy my life a little bit
and not constantly work and think about my career," he said. "San Diego and the Old Globe is a

Professional

great place to come. I love living in Southern California and I love doing theater."

Grand

Playing the role of Richard comes easily for Whittaker, who first played the Machiavellian king 13
years ago at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival when he was fresh out of grad school. Since then, he
has played the young Richard in Shakespeare's three-part "Henry IV" plays three times.
"I've played the history of Richard from a young man all the way through, so when (Richard) talks
about things that have happened in the past in 'Richard III,' I actually have images in my head of the

Top Ads

actors who played those roles and how the scenes played out. So they're like my own memories."
Jobs

In Shakespeare's play, Richard is a hunchback with withered limbs and his physical appearance
and personality have been interpreted in many ways onstage. Sometimes the disability is slight, and
sometimes it's severe. And sometimes Richard is portrayed as an irredeemable villain and other
times as a flawed anti-hero.
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Whittaker said he sees Richard as a man who became a monster by circumstance.
"It comes down to one scene I have with my mother and she curses me," Whittaker said. "He was

•
•
•

born premature, gasping for breath, this little twisted creature whose mother loathed him from the
minute she saw him, and he grew up in a world that was very harsh. He had to force himself to
become this amazing warrior and pushed himself harder than anyone else to be respected and
frightening. He had to squash his self-pity to get there. And because he had no compassion for
himself, he has no compassion for anyone else."
Director Posner has given the play a contemporary setting, with Richard ---- hobbled by cerebral
palsy ---- a despot in the fashion of deposed Middle East leaders Moammar Gadhafi or Saddam
Hussein.
"When I read the play, I tried to think of a way it could be pertinent to people now, and what really
sang out to me was the psychological and social history of this dictator, Gloucester, who links very
directly to recent tyrants we've known. I've created a world that doesn't completely lose the 16th
century but gives it a resonance of the contemporary world," said Posner, who has won awards for
his work in London's West End at the Royal Court Theatre, where he was associate director from
1987 to 1992.
He worked with Noble at the Royal Shakespeare Co. and is a specialist in modern works, including
the plays of David Mamet.
To draw inspiration for his performances, Whittaker said he's been watching films of Adolf Hitler and
Gadhafi to examine their physical gestures and how they deliver their speeches. He has also been
inspired by Mister Rogers, the soft-spoken children's television star, for the scenes involving the two
young princes (who Richard imprisons and has murdered, because they stand in his way of the
crown).
Whittaker described Noble and Posner as directors with very different styles. Noble, he said,
encourages collaboration and interpretation and gets the actors up on their feet immediately to work
on scenes, and Posner spent a lot of time going through the script to fine-tune the delivery of every
word.
"Lindsay is very bare bones," Whittaker said. "He strips it all away to make sure the story is told with
clarity. That's a very good thing."

Derian Equip
Posner said he's impressed with the company Noble has built at the Globe since he arrived in 2010.
"It's unusual to do a rep system in England, so I'm amazed at how much these actors can carry in
their heads," Posner said. "They're very committed and they're responding very well."
Festival actor Robert Foxworth, who plays the role of Lord Hastings in "Richard III," said audiences
are going to be blown away by Whittaker's performance.
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"He's outstanding. This is a role of a lifetime for him," Foxworth said. "I can't keep my eyes off him in
rehearsal. He's got intensity, clarity, humor, wit, charm, charisma and speed. There's a lot of stuff
crackling in there."
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Theater Craft: Three for the show
A look at Ralph Funicello's set designs for the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
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Jay Whittaker on the set of the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival's "Richard III," with scenic design by Ralph Funicello.
— (Old Globe)
Written by

The plays of William Shakespeare are treasured for their richness and

James
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depth and layers of theme and meaning. And Ralph Funicello, who has
been designing the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival’s productions for eight
years (and other Globe shows for much longer than that), knows his way
around a detailed, multi-element set.
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'Rent' a faithful
adaptation of '90s
classic

But for this year’s festival, Funicello’s visual storytelling takes a big step
toward the spare — dramatizing, in a sense, the plays’ potent silences as
much as the power of the words themselves.
Of the three productions, “Richard III” has the most scenery: Its look is
dominated by massive blocks of (simulated) concrete emblazoned with
graffiti and self-glorifying portraits of the title monarch.
The set for the Globe production of the Bard’s comedy “As You Like It” is
mostly wide-open beyond an expansive overhead canopy. And the scenery
for the sole non-Shakespeare piece, Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin
Lee’s “Inherit the Wind,” is made up mainly of an abstract array of
furniture.
That last one demonstrates as well as any the meeting of the minds that
has transpired between Funicello and Adrian Noble, the former Royal
Shakespeare Company artistic director who is in his third season of
leading the Globe festival.
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“Inherit the Wind” takes its cues from a famous legal case — the 1925
Scopes “monkey trial” over the teaching of evolution — but designer and
director chose to steer away from realistic scenery in the name of a look
that might suggest more universal themes.
“When I heard we were going to do ‘Inherit the Wind,’ I thought, ‘Oh gosh,
I have to make a courtroom. I wonder what we’ll do?,’” Funicello recalls.
“And when I met with (Noble), he said, ‘No, I don’t want any scenery.’
“He said, ‘I believe this play is an American classic, and we should
approach it the way we approach a classic, which is not with realistic
scenery, necessarily. Just let the words stand by themselves.’
“I thought, fantastic!”
In his four-decade-plus career, Funicello — an Old Globe associate artist
who also teaches at San Diego State University (he holds the Don Powell
Chair in Scene Design) — has designed for about every extreme, in the
course of working on some 300 productions.
He was nominated for a Tony Award in 2004 for former Globe artistic
director Jack O’Brien’s production of Shakespeare’s “Henry IV,” a show
whose cast featured such names as Kevin Kline, Ethan Hawke and Audra
McDonald.
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“That had a lot of scenery, and it was very successful,” Funicello says of the
production, which won the Tony as best revival that year.
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That was one of seven Broadway shows Funicello has worked on, dating
back to his role as assistant scenic designer for the original staging of
“Jesus Christ Superstar” in 1971. (He has done some 50 shows at the
Globe, and also has longtime relationships with such regional-theater
powerhouses as the American Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco and
South Coast Repertory Theatre in Orange County.)
Designing a show for an outdoor space such as the Globe’s Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre means taking into account such variables as shifting
sunlight (Funicello says the creative team can’t employ any visual effects
that require darkness until about 8:30 p.m.) and the impact of the
surrounding environment (the Davies stage backs onto a eucalyptus grove
that borders the San Diego Zoo).
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Jay Whittaker on the set of the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival's "Richard III," with scenic design by Ralph Funicello.
— (Old Globe)
Written by
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But Funicello says the most important factor remains fidelity to the play,
and attention to the people in it.
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“I always take my lead completely from (the company),” he says. “What do
they need to tell the story? What kind of support do I think they really
want?”
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THE DESIGNER'S EYE

Twitter: @jimhebert

A few of Ralph Funicello’s thoughts on the design for each 2012
Shakespeare Festival production:

Facebook: UTTheater

• “As You Like It”
Also see »
“(Artistic director Adrian Noble) said, ‘I think the play evokes a kind of
golden age.’ And so what do we mean by that?

'Rent' a faithful
adaptation of '90s
classic

“Everyone, in (his or her) mind, thinks back to a golden age — it’s always a
time 30 or 40 years before you lived. It’s never really golden, for the
people who are living then — it’s always horrible, but it’s always
remembered fondly.
“So he really wanted to set this in an England between the wars, which
maybe for him was the memory of a golden age.
“We’re using a large canopy, kind of similar to what we did with the sails in
‘The Tempest’ last year, for part of the show. And another cloth, sort of a
snow cloth on the ground.
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“And there’s a boxing ring (that rises through a trap door). It (hosts) a
wrestling match for the entertainment of the nobility.”
• “Richard III”
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“Some of the imagery (is) represented by gold. Golden thrones, golden
chairs, golden everything. That world of (a dictator such as) Saddam
Hussein. And we stole a little bit of the bad murals sort of signifying power,
and the pomposity of that.
“The shop (re-created) the graffiti. I found it all on the Internet. … I do
paint elevations that are absolutely exact in Photoshop, and print them out
so (the shop) can paint from them.
“The (‘concrete’) panels are made out of wood. There’s about an inch of
Styrofoam on the surface, then a coating that protects the Styrofoam, but
also gives it the concrete look. They just do a fantastic job.”

Shakespeare re-imagined

• “Inherit the Wind”
Play review: A tuneful
'Tempest' at the Globe
Giving two big plays a
whirl
SHAKESPEARE
RE-IMAGINED

“We built (all the tables and chairs) for the most part, because they have to
be stood on and jumped on. I designed those very early.
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“So the first day of rehearsal, we had them — that was the important thing.
The bane of my existence is rehearsal props. What happens is when you
don’t have the real stuff, and they’re using substitutes, they plan things
around the substitute that maybe the real prop won’t do. And then they
don’t want the real prop — they want the metal chair they can do
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“(So) we had all the tables and chairs, and Adrian and I arranged them
with the stage managers — we just said, ‘we need this first, then this.’ So
then he knew what moves the tables needed to do, and he could rehearse
them into the play.”
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San Diego Theater Feature: THE OLD GLOBE
2012 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL (Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre)
by Tony Frankel on July 6, 2012
in Theater-Los Angeles,Theater-Regional

ALL THE WORLD’S A GLOBE
After previewing in the month of June, The Old Globe officially opens the 2012 Shakespeare Festival this
week. Adrian Noble returns for his third season as the internationally renowned festival’s Artistic Director,
taking the helm on both Inherit the Wind and As You Like It, while British director Lindsay Posner makes his
debut at the Globe with his production of Richard III. The plays will be performed in repertory through
September in the outdoor 605-seat Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. For those coming from out-of-town, the
schedule allows for 3 Plays in 3 Days beginning July 12.
********

According to playwrights Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin
Lee, Inherit the Wind, their play based on the 1925 Scopes “Monkey” Trial, was never meant to be factual. In
the 1955 forward to the play, the authors—also known for their subsequent adaptation of Auntie
Mame—stated, “The collision of William Jennings Bryan and Clarence Darrow was dramatic, but it was not a
drama. Moreover, the issues of their conflict have acquired new meaning in the thirty years since they
clashed. So Inherit the Wind does not pretend to be journalism. It is theatre. It is not 1925. The stage
directions set the time as ‘Not too long ago.’ It might have been yesterday. It could be tomorrow.”
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The “It” the playwrights are referring to is not the argument
over creationism versus evolution. That argument was a cornerstone of the true-life trial which resulted in
John T. Scopes’ conviction for illegally teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution in a Tennessee high school. To
the playwrights, the fictionalized account of the trial was used as a parable, a metaphor for any kind of mind
control. The play remains relevant to modern audiences not because of its content, the science-versus-religion
debate, but its contextual theme: it’s about a man’s right to think.

The “It” in “It could be tomorrow” refers to Sen. Joseph
McCarthy’s Red hunt hearings. Inherit the Wind opened on Broadway just 19 months after the closing of
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible, which also fictionalized its subject matter—the 17th century Salem witch
trials—to make an anti-McCarthyism statement (not long after Inherit the Wind opened, Miller was convicted
of “contempt of Congress” for refusing to identify others present at meetings he had attended). This was a
particularly exciting and prolific time for American dramatists, because they had something to say, and used
storytelling on stage to make an impact. The stories were compelling, but the themes were timeless. With the
continued polarization between fundamentalists and modernists in America, and freedom-of-speech issues
still at the fore, now is indeed a pertinent time to attend The Globe’s Inherit the Wind, which stars Robert
Foxworth (Henry Drummond) and Adrian Sparks (Matthew Harrison Brady).
********
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While all of Shakespeare’s plays were originally presented outdoors,
As You Like It seems one of the most fitting to be staged alfresco. The popular Arcadian comedy takes place
at an orchard, on a lawn, and mostly in The Forest of Arden (since the action occurs in France, the forest may
be intended as The Ardennes, an extensive region of forested land, but Shakespeare’s parents came from The
Forest of Arden in Warwickshire, England). This isn’t Shakespeare’s only play which incorporates mistaken
identities, deception, true love and gender-bending in the woods, but it does have a main theme that
distinguishes it from A Midsummer Night’s Dream—and that is the contrast between Court and Country.

The good Duke (known as “Duke”) has been exiled by his
usurping brother Frederick, and has taken to the forest with his faithful followers. His daughter Rosalind is
also banished, fleeing to the woods with her cousin—Frederick’s daughter—Celia. Rosalind, because she is
“more than common tall,” dresses up as a boy named Ganymede, and Celia becomes Aliena, Ganymede’s
sister. Rosiland plays on her ambiguity to seduce her beloved Orlando by pretending to be herself,
inadvertently winning the heart of a shepherdess named Phebe (yes, there are homoerotic overtones,
especially when you consider that the women were played by boys in Shakespeare’s times).

Eventually, the entire cast—courtiers, wrestlers, servants,
attendants—ends up in the forest, most of whom exist in a care-free life outside of the Court, offering
charming songs and pure comedy with a pastoral background. There is one character, Jaques, an old
disenchanted libertine, whose comments on life (including the famous “All the world’s a stage” speech)
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provide a biting contrast to the abundant love-banter, but that didn’t keep a disgruntled G.B. Shaw from
asserting that As You Like It lacked “high artistry” and that Shakespeare wrote the play as a mere crowdpleaser (Shaw went so far as to call the play As YOU Like It). A crowd-pleaser written by The Bard? You
won’t hear me complaining.
The cast features Dana Green (Rosalind), Dan Amboyer (Orlando), Bob Pescovitz (Duke Senior), Vivia Font
(Celia), Joseph Marcell (Touchstone), Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe), and Jacques C. Smith (Jaques).
********

Richard III has also been an ever-popular play, but for diametrically
different reasons. It offers one of the most coldblooded characters in all of literature, and is told with such
compelling, exciting drama that its length goes virtually unnoticed (in Shakespeare’s canon, only Hamlet is
longer). The diabolical and ruthless Richard is so extraordinarily evil that had Niccolò Machiavelli never
existed, the term describing someone who aims to deceive and manipulate others for personal advantage
would surely be Richardian.

This Tragedy/History dramatizes the end of the horrific Wars
of the Roses and the rise to power of the Tudor dynasty—namely, Henry VII. Richard, a brilliant and powerhungry lord, embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the English crown. When Richard III was
written in 1592, Queen Elizabeth I sat on the throne as a Tudor. SparkNotes Editors claim that Shakespeare
had to court the favor of those in power, who literally could make or break his career. As a result,
Shakespeare’s portrayal of Richard III as a vile, hateful villain is in part designed to set up a glorious
ascension for Henry VII at the end of the play.
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Richard III maintains a compulsive fascination among some scholars, as he
was Shakespeare’s first fully-developed character as a psychological study. Essayist and critic Dr. Samuel
Johnson (1709 – 1784) noted that the lord is no mere villain: “The wickedness of Richard proceeded from his
deformity, from the envy that rose at the comparison of his own person with others, and which incited him to
disturb the pleasures that he could not partake.” The play showcases Shakespeare’s astounding knowledge of
the human personality, not only by his external observations but through his keen understanding of intuition
and the subconscious. History tells us that Richard was a morose, unappealing man; Shakespeare uses this
historical knowledge as a base, but he adds to Richard’s complex personality a certain joviality, a
self-conscious delight in doing evil.
Chicago actor Jay Whittaker plays Richard, Duke of Gloucester (afterwards King Richard III). Whittaker
appeared in the Globe’s 2011 Shakespeare Festival as Mozart in Amadeus and Don John in Much Ado About
Nothing. He also appeared in the 2010 Festival as Edgar in King Lear, Lucentio in The Taming of the Shrew
and William Pitt in The Madness of George III, for which he received the San Diego Theatre Critics Circle
Craig Noel Award honoring his work in all three productions. The cast also includes Happy Anderson
(George, Duke of Clarence), Aidan Hayek (Young Duke of York), Charles Janasz (Stanley, Earl of Derby),
Joseph Marcell (Lord Mayor), Jonas McMullen (Edward, Prince of Wales), Robin Moseley (Queen
Margaret), and Bob Pescovitz (King Edward IV).
photos by Henry DiRocco
The Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare Festival
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre in San Diego
Inherit the Wind scheduled to end on September 25, 2012
Richard III scheduled to end on September 29, 2012
As You Like It scheduled to end on September 30, 2012
for tickets, call (619) 23-GLOBE [234-5623] or visit http://www.TheOldGlobe.org
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Meticulous
preparation
helpsactor
DanAmboyeras
hejugglesthree
rolesat the
OldGlobe's
Shakespeare
Festival

Dan

Amboyerhas multiplepersonalities. ¦ That's becausethe
28-year-oldactor is playingthree wildlydifferentroles in three
wildlydifferentplaysat the OldGlobe'sShakespeareFestival. ¦
Three-hourperformances.Sixdaysa week.60 down.30 to go. ¦ That
doesn't count the roles he has taken on during fivetrips to LosAngeles
to auditionfor his nextjobs.And he's memorizinganother playfor
later. Youmightthink that wouldget a bit, well,crazy.
"Ithinkthehardestpartiswhenyouleavea
playfora coupledays(todotheothers)andyou
havetofinda connection
backintoit again,"
saidAmboyer,
whoplaysOrlando,
theleadrole
inShakespeare's
comedy
"AsYouLikeIt,"the
EarlofRichmond
inShakespeare's
"Richard
III,"andschoolteacher
BertramT.Catesin
"InherittheWind."

"Whenyoudoa showeighttimesa week,you
areconstantly
livinginthesameworldforthat
wholetime,butwhenyouhavesuchdrastically
different
charactersandcircumstances,
you
havetofinda waytotakea momenttoreconnect,"
Amboyer
said,"andthrowyourself
back
intothatworld."
Amboyersaidhewasthrilledto be castin
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Aboveleft: In a quiet
momentbeforethe play
"Inherit the Wind,"Amboyer
prepares to take
the stageas schoolteacher
Bertram T.Cates.

Aboveright: Amboyer,
playingthe Earl of
Richmondin Shakespeare's
"RichardIII,"
deliversthe dramatic
finalscene.
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Amboyer
(farleft)is restrainedduringa dramaticscenefrom"InherittheWind,"a playbasedlooselyontheScopes"monkey
trial."
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In HattoxHall,
a rehearsal area
at the Old Globe
Theatre, Amboyer
recites a series
of tongue-twisters
to get ready
for "Richard
III." "Clarity is
so important for
Shakespeare,"
he says. "I try to
overdo it a bit
when I'm up there
(preparing) so that
it can be less when
I'm onstage, so I
can get my mouth

"When you have such
drastically different
characters and
circumstances, you
have to find a way
to take a moment
to reconnect and
throw yourself back
into that world."
Dan Amboyer
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"Each role in the three
plays requires a
different kind of prep
from me before I hit
the stage —different
exercise routines,
meal planning, even
iPod play lists — all
catered toward that
particular play."
Dan Amboyer

the three roles simultaneously at the Old Globe —
a "special place" he'd been aspiring to perform
in since he was a teenager. And he'd been
aiming to work for director Adrian Noble, too.
The Michigan native had hoped to have
all three plays committed to memory before
arriving here for work in May. He managed to
know two out of three. He had five weeks to
rehearse all three.
Playing three parts at once is grueling on
all levels and requires different emotional
and physical preparation for each play, he
said. Just memorizing hundreds of lines and
keeping them straight is tough enough. Now
contrast the physical aspects of the comedy
"AsYou Like It" with the intensity of "Richard
III" and the complexity of "Inherit the Wind,"
and it's not easy.
"Each role in the three plays requires a
different kind of prep from me before I hit the
stage — different exercise routines, meal planning,
even iPod play lists — all catered toward
that particular play," he said.
Preparation for the very physical role in "As
You Like It" involves an elaborate stretching
routine and breathing exercises. Not only does
he have to enunciate and deliver lines without
microphones, but he has to wrestle, fight,
climb ladders and carry people.
"I try to stretch out my rib cage in particular
and do some massage techniques I've learned
to have my ribs be more flexible,"Amboyer
said. Breathing is key, he said, so he can spit
out those long Shakespearean monologues
without a microphone.
"Clarity is so important for Shakespeare. I
try to overdo it a bit when I'm up there (preparing)
so that it can be less when I'm onstage,
so I can get my mouth activated. And by the
time I get onstage, my goal is to not seem like
it's work, to do the work up there and have
ease once I get to the stage."
On "Richard III" nights, he has to stay
focused since he doesn't come onstage until
Act 5. During the downtime, he has to gear
up to deliver several long speeches directly to
members of the audience, whom he can see
"very clearly."
For "Inherit the Wind," Amboyer tries to
connect and banter with cast mates to bring
out his positive energy, since his character
"has to have a likable energy that makes the
audience want to root for him."
Amboyer said he hasn't had any mix-ups to
date.
"Because of all the preparation that goes
into one performance, I haven't yet confused
who I am, or what play I'm about to do," he
said. "My daily routine leading up to curtain is
very much planned out. It might be interesting,
however, to try and surprise myself and show
up to the theater at the last minute and say, 'So
who am I today, guys?' It could completely derail
my performance, or maybe the adrenaline
would kick in and I'd learn something new.
"But when 600-something people each night
are coming to support and enjoy our plays, I
feel a great responsibility to do whatever I can
to consistently deliver my best possible performance
every night."
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Hall, Amboyer stretches his intercostal muscles before taking the stage as the Earl of Richmond in "Richard III."
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Amboyer and
Matthew Bellows
(playing
Charles) engage
in a fight scene
in "As You Like
It." Amboyer's
role in that play
is a very physical
one, involving
wrestling,
climbing ladders
and carrying
people, so he
does a lot of
stretching and
breathing exercises
beforehand.
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Amboyer, who
plays Orlando
in "As You Like
It," waits in
the wings as he
prepares to run
onto the set.

Amboyer and
the rest of the
cast of "Inherit
the Wind" take
a bow after a
performance at
the Old Globe's
Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre
in Balboa Park.
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For this actor, triple duty is all a part of the job
Meticulous preparation helps thespian Dan Amboyer as he juggles three roles at
the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival
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In a quiet moment before the play “Inherit the Wind,” Amboyer prepares to take the stage as schoolteacher Bertram T.
Cates. — Sean M. Haffey
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Dan Amboyer has multiple
personalities.
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That’s because the 28-year-old
actor is playing three wildly
different roles in three wildly
different plays at the Old Globe’s
Shakespeare Festival. n Three-hour
performances. Six days a week. 60
down. 30 to go.
That doesn’t count the roles he has
taken on during five trips to Los
Angeles to audition for his next
jobs. And he’s memorizing another
play for later. You might think that
would get a bit, well, crazy.
“I think the hardest part is when
Gallery: Dan Amboyer at The Old
you leave a play for a couple days
Globe's Shakespeare Festival
(to do the others) and you have to
find a connection back into it
again,” said Amboyer, who plays Orlando, the lead role in Shakespeare’s
comedy “As You Like It,” the Earl of Richmond in Shakespeare’s “Richard
III,” and schoolteacher Bertram T. Cates in “Inherit the Wind.”
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“When you do a show eight times a week, you are constantly living in the
same world for that whole time, but when you have such drastically
different characters and circumstances, you have to find a way to take a
moment to reconnect,” Amboyer said, “and throw yourself back into that
world.”
Amboyer said he was thrilled to be cast in the three roles simultaneously at
the Old Globe — a “special place” he’d been aspiring to perform in since he
was a teenager. And he’d been aiming to work for director Adrian Noble,
too.
The Michigan native had hoped to have all three plays committed to
memory before arriving here for work in May. He managed to know two
out of three. He had five weeks to rehearse all three.
Playing three parts at once is grueling on all levels and requires different
emotional and physical preparation for each play, he said. Just
memorizing hundreds of lines and keeping them straight is tough enough.
Now contrast the physical aspects of the comedy “As You Like It” with the
intensity of “Richard III” and the complexity of “Inherit the Wind,” and it’s
not easy.
“Each role in the three plays requires a different kind of prep from me
before I hit the stage — different exercise routines, meal planning, even
iPod play lists — all catered toward that particular play,” he said.
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Preparation for the very physical role in “As You Like It” involves an
elaborate stretching routine and breathing exercises. Not only does he
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have to enunciate and deliver lines without microphones, but he has to
wrestle, fight, climb ladders and carry people.
“I try to stretch out my rib cage in particular and do some massage
techniques I’ve learned to have my ribs be more flexible,” Amboyer said.
Breathing is key, he said, so he can spit out those long Shakespearean
monologues without a microphone.
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“Clarity is so important for Shakespeare. I try to overdo it a bit when I’m
up there (preparing) so that it can be less when I’m onstage, so I can get
my mouth activated. And by the time I get onstage, my goal is to not seem
like it’s work, to do the work up there and have ease once I get to the
stage.”
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For this actor, triple duty is all a part of the job
Meticulous preparation helps thespian Dan Amboyer as he juggles three roles at
the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival
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In a quiet moment before the play “Inherit the Wind,” Amboyer prepares to take the stage as schoolteacher Bertram T.
Cates. — Sean M. Haffey

By Story &
Photography by Sean
M. Haffey

On “Richard III” nights, he has to stay focused since he doesn’t come
onstage until Act 5. During the downtime, he has to gear up to deliver
several long speeches directly to members of the audience, whom he can
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see “very clearly.”

Also see »

For “Inherit the Wind,” Amboyer tries to connect and banter with cast
mates to bring out his positive energy, since his character “has to have a
likable energy that makes the audience want to root for him.”
Amboyer said he hasn’t had any mix-ups to date.
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“Because of all the preparation that goes into one performance, I haven’t
yet confused who I am, or what play I’m about to do,” he said. “My daily
routine leading up to curtain is very much planned out. It might be
interesting, however, to try and surprise myself and show up to the theater
at the last minute and say, ‘So who am I today, guys?’ It could completely
derail my performance, or maybe the adrenaline would kick in and I’d
learn something new.
“But when 600-something people each night are coming to support and
enjoy our plays, I feel a great responsibility to do whatever I can to
consistently deliver my best possible performance every night.”
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DAN AMBOYER AT THE OLD GLOBE'S SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
Meticulous preparation helps actor Dan Amboyer as he juggles three roles at the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival.
August 26, 2012 8 a.m.
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Time for Shakespearean Plays at the Old Globe in San Diego
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival is
set to take place from 3rd June to 30th
September, 2012. The Old Globe is located in
San Diego's Balboa Park.
Are you fond of watching plays? How about watching Shakespearean plays? The Old Globe’s 2012
Shakespeare Festival is set to take place from 3rd June to 30th September, 2012. The Old Globe is located in
San Diego’s Balboa Park.
The Old Globe’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival will be performed in repertory at the outdoor Lowell Davies
Festival Theater. Adrian Noble returns as the artistic director of the festival and will direct plays – “As You
Like It” and “Inherit the Wind”.
British director Lindsay Posner will make his debut at the Old Globe with his production of Richard III, which
will kick off the festival on 3rd June. Jay Whittaker will star in the title role.
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Here is a look at the 2012 Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival:

Richard III
June 3-Sept 29
Directed by Lindsay Posner
“Richard III is one of the most diabolical and outrageous villains in all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and power-hungry lord embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable portrait of obsession, seduction, betrayal and a man who would be king.”
As You Like It
June 10-Sept. 30 (Opening night is June 29)
Directed by Noble
“Flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity make for one of Shakespeare’s most beloved comedies. Rosalind
escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved Orlando. But when he falls
for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to win her true love. As You
Like It explores the giddy excitement and dizzying foibles of love and is a perfect summer night under the
stars.”
Inherit the Wind
By Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
June 17-Sept. 25 (Opening night is July 3)
Directed by Noble
“Two powerhouse lawyers face off in a small town with the eyes of an entire nation upon them when a
schoolteacher is arrested for teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution. When the issue goes to trial, the
two attorneys must passionately confront questions of faith and science in a heated courtroom. This fictional
re-creation of the infamous Scopes Monkey Trial tackles issues that are every bit as relevant today as they
were in 1925.”
Apart from the plays, you can catch various other special events too at the Old Globe such as “Shakespeare
in the Garden” seminars, post-show forums and more.
Want to watch something other than Shakespearean? Some other plays will also be showcased at the Old
Globe such as Yasmina Reza’s God of Carnage, Divine Rivalry by Michael Kramer and more.
If you are coming on a San Diego beach vacation during June and September, do spare some time to watch
one of these historic Shakespearean plays at the Old Globe.
As far as San Diego lodging is concerned, we are a favorite accommodation in San Diego for tourists wanting
to visit the beautiful city. California Suites Hotel is located close to Balboa Park, so it will be easy for you to
commute to the Old Globe in the urban park to watch the plays. Besides California Suites Hotel is also in
close proximity to several beaches, Old Town, La Jolla, Little Italy, Gaslamp Quarter and various other
tourists hotspots.
Approved by the AAA and a proud member of the San Diego’s Chamber of Commerce, the California Suites
Hotel provides high quality facilities at budget prices. Our services include continental breakfast, large heated
swimming pool, cable with HBO, high speed Internet access, free parking, laundry facilities and more.
Make your reservations with us now and enjoy these various attractions of San Diego and good services to
their fullest.
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SUMMER BRINGS TOP SHOWS
Under The Stars
[ BY STAN JENSON ]
evening is delightful.
Richard III is one of the most cold-hearted
characters ever created by Shakespeare. The
character’s murderous machinations are deftly handled by actor Jay Whittaker. The play
has a few lighthearted moments and a touch
of romance.
Inherit the Wind, the courtroom drama based
on the Scopes evolution trial of the 30’s, seemed

HENRY DIROCCO

SEEING PRODUCTIONS UNDER the stars is one of
the nicest elements of the summer, and Southern California is blessed with two of the top
venues to be found anywhere. The iconic Hollywood Bowl presents over 100 concerts each
summer while San Diego’s Old Globe Theatre
delivers some of the best Shakespearean productions in the world.
The Old Globe operates two indoor theatres
year round, but each June, the lights come up
on their Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, and a
Shakespearean comedy, a tragedy, and a classic
by another playwright are presented in repertory. This year, the three plays are As You Like
It, Richard III, and Inherit the Wind. The company has assembled 29 actors, many appearing in all three plays, and the plays
open on three consecutive weekends.
After the third show opens, the plays
alternate nights.
Sitting through Shakespeare can be a
major challenge when the scripts are in lesser hands. However, the Old Globe manages
to bring life, comprehension, excitement and
laughs to the Bard’s words. First, they trim the
scripts to two acts, generally running around
two hours. The actors wear radio microphones,
although the sound levels are incredibly naturalistic. The rustic wooden plank stage actually hides a multitude of technical effects. But
most of all, the actors are terrific. Often they
coax laughs out of a reaction or a look they
give to another actor on stage, business that
was never written into the scripts.
As You Like It is one of Shakespeare’s most
popular comedies, wherein Rosalind, the leading lady, dresses as a boy. She gives lessons to
Orlando, who is chasing her, on how he should
woo her, “pretending” that she is Rosalind. The
stage action is as funny as the words, and the

Jay Whittaker in the title role of Richard III in the
2012 Shakespeare Festival at The Old Globe.

26

BLADE CALIFORNIA

[ AUGUST 2012 ]

an unusual choice. Usually the third piece is
a costumed period classic such as Cyrano or
Amadeus. However, this piece is undisputedly an American classic, and the lengthy cast
list made it a perfect match for the 29 actors
already hired. And naturally, it is an enthralling performance.
On a different note, and one hundred miles
to the north, the Hollywood Bowl truly seems
to be the venue that has something for everyone. The performance that Blade California
reviewed was a 4th of July Fireworks Concert
with special guest Barry Manilow. It was truly
three concerts: The Los Angeles Philharmonic, Mr. Manilow, and one of the most incredible fireworks displays to be seen anywhere.
Upcoming, the performance calendar includes Liza Minelli, Anita Baker, Diana Krall,
B.B. King, and numerous fine classical artists.
With over 17,000 seats, there is a very wide
range of ticket price points, often starting at
$15 or less for the back rows. However, if affordable, treat yourself to one of the box
seats and arrive early with a picnic dinner in hand. This is truly the ultimate
in Southern California living!
The Shakespeare productions at The
Old Globe, 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park, San Diego, continue through September 30. For schedule and ticket information, visit www.theoldglobe.org.
The Hollywood Bowl, 2301 North Highland
Avenue, Los Angeles, is the largest natural outdoor amphitheater in the United States and is
the summer home of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the home of the Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra. The Summer Concert Calendar continues through September 30. For a complete
schedule, visit www.hollywoodbowl.com.BC
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Dan Amboyer, Robert Foxworth, Jay Whittaker Set for Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival
By Dan Bacalzo • Feb 6, 2012 • San Diego 0 Comments

Robert Foxworth
The Old Globe Theatre has announced casting for its previously reported 2012 Shakespeare Festival.
Adrian Noble will once again serve as artistic director, with three works running in repertory in the
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, June 3 - September 30.
As You Like It will be directed by Noble and star Dana Green as Rosalind opposite Dan Amboyer's
Orlando. The cast will also feature Jacques C. Smith as Jacques and Jay Whittaker as Oliver.
Richard III will be directed by Lindsay Posner with Whittaker in the title role and Smith as the Duke of
Buckingham.
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's Inherit the Wind will be directed by Noble, and star Robert
Foxworth as Henry Drummond and Adrian Sparks as Matthew Harrison Brady. The cast will also
include Smith as Mr. Meecker.
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The Old Globe today announced principal casting for the Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival. Craig Noel
Award winner Jay Whittaker returns to the Festival for his third consecutive season to appear in the title
role of William Shakespeare's Richard III. He will also appear as Oliver in Shakespeare's As You Like It.
Also returning to the Festival are Craig Noel Award winner Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks, who will
take to the courtroom floor as titanic lawyers Henry Drummond and Matthew Harrison Brady,
respectively, in the Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee classic Inherit the Wind. Foxworth, an Old Globe
Associate Artist, will also play Lord Hastings in Richard III, and Sparks will play Lord Mayor of London in
Richard III and Corin in As You Like It. Festival veteran Dana Green will star as Rosalind, and Dan
Amboyer, new to the Festival stage, will play Orlando, the object of her affections, in As You Like It.
Green will also play Queen Elizabeth in Richard III. Amboyer will also be featured as Bertram Cates in
Inherit the Wind and the Earl of Richmond in Richard III. Festival newcomer Jacques C. Smith will play
Jacques in As You Like It, the Duke of Buckingham in Richard III and Mr. Meeker in Inherit the Wind.
Adrian Noble returns for his third outing as Artistic Director of the Shakespeare Festival and will helm As
You Like It and Inherit the Wind. Renowned British director Lindsay Posner makes his debut at the Globe
with his production of Richard III. Noble recently directed the World Premiere stage version of The King's
Speech, which is currently touring England, and Posner's hit revival of Noises Off is currently playing at
London's Old Vic and will transfer to the West End in March. The 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in
repertory in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, runs June 3 - Sept. 30, 2012.
Tickets to the 2012 Shakespeare Festival are currently available by subscription only. Single tickets will
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go on sale April 29. Richard III runs June 3 - Sept. 29. Previews run June 3, 21, 22 and 23. Opening night
is June 24. As You Like It runs June 10 - Sept. 30. Previews run June 10, 26, 27 and 28. Opening night is
June 29. Inherit the Wind runs June 17 - Sept. 25. Previews run June 17 and 30 and July 1 and 2. Opening
night is July 3. In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe's 2012 Summer Season features Divine
Rivalry by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael Wilson, July 7 - Aug. 12 and Yasmina
Resa's Tony Award-winning comedy God of Carnage, directed by Richard Seer, July 27 - Sept. 2. Tickets
to the 2012 Summer Season are currently available by subscription only.
Adrian Noble (Director, As You Like It and Inherit the Wind) has served as Artistic Director of The Old
Globe Shakespeare Festival since 2010, where his productions include King Lear, The Madness of George
III, The Tempest and Amadeus. He served as Artistic Director and Chief Executive of the Royal
Shakespeare Company from 1990 to 2003. His productions at RSC include Henry IV Parts 1 and 2, The
Thebans, The Winter's Tale, Hamlet, Travesties (and West End), Macbeth, King Lear, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (and Broadway), Romeo and Juliet, The Cherry Orchard (and West End), Cymbeline,
Twelfth Night, The Tempest, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (and West End), The Family Reunion,
The Seagull, Kiss Me, Kate (and West End), Pericles, A Doll's House, Forest, Art of Success (and New
York), The Secret Garden (and West End), Henry V, The Plantagenets, As You Like It and Measure for
Measure. His additional West End credits include The Duchess of Malfi, Three Sisters, Brand, Home Place,
Kean, A Woman of No Importance, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (and Broadway) and Summer and Smoke.
For opera he has directed The Fairy-Queen and Il Ritorno d'Ulysse (Aix-en-Provence), Macbeth
(Metropolitan Opera) Mozart/Da Ponte cycle (Opéra de Lyon), The Magic Flute (Glyndebourne), Carmen
(Paris), Alcina (Staatsoper, Vienna) and Serse (Theater an der Wien). He also directed the film of A
Midsummer Night's Dream. He is the author of How to do Shakespeare. A Doll's House won the Drama
Critics Circle Award for Best Revival and Best Director in 1981, along with the Plays and Players Best
Director Award, for which Noble was jointly awarded for The Duchess of Malfi. Noble won the Best
Director Award at the Globe Theatre Awards for A Winter's Tale. In additional to his many international
awards, Noble's productions have received numerous Olivier and Tony Award nominations. Noble has
been awarded Honorary Doctorates from four British Universities and is an Honorary Bencher of Middle
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Temple, London. Noble recently directed the World Premiere stage version of The King's Speech, which is
currently touring England.
Lindsay Posner (Director, Richard III) was Associate Director at the Royal Court Theatre from 1987 to
1992 where his production of Death and the Maiden won two Laurence Olivier Awards. His operatic
credits include Guilio Cesare (Royal Opera House), Love Counts (Almeida Theatre), Jenufa (Opera
Theatre Company, Dublin), Dada: Man and Boy (Almeida Theatre and Montclair Theatre, USA), Tosca
(Grange Park Opera) and La Traviata and Roberto Deveraux (Opera Holland Park). His theater credits
include Butley and The Birthday Party (Duchess Theatre), An Ideal Husband (Vaudeville Theatre), House
of Games and Tom and Viv (Almeida Theatre), A View from the Bridge (Duke of Yorks Theatre,
nominated for four Olivier Awards), Carousel (Churchill Theatre, U.K. Tour and Savoy Theatre), Fiddler
on the Roof (Sheffield Crucible and Savoy), Fool for Love and A Life in the Theatre (Apollo Theatre),
Calderon's Doctor of Honour (Cheek by Jowl at the Donmar Warehouse), Oleanna (Garrick Theatre), the
World Premiere of Power by Nick Dear and Tartuffe (National Theatre), The Caretaker (Bristol Old Vic),
Twelfth Night, The Rivals, Volpone and The Taming of the Shrew (Royal Shakespeare Company), The
Misanthrope and American Buffalo (Young Vic), Noises Off and The Provok'd Wife (The Old Vic), The Lady
from the Sea (Lyric Hammersmith/West Yorkshire Playhouse), The Seagull (Gate Theatre, Dublin) and
The Robbers (Gate Theatre). He is the director of The Old Vic's current revival of Noises Off, which will
transfer to the West End in March, and Menier Chocolate Factor's upcoming revival of Abigail's Party.
Dan Amboyer (Orlando, As You Like It; Earl of Richmond, Richard III; Bertram Cates, Inherit the Wind)
recently starred as Prince William in the television movie William & Catherine: A Royal Romance
alongside Victor Garber, Jean Smart and Jane Alexander. His Off Broadway and New York theater credits
include Bash'd (The Zipper Factory), As You Like It (HERE Arts Center), The Great Unknown alongside
Tom Hewitt (New York Musical Theatre Festival), Friends and Relations (Abingdon Theatre Company), For
the Love of Christ (New York International Fringe Festival), Rinne Groff's Orange Lemon Egg Canary
(PS122), The Play About the Naked Guy (Emerging Artists Theatre) and the New York premieres of These
Seven Sicknesses, Amy Freed's Restoration Comedy and a newly-adapted Dido, Queen of Carthage, all
with Exit, Pursued By A Bear, where he is a founding member. Regionally, he has appeared in The
Eclectic Society (Walnut Street Theatre), Le Grand Meaulnes directed by Di Trevis (Quantum Theatre),
Grease (The Muny), Crazy for You (North Shore Music Theatre), A Christmas Carol and Godspell (Meadow
Brook Theatre), Doctor Faustus, Henry IV, Romeo and Juliet, My Fair Lady and Camelot (Utah
Shakespeare Festival), Swan Lake (American Ballet Theatre) and Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat starring Donny Osmond (First National Tour). On television, he has guest starred on "Body of
Proof," "Law & Order" and "All My Children."
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Forgot Login?
Logo Archive
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Dana Green (Rosalind, As You Like It; Queen Elizabeth, Richard III) last appeared at the Globe in the
American Premiere of Alan Ayckbourn's Life of Riley and was previously seen as Roxane in Cyrano de
Bergerac and Viola in Twelfth Night in the 2009 Shakespeare Festival. Green has spent four seasons with
the Stratford Shakespeare Festival in roles including Isabella in Measure for Measure, Carol Cutrere in
Orpheus Descending, Princess in Love's Labour's Lost, Titania in A Midsummer Night's Dream and Viola in
Twelfth Night. Her regional theater credits include Pride and Prejudice and A Midsummer Night's Dream
(South Coast Repertory), The 39 Steps (La Mirada Theatre), All's Well That Ends Well (Yale Repertory
Theatre), Measure for Measure (Chicago Shakespeare Theater), Twelfth Night (California Shakespeare
Theater), Love's Labour's Lost and Othello (Shakespeare Santa Cruz), The Constant Wife and The Play's
the Thing (Asolo Repertory Theatre), Hay Fever (Court Theatre), Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Meadow Brook
Theatre) and Twelfth Night and Macbeth (Shakespeare Festival of Dallas).
Robert Foxworth (Lord Hastings, Richard III; Henry Drummond, Inherit the Wind) is an Associate Artist
of The Old Globe and has appeared in August: Osage County, King Lear, The Madness of George III,
Cornelia, Julius Caesar, Private Lives, Below the Belt, Love Letters and Antony and Cleopatra. He
recently played Arthur in Superior Donuts at San Diego Repertory Theatre. His most recent appearance
on Broadway was in August: Osage County as Charlie Aiken. Also on Broadway, Foxworth has appeared
in Twelve Angry Men, Ivanov, Honour, Judgment at Nuremberg and Henry V. He won the Theatre World
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Award for his portrayal of John Proctor in The Crucible at Lincoln Center Theater. His television series
include "Storefront Lawyers," "Falcon Crest" and "LateLine" with Al Franken. He has guest starred on
countless television shows over the years such as a two-year stint on "Six Feet Under," episodes of "Law
& Order" and "Law & Order: Special Victims Unit." Foxworth's regional theater work has included Cyrano
de Bergerac (Great Lakes Theatre Festival), Iago in Othello and The Scottish King in Macbeth (Guthrie
Theater), George in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Hartford Stage), Uncle Vanya (Geffen Playhouse)
and many more. He is the voice of Ratchet in all three of the Transformers movies.
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Jacques C. Smith (Jacques, As You Like It; Duke of Buckingham, Richard III; Mr. Meeker, Inherit the
Wind) has appeared on Broadway as Benny in Rent and in the International Broadway Tour of Rent
featuring Anthony Rapp and Adam Pascal. He has performed at numerous regional theaters throughout
the country in productions including Take Me Out (Celebration Theatre), Cuttin' Up (Cleveland Play
House), Purlie (Goodman Theatre, Black Theater Alliance Award, Joseph Jefferson Award nomination for
Best Actor), Cuttin' Up, Purlie (Fred Award, NAACP Theater Award nomination for Best Actor) and Blue
with Phylicia Rashad (Pasadena Playhouse), Antigone (South Coast Repertory), Before It Hits Home (San
Diego Repertory Theatre), School for Wives and The Green Bird directed by Julie Taymor (La Jolla
Playhouse), Blue with Leslie Uggams (Arizona Theatre Company and Paper Mill Playhouse) and The
Meeting (Illinois Theatre Center), among others. His television credits include "General Hospital," "CSI:
Miami," HBO's "Oz" for two seasons, "ER," "Ralph Ellison: An American Journey" for PBS's Emmy Awardwinning "American Masters" series, "The Division" and "Law & Order."
Adrian Sparks (Corin, As You Like It; Lord Mayor of London, Richard III; Matthew Harrison Brady, Inherit
the Wind) has appeared at such theaters as Guthrie Theater, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Philadelphia
Drama Guild, Stage West, CENTERSTAGE, Indiana Repertory Theatre, PAF Playhouse, Long Wharf
Theatre and Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park. This is Sparks' third year as a member of Adrian Noble's
Festival company at the Globe. During the 2011 season he performed the roles of Leonato in Much Ado
About Nothing and Stephano the drunken butler in The Tempest. In addition to his 2010 Festival
assignments in Taming of the Shrew, King Lear and The Madness of George III, Globe audiences also saw
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him portray Uncle Ben in Death of a Salesman. Sparks first came to the Old Globe in 1976 in Troilus and
Cressida, Othello and playing Corin in As You Like It (a role he is reprising over 35 years later). His most
recent theatrical engagement was playing Leonato in Ethan McSweeney's version of Much Ado About
Nothing with The Shakespeare Theatre Company. For the camera, Sparks has appeared in more than 75
film and television projects.
Jay Whittaker (Oliver, As You Like It; Richard, Richard III) appeared in the Globe's 2011 Shakespeare
Festival as Mozart in Amadeus and Don John in Much Ado About Nothing. He also appeared in the 2010
Festival as Edgar in King Lear, Lucentio in The Taming of the Shrew and William Pitt in The Madness of
George III, for which he received the San Diego Theatre Critics Circle Craig Noel Award honoring his
work in all three productions. He has been seen Off Broadway in Frank's Home at Playwrights Horizons
and Rose Rage at The Duke on 42nd Street. His other credits include Old Masters, Mother Courage and
Her Children and David Copperfield (Steppenwolf Theatre Company), Sense and Sensibility, directed by
Jon Jory, and Awake and Sing! directed by Amy Morton (Northlight Theatre), Shining City (Huntington
Theatre Company), Tamburlaine and Edward II (The Shakespeare Theatre Company), Shining City and
Frank's Home (Goodman Theatre), The Merchant of Venice, All's Well That Ends Well, A Midsummer
Night's Dream, Measure for Measure, Julius Caesar, Love's Labour's Lost and The Tempest (Chicago
Shakespeare Theater) and Henry IV (Royal Shakespeare Company). Whittaker's film and television
credits include Dustclouds, Let's Go to Prison, Death of a President, "Prison Break" and "Early Edition."
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS offer substantial savings with special subscriber benefits. Subscriptions can be
purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE [234-5623] or by visiting the
Box Office at 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park. Subscriptions to the Globe's Summer Season range
from $66 to $387. Five-play packages range from $112 to $387. Shakespeare Festival packages (3 plays)
range from $66 to $246. Discounts are available for full-time students, patrons 29 years of age and
younger, seniors and groups of 10 or more.
The Tony Award-winning Old Globe is one of the country's leading professional regional theaters and has
stood as San Diego's flagship arts institution for 75 years. The Old Globe produces a year-round season of
15 productions of classic, contemporary and new works on its three Balboa Park stages: the Donald and
Darlene Shiley Stage in the 600-seat Old Globe Theatre and the 250-seat Sheryl and Harvey White
Theatre, which are both part of The Old Globe's Conrad Prebys Theatre Center, and the 605-seat outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, home of its internationally renowned Shakespeare Festival. More than
250,000 people attend Globe productions annually and participate in the theater's education and
community programs. Numerous world premieres such as The Full Monty, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, A
Catered Affair, and the annual holiday musical, Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas!, have been
developed at The Old Globe and have gone on to enjoy highly successful runs on Broadway and at
regional theaters across the country.
Photo Credit: Henry DiRocco, Craig Schwartz
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The-Old-Globe-AnnouncesThe Old Globe Theatre at the Conrad Prebys Theatre Center, San
Diego, today released its four-month calendar for the March-June
A-ROOM-WITH-A-VIEW-Morefor-Spring-Season-20010101
season, 2012, featuring musical versions of A ROOM WITH A VIEW,
NOBODY LOVES YOU and THE SCOTTSBORO BOYS.
From March 2 to April 8, 2012 The Old Globe will present A ROOM WITH A VIEW, based on the novel by
E.M. Forster. With book by Marc Acito, music by Jeffrey Stock, lyrics by Jeffrey Stock and Marc Acito, the
musical will be directed by Scott Schwartz.
Based on the beloved novel that inspired the Academy Award-winning film comes a new musical. Amid
the golden sunlight and violet-covered hills of Tuscany, shelterEd English girl Lucy Honeychurch meets
freethinking George Emerson. For the first time, she glimpses a world of longing and passion she had
never imagined. Back in her corseted Edwardian life, Lucy must decide whether to yield to convention or
give up everything she has ever known.
From March 10 to April 15, the Old Glove will present ANNA CHRISTIE by Eugene O’Neill and directed
by Daniel Goldstein.
The Old Globe’s “Classics Up Close” series will continue with Anna Christie, Eugene
O’Neill’s Pulitzer Prize-winning masterpiece about the knotty relationship between an old
sailor and the daughter he hasn’t seen in almost 20 years. Their new bond becomes
strained when she falls in love with a young man whose seafaring life isn’t what her father
wants for her. When Anna reveals to both men the shameful secret she has been harboring,
they come to understand the harsh reality of her past and show her compassion, love and
forgiveness.
On March 23, 2012, The Old Globe will celebrate San Diego’s rich Hispanic community with
¡VIVA EL TEATRO!

LOOK BACK

Guests will enjoy a reception beginning at 5:30 p.m. with cocktails and hors d’oeuvres,
followed by an 8:00 p.m. performance of the World Premiere musical A ROOM WITH A VIEW.
The Old Globe Theatre will present THE SCOTTSBORO BOYS, with music and lyrics by John Kander and
Fred Ebb, book by David Thompson, direction and choreography by Susan Stroman from April 29 to June
10, 2012.
From the creators of Chicago, Cabaret and Kiss of the Spider Woman comes The Scottsboro Boys. This
daring and wildly entertaining new musical, directed by five-time Tony Award winner Susan Stroman,
explores a pivotal moment in American history. Based on the notorious “Scottsboro” case of the 1930s,
the story tells of the nine unjustly accused African American men whose lives would eventually spark the
Civil Rights Movement.
From May 9 to June 17, 2012 the Old Globe Theatre will present NOBODY LOVES YOU with music and
lyrics by Gaby Alter, book and lyrics by Itamar Moses and directed by Michelle Tattenbaum.
When Jeff, a young grad student, joins a reality television show to try and win back his ex, he
unexpectedly meets a girl who might be the love of his life. But when seduced by the
adulation of his fans, Jeff must decide what is more important – fame or love? Nobody Loves You is an
irreverent new pop musical comedy about the search for real relationships in a pop culture that is
anything but. A World Premiere.
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The Lowel Davies Festival Theatre's Shakespeare Festival 2012 will take place from June 3 to September
25 this year. The productions featured are RICHARD III, directed by Lindsay Posner, AS YOU LIKE IT,
directed by Adrian Noble, and INHERIT THE WIND by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, directed by
Adrian Noble.
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Fox's THE X FACTOR Season 2 Auditions to Begin 3/1
Avi Scher & Dancers Come to thet Ailey Citigroup Theater, 4/7-9
Lifetime's ARMY WIVES to Return, 3/4
Thirsty Girl Productions Announces Upcoming Events at Feinstein's: Molly Pope, Natalie
Joy Johnson and More
Investigation Discovery Announces Return of Two 'Hit' Series
Octavia Spencer et al to Be Featured on ABC's BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS, 2/22
Sam Gold and Matthew Rhys Talk LOOK BACK IN ANGER on the Leonard Lopate Show
Tomorrow
The Artist Series Announces LA TRAVIATA, 3/4
Michael Urie Signs on for PARTNERS Pilot
Raquel Welch to Guest Star on CBS's CSI : MIAMI, 3/11
North Coast Repertory Theatre Presents VISITNG MR. GREEN, 2/18-3/11
Jamie Lee Curtis to Guest Star on CBS's NCIS, 2/21
Music Institute of Chicago to Award Stephen Sondheim the Dushkin Award, 5/1
ChloÃ« Sevigny to Guest Star on NBC's LAW & ORDER: SVU
Museum of Performing Arts Presents 'Curtain Up! Light the Lights' Exhibition Through
30 March
ABC's WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE to Celebrate Academy Awards Beg. 2/20
Monique Gaffney, Kaja Terese Dunn, et al. to Lead Lambâ€™s Players Theatre's
BROWNIE POINTS
Vagabond Theatre to Present CALIFORNIA SUITE, 2/24-3/25
William Shatner to Appear on ABC's THE VIEW, 2/20
Gustavo Dudamel and Herbie Hancock's Celebration of Gershwin Comes to Movie
Theaters, 3/18
Ben Stiller to Present at 84th ANNUAL ACADEMY AWARDS, 2/26
MONSTERS! Plays The Regent Theatre, 2/25-3/10
Cornish College of the Arts Announces SUMMER AT CORNISH 2012
Thodos Dance Chicago to Celebrate 20 Years, 2/3 & 3
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The Old Globe Theatre at the Conrad Prebys Theatre Center, San
Diego, will feature THE SCOTTSBORO BOYS, opening tonight,
NOBODY LOVES YOU, opening May 9, and more through June 2012.
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The Old Globe Theatre will present THE SCOTTSBORO BOYS, with
music and lyrics by John Kander and Fred Ebb, book by David
Thompson, direction and choreography by Susan Stroman from April
29 to June 10, 2012.
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From the creators of Chicago, Cabaret and Kiss of the Spider Woman
comes The Scottsboro Boys. This daring and wildly entertaining new
musical, directed by five-time Tony Award winner Susan Stroman,
explores a pivotal moment in American history. Based on the notorious “Scottsboro” case of the 1930s,
the story tells of the nine unjustly accused African American men whose lives would eventually spark the
Civil Rights Movement.
From May 9 to June 17, 2012 the Old Globe Theatre will present NOBODY LOVES YOU with music and
lyrics by Gaby Alter, book and lyrics by Itamar Moses and directed by Michelle Tattenbaum.
When Jeff, a young grad student, joins a reality television show to try and win back his ex, he
unexpectedly meets a girl who might be the love of his life. But when seduced by the
adulation of his fans, Jeff must decide what is more important – fame or love? Nobody Loves You is an
irreverent new pop musical comedy about the search for real relationships in a pop culture that is
anything but. A World Premiere.

www.hulu.com/p

The Lowel Davies Festival Theatre's Shakespeare Festival 2012 will take place from June 3 to September
25 this year. The productions featured are RICHARD III, directed by Lindsay Posner, AS YOU LIKE IT,
directed by Adrian Noble, and INHERIT THE WIND by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, directed by
Adrian Noble.
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In Inherit the Wind, Two powerhouse lawyers face off in a small-town with the eyes of an entire nation
upon them when a professor is arrested for teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution in
his classroom. When the issue goes to trial, the two attorneys must passionately confront
questions of faith and science in a heated courtroom. This fictional re-creation of the

RAINBOW

MESSAGE

infamous Scopes Monkey Trial tackles issues that are every bit as relevant today as they
were in 1925.
Find more information and get tickets for all these events on The Old Globe Website:
www.TheOldGlobe.org
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The Old Globe today announced the complete cast and creative team
for the 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory in the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. Adrian Noble returns for his
third season as the Artistic Director of the Shakespeare Festival and
will direct Shakespeare’s As You Like It and Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee’s Inherit the Wind. Renowned British director Lindsay
Posner makes his debut at the Globe with his production of Richard
III. The 2012 Shakespeare Festival runs June 3 – Sept. 30. Tickets
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are available by subscription and prices range from $66 to $246.
Single tickets are also available starting at $29. Subscription
packages and single tickets may be purchased online at
www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by visiting
the Box Office.
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As previously announced, Jay Whittaker will play the title role in
Richard III and Oliver in As You Like It, Globe Associate Artist Robert
Foxworth will play Henry Drummond in Inherit the Wind and Lord
Hastings in Richard III, Adrian
Sparks will play Matthew Harrison Brady in Inherit the Wind and
Corin in As You Like It, Dana Green will play Rosalind in As You Like
It and Queen Elizabeth in Richard III, Dan Amboyer will play
Orlando in As You Like It, Bertram Cates in Inherit the Wind and
the Earl of Richmond in Richard III and Jacques C. Smith will play
Jaques in As You Like It, Mr. Meeker in Inherit the Wind and the

BROADWA

Duke of Buckingham in Richard III.
The repertory company also features Happy Anderson, Vivia Font,
Aidan Hayek, Old Globe Associate Artist Charles Janasz, Joseph
Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz and Lou
Francine Rasse, as well as The Old Globe/University of San Diego
Graduate Theatre Program candidates Matthew Bellows, Adam
Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle
O’Farrell, Allison Spratt Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie
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MESSAGE

Roetzel, Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto,
Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The creative team includes Old Globe Associate Artist Ralph
Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy (Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay
Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Old Globe Associate
Artist Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan McMahan (Music Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect
Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret Torbeck (Stage Manager).
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June 3 – Sept. 29, 2012 (Previews: June 3, 21, 22 and 23 / Opening Night : June 24)
RICHARD III
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Lindsay Posner

Richard III is one of the most diabolical and outrageous villains in all of literature. A ruthless
Machiavellian, the brilliant and power-hungry lord embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the
English crown. Shakespeare paints an unforgettable portrait of obsession, seduction, betrayal and a man
who would be king.
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The cast of Richard III features Dan Amboyer (Earl of Richmond), Happy Anderson (George, Duke of
Clarence), Matthew Bellows (Sir Richard Ratcliffe), Adam Daveline (Second Murderer), Jeremy Fisher
(Marquess of Dorset), Vivia Font (Lady Anne), Robert Foxworth (Lord Hastings), Dana Green (Queen
Elizabeth), Aidan Hayek (Young Duke of York), Charles Janasz (Stanley, Earl of Derby), Rachael Jenison
(Second Citizen; Sir Vaughan), Jesse Jensen (Sir William Catesby), Joseph Marcell (Lord Mayor), Jonas
McMullen (Edward, Prince of Wales), Robin Moseley (Queen Margaret), Danielle O’Farrell (Sir Walter
Herbert), Allison Spratt Pearce (Third Citizen; Earl of Oxford), Bob Pescovitz (King Edward IV), Deborah
Radloff (Duchess of York), Stephanie Roetzel (Sir William Brandon), Christopher Salazar (Lord Rivers;
Tyrrel), Jacques C. Smith (Duke of Buckingham), Jonathan Spivey (First Murderer), Whitney Wakimoto
(Lord Lovell), Bree Welch (First Citizen; Scrivener), Jay Whittaker (Richard, Duke of Gloucester) and
Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Sir Robert Brakenbury; Lord Grey).
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AS YOU LIKE IT
By William Shakespeare
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June 10 – Sept. 30, 2012 (Previews: June 10, 26, 27 and 28 / Opening Night: June 29)
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Flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity make for one of Shakespeare’s most beloved comedies.
Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved Orlando.
But when he falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to win her
true love. As You Like It explores the giddy excitement and dizzying foibles of love and is a perfect
summer night under the stars.
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The cast of As You Like It features Dan Amboyer (Orlando), Happy Anderson (Duke Frederick; William),
Matthew Bellows (Charles; Lord), Adam Daveline (Amiens; Sir Oliver Martext), Jeremy Fisher (Dennis),
Vivia Font (Celia), Dana Green (Rosalind), Charles Janasz (Adam; Hymen), Jesse Jensen (Exiled Lord),
Joseph Marcell (Touchstone), Danielle O’Farrell (Audrey), Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe), Bob Pescovitz
(Duke Senior), Christopher Salazar (Silvius; Lord), Jacques C. Smith (Jaques), Adrian Sparks (Corin),
Jonathan Spivey (Le Beau), Jay Whittaker (Oliver) and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Jaques de Boys; Exiled
Lord) with Rachael Jenison, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Whitney Wakimoto and Bree Welch

Grosses &

(Forest Dwellers).
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June 17 – Sept. 25, 2012 (Previews: June 17 and 30 and July 1 and 2 / Opening Night: July 3)
INHERIT THE WIND

CHEWING TH
RANDY RAINB

By Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
Directed by Adrian Noble

TWITTER
Two powerhouse lawyers face off in a small town with the eyes of an entire nation upon them when a
schoolteacher is arrested for teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution. When the issue goes to
trial, the two attorneys must passionately confront questions of faith and science in a heated courtroom.
This fictional re-creation of the infamous Scopes Monkey Trial tackles issues that are every bit as relevant
today as they were in 1925.

The cast of Inherit the Wind features Dan Amboyer (Bertram Cates), Happy Anderson (Mayor), Matthew
Bellows (George Sillers), Adam Daveline (Radio Man; Reporter), Jeremy Fisher (Mr. Goodfellow), Vivia
Font (Rachel), Robert Foxworth (Henry Drummond), Aidan Hayek (Howard), Charles Janasz (Reverend
Brown), Rachael Jenison (Mrs. McLain), Jesse Jensen (Bannister), Joseph Marcell (E.K. Hornbeck), Robin
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Moseley (Mrs. Brady), Danielle O’Farrell (Reuters Reporter; Townsperson), Allison Spratt Pearce
(Townsperson), Bob Pescovitz (Judge), Deborah Radloff (Mrs. Blair), Lou Francine Rasse (Melinda),
Stephanie Roetzel (Mrs. Loomis), Christopher Salazar (Tom Davenport), Jacques C. Smith (Mr. Meeker),
Adrian Sparks (Matthew Harrison Brady), Jonathan Spivey (Elijah; Keller), Whitney Wakimoto (Bollinger;
Aaronson), Bree Welch (Mrs. Krebs) and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Dunlap; Page).
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Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee (Playwrights, Inherit the Wind), whose collaboration spanned more
than 50 years, were among the most prolific playwriting teams in the American theater. In addition to
the Pulitzer Prize-nominated Inherit the Wind, their major stage works include Auntie Mame, the books
for the musicals Mame and Dear World, The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, The Gang’s All Hereand First
Monday in October. They won two Peabody Awards for Distinguished Achievement in Broadcasting and
the American Theatre Association Lifetime Achievement Award. In 1990, they became members of the
College of Fellows of the American Theatre at The Kennedy Center and were inducted into The National
Theatre Hall of Fame. The Lawrence and Lee Theatre Research Institute was established at Ohio State
University in 1986. Dedicated teachers of playwriting, they communicated to their students a passionate
belief that the theater must be a forum for ideas and issues of social significance.
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Adrian Noble (Director, As You Like It, Inherit the Wind) has served as Artistic Director of The Old Globe
Shakespeare Festival since 2010, where his productions include King Lear, The Madness of George III,

Night of FOLL

The Tempest and Amadeus. He served as Artistic Director and Chief Executive of the Royal Shakespeare
Company from 1990 to 2003. His productions at RSC include Henry IV Parts 1 and 2, The Thebans, The
Winter’s Tale, Hamlet, Travesties (and West End), Macbeth, King Lear, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (and
Broadway),Romeo and Juliet, The Cherry Orchard (and West End), Cymbeline, Twelfth Night, The
Tempest, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe(and West End), The Family Reunion, The Seagull, Kiss
Me, Kate (and West End), Pericles, A Doll’s House, Forest, Art of Success (and New York), The Secret
Garden (and West End), Henry V, The Plantagenets, As You Like It and Measure for Measure. His
additionAl West End credits include The Duchess of Malfi, Three Sisters, Brand, Home Place, Kean, A
Woman of No Importance, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (and Broadway) and Summer and Smoke. For opera
he has directed The Fairy-Queen and Il Ritorno d’Ulysse (Aix-en-Provence), Macbeth (Metropolitan
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Opera) Mozart/Da Ponte cycle (Opéra de Lyon), The Magic
Flute (Glyndebourne), Carmen (Paris),Alcina (Staatsoper, Vienna) and Serse (Theater an der Wien). He
also directed the film of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He is the author of How to do Shakespeare. A
Doll’s House won the Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Revival and Best Director in 1981, along with
the Plays and Players Best Director Award, for which Noble was jointly awarded for The Duchess of Malfi.
He won the Best Director Award at The Globe Theatre Awards for The Winter’s Tale. In additional to his
many international awards, Noble’s productions have received numerous Olivier and Tony Award
nominations. Noble directed the World Premiere stage version of The King’s Speech, which recently ran
on the West End.

Lindsay Posner (Director, Richard III) was Associate Director at The Royal Court Theatre from 1987 to
1992 where his production ofDeath and the Maiden won two Laurence Olivier Awards. He is the director
of The Old Vic’s current revival of Noises Off, which transferred to the West End in March, and Menier
Chocolate Factory’s revival of Abigail’s Party, which opened in the West End in May. Posner’s theater
credits include Butley and The Birthday Party (Duchess Theatre), An Ideal Husband (Vaudeville
Theatre), House of Games and Tom and Viv (Almeida Theatre), A View from the Bridge (Duke of York’s
Theatre, nominated for four Olivier Awards),Carousel (Churchill Theatre, U.K. Tour and Savoy
Theatre), Fiddler on the Roof (Sheffield Crucible and Savoy), Fool for Love and A Life in the
Theatre (Apollo Theatre), Calderon’s Doctor of Honour (Cheek by Jowl at the Donmar
Warehouse), Oleanna (Garrick Theatre), the World Premiere of Power by Nick Dear
and Tartuffe (National Theatre), The Caretaker (Bristol Old Vic), Twelfth Night, The Rivals,
Volpone and The Taming of the Shrew (Royal Shakespeare Company), The Misanthrope and American
Buffalo (Young Vic), Noises Offand The Provok’d Wife (The Old Vic), The Lady from the Sea (Lyric
Hammersmith/West Yorkshire Playhouse), The Seagull (Gate Theatre, Dublin) and The Robbers (Gate
Theatre). His operatic credits include Guilio Cesare (Royal Opera House), Love Counts(Almeida
Theatre), Jenufa (Opera Theatre Company, Dublin), Dada: Man and Boy (Almeida Theatre and Montclair
Theatre, USA), Tosca(Grange Park Opera) and La Traviata and Roberto Deveraux (Opera Holland Park).

Associated events taking place during the run of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival include:

INSIGHTS SEMINARS:
Richard III June 18
As You Like It June 25
Inherit the Wind June 25
Shakespeare Festival Insights Seminars are a series of informal presentations featuring a panel selected
from the Festival’s artistic company. The seminars take place on Monday nights in the Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre. Reception, 6:30 p.m. Seminar, 7:00 p.m. Admission is FREE and reservations are not
required.

POST-SHOW FORUMS:
Richard III July 11 & 31 and Aug. 21
As You Like It July 17 & 25 and Aug. 28
Inherit the Wind July 10, Aug. 7 and Sept. 5
Discuss the play with members of the Shakespeare Festival repertory company at post-show discussions
led by the Globe’s creative staff after the performance. FREE.

SHAKESPEARE IN THE GARDEN:
Richard III July 11, Aug. 4 & 31 and Sept. 11
As You Like It July 8 & 19, Aug. 22 and Sept. 28
Inherit the Wind July 29, Aug. 11 and Sept. 5 & 20
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Shakespeare in the Garden is a series of informal presentations of ideas and insights to enhance the
theatergoing experience. The seminars feature members of the Shakespeare Festival creative team and
take place in the Craig Noel Garden. Presentations begin at 7:00 p.m. (except for Sept. 5, 11, 20 and
28, which begins at 6:00 p.m.). Admission is FREE and reservations are not required.

THANK GLOBE IT’S FRIDAY: Friday, Aug. 3 & 10 at 6:30 p.m. $20
Kick off the weekend with the Globe’s Friday pre-show bash. TGIF includes a hosted wine and martini
bar, appetizers, dessert and music. $20 per person. RSVP at (619) 23-GLOBE. (Tickets to Inherit the
Wind and As You Like It are sold separately.)

OUT AT THE GLOBE: Thursday, Aug. 9 at 6:30 p.m. $20
An evening for gay and lesbian theater lovers and the whole GLBT community, Out at the Globe includes
a hosted wine and martini bar, appetizers and door prizes. $20 per person. RSVP at (619) 23-GLOBE.
(Tickets to Richard III are sold separately.)

In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe’s 2012 Summer Season features Divine
Rivalry by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael Wilson, July 7 – Aug. 5
and Yasmina Reza’s Tony Award-winning comedy God of Carnage, directed by Richard Seer, July 27
– Sept. 2. Divine Rivalry will run on the Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage in the Old Globe
Theatre, and God of Carnage will run in the Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre, both part of The Old
Globe’s Conrad Prebys Theatre Center.

The 2012 Shakespeare Festival is supported, in part, by Festival Season Sponsor QUALCOMM as well as
Season Sponsors John Berol, Karen and Don Cohn, Kathy and John Hattox and Joan and Irwin
Jacobs and Production Sponsors Elaine and Dave Darwin,Barbara Kjos, Jeanette Stevens, Gillian
and Tony Thornley and Union Bank.
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Old Globe Announces Full Casting for 2012 Shakespeare Festival
By Bethany Rickwald • May 10, 2012 • San Diego 0 Comments

Robert Foxworth
The Old Globe Theatre has announced full casting for its previously announced 2012 Shakespeare Festival, running June 3 September 30 in the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre.
Adrian Noble will direct Shakespeare's As You Like It and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's Inherit the Wind, while Lindsay
Posner will helm Shakespeare's Richard III.
The repertory company will include Dana Green, Dan Amboyer, Jacques C. Smith, Jay Whittaker, Robert Foxworth, Adrian Sparks,
Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Aidan Hayek, Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz, and
Lou Francine Rasse.
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The company will also include Matthew Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O'Farrell,
Allison Spratt Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto, Bree Welch,
and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The creative team will include Ralph Funicello (set design), Deirdre Clancy (costume design), Alan Burrett (lighting design),
Lindsay Jones (sound design), Shaun Davey (original music), Peter Golub (original music), Old Globe Associate Artist Steve Rankin
(fight direction), and Elan McMahan (music direction).
For more information and tickets, click here.
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The Old Globe is all set for the 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory in the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. Check out the photographs of the cast getting ready to begin rehearsals below,
including Jay Whittaker, Robert Foxworth, Dan Amboyer, Adrian Sparks and Dana Green.
Adrian Noble returns for his third season as the Artistic Director of the Shakespeare Festival and will
direct Shakespeare’s As You Like It and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s Inherit the Wind.
Renowned British director Lindsay Posner makes his debut at the Globe with his production of Richard III.
Jay Whittaker will play the title role in Richard III and Oliver in As You Like It, Globe Associate Artist
Robert Foxworth will play Henry Drummond in Inherit the Wind and Lord Hastings in Richard III, Adrian
Sparks will play Matthew Harrison Brady in Inherit the Wind and Corin in As You Like It, Dana Green will
play Rosalind in As You Like It and Queen Elizabeth in Richard III, Dan Amboyer will play Orlando in As
You Like It, Bertram Cates in Inherit the Wind and the Earl of Richmond in Richard III and Jacques C.
Smith will play Jaques in As You Like It, Mr. Meeker in Inherit the Wind and the Duke of Buckingham in
Richard III.
The repertory company also features Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Aidan Hayek, Old Globe Associate
Artist Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz and Lou Francine
Rasse, as well as The Old Globe/University of San Diego Graduate Theatre Program candidates Matthew
Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt
Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto,
Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The creative team includes Old Globe Associate Artist Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy
(Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original
Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Old Globe Associate Artist Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan
McMahan (Music Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret
Torbeck (Stage Manager).
The 2012 Shakespeare Festival runs June 3 – Sept. 30. Tickets are available by subscription and prices
range from $66 to $246. Single tickets are also available starting at $29. Subscription packages and
single tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by
visiting the Box Office.
Photo Credit: Henry DiRocco.
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Casting Announced for Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival,
Featuring Richard III, As You Like It, Inherit the Wind
By Michael Gioia
28 May 2012
The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory at the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, will run June 3-Sept. 30. Adrian
Noble returns as the artistic director of the festival and will direct As You
Like It and Inherit the Wind. Complete casting has been announced.

Advertisement

British director Lindsay Posner will make his debut at
the Globe with his production of Richard III, which
will kick off the festival June 3. Jay Whittaker will star
in the title role.
The creative team includes Ralph Funicello (scenic
design), Deirdre Clancy (costume design), Alan
Burrett (lighting design), Lindsay Jones (sound
design), Shaun Davey (original music), Peter Golub
(original music), Steve Rankin (fight director), Elan
McMahan (music direction), Christine Adaire (vocal
and dialect coach), Calleri Casting (casting) and Bret
Torbeck (stage manager).
Here is a look at the 2012 Festival:
Richard III

By William Shakespeare
June 3-Sept 29 (Opening night is June 24)
Directed by Posner
"Richard III is one of the most diabolical and outrageous villains in all of
literature. A ruthless Machiavellian, the brilliant and power-hungry lord
embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable portrait of obsession, seduction,
betrayal and a man who would be king."
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The cast features Dan Amboyer (Earl of Richmond), Happy Anderson
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(George, Duke of Clarence), Matthew Bellows (Sir Richard Ratcliffe), Adam
Daveline (Second Murderer), Jeremy Fisher (Marquess of Dorset), Vivia Font
(Lady Anne), Robert Foxworth (Lord Hastings), Dana Green (Queen
Elizabeth), Aidan Hayek (Young Duke of York), Charles Janasz (Stanley, Earl
of Derby), Rachael Jenison (Second Citizen; Sir Vaughan), Jesse Jensen (Sir
William Catesby), Joseph Marcell (Lord Mayor), Jonas McMullen (Edward,
Prince of Wales), Robin Moseley (Queen Margaret), Danielle O’Farrell (Sir
Walter Herbert), Allison Spratt Pearce (Third Citizen; Earl of Oxford), Bob
Pescovitz (King Edward IV), Deborah Radloff (Duchess of York), Stephanie
Roetzel (Sir William Brandon), Christopher Salazar (Lord Rivers; Tyrrel),
Jacques C. Smith (Duke of Buckingham), Jonathan Spivey (First

Wicked Defy Gravity Lad
T-Shirt

List price: $

Murderer), Whitney Wakimoto (Lord Lovell), Bree Welch (First Citizen;
Scrivener), Jay Whittaker (Richard, Duke of Gloucester) and Sean-Michael
Wilkinson (Sir Robert Brakenbury; Lord Grey).
As You Like It
By William Shakespeare
June 10-Sept. 30 (Opening night is June 29)
Directed by Noble
"Flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity make for one of Shakespeare's
most beloved comedies. Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the
persona of a man to get close to her beloved Orlando. But when he falls for
another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to
win her true love. As You Like It explores the giddy excitement and dizzying
foibles of love and is a perfect summer night under the stars."

Newsies the Musical
Broadway Poster

List price: $
Sale price:
$17.95
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The cast features Dan Amboyer (Orlando), Happy Anderson (Duke
Frederick; William), Matthew Bellows (Charles; Lord), Adam Daveline
(Amiens; Sir Oliver Martext), Jeremy Fisher (Dennis), Vivia Font (Celia),
Dana Green (Rosalind), Charles Janasz (Adam; Hymen), Jesse Jensen
(Exiled Lord), Joseph Marcell (Touchstone), Danielle O’Farrell (Audrey),
Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe), Bob Pescovitz (Duke Senior), Christopher
Salazar (Silvius; Lord), Jacques C. Smith (Jaques), Adrian Sparks (Corin),
Jonathan Spivey (Le Beau), Jay Whittaker (Oliver) and Sean-Michael
Wilkinson (Jaques de Boys; Exiled Lord) with Rachael Jenison, Deborah
Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Whitney Wakimoto and Bree Welch (Forest
Dwellers).
Inherit the Wind
By Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
June 17-Sept. 25 (Opening night is July 3)
Directed by Noble
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"Two powerhouse lawyers face off in a small town with the eyes of an entire
nation upon them when a schoolteacher is arrested for teaching Charles
Darwin's theories of evolution. When the issue goes to trial, the two
attorneys must passionately confront questions of faith and science in a
heated courtroom. This fictional re-creation of the infamous Scopes Monkey
Trial tackles issues that are every bit as relevant today as they were in
1925."
The cast features Dan Amboyer (Bertram Cates), Happy Anderson (Mayor),
Matthew Bellows (George Sillers), Adam Daveline (Radio Man; Reporter),
Jeremy Fisher (Mr. Goodfellow), Vivia Font (Rachel), Robert Foxworth
(Henry Drummond), Aidan Hayek (Howard), Charles Janasz (Reverend
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Brown), Rachael Jenison (Mrs. McLain), Jesse Jensen (Bannister), Joseph
Marcell (E.K. Hornbeck), Robin Moseley (Mrs. Brady), Danielle O’Farrell
(Reuters Reporter; Townsperson), Allison Spratt Pearce (Townsperson), Bob
Pescovitz (Judge), Deborah Radloff (Mrs. Blair), Lou Francine Rasse
(Melinda), Stephanie Roetzel (Mrs. Loomis), Christopher Salazar (Tom
Davenport), Jacques C. Smith (Mr. Meeker), Adrian Sparks (Matthew
Harrison Brady), Jonathan Spivey (Elijah; Keller), Whitney Wakimoto
(Bollinger; Aaronson), Bree Welch (Mrs. Krebs) and Sean-Michael Wilkinson
(Dunlap; Page).
*
The Old Globe will also offer special events associated with the festival,
including "Insights Seminars" June 18 (Richard III) and June 25 (As You Like
It, Inherit the Wind); "Post-Show Forums" July 11, July 31 and Aug. 21
(Richard III), July 17, July 25 and Aug. 28 (As You Like It) and July 10, Aug.
7 and Sept. 5 (Inherit the Wind); "Shakespeare in the Garden" seminars;
and "Out at the Globe," an evening for gay and lesbian theatre lovers, Aug.
9 at 6:30 PM, among others.
In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe's 2012 summer features
Divine Rivalry by Michael Kramer, with D. S. Moynihan and directed by
Michael Wilson (July 7-Aug. 5); and Yasmina Reza's God of Carnage,
directed by Richard Seer (July 27-Sept. 2).
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way.
For more information and tickets, call (619) 23-GLOBE or visit
TheOldGlobe.org.
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The Shakespeare Festival at the Old Globe Theatre is drawing to an
end; catch the last performances of RICHARD III and AS YOU LIKE
IT before they are gone for good!
Shakespeare’s comedy AS YOU LIKE IT is full of flirting, false
identities, friendship and tom foolery as we follow the story of
Rosalind as she flees her Uncle’s tyranny, taking her cousin Celia and
the court Jester with her. Together these three find safety and love
in the Forest of Arden. But can merriment, witty repartee and love,
overcome falsehoods, jealousy and the madness of the forest?
Final performances of “AS YOU LIKE IT will be performed September 28th and September 30th at 8pm at
the Lowell Davies Festival Stage. This show runs two hours and fifty minutes with one fifteen minute
intermission.
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RICHARD III is one of Shakespeare’s most famous plays as it paints a picture of a diabolical and
Machiavellian villain. Richard wants to seize the English crown and he doesn’t care who stands in his way.
Shakespeare draws a character that is so charismatic, as he seduces, betrays and kills to become king
that is has influenced the way history remembers Richard III.
Don’t miss Jay Whittaker as Richard and the rest of The Cast in their last performances! Final shows are
Thursday, September 27th and Saturday, September 29th at 8pm at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre.

BROADWA

This show runs at three hours including one fifteen minute intermission.
For ticket information please go to www.theoldglobe.org or call 619-234-5623
Photo Credits – Henru DiRocco
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The Old Globe Announces Shakespeare
06 Festival Principal Casting
FEB by shakes2011 in San Diego Tags: as you like it, richard iii, The Old Globe
2012
Leave a The Old Globe has announced principal casting for its 2012 Shakespeare Festival
Comment which will run June 3 – September 25. Jay Whittaker returns to the Festival for

his third consecutive season to appear in the title role in William Shakespeare’s

Richard III. He will also appear as Oliver in Shakespeare’s As You Like It.
Also returning to the Festival are Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks, who will
take to the courtroom floor as titanic lawyers Henry Drummond and Matthew
Harrison Brady, respectively, in the Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee classic

Inherit the Wind. Foxworth will also play Lord Hastings in Richard III, and
Sparks will play Lord Mayor of London in Richard III and Corin in As You Like
It.
Festival veteran Dana Green will star as Rosalind, and Dan Amboyer, new to the
Festival stage, will play Orlando, the object of her affections, in As You Like
Green will also play Queen Elizabeth in Richard III. Amboyer will also be
featured as Bertram Cates in Inherit the Wind and the Earl of Richmond in

It.

Richard III. Festival newcomer Jacques C. Smith will play Jacques in As You
Like It, the Duke of Buckingham in Richard III and Mr. Meeker in Inherit the
Wind.
Adrian Noble returns for his third outing as Artistic Director of the Shakespeare
Festival and will helm As You Like It and Inherit the Wind. Renowned British
director Lindsay Posner makes his debut at the Globe with his production of
Richard III. Noble recently directed the World Premiere stage version of The
King’s Speech, which is currently touring England, and Posner’s hit revival of

Noises Off is currently playing at London’s Old Vic and will transfer to the West
End in March.
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The Globe’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival runs June 3 – September 30, 2012 and is
performed in repertory in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. Tickets are
currently available by subscription only and single tickets will go on sale April 29.
Performance Dates:
Richard III
June 3 – Sept. 29 (Opening night, June 24)
As You Like It
June 10 – Sept. 3 (Opening night, June 29)
Inherit the Wind
June 17 – Sept. 25 (Opening night, July 3)
In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe’s 2012 Summer Season features

Divine Rivalry by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael
Wilson, and Yasmina Resa’s Tony Award-winning comedy God of Carnage,
directed by Richard Seer. For more information go to www.oldglobe.org.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Stage names: Theaters announce casts
Actors for Playhouse's 'Car Plays,' Globe's Shakespeare fest include local lights
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Robert Foxworth (left) and Jay Whittaker, pictured in the Old Globe's 2010 production of "King Lear," will return to the
theater's Summer Shakespeare Festival this year. — Craig Schwartz
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A couple of casting updates from our town's two biggest theaters:
• La Jolla Playhouse has rounded up 15 locally based actors (with some
prominent names among them) for "The Car Plays: San Diego," the sitespecific production whose site is, specifically, inside actual cars.
The San Diegans are: Rhianna Basore, Judy Bauerlein, Kevane La’Marr
Coleman, Charles Evans Jr., Samantha Ginn, Thomas Hall, Zachary
Martens, Charles Maze, Albert Park, John Polak, Will Tulin, Wendy
Waddell, Reed Willard, Eddie Yaroch and Michael Zlotnik.
Cashae Monya, a Coronado School of the Arts grad who appeared in the
Playhouse's original production of "Memphis," also steps in as the Tour
Guide.
Those actors join 14 others for the "Without Walls" event, which opens
Feb. 23. The production's playwrights and directors were previously
announced.

The moment is now for
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• The Old Globe Theatre also has announced principal casting for its 2012
Summer Shakespeare Festival. And while that list isn't quite so San Diegocentric, it does include the welcome festival return of Encinitas' Robert
Foxworth, the Broadway veteran and Old Globe associate artist who most
recently appeared at the Balboa Park theater last year in "August: Osage
County."
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Also in the cast are fellow fest returnees Jay Whittaker, Adrian Sparks and
Dana Green, plus first-timers Jacques C. Smith and Dan Amboyer.
Lindsay Posner will direct the summer staging of "Richard III," while
festival artistic chief Adrian Noble returns to direct "As You Like It" and
"Inherit the Wind."
The Shakespeare festival begins previews June 3.
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BACKSTAGE

PAMKRAGEN
William Shakespeare's
"Richard III" and "As
You Like It" will share the
stage with the classic courtroom
drama "Inherit the
Wind" next summer at the
Old Globe's 2012 summer
Shakespeare Festival.
Festival artistic director
Adrian Noble will return
for the third year and will
direct two of the productions,
"Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It."
Also returning next summer
are two acclaimed actors
who have both won Craig
Noel Awards from the San

Diego Theatre Critics Circle
for their performances.
Encinitas resident Robert
Foxworth, who picked
up a Craig Noel award last
week for his lead role in
San Diego Rep's "Superior
Donuts," will star as
attorney Henry Drummond
in Jerome Lawrence
and Robert E. Lee's "Inherit
the Wind," a legal drama
inspired by the 1925 Scopes
"Monkey Trial." Foxworth
will also play Lord Hastings
in "Richard III."
Jay Whittaker, who
won a Noel Award for his
body of work in the 2010
Shakespeare festival and
was nominated last year for
his title performance in the
festival's "Amadeus," will
play the villainous title role
in "Richard III," as well as
Oliver in "As You Like It."
Actor Adrian Sparks
also returns for his third
year in the festival company
and will play Foxworth's
adversary in "Inherit the
Wind," among other roles.
New to the company this
year is Olivier Award-winning
British stage director
Lindsay Posner, who will
helm "Richard III." Posner
was associate director at the
Royal Court Theatre from
1987 to 1992.
Other new festival company
members are Dan
Amboyer and Dana
Green as Orlando and
Rosalind in "As You Like
It" and "Rent" tour veteran
Jacques C Smith, who
will play roles in all three
plays.
The festival opens June 3
and runs through Sept. 30.
Visit theoldglobe.org.
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"This is a painfully tough decision for us," said Lamb's Producing Artistic Director, Robert Smyth, who has run Lamb's
for more than 30 years. "A resident company has been a decadeslong commitment and an important part of our
philosophy and aesthetic. It is a key reason for the consistent high quality of Lamb's productions over the years."
Despite the restructuring, Lamb's fans may not see that many changes in the company's productions. Smyth said that
Lamb's will continue to use many of the actors and designers it has employed over the years, but they will now be free to
work at other theater companies around the county.
William Shakespeare's "Richard III" and "As You Like It" will share the stage with the classic courtroom drama
"Inherit the Wind" next summer at the Old Globe's 2012 summer Shakespeare Festival.
Festival artistic director Adrian Noble will return for the third year and will direct two of the productions, "Inherit the
Wind" and "As You Like It."
Also returning next summer are two acclaimed actors who have both won Craig Noel Awards from the San Diego
Theatre Critics Circle for their performances.
Encinitas resident Robert Foxworth, who picked up a Craig Noel award last week for his lead role in San Diego Rep's
"Superior Donuts," will star as attorney Henry Drummond in Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's "Inherit the Wind," a
legal drama inspired by the 1925 Scopes "Monkey Trial." Foxworth will also play Lord Hastings in "Richard III."
Jay Whittaker, who won a Noel Award for his body of work in the 2010 Shakespeare festival and was nominated last
year for his title performance in the festival's "Amadeus," will play the villainous title role in "Richard III," as well as
Oliver in "As You Like It."
Actor Adrian Sparks also returns for his third year in the festival company and will play Foxworth's adversary in
"Inherit the Wind," among other roles.
New to the company this year is Olivier Award-winning British stage director Lindsay Posner, who will helm "Richard
III." Posner was associate director at the Royal Court Theatre from 1987 to 1992.

Other new festival company members are Dan Amboyer and Dana Green as Orlando and Rosalind in "As You Like It"
and "Rent" tour veteran Jacques C Smith, who will play roles in all three plays.
The festival opens June 3 and runs through Sept. 30. Visit theoldglobe.org .
The North County art community is reeling from the unexpected death of Carlsbad artist Dennis Paul Batt.
A representative of the San Diego Visual Art Network reported that Batt passed away at the end of January. There were
no further details. Batt was a co-founder of the Visual Arts Guild and an active volunteer with the Oceanside Museum of
Art.
Batt's family will host a celebration of his life from 4:30-7 p.m. Feb. 25 at the Oceanside Museum of Art, 704 Pier View
Way, Oceanside. For details, call 760-943-0148.
Escondido resident Robert Grant will be a contestant today on the CBS game show "Let's Make a Deal." The
pre-recorded show airs at 2 p.m. on KFMB Channel 8.
Advance tickets go on sale Sunday for the La Jolla Playhouse's world premiere musical "Hands on a Hardbody." The
musical, inspired by a real-life (now-defunct) Texas auto dealership endurance contest where the person who could keep
their hand on a new truck the longest would win the vehicle, features a book by Doug Wright ("I Am My Own Wife,"
"Grey Gardens"), score by Phish singer Trey Anastasio and lyrics by Amanda Green ("Bring It On: The Musical"). It will
run April 27-June 17.
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From left: Jeremy Gumbs, Rodney Hicks, Josh Breckenridge, Derrick Cobey, Kendrick Jones, Julius Thomas III, Joshua
Henry and Christian Dante White in the Broadway production of "The Scottsboro Boys." paul kolnik
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April 22 to June 3
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team of John Kander and
the late Fred Ebb.
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Civic Theatre
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“The Addams Family” Civic Theatre (Broadway /San Diego), May 29 to
June 3
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With “Parade,” Cygnet
stages a powerful

The happily macabre family from Charles Addams’ cartoons comes
lurching to musical life in this touring version of the Broadway show. The
piece has an (indirect) San Diego connection: It was written by Rick Elice
and Marshall Brickman, the team behind the La Jolla Playhouse-bred
megahit “Jersey Boys.”
“Harmony, Kansas” Diversionary Theatre, June 14 to July 22
The small University Heights company has made a big splash over the
past few years with such shows as “Yank!” (currently in a holding pattern
for Broadway). Now it lands the world premiere of this musical (which
had a New York workshop last year) about the conflicts that erupt when a
farmer joins a gay men’s chorus in rural Kansas. Locally based ace James
Vasquez directs.
“Brilliant Mistake” New Village Arts Theatre, May 30 to June 24
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NVA’s ambitious Ensemble Project culminates with Suzanne Bachner’s
world-premiere play, whose characters actually take (very loosely) after
the theater company’s own members. (The title, meanwhile, takes after an
Elvis Costello song.)
Summer Shakespeare Festival Old Globe, June 3 to Sept. 30

What’s blooming this
spring

Also of interest

The beloved outdoor tradition returns with two Shakespeare works
(“Richard III” and “As You Like It”) and one more contemporary piece
(“Inherit the Wind”). It may start as a spring thing, but this fest will take
you right into the fall.
jim.hebert@utsandiego.com • (619) 293-2040 • Twitter: @jimhebert •
Facebook.com/HouseSeats
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Old Globe Theatre set to launch ninth annual
Summer Shakespeare Festival
May 15, 2012 by Martin Jones Westlin
“I stuck my neck out,” late Old Globe Theatre founding artistic director R. Craig Noel said in 2003, “and I’ve
been terribly stubborn about it.” He was referring to the return of Shakespeare repertory at the Globe, which
suspended in 1984 after 35 years—too many actors had been lured away by the considerable monetary
prospects in television and film.
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Since the Globe’s 2004 reopening of its Summer Shakespeare Festival, Noel’s gamble has paid off
handsomely; the showcase is an integral part of the annual line-ups that make the Globe the nation’s eighth
largest theater enterprise. The venue’s gearing up for its ninth such installment, which opens June 3 with
Richard III, centering on Richard’s Machiavellian rise to power and his short reign. Also on the agenda are As
You Like It, Shakespeare’s take on the fickle nature of love, and Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin Lee’s
Inherit the Wind, loosely based on the Tennessee statue that made it illegal to teach evolution in state-funded
schools. The festival runs until Sept. 30.

The festival is not without its pedigree and creature comforts—Adrian Noble, former head of London’s Royal
Shakespeare Company, is the artistic director, and the plays are staged in the 660-seat outdoor Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre.

Meanwhile, the Globe is San Diego’s flagship live venue, begun in 1935 on a shoestring as part of an
international exhibition. It now mounts 15 productions a year in three theaters and is host to several youth
theater programs and theater-related community events. Noel, who died in 2010 at age 94, was there for all of
it—and in a few days, the Globe will recycle the Shakespearean part of his legacy. For more, see oldglobe.org,
or call 619-23-GLOBE.

The late R. Craig Noel,
who founded The Old
Globe Theatre, took a
risk by breathing life
into the venue's Summer
Shakespeare Festival.
(Courtesy The Old
Globe)
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The Old Globe Announces Summer Shakespeare Casting
and Creatives
10 MAY 2012 Leave a Comment
by shakes2011 in San Diego Tags: as you like it, richard iii, The Old Globe

Adrian Noble (far left) and Lindsay Posner (far right) with the 2012 Festival cast. Photos by Henry DiRocco.
The Old Globe has announced the complete cast and creative team for its 2012 Shakespeare Festival,
performed in repertory in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. Adrian Noble returns for his
third season as the artistic director of the Festival and will direct As You Like It and Inherit the Wind.
Renowned British director Lindsay Posner makes his debut at the Globe with his production of
Richard III. The full breakdown is below:
June 3 – Sept. 29, 2012 (Opening Night June 24)
RICHARD III
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Lindsay Posner
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A ruthless Machiavellian, the brilliant and power-hungry Richard III embarks on a
bloody campaign to seize and keep the English crown.
The cast features Jay Whittaker as Richard III, Robert Foxworth as Lord Hastings,
Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth, Dan Amboyer as the Earl of Richmond and Jacques C. Smith as the
Duke of Buckingham, along with:
Happy Anderson (George, Duke of Clarence), Matthew Bellows (Sir Richard Ratcliffe), Adam
Daveline (Second Murderer), Jeremy Fisher (Marquess of Dorset), Vivia Font (Lady Anne), Aidan
Hayek (Young Duke of York), Charles Janasz (Stanley, Earl of Derby), Rachael Jenison (Second
Citizen; Sir Vaughan), Jesse Jensen (Sir William Catesby), Joseph Marcell (Lord Mayor), Jonas
McMullen (Edward, Prince of Wales), Robin Moseley (Queen Margaret), Danielle O’Farrell (Sir Walter
Herbert), Allison Spratt Pearce (Third Citizen; Earl of Oxford), Bob Pescovitz (King Edward IV),
Deborah Radloff (Duchess of York), Stephanie Roetzel (Sir William Brandon), Christopher Salazar
(Lord Rivers; Tyrrel), Jonathan Spivey (First Murderer), Whitney Wakimoto (Lord Lovell), Bree Welch
(First Citizen; Scrivener), and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Sir Robert Brakenbury; Lord Grey).
************
June 10 – Sept. 30, 2012 (Opening Night June 29)
AS YOU LIKE IT
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Adrian Noble
Rosalind disguises herself as a man & escapes to the forest in As You Like It,
which explores the giddy excitement and dizzying foibles of love. A perfect summer
night under the stars.
The cast features Dana Green as Rosalind, Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Jay Whittaker as Oliver, Adrian
Sparks as Corin, and Jacques C. Smith as Jaques, along with:
Happy Anderson (Duke Frederick; William), Matthew Bellows (Charles; Lord), Adam Daveline
(Amiens; Sir Oliver Martext), Jeremy Fisher (Dennis), Vivia Font (Celia), Janasz (Adam; Hymen), Jesse
Jensen (Exiled Lord), Joseph Marcell (Touchstone), Danielle O’Farrell (Audrey), Allison Spratt Pearce
(Phoebe), Bob Pescovitz (Duke Senior), Christopher Salazar (Silvius; Lord), Jonathan Spivey (Le Beau),
and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Jaques de Boys; Exiled Lord), with Rachael Jenison, Deborah Radloff,
Stephanie Roetzel, Whitney Wakimoto and Bree Welch (Forest Dwellers).
************
June 17 – Sept. 25, 2012 (Opening Night: July 3)
INHERIT THE WIND
By Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
Directed by Adrian Noble
Two powerhouse lawyers face off in a small town with the eyes of an entire nation
upon them in this fictional re-creation of the infamous Scopes Monkey Trial.
The cast features Dan Amboyer as Bertram Cates, Robert Foxworth as Henry
Drummond, Adrian Sparks as Matthew Harrison Brady, and Jacques C. Smith as Mr. Meeker, along
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with:
Happy Anderson (Mayor), Matthew Bellows (George Sillers), Adam Daveline (Radio Man; Reporter),
Jeremy Fisher (Mr. Goodfellow), Vivia Font (Rachel),), Aidan Hayek (Howard), Charles Janasz
(Reverend Brown), Rachael Jenison (Mrs. McLain), Jesse Jensen (Bannister), Joseph Marcell (E.K.
Hornbeck), Robin Moseley (Mrs. Brady), Danielle O’Farrell (Reuters Reporter; Townsperson), Allison
Spratt Pearce (Townsperson), Bob Pescovitz (Judge), Deborah Radloff (Mrs. Blair), Lou Francine Rasse
(Melinda), Stephanie Roetzel (Mrs. Loomis), Christopher Salazar (Tom Davenport), Jonathan Spivey
(Elijah; Keller), Whitney Wakimoto (Bollinger; Aaronson), Bree Welch (Mrs. Krebs) and Sean-Michael
Wilkinson (Dunlap; Page).
The creative team includes Ralph Funicello (scenic design), Deirdre Clancy (costumes), Alan Burrett
(lighting), Lindsay Jones (sound), Shaun Davey and Peter Golub (original music), Steve Rankin (fight
director), Elan McMahan (music direction), Christine Adaire (vocal/dialect coach), Calleri Casting
(casting) and Bret Torbeck (stage manager).
Tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by
visiting the box office.
Additional Photos
1. Jay Whittaker (Richard III)
2. Dana Green and Dan Amboyer (Rosalind & Orlando)
3. Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks (Henry Drummond & Matthew Harrison Brady)
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By Eileen Sondak
The summer season is heating up on local stages. The Old Globe’s outdoor theater is buzzing with three
repertory shows. San Diego Pops is playing up a storm at its summer home. In fact, this is one of the busiest
times of year for entertainment, whether you prefer traditional venues or performances under the stars.
Broadway-San Diego is sitting pretty with one of the most popular shows on the planet. “Wicked,” which
continues to pack ‘em in at the Civic Theatre, is a family-friendly musical that has garnered no less than 35
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major awards. This story of the Wicked Witch of the West (well before Dorothy showed up in the Land of
Oz) is a must-see musical, so catch it before July 15.
From July 24-29, Broadway-San Diego will unveil “Memphis,” a Tony Award-winning blockbuster that had
its genesis right here at the La Jolla Playhouse. The musical turns up the heat with explosive dancing,
irresistible songs and a poignant tale of forbidden love. “Memphis” is not recommended for children because
of mature language, but it’s a joy for the rest of us.
The La Jolla Playhouse will wind down “Blood and Gifts” July 8. This spy story offers a slice of historical
fiction laced with black humor. The Playhouse will unveil its latest Page to Stage project, “The Nightingale,”
July 10. This new musical, based on the Hans Christian Andersen tale of a young emperor in ancient China
and the extraordinary bird that lives just beyond his reach, is directed by Moises Kaufman. You can see the
vibrant Playhouse staging of “The Nightingale” through Aug. 5.
The Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival is in full swing, with three classic plays in rotating repertory through
Sept. 30. The Bard’s “As You Like It,” one of his most beloved comedies, will alternate with “Richard III,” a
portrait of one of the most diabolical villains in all literature. The only non-Shakespeare play on tap is “Inherit
the Wind,” the powerful drama that brings together two great lawyers in a no-holds-barred courtroom battle
to win a case loosely based on the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial. Adrian Noble directs “As You Like It” and
“Inherit the Wind,” while Lindsay Posner stages “Richard III.”
The Globe’s indoor stages are in high gear as well, and both are showing off West Coast premieres. The Main
Stage will feature Michael Kramer’s “Divine Rivalry” July 7-Aug. 5. The play conjures up 16th century
Florence for a fictional face-off competition between Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci. The rivalry
between these two masters is orchestrated by Machiavelli, and it should be fun.
The White Stage at the Globe will introduce local audiences to the Tony Award-winning comedy, “God of
Carnage” July 27. The play pits two sets of parents against each other over a playground altercation. You can
see this comedy of bad manners through Sept. 2, but be warned, it contains strong language. The Globe’s
annual fundraiser is set for July 28, if you’d like to support Old Globe projects.
Carlsbad playwright Steven Oberman has written a new interactive comedy titled “Vanished.” You can see
the talented writer’s world premiere, about the divided sexes in parallel worlds, at Swedenborgian Hall in San
Diego. The show, presented by AD Productions, runs July 26-Aug. 18.
The Lamb’s production of “Joe vs. The Volcano” is taking audiences on an exotic voyage to a South Pacific
island. The musical focuses on a young man who rediscovers life and learns about love on this adventure.
“Joe” plays on at the troupe’s Coronado home through July 29. Fans of “MixTape” will be pleased to know
the long-running show will continue, at least through the summer, at the Lamb’s downtown theater in the
Horton Grand.
Cygnet Theatre is reviving a masterful musical, “Man of La Mancha.” The show opens July 5 and will remain
at the troupe’s Old Town home through Sept. 2. Sean Murray brings the beloved Don Quixote to life in this
production of the classic tale of love, honor and the triumph of the human spirit. With its unforgettable music,
gripping storyline and colorful characters, “Man of La Mancha” is not to be missed.
The San Diego Symphony’s Summer Pops performs its “Star Spangled Pops” show July 1, with Marvin
Hamlisch on the podium, and a spectacular display of fireworks in the air. Roberta Flack (“Killing Me
Softly”) is next on the docket July 6-7, followed July 8 by Doc Severinsen and The San Miguel 5. “The
Legend of Zelda: Symphony of the Goddesses” is set for July 12, and The Temptations appear July 13-14.
Take the kids to see Peking Acrobats July 20-21, and enjoy the Music of Abba July 27-28. Closing out a
jam-packed month is “Dave Koz at the Movies,” July 29.
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Festival artistic chief Adrian Noble (far left) and "Richard III" director Lindsay Posner (far right) with the cast of the
2012 Old Globe Summer Shakespeare Festival. — Henry DiRocco
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Rehearsals are well under way at the Old Globe Theatre in Balboa Park for
that sprawling, logistically daunting annual phenomenon, the Summer
Shakespeare Festival.
Summer stage season
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This year, the Globe is putting up productions of the Bard's "As You Like
It" (directed by festival artistic chief Adrian Noble) and "Richard III"
(staged by the esteemed British director Lindsay Posner), along with
Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin Lee's 1955 play "Inherit the Wind"
(also directed by Noble). The fun begins June 3 with the first preview of
"Richard."
I caught up with the prodigiously busy Noble yesterday for a preview story
that'll run soon in the U-T's Sunday Arts section (and online here).
Meantime, here's a video peek (above) from the Globe at some of the
actors and artists involved in the fest.
Also popping up in theater news:
• "Milk Like Sugar," a play that had its world premiere last fall at La Jolla
Playhouse, has earned two Obie Awards, the annual honors for
off-Broadway theater.
Kirsten Greenidge won the playwriting Obie at Monday's ceremony for her
hard-hitting (though humor-laced) piece about a pregnancy pact among a
group of urban teen-agers. And Cherise Boothe, who also was featured in
the Playhouse staging, won a performance award for her turn in the show
at Playwrights Horizons in New York. (The Playhouse co-produced the
work with Playwrights Horizons and Women's Project Productions; it was
a co-commission with Theater Masters.)
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• Speaking of the Playhouse: The website artinfo.com has an interview with
Tom Meehan, the Broadway veteran and co-writer of the Playhouse-bred
musical "Limelight," which is now heading to Broadway (under the new
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San Diego Hosts Summer Shakespeare
Festival
The Old Globe's world-famous festival returns with a rotating repertory of three
classic plays
Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Updated 3:46 PM PDT
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This article is sponsored by the San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau, the official travel
resource for the San Diego region. Learn more about San Diego at sandiego.org.
While L.A. will never lack cinemas to see everything from the latest blockbuster to an
underground foreign film, catching a play can be a much harder task in this town of cinephiles.
Thankfully, rather than book a trip to Broadway, underserved theater fans can head south to
San Diego, where the Tony Award-winning Old Globe will be throwing its annual Shakespeare
Festival from June 3 through September 30.

California'

Shakespeare fans will be delighted to know that "Richard III", a blood-soaked story of a
power-hungry lord intent on seizing the English crown, and underrated comedy "As You Like
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The renowned Old Globe theater has been a San Diego institution for over 75 years.

It" will be performed in the
605-seat, al fresco Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. In
addition to the Shakespeare
fare, acclaimed courtroom
drama "Inherit The Wind" will
also run all summer long.
A tradition since 1935, the
Old Globe's Shakespeare
Festival has always drawn top
talent, from directors to
actors, and this season is no
different. Jay Whittacker (Prison Break) will play the title role in "Rich III" as well as Oliver in
"As You Like It", while Adrian Sparks (Community, The West Wing) will play Matthew Harrison
Bradey in "Inherit The Wind". On the directorial side of things, renowned British director
Lindsay Posner makes his Old Globe debut with "Richard III".
In addition to the three rotating plays, seminars, post-show forums and other special events
will take place at the venerated theater. For more information and to purchase tickets, visit
The Old Globe.
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By Charlene Baldridge | Downtown News
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June marks the beginning of San Diego’s al fresco fine arts, and it also brings in the
annual Mainly Mozart Festival and a touring Broadway classic.
10th Avenue Theatre
Mo`olelo Performing Arts Theatre presents Katori Hall’s “Hoodoo Love,” a play with blues
music called “an aching folktale in the tradition of Zora Neale Hurston.” Set during the
Great Depression, it concerns a woman who uses hoodoo magic to capture a rambling
blues man. Performances June 7-July 1 at Mo`olelo at 10th Avenue Theatre, 930 10th
Avenue (just south of Broadway), Downtown San Diego, $22-$30, www.moolelo.net or
619-342-7295.
Embarcadero Marina Park
San Diego Symphony kicks off the Summer Pops season with “Star Spangled Pops,”
conducted by Marvin Hamlisch and featuring guest vocalists and the San Diego Master
Chorale in a program of patriotic and pop favorites. All that, the outdoors, and
fireworks, too! Performances: 7:30 p.m. June 29-July 1, Embarcadero Marina Park
South, $18-$76 depending on location (everything from champagne and cabaret to
blankets and beach chairs, certain restrictions apply), www.sandiegosymphony.org or
619-235-0804.
The Balboa Theatre
The Mainly Mozart Festival – going strong for 24 years – with Maestro David Atherton,
eminent guest soloists, and the Mainly Mozart “all-star” orchestra, composed of top
musicians from organizations around the nation, fill this acoustically superior venue
with a series of concerts showcasing masterworks by Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
and oh, yes, Mozart. Performances: 7:30 p.m. June 6, 9, 12, 14 and 16, at the Balboa
Theatre, 868 4th Ave, Downtown San Diego, $24-$85, www.mainlymozart.org or
619-46-MUSIC (6872)
Civic Theatre
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truly
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fairy
tale, the
green-faced girl or the Judy Garland type. Various times and prices June 20 – July 15,
Civic Theatre, 202 C Street, Downtown San Diego, www.broadwaysd.com,
www.ticketmaster.com 619-570-1100.
The Old Globe
Gear up for the Old Globe Shakespeare Festival 2012, comprising Shakespeare’s
Machiavellian tragedy “Richard III,” his pastoral comedy “As You Like It,” and Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s timely courtroom drama, “Inherit the Wind,” in which a
teacher is accused of the crime of teaching evolution. These three productions,
employing a repertory company of top professionals (Adrian Noble is artistic director),
play in rotating repertory in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre beginning June
3. Performances: 8 p.m. Tuesdays-Sundays, through September 30, Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, $29-$95, www.theoldglobe.org or
(619) 23-GLOBE. (4562).
Charlene Baldridge moved to San Diego from the Chicago area in 1962. She’s been
writing about the arts since 1979, and has had her features, critiques, surveys and
interviews included in various publications ever since. Her book San Diego, Jewel of the
California Coast (Northland Publishing) is currently available in bookstores. She can be
reached at charb81@gmail.com.
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million ship training facility and $91.5 million fuel pier replacement in San Diego, as
well as $76 million for bachelor’s quarters in Coronado, among others. “These military
construct projects provide our men and women in uniform the tools and infrastructure
they need to do their jobs successfully,” David said in a press release. “Defense funding
is a key driver of San Diego’s economic engine and this funding will be a job creator in
our region.” The act passed in the House and takes affect in the 2013 fiscal year.
OLD GLOBE ANNOUNCES 2012 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL CAST
The Old Globe Theater announced the complete cast and creative team for the 2012
Shakespeare Festival, performed at their outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. Adrian
Noble, returning for his third season as the artistic director of the festival, will direct
Shakespeare’s “As You Like It,” as well as Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s “Inherit
the Wind.” British director Lindsay Posner makes his debut at the Globe with “Richard
III.” The Shakespeare Festival runs June 3 – Sept. 30. Ticket subscriptions range from
$66 to $246. Single tickets are also available, starting at $29. For show descriptions,
artist biographies and schedules, visit theoldglobe.org.
HISTORIC STREETCAR CENTENNIAL COMING TO TROLLEY BARN PARK
The Historic Streetcar Centennial Party is scheduled for June 1 from 3 – 7 p.m., in
Trolley Barn Park. Speakers at the Centennial include former state senator Jim Mills,
District Three Councilmember Todd Gloria and other community leaders. There will be
historic organizations on hand to teach the history of the Class 1 streetcars and green
energy exhibitors to showcase future transportation. There will also be live music, the
MIHO food truck, a turn-of-the-century costume contest and the official unveiling of a
proposal to get the Class 1 streetcars restored and functioning by 2015.
FOCUS FEATURES LGBT CATALOG AVAILBALE ON DEMAND
The entire catalog of LGBT films from Focus Features will be available on demand
beginning Friday, June 1. Called “Ten Years of Celebrating Pride,” the film company is
celebrating their 10-year anniversary by showcasing the films “Brokeback Mountain,”
“Far From Heaven,” The Kids Are All Right,” “Milk,” “My Summer of Love,” “Pariah” and
the recently acquired film, “Loose Cannons.” This will be the first time “Loose Cannons,”
a romantic comedy set in Southern Italy, will be available in the United States. The
titles will be available on iTunes and on Focus Feature’s video-on-demand platform,
Focus World, as well as Xfinity.
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Annual Shakespeare Festival begins at the Globe: What to know &
when to go
Posted on Jun 11, 2012.

Is there a better way to spend a summer evening in San Diego than sitting under the stars, curled up in a blanket, watching some of
the region’s finest actors perform Shakespeare?
The Old Globe continues its popular Summer Shakespeare Festival this year with Shakespeare’s Richard III and As You Like It,
along with Jerome Lawrence and Robert E Lee’s Inherit the Wind. Adrian Noble is returning for his third season as Artistic Director
with support from British director Lindsay Posner, who will debut at the Globe with his production of Richard III.
To be honest, I lived in San Diego for several years before I attended the Globe’s Summer Shakespeare Festival. Now I have
tickets to all three of this year’s shows.

Know Before You Go
There are drinks. Lady Carolyn’s Pub offers Irish coffee, hot rum cider, and other adult beverages to warm you up when San
Diego nights dip below 65 degrees. Or you could plan for post-show drinks across the Cabrillo Bridge at Banker’s Hill spots like
Barrio Star, Cucina Urbana, Ave 5, and Wet Stone Winebar.

Facing Copley Plaza is Lady Carolyn's Pub and an outdoor dining pavilion. Photo courtesy of The Old Globe.

There are special events. On Fridays Aug. 3 & 10, the Globe hosts “Thank Globe It’s Friday,” nights that include a hosted wine
and martini bar, appetizers, dessert, and music. There’s also “Out at The Globe” on Aug. 9, a night for the GLBT community to get
together. Those evening events are $20, with theatre tickets sold separately.
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There are deals (especially for ‘80s babies). Tickets start at $29. For select nights, the Globe offers $20 tickets for people
under 30. Sign up for the mailing list here.
It’s OK if you haven’t read the plays. From the ornate costumes to the physical comedy to the scenic backdrop of the eucalyptus
trees, there’s so much to see and experience that you’ll be entertained even if you don’t follow some of the Shakespearean English.
But it never hurts to brush up, which is why Sparknotes come in handy.

The cast of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's
Richard III, directed by Lindsay Posner, June 3 - Sept. 29, 2012. Photo by Henry DiRocco.

The festival runs through September 30 in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. Tickets may be purchased online, by phone
at (619) 23-GLOBE, or by visiting the box office in Balboa Park. Learn more on the Globe’s website.
--Maren Dougherty
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2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival
Have a passion for Shakespeare, Theatre and the Outdoors?

Beginning June 3rd – September 29th, The Old Globe Theater will be holding its 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival! This world-famous festival offers a rotating repertory of three classic plays:

http://101thingstodosw.com/san-diego/2012-summer-shakespeare-festival/
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William Shakespeare’s “As You Like It”, “Richard III” and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s
“Inherit the Wind“. All three shows play under the stars at the Globe’s beautiful outdoor theatre: The
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre.
For tickets and other show listings visit the venues website: The Old Globe

The internationally-acclaimed, Tony® Award-winning Old Globe is one of the most renowned
regional theatres in the country, and has stood as San Diego’s flagship arts institution for over 75
years.The Old Globe is located in Balboa Park, San Diego’s cultural treasure. Our theatres are located
right off El Prado, between the San Diego Museum of Art and the Museum of Man.
For questions please call: (619) 23-GLOBE
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Shakespeare Festival under way
The Old Globe Theatre’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival features three classics playing in repertory through Sept. 30
in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre:
• ”As You Like It” follows flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity in one of Shakespeare’s most-beloved
comedies. Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved Orlando.
But when he falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to win her true
love. Directed by Adrian Noble.

Dana Green as Rosalind (center) and
the cast of The Old Globe’s Shakespeare
Festival production of ‘As You Like It,’
playing through Sept. 30. Photo: Henry
DiRocco.
• “Richard III” is one of Shakespeare’s most diabolical and outrageous villains. As the power-hungry lord
sabotages those around him with cunning and treachery in his quest to seize the English crown, his tenuous path
to victory begins to crumble. Royal Court Theatre director Lindsay Posner makes his Old Globe debut with this
riveting portrait of obsession and betrayal.
• “Inherit the Wind,” by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee tells the story of a schoolteacher put on trial for
teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution, and the two powerhouse lawyers who clash on issues of faith
and science. Adrian Noble directs the courtroom drama loosely based on the 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial.
— From Globe Reports
Two more summer shows liven up Globe’s season
In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe’s 2012 summer program will include:
• “Divine Rivalry,” by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael Wilson, runs July 7-Aug. 5 in
the Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage in the Old Globe Theatre. “Divine Rivalry” transports audiences to
16th-century Florence, where two of the world’s greatest artists, Michelangelo Buonarroti and Leonardo da
Vinci, face off in a painting competition orchestrated by political mastermind Niccolò Machiavelli (The Prince).
The fascinating contest forms the backdrop for an even greater battle as the leading minds of the Renaissance
clash over political gain, personal riches and the immortality of art.
• “God of Carnage,” Yasmina Reza’s Tony Award-winning comedy, directed by Richard Seer, July 27–Sept. 2 in
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the Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre. Meet two pairs of parents, one of whose child has hurt the other at a
public park, who meet to discuss the matter in a civilized manner. However, as the evening goes on, the parents
become increasingly childish, resulting in the night devolving into chaos.
Old Globe: If you go
• Showtimes: 2, 7 and 8 p.m. Check schedule.
• Advice: Bring a jacket.
• Tickets: From $29 at the theatre box office, at (619) 23-GLOBE or online at TheOldGlobe.org.
• Valet parking: $10.
• Perks: Discuss the play with members of the Shakespeare Festival repertory company at free, post-show
forums led by the Globe’s creative staff: “Richard III,” July 11, July 31 and Aug. 21; “As You Like It,” July 17,
July 25 and Aug. 28; “Inherit the Wind,” July 10, Aug. 7 and Sept. 5.
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Balboa Park
From Globe Reports
The Old Globe Theatre’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival features three classics playing in repertory through Sept. 30
in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre:

Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth
and Jay Whittaker as Richard III
in The Old Globe's Shakespeare
Festival production of “Richard
III,” playing through Sept. 29.
Henry DiRocco.
• “As You Like It” follows flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity in one of Shakespeare’s most-beloved
comedies. Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved
Orlando. But when he falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to win
her true love. Directed by Adrian Noble.
• “Richard III” is one of Shakespeare’s most diabolical and outrageous villains. As the power-hungry lord
sabotages those around him with cunning and treachery in his quest to seize the English crown, his tenuous path
to victory begins to crumble. Royal Court Theatre director Lindsay Posner makes his Old Globe debut with this
riveting portrait of obsession and betrayal.
• “Inherit the Wind,” by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee tells the story of a schoolteacher put on trial for
teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution, and the two powerhouse lawyers who clash on issues of faith
and science. Adrian Noble directs the courtroom drama loosely based on the 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial.

Two other summer shows liven up the Globe’s season
In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe’s 2012 summer program will include:
• “Divine Rivalry,” by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael Wilson, runs July 7-Aug. 5
in the Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage in the Old Globe Theatre. “Divine Rivalry” transports audiences to
16th-century Florence, where two of the world’s greatest artists, Michelangelo Buonarroti and Leonardo da
Vinci, face off in a painting competition orchestrated by political mastermind Niccolò Machiavelli (The Prince).
The fascinating contest forms the backdrop for an even greater battle as the leading minds of the Renaissance
clash over political gain, personal riches and the immortality of art.
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• “God of Carnage,” Yasmina Reza’s Tony Award-winning comedy, directed by Richard Seer, July 27–Sept. 2
in the Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre. Meet two pairs of parents, one of whose child has hurt the other at a
public park, who meet to discuss the matter in a civilized manner. However, as the evening goes on, the parents
become increasingly childish, resulting in the night devolving into chaos.

If you go
• Showtimes: 2, 7 and 8 p.m. Check schedule.
• Advice: Bring a jacket.
• Tickets: From $29 at the theatre box office, at (619) 23-GLOBE or online at TheOldGlobe.org.
• Valet parking: $10.
• Perks: Discuss the play with members of the Shakespeare Festival repertory company at free, post-show
forums led by the Globe’s creative staff: “Richard III,” July 11, July 31 and Aug. 21; “As You Like It,” July 17,
July 25 and Aug. 28; “Inherit the Wind,” July 10, Aug. 7 and Sept. 5.
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Shakespeare Festival under way
The Old Globe Theatre’s 2012 Shakespeare Festival features three classics playing in repertory through Sept.
30 in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre:

Dana Green as Rosalind (center) and
the cast of The Old Globe’s Shakespeare
Festival production of ‘As You Like It,’
playing through Sept. 30. Photo: Henry
DiRocco.
• ”As You Like It” follows flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity in one of Shakespeare’s most-beloved
comedies. Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved
Orlando. But when he falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to
win her true love. Directed by Adrian Noble.
• “Richard III” is one of Shakespeare’s most diabolical and outrageous villains. As the power-hungry lord
sabotages those around him with cunning and treachery in his quest to seize the English crown, his tenuous
path to victory begins to crumble. Royal Court Theatre director Lindsay Posner makes his Old Globe debut
with this riveting portrait of obsession and betrayal.
• “Inherit the Wind,” by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee tells the story of a schoolteacher put on trial for
teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution, and the two powerhouse lawyers who clash on issues of faith
and science. Adrian Noble directs the courtroom drama loosely based on the 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial.
— From Globe Reports
Two more summer shows liven up Globe’s season
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In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe’s 2012 summer program will include:
• “Divine Rivalry,” by Michael Kramer with D. S. Moynihan, directed by Michael Wilson, runs July 7-Aug. 5
in the Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage in the Old Globe Theatre. “Divine Rivalry” transports audiences to
16th-century Florence, where two of the world’s greatest artists, Michelangelo Buonarroti and Leonardo da
Vinci, face off in a painting competition orchestrated by political mastermind Niccolò Machiavelli (The
Prince). The fascinating contest forms the backdrop for an even greater battle as the leading minds of the
Renaissance clash over political gain, personal riches and the immortality of art.
• “God of Carnage,” Yasmina Reza’s Tony Award-winning comedy, directed by Richard Seer, July 27–Sept. 2
in the Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre. Meet two pairs of parents, one of whose child has hurt the other at a
public park, who meet to discuss the matter in a civilized manner. However, as the evening goes on, the
parents become increasingly childish, resulting in the night devolving into chaos.
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory at the outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre in San Diego and overseen by Festival Artistic
Director Adrian Noble, this year features two of Shakespeare's most vibrant plays,
"Richard III" and "As You Like It," and one American classic, "Inherit the Wind." The
Festival company performs the three productions in true repertory, rotating shows
nightly through September 29.
The Old Globe welcomes back Noble, returning for his third season as Shakespeare
Festival Artistic Director, and this year is joined by British director Lindsay Posner,
who directs the opening production of "Richard III." The Globe, in collaboration with
the University of San Diego, celebrates the 25th anniversary of it's Master of Fine Arts program this year.
Considered the top classical actor training program in the country, the program’s talented students appear
every year in the Festival and make a vital contribution to its ongoing success.
The productions:
"Richard III"
Jay Whittaker plays the title role as Shakespeare's most diabolical villain, which The Globe describes as "a
ruthless Machiavellian, the brilliant and power-hungry lord embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep
the English crown. Shakespeare paints an unforgettable portrait of obsession, seduction, betrayal and a man
who would be king."
"As You Like It"
Flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity make for one of Shakespeare’s most beloved comedies. Rosalind
escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her beloved Orlando. But when he
falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has woven to win her true love. As You
Like It explores the giddy excitement and dizzying foibles of love and is a perfect summer night under the
stars, directed by Festival Artistic Director Adrian Noble.
"Inherit the Wind"
Two powerhouse lawyers, played by Globe Associate Artist Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks, face off in a
small-town with the eyes of an entire nation upon them when a professor is arrested for teaching Charles
Darwin’s theories of evolution in his classroom. When the issue goes to trial, the two attorneys must
passionately confront questions of faith and science in a heated courtroom. This fictional re-creation of the
infamous Scopes Monkey Trial tackles issues that are every bit as relevant today as they were in 1925.
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About the Festival, from Artistic Director Adrian Noble:

"I was invited to San Diego in 2010 as Artistic Director of the 75th anniversary Shakespeare Festival, and two
years later I am still here. Why? The answer is simple: I had a wonderful time. I found an artistic freedom to
create shows that I consider among the best of my career. I found a company and a staff willing and able to
give their all and aspire to the very best. I found a space that was exciting and flexible. I could base our work
on language, detailed characterization and bold visual statements. And I found an audience that was
generous, discerning and open-minded.
This year I am directing one of my favorite plays, As You Like It. It is perhaps the most satisfying of
Shakespeare’s comedies, full of love, wonderful characters and no less than four weddings at the play’s end.
Shaun Davey, who wrote the award-winning score for last year’s The Tempest, is writing the music, and Dana
Green returns to the Globe to play Rosalind.
I have invited Lindsay Posner, a hugely talented director of classics and contemporary work, to do Richard III,
one of Shakespeare’s earliest smash hits. Jay Whittaker, the stupendous Mozart in last year’s Amadeus, plays
the nefarious hunchback.
Completing the season is one of the jewels of the American dramatic crown, Inherit the Wind, which grips like
a thriller from start to finish. It tells the story of an infamous trial and along the way celebrates the glories of
democracy, justice and tolerance. You will certainly enjoy Robert Foxworth and Adrian Sparks locking horns as
the two titanic lawyers.
I’m delighted to be back at the Globe for another summer of exciting theatre. Welcome to the 2012
Shakespeare Festival!"
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By Charlene Baldridge | Downtown News

Reader’s Choice 2012

July and summer is in full swing.
Make memories and enrich your midsummer by
making time for music and theater.
Embarcadero Marina Park
This month San Diego Symphony Summer Pops
features Roberta Flack (7:30 p.m. July 6-7),
Doc Severinsen (7:30 p.m. July 8), Legend of
Zelda (8 p.m. July 12), The Temptations (July
13-14), Tribute to the Beatles (July 24), Peking
Acrobats (7:30 p,m, July 20-21), Music of
ABBA (7:30 p,m, July 27-28) and Dave Koz
Charlene Baldridge
(7:30 p,m, July 29). Embarcadero Marina Park
South (S. Harbor Drive and Park Blvd.),
$18-$76 depending on location (everything
from champagne cabaret to blankets and beach chairs, certain restrictions apply, see
web site for tickets and parking suggestions), www.sandiegosymphony.org or (619)
235-0804. See Top Story by Downtown News contributing writer Kai Oliver-Kurtin and
Editor Morgan M. Hurley.

View the current digital edition
of San Diego Downtown News

Broadway at the Civic Theatre
Presented by Broadway San Diego, the tour of Stephen Schwartz’s worldwide hit musical
“Wicked,” the story of Oz before Dorothy dropped in, continues through July 15. It is
followed July 24-29 by the Broadway tour of the lively Tony Award-winning “Memphis,”
set in the ‘50s.
7 p.m. Tues-Wed, 7:30 p.m. Thursdays, 8 p.m/ Fri-Sat, 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. Sundays,
Civic Theatre, 202 C Street, Downtown San Diego, www.broadwaysd.com,
www.ticketmaster.com (619) 570-1100.
Shakespeare at The Old Globe
The Old Globe Shakespeare Festival (“Richard III,” “As You Like It” and “Inherit the
Wind”), continuing in rotating repertory through September 30 in the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, adds “Divine Rivalry” (July 7-August 5 in the Old Globe
Theatre), a play that concerns the 16th century rivalry between artists Michelangelo and
Leonardo da Vinci.
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre and Old Globe Theater at Conrad Prebys Theatre Center
are located at 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, tickets range $29-$95, for more
information and showtimes, visit www.theoldglobe.org or call (619) 23-GLOBE (5623).
San Diego REPertory Theatre
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Maurizio Seracini, a UCSD researcher, reviews footage with Alexandra Hubenko and his team as they use an endoscope to look behind a
Vasari painting on the wall of a building in Florence.
Posted:
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By KELLY BENNETT

A multi-pronged effort to solve a centuries-old mystery — the location of a missing da Vinci mural — has local roots, and we heard
directly from a researcher who’s been on the front lines.
You can watch a presentation here by Alexandra Hubenko, who is project manager for UC San Diego’s Center of Interdisciplinary
Science For Art, Architecture and Archaeology. Hubenko was one of six speakers at our recent “Meeting of the Minds” arts and culture
event atop Horton Plaza’s parking structure.
You're reading the Arts Report, our weekly compilation of the region's arts and culture news.
Back to School
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• A local art school made the art magazine ArtInfo’s short list for Master’s of Fine Arts programs with the “most bang for your buck” in
the country. UC San Diego’s graduate visual arts program features training in art theory and new media and opportunities to mix art with
technology. The “fine print” caveat: “San Diego is not the art hub that Los Angeles is and has a much smaller, DIY gallery scene,” the
magazine said.
In our recent “Meeting of the Minds” arts and culture event, local curator Lauren Popp highlighted that informal gallery scene. You can
watch her short presentation here.
• A summer opera camp for middle school students brought the high art form to Barrio Logan College Institute, according to the
program’s blog. Eleven students worked for four weeks to create an opera:

The students learned how to make decisions about the direction and artistic intention of their opera as they began by playing with instruments, working with
beats and tone, writing lyrics, and learning about literary devices such as metaphors, meters, onomatopoeia, and other devices that needed to be included in
their lyrics.

The institute, which we wrote about last year, works to prepare disadvantaged kids for college.
Happening Here
• Thursday is your last day to submit your great idea to our Idea Tournament, part of Voice of San Diego’s second annual Politifest,
coming up Sept. 29. I’d love to see some arts, culture, design and creativity ideas up there alongside the political, education and societal
ones. Find more information and apply here.
• A 28-year-old actor is playing three different roles in three different plays for The Old Globe’s summer Shakespeare festival. U-T San
Diego photographer Sean Haffey caught up with actor Dan Amboyer onstage and off:

“When you do a show eight times a week, you are constantly living in the same world for that whole time, but when you have such drastically different
characters and circumstances, you have to find a way to take a moment to reconnect,” Amboyer said, “and throw yourself back into that world.”

• Celebrations that mark rites of passage and special life milestones look very different around the world. A few Balboa Park museums
have teamed up with southeastern San Diego’s Center for Community and Cultural Arts to put together an exhibition of artifacts and
photographs from many different cultures’ rites of passage, like photos of a Somali wedding ceremony and of a coming-out ceremony
for women in the Philippines. It opens tomorrow and runs through January.
• A gala for the New Children’s Museum featured gowns and décor made from repurposed materials. (U-T)
One of the artists behind the bicycle-wheel chandeliers at the gala posted a behind-the-scenes video on YouTube of how she made the
decorative fixtures.
• The U-T takes a behind-the-scenes look at rehearsals for The Old Globe’s upcoming “Allegiance” musical, set against the backdrop of
the Japanese-American internment during World War II.
• John Cage was a fascinating American composer. Probably his most well-known composition is called 4’33” — the performers sit still
for four minutes and thirty three seconds, not playing their instruments. The piece is sometimes perceived as four minutes and
thirty-three seconds of silence, but Cage intended that the piece consist of whatever sound comes from the audience or outside noise.
The U-T’s James Chute describes the composer’s footprint and highlights several local performances coming up in honor of the 100th
anniversary of his birth — including one next Wednesday at Space 4 Art in East Village, part of new music devotee Bonnie Wright’s
Fresh Sound series.
• My series looking at big changes and controversies over the years in Balboa Park continues with a television segment explaining why a
landfill was built in the park. And the story of how a huge section of the park came to house the U.S. Navy’s hospital complex.
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By RANDY DOTINGA

Back in 2006, the agency that runs Lindbergh Field warned that an overcrowded-airport doomsday was near unless voters supported the
idea of building a new facility. In fact, it said, take-offs and landings were expected to grow by 30 percent by 2015 and hopelessly congest
the place by 2022.
Voters said nope, no new airport. Now, 2015 is a lot nearer. Is this dire scenario coming true? San Diego Fact Check, which is examining
promises and warnings from the past, finds the actual trend is not complying with the fear.
"As the housing bubble burst and the economy tanked, takeoffs and landings dropped sharply," our Rob Davis writes. "Last year, they
reached their lowest level since 1986 (186,000). That's about 48,000 fewer takeoffs and landings than the authority had projected by
now in its worst-case scenario."
At least one local politician, George Plescia, saw our update as vindication that he'd done the right thing in opposing the new airport plans
in 2006.
The airport is in the throes of a major renovation implemented after the failed ballot initiative. Check our recent Q&A with airport
authority chairman Robert Gleason for details and answers to my persnickety questions like "Will the airport ever give passengers a break
in terms of $5 bottles of water and other jacked-up prices?"
• You know the Pinocchio icons that we've used to denote our Fact Check verdicts? Well, they're no longer with us. (Just tell the kids that
they've been sent to a nice farm in the country.)
The icons are cute, but the problem was that Pinocchio is associated with lying (and being a rather wooden speaker too, but never mind).
Someone who gets a "false" claim might not be misstating the truth on purpose.
Now, we've debuted new icons, including a nifty one for our "Huckster Propaganda" verdict.
One VOSD member, Benjamin Katz, threatened to start a petition to bring Pinocchio back and there were other jokes and complaints
about the new badges. Give them some time.
Arts Report: Eight Times a Week
Think your job's hard? Try performing on stage eight days a week in three different roles. That's the job of a 28-year-old actor at the Old
Globe this summer during the theater's Shakespeare festival in repertory.
The U-T has the story about how he does it. We've got a link to the article and much more in this week's Arts Report, a roundup of all
things artsy and cultural. A few highlights: Gowns and chandeliers from unusual materials, a not-so-silent silent composition, and
summer opera.
Chargers Not Top on LA's List
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Shakespeare's "As You Like It" continues at the Old Globe through Sept. 30.
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By Eileen Sondak
Labor Day marks the unofficial end of summer, but there are still plenty of summer-only productions on tap,
including the three outstanding shows that comprise the Old Globe’s Shakespeare Festival. September is also
the time when some arts organizations, such as the North Coast Repertory Theatre, celebrate the start of a
brand new season.
The North Coast Rep will launch its 31st season Sept. 5 with Carl Sternheim’s “The Underpants,” a roll-in-
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the-aisles farce adapted and reinvigorated by Steve Martin. This hilarious romp (originally unveiled in 1910)
will enjoy its San Diego premiere at the NCR’s Solana Beach home through Sept. 30.
Jewish playwrights Sonja Linden and Adah Kay will give “Welcome to Ramallah” its San Diego premiere at
Swedenborgh Hall Fridays and Saturdays, Sept. 7-29. The play is a love story between a Palestinian man and
a Jewish woman in the West Bank, and it holds a looking glass to the ongoing conflict in that volatile part of
the world.
The La Jolla Playhouse’s West Coast premiere of “An Iliad” continues to enthrall audiences on the Mandell
Weiss Forum Stage through Sept. 9. This riveting show is an adaptation of Homer’s epic tale about the
10-year siege of Troy, and the virtuosic performances by the two-man cast have earned rave reviews.
The Playhouse will take on David Mamet’s Pulitzer Prize-winning masterpiece, “Glengarry Glen Ross” Sept.
18. This powerful play deals with a group of cut-throat real estate salesmen and the extreme measures they
resort to in order to succeed. “Glengarry Glen Ross” will be ensconced at the Potiker Theater through Oct.
21, and it should be on your list of must-see shows.
The Old Globe is showcasing a world premiere American musical, titled “Allegiance.” The show is about love
and patriotism during the Japanese American internment during World War II. “Allegiance” is headed for the
Shiley Stage Sept. 7, where it will remain until Oct. 21, offering insights into one family’s experience during
this dark chapter in American history.
The Globe’s White Theatre closes its production of “God of Carnage” (a comedy of bad manners) Sept. 2.
Following Sept. 29 is the San Diego premiere of “Good People.” The play (set to remain on stage through
Oct. 28) takes place in South Boston and provides a funny and thoughtful look at the American dream.
The Globe’s Shakespeare Festival will continue to dominate the outdoor stage with three classic plays
performed in rotating repertory through Sept. 30. “As You Like It,” one of the Bard’s most beloved comedies,
alternates with “Richard III,” a portrait of one of the most diabolical villains in all of literature. The only
non-Shakespeare play in this summer mix is “Inherit the Wind,” the taut drama that brings together two great
lawyers in a no-holds-barred courtroom battle (loosely based on the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial).
The exciting cast members include Dana Green (Rosalind in “As You Like It” and Queen Elizabeth in
“Richard III”), Jay Whittaker (title character in “Richard III” and Oliver in “As You Like It”). Robert
Foxworth and Adrian Sparks play the dueling lawyers in “Inherit the Wind,” and you can also see them both
in other repertory productions. Foxworth takes on Lord Hastings in “Richard III,” and Sparks is featured in all
three Festival productions.
Whittaker makes “Richard III” as vile a villain as you have ever seen, and his vocal gymnastics are
incredible. This is a Richard for the ages, and the modern setting only enhances the play. Foxworth and
Sparks give “Inherit the Wind” its vibrant theatricality, and a well-balanced cast will win you over to this
1930s-era “As You Like It.” Take advantage of this late summer bounty of alfresco theater, compliments of
the Globe.
The Lamb’s is still tickling local funny bones with “See How They Run,” a madcap dash through 1940s
England. This comedy (set to remain on stage through Sept. 23) overflows with mistaken identities and
unexpected visitors, and director Robert Smyth knows how to squeeze every laugh from this period caper.
Fans of “MixTape” will be pleased to know that this long-running show will continue through Nov. 25, at the
Lamb’s downtown theater in the Horton Grand. What a run!
Cygnet Theatre’s stunning revival of “Man of La Mancha” will end its summer stay at the Old Town Theatre
Sept. 2. Sean Murray stars as the beloved Don Quixote in this production of the classic musical. The West
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The Old Globe Shakespeare
Festival ("Richard III," "As You
Like It" and "Inherit the Wind"),
continues in rotating repertory
through Sept. 30 in the outdoor
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre
8 p.m. Tuesdays - Sundays.
Playing in the Old Globe
Theatre Sept. 7 - Oct. 21, "Allegiance
- A New American
Musical," is an epic story of
family, love and patriotism set
at the time of Japanese American
internment during World
War II. The musical stars TV
and film actor George Takei,
Telly Leung, and Lea Salonga.
Old Globe Theatre at 7 p.m.
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Sundays, 2 p.m. Saturdays
Sundays.
Old Globe, Conrad Prebys
Theatre Center, 1363 Old Globe
Way, Balboa Park, $29-$95, theoldglobe.org
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The Old Globe's "Richard III" gives up the ghost this weekend, but plenty more shows are just getting going around
San Diego. — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James

We always seem to be saying here in the Drama Dept. that the next flood of
new shows is absolutely the most massive Giant Funtime Theater
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Explosion ever.
But this time we really mean it -- late September and early October are
bursting with plays all over San Diego County. Next week alone, six major
productions have their official openings in the space of five days. It's
Dramageddon, we tell ya!

Twitter: @jimhebert
Facebook: UTTheater

To help guide you through this maze of plays, here's a look at the stories
and reviews we've posted on these shows so far -- plus a roundup of what's
still to come:
• The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival wraps up this weekend (after a
nearly four-month run) with final performances of "As You Like It" Friday
and Sunday, and "Richard III" tonight (Thursday) and Saturday:
"As You Like It" review
"Richard III" review
"Richard III" actor Jay Whittaker goes surfing
Meantime, the Globe's world-premiere musical "Allegiance" (with "Star
Trek" icon George Takei as a cast member and key inspiration) continues:
"Allegiance" preview
"Allegiance" review
And the Globe production of David Lindsay-Abaire's "Good People" begins
previews Saturday, and opens Oct. 4. (Look for a preview story on the
production to post here later today.)
• La Jolla Playhouse's production of David Mamet's Pulitzer-winning
"Glengarry Glen Ross" opened last weekend, and continues through Oct.
21:

Most Popular

"Glengarry" preview
"Glengarry" review
Also, the Playhouse just opened its "Without Walls" staging of "Sam
Bendrix at the Bon Soir," taking place at Martinis Above Fourth in
Hillcrest. (I saw the show last night and will be posting a review later
today.):

1. Deputies wounded i
2. Jared Gaither practi
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4. Malcom Floyd signs

5. Deadly 'pass-out' ga

"Sam Bendrix" preview
• Broadway/San Diego presents “Jekyll & Hyde" at the Civic Theatre Oct.
2-7; the revival of the Frank Wildhorn-composed musical launches a
25-week tour in San Diego, with Constantine Maroulis playing the dual
title roles. (both of them, actually):
"Jekyll & Hyde" preview
• Diversionary Theatre's production of the Stephen Schwartz-composed
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'The King's Speech' play tours England, earns positive reviews
February 14, 2012 |

8:30 am

"The King's Speech" is back -- only this time, it's a stage play touring Britain in preparation for a possible West End engageme
transfer.

Last year's Academy Award winner for best picture actually began its life as an unpr oduced stage drama that playwright Davi
screenplay. (Strangely, he won an original screenplay Oscar last year, as opposed to an adapted screenplay award.)

Now Seidler has turned it back into a play, which opened earlier this month in Guildford, England, and is touring the country.
for London's West End but theater pundits say a transfer is all but inevitable.
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Charles Edwards plays George VI, the role for which Colin Firth won an Oscar. Jonathan Hyde plays Lionel Logue, the Austra
the new king to overcome his stammer and played by Geoffrey Rush in the film.
The play is directed by Adrian Noble, the former artistic director of the Royal Shakespeare Company and current head of
the Old Globe in San Diego.

The touring production has garnered positive reviews on its tour. Michael Billington of the Guardian described it as "perfectly
often seems like a screenplay, the stage version allows Seidler more room to explore the story's political background."

Charles Spencer of the Telegraph wrote that "Noble directs a production that is elegant, lucid and witty, with a revolving
locations, as well as highly effective use of period film footage." Both critics also praised the cast for embodying their historica
Mark Shenton of the The Stage was somewhat less impressed, writing that the "result is an efficient comfort-blanket of a play
musicals that populate the West End, gives you what you already know you will enjoy."

There has been chatter about a possible Broadway transfer for the play, but nothing official has been announced. No doubt it c
Harvey Weinstein, who distributed the movie in the U.S. and played no small role in its Oscar victories.
ALSO:
A stutter concerns kings and commoners alike

Derek Jacobi, from 'The King's Speech' to 'King Lear'
Grammys 2012: Backstage with 'Book of Mormon' winner Trey Parker
-- David Ng

Photo: David Seidler, left, with Tom Hooper at last year's Academy Awards ceremony at the Kodak Theatre. Credit: Al Seib
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Noble,'King's Speech'
doing well in Britain
The stage version of "The
King'sSpeech,"the story
that was turned into an Oscar-winning
moviein 2010,
has been touring Great
Britain to such acclaim that
it's deemed likelyto land on
London'sWest End soon,
with a possible transfer to
Broadwayeventually.
The play's director?
Adrian Noble, now in his
third season as artistic
chief of the Globe's Summer
Shakespeare Festival.
james hebert • u-t
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A quick look at events coming up on stage and screen
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The Tony Award-winning musical "Memphis," whose Broadway production was developed at La Jolla Playhouse in
2008, returns to town next year as part of Broadway/San Diego's touring-show season. — Joan Marcus
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Some news and notes from around the theater scene:
• La Jolla Playhouse artistic director Christopher Ashley might've been a
little surprised to see the title of the musical gracing New York's Shubert
Theatre marquee on NBC's "Smash," the new TV series about the making
of a fictional Broadway show.
In the program, the Shubert is home to something called "Heaven on
Earth," a hit musical by Tom Leavitt (Christian Borle) and Julia Houston
(Debra Messing) - the same team working on the Marilyn Monroe musical
that's at the center of "Smash."
In real life, the Shubert continues to host "Memphis," the Ashley-directed
hit that launched at the Playhouse in 2008, moved to Broadway in 2009
and won the best-musical Tony Award in 2010. (Another local connection
among several in "Smash": Borle starred in the Playhouse's original
workshop version of "Peter and the Starcatcher," which itself is hitting
Broadway next month.)
At any rate, on the subject of "Memphis": A filmed version of the musical
is scheduled to air nationally next Friday (Feb. 24) on PBS-TV, as part of
the "Great Performances" series. Oddly, though, there's no sign of the
program on the online schedule of local affiliate KPBS. We'll post an
update if the station does add it to the lineup.
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Meantime, the national touring version of "Memphis" is still scheduled to
hit downtown's Civic Theatre (via Broadway/San Diego) in July.
• Gala Watch 2012: The Playhouse has announced that screen and stage
star Peter Gallagher (now appearing in the series "Covert Affairs") will
headline the theater's annual gala, scheduled for March 9. He replaces the
previously announced headliner, Megan Mulally.

Retro reinterpretation of
'Comedy of Errors'
doesn't quite hit the
mark

Also of interest
Broadway nets Playhouse
-bred 'Starcatcher'
Playhouse's Ashley
doubling up on Broadway
Playhouse's Ashley taking
on 'Faith'

And the Globe has announced that Tony-winner Lea Salonga ("Miss
Saigon") will perform at its gala, set for July 28. Salonga is one of the stars
of the upcoming "Allegiance," a musical about World War II-era Japanese
-American internees; it has its world premiere at the Balboa Park theater
this fall.
• One Globe-related add: The stage version of "The King's Speech," the
story that was turned into an Oscar-winning movie in 2010, has been
touring Great Britain to such acclaim that it's deemed likely to land on
London's West End soon, with a possible transfer to Broadway eventually.
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The play's director? Adrian Noble, now in his third season as artistic chief
of the Globe's Summer Shakespeare Festival.
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Yasmina

SCENE

Reza (Courtesy Old Globe)

The Old Globe Theatre will
present Marc Acito's "A Room
With A View" (March 2 - April
8) on the Shiley Stage and Eugene
O'Neill's "Anna Christie"
(March 10 - April 15) will play at
the White Theatre. "Anna Christie"
is a classic that tells the tale
about the relationship between
an old sailor and the daughter
he hasn't seen in almost 20
years. Then, starting June 3,
the Old Globe's 2012 Summer
Season includes the West Coast
premiere of Michael Kramer's
"Divine Rivalry" (July 7 - Aug.
12) and the San Diego premier
of Yasmina Reza's "God of Carnage"
(July 27 - Sept. 2). "Richard
III" (June 3 - Sept. 29) kicks
off the summer, followed by "As
You Like It" (June 10 - Sept. 30)
and "Inherit the Wind" (June 17
- Sept. 25). Visit theoldglobe.
org for more information or call
them at 619-234-5623.
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hearts, minds and bodies to the test. The contestant that keeps at least one hand on a brand-new hard body truck the
longest gets to drive it off the lot. Only one can win, but for all involved that truck holds the key to their own private
American dream. For tickets and information call them at 858-550-1010 or visit lajollaplayhouse.org.

Yasmina Reza (Courtesy Old
Globe)
The Old Globe Theatre will present Marc Acito’s “A Room With A View” (March 2 – April 15) on the Shiley Stage and
Eugene O’Neill’s “Anna Christie” (March 10 – April 15) will play the White Theatre. “Anna Christie” is a classic that tells
the tale about the relationship between an old sailor and the daughter he hasn’t seen in almost 20 years. Then,
starting June 3, the Old Globe’s 2012 Summer Season includes the West Coast premiere of Michael Kramer’s “Divine
Rivalry” (July 7 – Aug. 12) and the San Diego premier of Yasmina Reza’s “God of Carnage” (July 27 – Sept. 2).
“Richard III” (June 3 – Sept. 29) kicks off the summer, followed by “As You Like It” (June 10 – Sept. 30) and “Inherit the
Wind” (June 17 – Sept. 25). Visit theoldglobe.org for more information or call them at 619-234-5623.
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The musical "The Addams Family" (whose original Broadway cast is pictured here) hits the San Diego Civic Theatre
next week. — Joan Marcus
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June is shaping up to be a monster of a month for San Diego theater, with
the curtain rising on the Old Globe's Shakespeare fest and lots of other
productions.
But before we even get there, May still has some openings in store. A look
at what's coming up over the next week on local stages:
• Cygnet Theatre in Old Town opens “Dirty Blonde,” Claudia Shear's
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What’s Goin’ On: No June Gloom
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By Eileen Sondak
There’s no June gloom hovering over the local entertainment scene. The Old Globe is ready to launch its
summer season on the Festival Stage with a three-play repertory. Broadway-San Diego is bringing back
Broadway’s biggest blockbuster, “Wicked.” The La Jolla Playhouse is putting the finishing touches on the
West Coast premiere of “Blood and Gifts.” Symphony Pops is tuning up for summer. The Lamb’s will unveil a
new musical, and the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus features Steven Schick conducting a world premiere.
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Broadway-San Diego has to send “The Addams Family” packing after its June 3 performance at the Civic
Theatre, but coming June 20 is “Wicked,” another family-friendly musical that has garnered 35 major awards.
This story of the Wicked Witch of the West (well before Dorothy showed up in the Land of Oz) is clever and
wickedly entertaining. This must-see musical will remain at the Civic through July 15.
The La Jolla Playhouse will present “Blood and Gifts” June 12-July 8. This spy story takes place during the
Soviet Afghan War in the 1980s and offers a slice of historical fiction laced with black humor. The Playhouse
also continues to show off “Hands on a Hardbody,” a new musical by Pulitzer Prize-winner Doug Wright.
This Playhouse-commissioned work is about a publicity stunt that turns into a battle of wills. “Hands on a
Hardbody” runs through June 10 at the Mandell Weiss Theatre.
The Old Globe will get its Shakespeare Festival ready for the summer June 3, when the outdoor Festival Stage
features three plays in rotation through Sept. 30. The Bard’s “As You Like It,” one of his most beloved
comedies, will alternate with “Richard III,” a portrait of one of the most diabolical villains in all of literature.
The only non-Shakespeare play on tap is “Inherit the Wind,” the powerful courtroom drama that pits two
great lawyers against each other in a case loosely based on the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial.
The Globe’s production of “Nobody Loves You,” a musical comedy directed by Michelle Tattenbaum,
remains ensconced at the White Theatre through June 17. The funny and irreverent show is about the search
for real love on the set of a reality TV show. Meanwhile, the Globe’s Main Stage is still delivering the goods
with “The Scottsboro Boys,” a daring musical with music and lyrics by Kander and Ebb, and direction and
choreography by Susan Stroman. This shocker, based on the notorious case of nine unjustly accused African
American men in the 1930s, will close June 10.
The Lamb’s will take audiences on an exotic voyage to a South Seas island in its new musical titled “Joe vs.
The Volcano.” The show focuses on a young man who rediscovers life and learns about love on this
adventure. The musical opens June 8 and will continue at the troupe’s Coronado home through July 29. Fans
of “MixTape” will be pleased to know that long-running show will continue through July 8 at the Lamb’s
downtown theater in the Horton Grand.
Cygnet Theatre’s “Dirty Blonde” is still going strong at the Old Town Theatre. The play centers around an
aspiring actress who admires Mae West. She shares that devotion with a film librarian, and together they find
self-confidence and romance. The show (set to run through June 17) features musical numbers and flashbacks
into the life of the “Red Hot Mama.”
The San Diego Symphony will kick off the Summer Pops Season June 23, with its Tux ‘n’ Tennies Gala. This
year, it will be a tribute to the Beatles. June 29-July 1 is “Star Spangled Pops,” with Marvin Hamlisch on the
podium and a spectacular display of fireworks in the air.
The San Diego Mainly Mozart Festival starts the month June 1-2 with Ida Levin and Marie Berard on violin,
as the group performs works by Verdi, Brahms, Mozart and others at the Neurosciences Institute. June 6, the
orchestra returns to the Balboa Theatre for a program that includes Tchaikovsky and Haydn, followed on June
9 by James Ehnes on violin, performing Schubert, Bach and others. Mainly Mozart will perform June 10 in
Rancho Santa Fe. The series continues June 12, 14 and 16 with works for harp, oboe and piano. Cellist Lynn
Harrell and pianist Anne-Marie McDermott will perform works by Beethoven June 22-23 at the
Neurosciences Institute.
The La Jolla Symphony will feature Maestro Steven Schick conducting The Russian Composer, a brand new
piece by Igor Korneitchouk. Also on the program, set for June 9-10, are works by Barber and Stravinsky.
Pianist Aleck Karis is guest artist.
North Coast Repertory Theatre is celebrating the genius of Harold Pinter with “Two by Pinter: ‘The Lover’
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(Late) June Is Busting Out All Over
Jeff Smith, June 9, 2012
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As predictable as June Gloom. Between the first and the fifteenth of this month, few local theaters open a
new show. Then, as if a starter's pistol goes off, everyone does, and suddenly t'is the summer season.
Here's a list of openings - and yet another case for theaters to stagger first nights more than they do.
June 15:
Hoodoo Love, by Katori Hall, Mo`olelo Performing Arts. Blood and Gifts, by J. T. Rogers, La Jolla
Playhouse. Harmony, Kansas, music by Anna K. Jacobs, book and lyrics by Bill Nelson, Diversionary
Theatre. Too Old For The Chorus, by Marie Cain, Mark Winkler, and Shelly Markham, Welk Resort.
Newroz Piroz, by Tanya Fuad, Community Actors Theatre. Pride and Prejudice, adapted by Jon Jory,
Lyceum Theatre. Joe vs. The Volcano, music and lyrics Scott Hafso and Darcy Phillips, Lamb's Players
Theatre.
June 20: Wicked, music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz, book, Winnie Holzman, S.D. Civic.
June 21: Somewhere in Between, by Craig Pospisil, Different Stages.
June 22:
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Incorruptible, by Michael Hollinger, OnStage Playhouse. The Odd Couple (Female Version), by Neil
Simon, North Park Vaudeville. Rent, music and lyrics by Jonathan Larson, San Diego Musical Theatre.
Leaving Iowa, by Tom Clue and Spike Manton, PowPac.
June 24:
Richard III, by William Shakespeare, Old Globe Theatre.
June 27:
Legally Blonde, music and lyrics by Laurence O'Keefe and Neil Benjamin, book, Heather Hach,
Moonlight Amphitheatre.
June 29:
As You Like It, by William Shakespeare, Old Globe Theatre.
July 3:
Inherit the Wind, by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, Old Globe Theatre.
Comment
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kevange June 10, 10:23 a.m.
Hi Jeff, just a quick note on The Imaginary Invalid, it opens this weekend (June 9-10) and it's showing at
Liberty Theatre. Last night we had a fantastic opening night! Thank you!!

http://on.fb.me
/invalid-event,
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"Brain Food" @ Eaten Alive
"Courtly Love" @ Luna Station
Quarterly
"Money for Nothing" in Absolute
Visions
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Adventures in Shakespeare--San Diego's Old Globe
Theater
I used to drive down
to San Diego's Old
Globe Theater pretty

Baggin' Some Zs @ Eaten Alive
Corazon @ A Twist of Noir
Dangerous Chartreuse @ Powder
Burn Flash

Shakespeare fix.

Dark-Adapted Eye @Sthotgun
Honey

(This season they're

Darkling @ The Novel Doctor

doing As You Like It,

Dead Letter in Zombiefied
@Amazon.com

regularly to get my

Richard III in rep
Wind.) The last play

Fair-Weather Friend @ A Twist of
Noir

I saw there (in

Fairy Story @ Amazon.com

1998!) was Romeo
and Juliet starring

Just Another Day in Paradise @
Amazon.com

Emily Bergl and Neil

L.A. Nocturne @ Amazon.com

Patrick Harris, who

La Plus Petite Cloche de l'Invocateur

was very good in the

Proof of Life @ ThugLit

with Inherit the

Neil Patrick Harris & Emily Bergl; photo by Ken Howard

"Sex Crime" @ A Twist of Noir

role. The play was performed on the theater's outside stage, which
was fine until... the seals at the zoo next door started barking during
some of the play's most intense moments.
The actors stayed in character, the play went on, but the seals did not
shut up.

Pulp Christmas @ A Twist of Noir
The Sin Eater @ Dark Fire
The Singularity of Orlando T. Baker
@ The Clarity of Night

Not your usual audience participation moment.

The Smallest of the Summoner's
Bells
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Toxic Reality
Twelve Nights of Christmas
Water Sports @ A Twist of Noir
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“I’m finally the age I’m supposed to be,” Murray tells the U-T.
• The centerpiece of Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” onstage now at The Old Globe is the character Rosalind. Theater critic Anne Marie
Welsh raves about the actor embodying her, Dana Green, who “fills the role of Shakespeare's smartest, most spontaneous heroine with
her mellifluous voice, commanding presence, and robust beauty.” (North County Times)
• Reviewing the Globe’s “Richard III,” theater critic David Coddon finds that the staging and “contemporary trappings” of graffiticovered walls and videographers serve to “quicken the pace and deepen the psychology of Richard’s ambition and malevolence.”
Coddon has a great roundup of what’s on stage at the moment around the county, too. (CityBeat)
• Next time you’re using the bathroom at Ocean Beach, look up: There’s new art on the ceiling, made by Shinpei Takeda. The
bathroom’s architect was Kevin DeFreitas. (KPBS)
• A Del Mar couple had their first date at the Fleet Science Center to see the very first underwater IMAX film in the 1970s. Now,
Howard and Michele Hall make their own underwater IMAX films, including “Deep Sea,” showing all summer at the Fleet. (Balboa
Park blog)
• It takes 20 minutes to slather green paint all over her arms, face and neck — you can watch the nightly transformation for “Wicked”
star Nicole Parker, behind the scenes at the Civic Theatre. The touring production is here until July 15. (CBS 8)
• I always love to learn about our local museums’ permanent collections — paintings and sculptures and artifacts that live in our midst
but that we might never know about them hidden away in storage facilities and in the basements of Balboa Park. Three local museums
are teaming up this fall to bring out some pieces from their permanent collections, made by American artists. The show between the
Timken Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego and the Museum of Art is called “Behold, America!” (U-T)
(Want to recommend this arts newsletter to someone? Share this sign-up link.)
Kelly Bennett is the arts editor for VOSD. You can reach her directly at kelly.bennett@voiceofsandiego.org or 619.325.0531. Or you
can keep up with her on Twitter @kellyrbennett or on Facebook.
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So, the secrets out, we told you about Jen's day job. And what a job it is, the
shows and people she is working with are spectacular! So spectacular in fact that
we thought of a genius idea, picnic in gorgeous Balboa Park, and then go see the
Shakespeare festival at The Old Globe Theatre! They are playing Richard III, As
You Like it, and Inherit The Wind. You can click HERE to buy tickets, and see
below for our fun picnic finds and links to some yummy travel friendly recipes!

JEN'S WEDDI

34 Years, and
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What’s happening at Balboa Park in September
Posted on Aug 26, 2012.

Summer may be coming to a close but there’s no shortage of activities for
family fun and date nights in Balboa Park.

If you’re bringing the whole family . . .
Little ones will love “Grossology” at the Fleet -- an “ewww!”-inducing
collection of exhibits that celebrate body odor, vomit, and everything icky that
makes 9-year-olds giggle. Grab a few hot dogs before trotting over to
theNAT to catch a 3D film in the giant-screen theatre and wander through
“The Horse,” an exhibition that explores the bond between horses and
humans and the many different roles horses have had throughout history.
Cap it off with a visit to the San Diego Model Railroad Museum (one of the
park’s hidden gems!) or a ride on the historic Balboa Park Carousel.
Upcoming special events include the San Diego Air & Space Museum Family Day on Sept. 8 and Family Sunday at Mingei on Sept.
16
Make it a weekend: If you’re coming here from out of town, we suggest a stay at the Crowne Plaza or Days Hotel-Hotel Circle in
Mission Valley. Both hotels are big Balboa Park supporters, offer excellent accommodations for families, and are just ten minutes
away from the Park and the Zoo. They offer some of the greatest value stays in the city.

If you’ve got teens in tow. . .
Introduce them to issues of human rights and morality through the
“Instruments of Torture” exhibition at the Museum of Man. More than
showing the objects used to inflict pain and suffering, the exhibits explore
conditions that lead to torture and how people can serve as instruments of
change.
If your kids are more into asteroids than activism, check out the daily “Black
Holes” planetarium show at the Fleet or one of the live planetarium
shows held the first Wednesday of each month. Free telescope viewing with
the San Diego Astronomy Association is available outside after the monthly
shows, weather permitting.
Make it a weekend: Stay at The Dana on Mission Bay or Best Western Plus Island Palms on Shelter Island. While also featuring
plenty of spaces for parents to unwind with wine and fine dining, the Dana has a variety of activities for families, including ping pong
games, volleyball, and water sport rentals. The Best Western has tennis courts, two pools, and bike baths with free bicycle rentals.

If you’re planning a romantic getaway. . .
MOPA and the Prado Restaurant have teamed up to offer a Thursday night
VIP package including a 3-course dinner and a bottle of wine at the Prado
and two tickets to see MOPA’s exhibition of American jazz history. Other
special date nights can be had at The Old Globe: see “Inherit the Wind,” “As
You Like It” or “Richard III” before the plays close in late September, or be
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among the first to see the much anticipated “Allegiance - A New American
Musical” when it opens on Sept. 7.
For an artsy day, catch “Hats & Headdresses” at Mingei or “The Human
Beast” at The San Diego Museum of Art. On Friday, Sept. 7, The San Diego
Museum of Art is hosting a screening of “Metropolis” with a discussion of
German Expressionism led by Dr. Nicolas Reveles, Director of Education for the San Diego Opera.
Make it a weekend: If you’re looking for a romantic stay, you can’t go wrong with Pacific Terrace in Pacific Beach or Humphreys
Half Moon Inn & Suites on Shelter Island. Pacific Terrace is a perfect place to catch a sunset, get a good night’s sleep, and follow it
up with a poolside breakfast buffet. Humphreys has a tranquil setting, lush landscaping, and rooms with marina views.
All featured hotels are supporters of Balboapark.org. We are grateful to have them as partners in promoting all of the various
activities that take place in Balboa Park each day.

The Old Globe photo (center, from left) Dan Amboyer as Orlando and Matthew Bellows as Charles with the cast of The Old
Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's "As You Like It," directed by Adrian Noble, June 10 - Sept.
30, 2012. Photo by Henry DiRocco.
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and Empire

CALENDAR
Plaza, San Diego. Dates vary through June 24.
$42-$57. (619) 544-1000. lyceumevents.org.
THURSDAY, MAY 17
JAZZ AT THE MERC
Guitarist Doug MacDonald Trio. Old Town
Temecula Community Theater, The Merc,
42051 Main St., Temecula. $15. (866) 6538696. temeculatheater.org.
FRIDAY, MAY 18
WINES FROM SONOMA’S
ALEXANDER VALLEY
Located at the northern end of Sonoma County,
Alexander Valley is well known for its rich
Cabernets. The region is home to more than 40
wineries producing everything from Cab and
Merlot to Chardonnay, Zinfandel, Syrah and
Viognier. Bacchus Wine Bar and Market, 647 G
St., San Diego. Also May 19. $20. (619) 2360005. bacchuswinemarket.com.

May 2012 Orange County/San Diego/Inland Empire
$15. (866) 653-8696. temeculatheater.org.

SUNDAY, JUNE 3

A 5678: A MUSICAL REVUE
The show-within-a-show takes place in a
theatre where the cast is getting ready for
opening night. Enjoy the wide-ranging, clever
original songs, along with wonderfully familiar
tunes and specialty material from the past and
present. Welk Resorts Theatre, 8860 Lawrence
Welk Dr., Escondido. Dates vary through June
10. $65-$80. (888) 802-7469. welktheatre.
com.

BEETHOVEN’S NINTH REVEALED
Conductor Carl St. Clair and the Pacific
Symphony Orchestra explore Beethoven’s
crowning achievement — a monumental
fusion of soloists, chorus and music all set to
Schiller’s magnificent “Ode to Joy.” St. Clair
available for a post-concert coffee house in
the Box Circle lobby. Segerstrom Center for
the Arts, Renée and Henry Segerstrom Concert
Hall, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. $25$91. (714) 556-2787. scfta.org.

MONDAY, MAY 28
FAMILY FOSSIL DAY
Meet a real paleontologist and learn how to
look for fossils in your own backyard. San
Diego Natural History Museum, 1788 El Prado,
Balboa Park, San Diego. $14-$16. (619) 2550210. sdnat.org.
TUESDAY, MAY 29

CATALOGING THE COLLECTION
The museum’s curator of European art and
head of provenance research, Dr. John
Marciari, lectures on cataloging the museum’s
permanent collection. San Diego Museum
of Art, James S. Copley Auditorium, 1450 El
Prado, Balboa Park, San Diego. $12-$15. 619232-7931. sdmart.org.

2012 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
The Old Globe’s annual Shakespeare Festival
kicks off with one of the most popular and
charming of Shakespeare’s comedies, “Richard
III.” Runs through Sept. 24. Other performances
during the festival include: “As You Like It” (June
10 – Sept. 30) and“Inherit the Wind” (June 17 –
Sept. 25). The three productions are performed
in nightly rotation. The Old Globe, Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre (outdoors), 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park, San Diego. Through Sept. 29. $29plus. (619) 234-5623. theoldglobe.org.
CLASSICS AT THE MERC
Old Town Temecula Community Theater, The
Merc, 42051 Main St., Temecula. $11. (866)
653-8696. temeculatheater.org.

FRIDAY, JUNE 8

SAN DIEGO COUNTY FAIR
This year’s theme “Out of This World”
explores man’s history and fascination
with space and space travel starting with
the ancient astronomers, to the NASA
program and the future of space exploration.
Favorite rides, food, exhibits, contests and
entertainment. Del Mar Fairgrounds, I-5 at Via
de la Valle, Del Mar. Through July 4. Closed
Mondays except July 2. $13. (858) 755-1161.
sdfair.com/fair.
CHAMPAGNE AND SPARKLING
WINES
Travel the globe and sample sparkling wines
from France, Spain, Italy, South Africa and
California, including Champagne, Cava,
Prosecco, Cremant. Bacchus Wine Bar and
Market, 647 G St., San Diego. Also June 9. $25.
(619) 236-0005. bacchuswinemarket.com.

GAME SHOW NIGHT
Dinner, entertainment and raffles. Community
Center, 245 E. Bonita Ave., San Dimas. $7.
(909) 394-6290.
THE 9TH TANGO
A young woman who shares the details of the
inner chemistry of her heart tells the ongoing
sensual story. World acclaimed dancers
perform flamboyant, exquisite, sensual and
exotic dances. McCallum Theatre, 73000 Fred
Waring Dr., Palm Desert. Also May 19 $45$85. (760) 340-2787. mccallumtheatre.com.
SUNDAY, MAY 20
CATHEDRAL ECHOES
Pacific Chorale continues their series with
a musical visit to the cathedrals of France.
Concert repertoire includes works by Widor,
Dupré, Roth, Langlais, Poulenc, Messiaen and
Boulanger, and features Widor’s “Mass for Two
Choirs and Two Organ.” Segerstrom Center for
the Arts, Renée and Henry Segerstrom Concert
Hall, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. $15$125. (714) 556-2787. scfta.org.

AMERICAN IDIOT
The story of three lifelong friends forced
to choose between their dreams and the
safety of suburbia. Based on Green Day’s
multi-platinum album and featuring the hits
“Boulevard of Broken Dreams,” “21 Guns,”
“Wake Me Up When September Ends,”
“Holiday” and the blockbuster title track,
“American Idiot.” Segerstrom Center for the
Arts, Segerstrom Hall, 600 Town Center Dr.,
Costa Mesa. Through June 3. $25-$80. (714)
556-2787. scfta.org.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23

JUNE

CONNECTIONS…300 MILLION
YEARS AGO
Guest lecture by Stuart Sumida. San
Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange
Tree Lane, Redlands. $6-$8. (909) 307-2669.
sbcountymuseum.org.

FRIDAY, JUNE 1

THURSDAY, MAY 24
JAZZ AT THE MERC
Hart and Soul featuring Jennifer Hart and Lew
Mathews. Old Town Temecula Community
Theater, The Merc, 42051 Main St., Temecula.

46 LIFE AFTER 50 MAY 2012

TEMECULA VALLEY BALLOON
AND WINE FESTIVAL
One of California’s most popular events with
dramatic, the location boasts natural vistas
whether flying aboard a hot air balloon, or
planted on terra firma. Savor Temecula Valley
award-winning wines, and enjoy exceptional
live music and entertainment. Lake Skinner
Recreation Area 37701 Warren Rd.,
Winchester. Also June 2-3. $20-$55. (951)
676-6713. tvbwf.com.

TUESDAY, MAY 29

THE ADDAMS FAMILY

Wednesday Addams, the ultimate princess of darkness, has grown up and fallen
in love with a sweet, smart young man from a respectable family. Everything
will change for the whole family on the fateful night they host a dinner
for Wednesday’s “normal” boyfriend and his parents. Based on the bizarre and
beloved family of characters created by legendary cartoonist Charles Addams, that
became a TV favorite in the ‘60s. San Diego Civic Theatre, Third and B St., 1100
Third Ave., downtown San Diego. Through June 3. Prices vary. (619) 570-1100.
broadwaysd.com.
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festival can accommodate you.
“Twelfth Night” will be presented on
the green at the Village at Hendrix in
Conway and at Wildwood Park for the Arts in Little Rock. At the
indoor Reynolds Performance Hall in Conway, you can catch
“Richard III” or “The Tempest.” Shakespeare plays are big business
come summer, but this Arkansas company, like many theaters
focused on Shakespeare, branches out: The indoor stage will also
feature the Huck Finn musical “Big River”; (866) 810-0012,
arkshakes.com.
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Musicals
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Mood

Light

Audience
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California
Traditional

CALIFORNIA SHAKESPEARE THEATER Orinda. “The Tempest” (May 30-June
24), featuring just six actors and three dancers, and “Hamlet” (Sept. 19-Oct. 14)
bookend a season that will also include “Spunk” (July 4-29), George C. Wolfe’s musical
adaptation of short stories by Zora Neale Hurston. The gorgeous Bruns Amphitheater
will be haunted by Noël Coward’s “Blithe Spirit” (Aug. 8-Sept. 2), too; (510) 548-9666,
calshakes.org.

TicketWatch: Thea

Sign up for ticket offers from B

FESTIVAL OF NEW AMERICAN MUSICALS Through Sept. 1. From fully produced
shows that the festival recommends — like “Hands on a Hard Body,” the new musical
about an endurance contest at a Texas auto dealership (at La Jolla Playhouse through
June 17) — to readings and student productions, this annual festival embraces diverse
new endeavors in musical theater at sites from Santa Barbara to San Diego;
lafestival.org.
THE OLD GLOBE San Diego. “Richard III,” “As You Like It” and the always timely
evolution versus creationism drama “Inherit the Wind” will run in repertory in this
annual outdoor Shakespeare festival (June 3-Sept. 30) at the Lowell Davies Festival
Theater. Indoors you’ll find the premiere of the musical “Nobody Loves You” (through
June 17), a romantic comedy with a book and lyrics by Itamar Moses. Gaby Alter is the
composer and co-lyricist. “The Scottsboro Boys” (through June 10) is also continuing,
and “Divine Rivalry” (July 7-Aug. 12) and “God of Carnage” (July 27-Sept. 2) are
coming up; (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
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SHAKESPEARE SANTA CRUZ The Three Musketeers, long since retired, attempt a
final mission in “The Man in the Iron Mask” (July 25-Aug. 26), a new play by Scott
Wentworth based on the works of Alexandre Dumas. “Twelfth Night” (July 24-Aug. 26),
“Henry IV, Part II” (Aug. 7-26) and “The Mandrake” (Aug. 21-22) complete the summer
season; (831) 459-2159, shakespearesantacruz.org.
Connecticut
EUGENE O’NEILL THEATER CENTER Waterford. “Fool,” a new play by Theresa
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Summer stage season heats up
San Diego's vibrant theater scene offers startling array of plays
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Eileen Bowman and Sean Cox will star in the world-premiere musical "Joe vs. the Volcano" at Lamb's Players Theatre
in Coronado. — (Lamb's Players photo)
Written by

There’s always something new under the sun (and under the stars) when it

James
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comes to summer theater in San Diego. But there’s a healthy dose of the
tried-and-true, too. Here’s a look at the old favorites and new creations
crossing our busy stages this season — 12 theater happenings for the
summer of ’12.

Follow »
Old Globe Summer Shakespeare Festival
Twitter: @jimhebert
Facebook: UTTheater

Also see »

Balboa Park. June 2 to Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623 or theoldglobe.org
The summer standby returns with Shakespeare’s “Richard III” and “As
You Like It,” plus the neglected Jerome Lawrence/Robert Edwin Lee
classic “Inherit the Wind.”
“Hoodoo Love”

Summer stage season
heats up

Mo`olelo Performing Arts Company. June 7 to July 1. (619) 342-7395 or
moolelo.net

1. Woman sets self on

Small but vibrant Mo`olelo stages the San Diego premiere of the hot young
playwright Katori Hall’s drama about a troubled young singer on a quest
to be queen of the blues.
“Joe vs. the Volcano”

At Globe, a hot-tub
highlight

Most Popular

2. Gwynn joining Tull's
3. Candidates tackle C

4. San Diego schools
5. Lifeguards search fo
Bay bridge

Lamb’s Players Theatre. June 8 to July 29. (619) 437-6000 or
lambsplayers.org
Can you feel the lava tonight? The Coronado company climbs the
mountaintop (one of them, anyway) as it stages the world-premiere stage
adaptation of the decidedly polarizing Tom Hanks comedy.
“Dames at Sea”

Dance Festival aims to
provoke thought

Today's Paper

North Coast Rep. July 4-29. (858) 481-1055 or northcoastrep.org
The Busby Berkeley-style song spectacles of the 1930s get a sendup in this
dance-happy, nostalgic musical.
“Harmony, Kansas”
Diversionary Theatre. June 14 to July 22. (619) 220-0097 or
diversionary.org
The University Heights company scores a coup with this world-premiere
musical about conflicts that develop after a farmer joins a rural gay men’s
chorus.
“Wicked”

NATO LOCKS IN
AFGHAN PULLOUT

STATE PLANS BIG
CHANGES TO TESTIN
INSTRUCTION

RETIRED CEO WORK
HARD AT GIVING BAC

‘AMERICAN IDOL’
VOTING MUDDLED BY
MULTIPLES
CORRECTIONS

SUBTLE ENTRY FROM
MASTERS OF ATTACK
ADS

Broadway/San Diego (at the Civic Theatre). June 20 to July 15. (619)
570-1100 or broadwaysd.com
The massively popular, Oz-minded musical will paint the town green when
it whirls into town again for a long sit-down at the Civic.
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This issue is dedicated to Jessica Sanchez, the
16-year-old Chula Vista girl who on May 23 came
this close to winning the American Idol title for
season 11. Sanchez was for the most part
neck-and-neck with fellow pop artist Phil
Phillips--but somebody's gotta win. Congratulations to Jessica on
her colossal effort; here's hoping we get more of her worldbeating voice in the years to come.
If there ever were a Machiavellian character besides
Machiavelli, Richard III would be it. Starting June 3,
The Old Globe Theatre kicks off its seventh
modern-era Summer Shakespeare Festival with the
play of the same name, giving vent to Richard’s
wrongheaded ambitions within his very short reign.
Bill’s romantic comedy As You Like It and the
modern political drama Inherit the Wind are also on
tap this year. For more, see oldglobe.org.

Who Cares: The Avengers is only one example of supermoviedom, with all the bells
and whistles any self-respecting modern moviegoer could ask for. Thing is, it’ll be
available for viewing on your computer one day—and our critic thinks that’s basically too
bad.
What They're Doing: stageHANDS is more than a bunch of upper-and lower-case
letters; it’s a tribute to the many sides of people you don’t know. And Charlene Baldridge
has plans for The Warriors’ Duet, her tribute to her late daughter Laura Jeanne
Morefield. Meanwhile, Bret Michaels has settled his Tony-related lawsuit, and a fund has
been established to help bring movie musicals to the stage.
How They Did: On Stage thinks the American pop culture climate is a piece of dog
dung, but The Old Globe’s Nobody Loves You finds a decent way to frame it.
Meanwhile, On Screen says The Avengers is every bit the hit everybody says it is,
mostly because of director Joss Whedon; and The Town may be two years old, but that
doesn’t make it two years less good.
What We Eat/Drink: There’s a guy in Duluth who makes wine out of something y’all
might want to think about before opening that bottle. And you know you’re in Ocean
Beach when you come across the fabulous Livingston’s Chicken and Mexican Grill.
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Parking:

6/1 – 6/3 – Annual Temecula Valley Balloon and Wine Festival | Lake Skinner, Temecula Valley,
37701 Warren Rd, Winchester | Wine tasting, food court, musical entertainment, kids fair, arts & crafts,
commercial booths & more
6/2-Annual Art Around Adams | Normal Heights & Kensington | 2:00 – 10:00 p.m. | Art and music
fest raising funds for Adams Recreational Center
6/2 – 6/3 – Wings over Gillespie | Gillespie Field (near I-8 and Rte 67), 1960 Joe Crosson Rd, El
Cajon | 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. | Air show featuring B-17 Flying Fortress and B-25 Mitchell Bombers,
helicopter and static displays, military and law enforcement vehicles, NASA display & more
6/3 – San Diego Rock n’ Roll Marathon | View website for route | Start time is 6:10 a.m. | Marathon &
half-marathon with 26 stages, Finish Line Festival with music, food & beverages
6/3 – 9/30 – 2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival | The Old Globe, Balboa Park | Refer to website
for prices and tickets | The Old Globe’s world-famous Shakespeare Festival returns again this summer
with a rotating repertory of three classic plays: William Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” and “Richard III”
and Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s “Inherit the Wind”
6/8 – 7/4 – San Diego County Fair | Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd | Refer to
website for times | San Diego’s annual county fair with flower garden shows, exhibit, art, gems, carnival
rides, midway, concerts, food and more
6/9 – 6/10 – Taste of Gaslamp | Gaslamp Quarter, Downtown San Diego | 1:00 – 4:00 p.m. | Refer to
website for list of participating restaurants for each day | Go to the San Diego Marriott Gaslamp
Quarter for guest check-in and to pick up wristbands and walking map | A great opportunity to sample
30+ items per day at the Gaslamp Quarter’s best restaurants, plus 21+ venues
6/9 – California Surf Museum’s 5th Annual Gala | 312 Pier View Way, Oceanside | 5-10 p.m. |
Dinner, drinks, live music, live and silent auctions, surf start and fun! Set inside the California Surf
Museum’s latest exhibit, join us for a special night which raises funds for the museum.
6/9 – 6/10 – Julian Gold Rush Days | Julian Mining Company, 4444 Hwy 78, Julian | 10 a.m. – 4
p.m. | Remembering the gold rush of 1869 with living history demonstrations, gold mine tours, book
signings, face painting, old fashioned games, historic skits & more
6/9 – 6/10 – Kidsfest San Diego | Liberty Station, Point Loma | 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. | Tickets are $18, or
$60 for a family four pack | More than 100,000 square feet of interactive play and fun for the whole
family! Your admission includes over 30 creative activities.
6/10 – Doggie Street Festival | Robb Field, Ocean Beach | 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. | Kick off June with a
Doggie Street Festival! Bring your crowd friendly dogs and enjoy the food, music and speakers
6/15 – 5th Annual Wine, Cheese & Chocolate Festival | Spanish Village Patio, Balboa Park |
6:30-9:30 p.m. | Tickets start at $25 each | Bring your friends for some dancing, wine, cheese,
chocolate, silent auction and a fun filled night
6/16 – Surf Dog Competition | Dunes Park/Beach, 700 Seacost Drive, Imperial Beach | Begins at 10
a.m. | The Annual Loews Coronado Bay Resort Surf Dog Competition is the nation’s original surfing
competition for man’s best friend
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of the West and Glinda the Good. San Diego
Civic Theatre, Third and B St., 1100 Third Ave.,
downtown San Diego. Through July 15. Prices
vary. (619) 570-1100. broadwaysd.com.

FRIDAY, JULY 13

THE JAZZ
LOFT
PROJECT

Photographs and tapes of
W. Eugene Smith. New York
City. A dilapidated loft. Lively
jazz. Legendary musicians.
A photographer with a sharp
eye and a good ear. This
summer exhibition captures
an extraordinary chapter of
American jazz history through
over 200 vintage photographs
and master prints, as well as
extensive audio recordings
that complement the images.
Audio stations will give access
to remastered selections
from Smith’s reel-to-reel
tapes that caught everything
from rousing jam sessions to
historic radio and television
broadcasts, loft conversations
and street ambiance. Museum
of Photographic Arts, Balboa
Park, 1649 El Prado, San Diego.
Through Oct. 7. $6-$8. (619)
238-7559. mopa.org.

ENTERTAINMENT
TUESDAY, JULY 10
PAGEANT OF THE MASTERS:
GENIUS
Michelangelo, Vincent van Gogh and the
Dutch Masters, to name a few. Legendary
composers will be feted in series of artworks
dedicated to the “Maestros of Music” and
scientific innovation will be highlighted
in “The Stars of Astronomy.” Pageant
traditionalists will welcome the return of
the Renaissance master, Leonardo da Vinci,
whose “The Last Supper” has been the
Pageant finale, with rare exceptions, since
1936. The Festival of Arts and Pageant of the
Masters, Irvine Bowl, 650 Laguna Canyon
Road, Laguna Beach. Through Aug. 31.
$15-$90. (800) 487-3378. (949) 497-6852.
foapom.com.
MARVELOUS WONDERETTES:
CAPS & GOWNS
Four girls whose hopes and dreams are
as big as their crinoline skirts perform
classic ‘50s and ‘60s songs such as

“River Deep, Mountain High,” “Dedicated
To The One I Love”, “Rockin’ Robin.” The
Laguna Playhouse, Moulton Theatre, 606
Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach.
Through July 29. $30-$70. (949) 497-2787.
lagunaplayhouse.com.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 11
TO THE ARCTIC
Narrated by Meryl Streep, the film takes
audiences on a never-before-experienced
journey into the lives of a mother polar bear and
her twin seven-month-old cubs as they navigate
the changing Arctic wilderness they call home.
Reuben H. Fleet Science Center’s Heikoff Dome
Theater, 1875 El Prado, Balboa Park, San Diego.
Rated G. Runtime: 40 minutes. Through Sept.
30. $11-$16. (619) 238-1233. rhfleet.org. imax.
com/tothearctic
WICKED
Long before Dorothy drops in, two other girls
meet in the Land of Oz. One – born with
emerald-green skin – is smart, fiery and
misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious
and very popular. This is the tale of their
remarkable odyssey, and how these two unlikely
friends grow to become the Wicked Witch

LAGUNA BEACH LIVE! JAZZ
WEDNESDAYS
Tom Luer’s Project Popular. Laguna Beach
Live, Rose Garden, Hotel Laguna, 425
So. Coast Hwy., Laguna Beach. $12-$15.
lagunabeachlive.org.
THURSDAY, JULY 12

DIVINE RIVALRY
Set in 16th century Florence, two of the
world’s greatest artists, Michelangelo and
Leonardo da Vinci, face off in a painting
competition orchestrated by political
mastermind Niccolò Machiavelli (The Prince).
This fascinating real-life contest forms the
backdrop for an even greater battle as the
leading minds of the Renaissance clash
over political gain, personal riches and the
immortality of art. The Old Globe Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Donald and Darlene
Shiley Stage, Balboa Park, San Diego. Through
Aug. 5. Dark Mondays. $29-plus. (619) 2345623. theoldglobe.org.
FRIDAY, JULY 13
SOMETHING’S AFOOT
A group of strangers is stranded in an
isolated English country house during a
raging thunderstorm. Picked off one by one
through cleverly fiendish devices, the bodies
pile up in the library as the survivors race to
uncover the identity and motivation of the
cunning culprit. Did the butler do it ... with
the wrench … in the conservatory? Riverside
Community Players, 4026 14th St., Riverside.
Through July 22. $15-$18. (951) 369-1200.
riversidecommunityplayers.com.
LES MISERABLES
This powerful story of love and redemption
based on Victor Hugo’s timeless novel, stands
as the world’s most beloved and successful
musical of all time. This production is staged
by the award-winning and critically-acclaimed
California Youth Conservatory Theatre. Welk
Resorts Theatre, 8860 Lawrence Welk Dr.,
Escondido. Dates vary through July 29. $38-
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$63. (888) 802-7469. welktheatre.com.
AVENUE Q
Told with equal parts wit, catchy songs
and puppets, enjoy this tale of a recent
college grad who moves into a shabby New
York apartment seeking his life’s purpose.
Plummer Auditorium, 201 E. Chapman Ave.,
Fullerton. Thurs.-Sun. through July 29. $22$56. (714) 589-2770. 3dtshows.com.
FRIDAY, JULY 13
THE TEMPTATIONS
San Diego Symphony Summer Pops Concert.
Embarcadero Marina Park, behind Convention
Center, San Diego. Also July 14. $18-$76.
(619) 235-0804. sandiegosymphony.com.
THE NIGHTINGALE
This compelling contemporary musical
based on Hans Christian Andersen’s classic
tale shares the story of a young emperor
in ancient China, whose luxurious but
constricted life inside the walls of the
Forbidden City is upended by the song of an
extraordinary bird that lives beyond his reach.
La Jolla Playhouse, UCSD Campus, Mandell
Weiss Theatre., 2910 La Jolla Village Dr., La
Jolla. Through Aug. 5. Prices vary. (858) 5501010. lajollaplayhouse.org.
SUNDAY, JULY 15
SURFIN’ SUNDAYS
The Breakaways and the Reef Riders perform.
Huntington Beach International Surfing
Museum, 411 Olive Ave., Huntington Beach.
Free. (714) 960-3483. surfingmuseum.org.
MONDAY, JULY 16
FREE MOVIE MONDAY: AN
AMERICAN IN PARIS
This classic stars Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron and
includes a score by George and Ira Gershwin.
Bring beach chairs or other easily portable
seating items as well as snacks. Segerstrom
Center for the Arts, Community Plaza, 600
Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. Free. (714) 5562787. scfta.org.
TUESDAY, JULY 17

2012 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
Robert Foxworth appears as Lord Hastings
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in “Richard III” and as Henry Drummond in
“Inherit the Wind” in the Old Globe’s annual
Shakespeare Festival. “Richard III” runs
through Sept. 24. Other performances: “As
You Like It” (through Sept. 30) and “Inherit
the Wind” (through Sept. 25). The three
productions are performed in nightly rotation.
The Old Globe, Lowell Davies Festival Theatre
(outdoors), 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park,
San Diego. Through Sept. 29. $29-plus. (619)
234-5623. theoldglobe.org.

July 2012 Orange County/San Diego/Inland Empire
seating items as well as snacks. Segerstrom
Center for the Arts, Community Plaza, 600
Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. Free. (714) 5562787. scfta.org.
TUESDAY, JULY 24

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18
GREEN FLASH CONCERT SERIES
Singer-songwriter Matt Nathanson performs.
Live music with panoramic ocean views on
the aquarium’s stunning outdoor tide-pool
plaza. Keep an eye out for a real “green
flash,” a rare optical phenomenon caused
by refraction of light as the sun sets on the
horizon. Birch Aquarium at Scripps, 2300
Expedition Way, La Jolla. $32. (858) 5343474. aquarium.ucsd.edu.
FRIDAY, JULY 20
SIZZLING SUMMER NIGHTS
Dinner, entertainment and raffles. Community
Center, 245 E. Bonita Ave., San Dimas. $7.
(909) 394-6290.

MEMPHIS
A white radio DJ wants to change the world
and a black club singer is ready for her big
break. From the underground dance clubs
of 1950s Memphis, this musical bursts with
explosive dancing, irresistible songs and
a thrilling tale of fame and forbidden love.
Inspired by actual events. San Diego Civic
Theatre, Third and B St., 1100 Third Ave.,
downtown San Diego. Through July 29. Prices
vary. (619) 570-1100. broadwaysd.com.

Matchmaker,” “If I Were a Rich Man” and
“Sunrise, Sunset.” Moonlight Amphitheatre,
1200 Vale Terrace Dr., Vista. Through Aug. 11.
$29-$40. (760) 724-2110. moonlightstage.
com.
FRIDAY, JULY 27
GOD OF CARNAGE
Two sets of parents gather in an upscale
Brooklyn home to discuss a playground
altercation between their sons. At first civility
is upheld, but as the conversation goes off
track and the rum bottle opens, decorum
flies out the window and leads to a hilarious
afternoon of name-calling, tantrums and
tears. The Old Globe Theatre, 1363 Old Globe
Way, Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre, Balboa
Park, San Diego. Through Sept.2. $29-plus.
(619) 234-5623. theoldglobe.org.
SUNDAY, JULY 29
SAWDUST ART FESTIVAL
Experience the creative wonders of nearly
200 Laguna Beach artists in an enchanting
outdoor canyon paradise adorned with
waterfalls, eucalyptus trees and the best hand
crafted art in California. Sawdust Art Festival,
935 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach.
Through Sept. 2. $6-$8. (949) 494-3030.

sawdustartfestival.org.
LIVE JAZZ ON THE PATIO
Special guest Mojo sessions--jazz, R&B, soul
and funk. Bernardo Winery, Tasting Room
Patio, 13330 Paseo Del Verano Norte, San
Diego. Free. bernardowinery.com.
CLASSICS AT THE MERC
Chamber performances by the region’s best
professional musicians. Old Town Temecula
Community Theater, The Merc, 42051
Main St., Temecula. $11. (866) 653-8696.
temeculatheater.org.
MONDAY, JULY 30
FREE MOVIE MONDAY: YENTL
Bring beach chairs or other easily portable
seating items as well as snacks. Segerstrom
Center for the Arts, Community Plaza, 600
Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. Free. (714) 5562787. scfta.org.

AUGUST
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2
CHRIS ISAAK
Humphrey’s Concerts by the Bay, 2241

RINGO STAR AND HIS ALL
STARR BAND
Humphrey’s Concerts by the Bay, 2241
Shelter Island Dr., San Diego. $138. (619)
220-8497. humphreysconcerts.com.
WINES FROM CHILE AND
ARGENTIA
Do you prefer Sauvignon Blanc from Chile or
Torrontés from Argentina? How about Chilean
Carmenere or Argentine Malbec? Learn
which prefer by tasting seven wines from the
Southern Hemisphere. Bacchus Wine Bar and
Market, 647 G St., San Diego. Also July 21.
$15. (619) 236-0005. bacchuswinemarket.
com.
SATURDAY, JULY 21
SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVAL
Relax under the beautiful 100-year-old oak
trees and enjoy a lazy, warm summer evening
under the stars. Live musical performances
featuring tributes to Santana, the Beatles,
Etta James and Linda Ronstadt. Welk Resorts
Theatre, 8860 Lawrence Welk Dr., Escondido.
Also July 22, 28-29. Prices vary. (888) 8027469. welktheatre.com.
SUNDAY, JULY 22
SURFIN’ SUNDAYS
The Pyronauts, Surge, Secret Samurai, Hula
Girls and Slacktone perform. Pier Plaza, 315
Pacific Coast Hwy. Huntington Beach. Free.
(714) 960-3483. surfingmuseum.org.
MONDAY, JULY 23
FREE MOVIE MONDAY:
THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE
CHRISTMAS
Bring beach chairs or other easily portable
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LA CAGE AUX FOLLES
The musical tale of Georges (George
Hamilton), the owner of a glitzy nightclub
in lovely Saint-Tropez, and his partner Albin
(Christopher Sieber), who moonlights as the
glamorous chanteuse Zaza. When Georges’s
son brings his fiancée’s conservative parents
home to meet the flashy pair, the bonds
of family are put to the test as the feather
boas fly. Segerstrom Center for the Arts,
Segerstrom Hall, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa
Mesa. Through Aug. 5. $23-$88. (714) 5562787. scfta.org.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 25
LAGUNA BEACH LIVE! JAZZ
WEDNESDAYS
Yve Evans and Company. Rose Garden, Hotel
Laguna, 425 So. Coast Hwy., Laguna Beach.
$12-$15. lagunabeachlive.org.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 25
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Set in 1905 in a small Jewish village
in Russia, this musical tells the story of
dairyman Tevye and his attempts to preserve
his family’s traditions in a changing world.
Filled with a rousing, heart-warming score
that includes “Tradition,” “Matchmaker,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18

AN EVENING WITH YANNI

Performing his beloved and popular instrumental hits, this concert also
introduces music from Yanni’s newest album “Truth of Touch,” the composer’s
first album of original studio music in almost a decade. While mainly
instrumental, “Truth of Touch” also delves into Yanni’s work in the vocal realm.
Segerstrom Center for the Arts, Segerstrom Hall, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa
Mesa. $66-$150. (714) 556-2787. scfta.org.
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ENTERTAINMENT/NEWS
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre and Old Globe Theater at
Conrad Prebys Theatre Center are
located at 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, tickets range $29-$95, for
more information and showtimes,
visit www.theoldglobe.org or call
(619) 23-GLOBE (5623).

July and summer is in full swing.
Make memories and enrich your
midsummer by making time for
music and theater.
Embarcadero Marina Park
This month San Diego Symphony Summer Pops features
Roberta Flack (7:30 p.m. July
6-7), Doc Severinsen (7:30 p.m.
July 8), Legend of Zelda (8 p.m.
July 12), The Temptations (July
13-14), Tribute to the Beatles
(July 24), Peking Acrobats (7:30
p,m, July 20-21), Music of ABBA
(7:30 p,m, July 27-28) and Dave
Koz (7:30 p,m, July 29). Embarcadero Marina Park South (S.
Harbor Drive and Park Blvd.),
$18-$76 depending on location
(everything from champagne cabaret to blankets and beach chairs,
certain restrictions apply, see
web site for tickets and parking
suggestions), www.sandiegosymphony.org or (619) 235-0804. See
front page story by Downtown
News contributing writer Kai
Oliver-Kurtin.
Broadway at the Civic Theatre
Presented by Broadway
San Diego, the tour of Stephen
Schwartz’s worldwide hit musical
“Wicked,” the story of Oz before
Dorothy dropped in, continues
through July 15. It is followed July
24-29 by the Broadway tour of the
lively Tony Award-winning “Memphis,” set in the ‘50s.

L i ve l y A r t s
Charlene Baldridge
7 p.m. Tues-Wed, 7:30 p.m.
Thursdays, 8 p.m/ Fri-Sat, 1 p.m.
and 6 p.m. Sundays, Civic Theatre,
202 C Street, Downtown San Diego, www.broadwaysd.com, www.
ticketmaster.com (619) 570-1100.
Shakespeare at The Old Globe
The Old Globe Shakespeare
Festival (“Richard III,” “As You
Like It” and “Inherit the Wind”),
continuing in rotating repertory
through September 30 in the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, adds “Divine Rivalry”
(July 7-August 5 in the Old Globe
Theatre), a play that concerns the
16th century rivalry between artists Michelangelo and Leonardo
da Vinci.

San Diego REPertory Theatre
July 14-August 12 In partnership with San Diego School of
Creative and Performing Arts, San
Diego Repertory Theatre presents
a new production of Luis Valdez’s
groundbreaking musical, “Zoot
Suit,” called a muscular mix of
historical fact and agitprop fiction,
directed by Kirsten Brandt with
choreography by Javier Velasco.
7 p.m. Tues-Wed, 8 p.m. ThurSat, 2 p.m. Saturdays and selected
Sundays, Lyceum Stage, San Diego
Repertory Theatre, 79 Horton
Plaza, San Diego, $32-$57 (students
$18), www.sdrep.org or
(619) 544-1000.v
Charlene Baldridge moved to San
Diego from the Chicago area in 1962.
She’s been writing about the arts
since 1979, and has had her features,
critiques, surveys and interviews
included in various publications ever
since. Her book San Diego, Jewel
of the California Coast (Northland
Publishing) is currently available
in bookstores. She can be reached at
charb81@gmail.com.

FROM PAGE 3

FAT CITY
pink art deco-style building with
neon lights has become an iconic
image of San Diego to many.
Soon after the news broke,
websites (savefatcitySD.com)
and Facebook pages (Save Fat
City/ Top’s Nightclub) -- urging support for both reuse and
preser vation of the landmark -began to sprout up and both the
San Diego Historical Resources
Board (HRB) and Save Our
Heritage Organization (SOHO)
got involved.
After a great deal of work,
a compromise was finally
reached and the final plan
became one of restoration,
instead of demolition.
Last October, Br uce Coons,
executive director of SOHO,
sent a letter to the Centre City
Development Corp. (CCDC)
urging them to allow the project to move for ward. A copy
was also sent to Mayor Sanders and the entire San Diego
City Council.
“SOHO is ver y pleased to
announce that our board has
unanimously supported this
project having arrived at a design solution with GLJ Partners
and Jonathan Segal Architects
that incorporates the historic
Top’s / Fat City building into the
project and will restore the exterior night club portion of the
building to its 1941 appearance
in accordance with the Secretar y’s Standards for Restoration,” Coons said in the letter.
“Your action to approve the
Coastal Development Permit will
ensure that this prominent and
beloved historic location will
continue to ser ve the community and will help preser ve the
cultural heritage of Little Italy
and San Diego.”
Solar Turbines had also
thrown its hat in support of the
hotel project, although not ever yone has fallen in line. A local
hotel union group is rumored to
be appealing the CCDC’s decision by lobbying the San Diego
Planning Commission.v
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Critic's Choice
Theater

the Globe's Shakespeare Festival
staging. The rest of the production
(while boasting a strong cast) has its
lulls, and at times can feel at war with
itself. But the way Whittaker captures
the audacity of this villain for all time
makes bearing the bumps worthwhile.
(Hebert) Performances through
Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. 1363 Old Globe Way Balboa
Park. (619)234-5623. theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Performances
through Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. (619) 234-5623. theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
"Man of La Mancha": To borrow
from Sancho Panza, the devoted
sidekick to this time-tested musical's
starry-eyed, happily impractical
knight Don Quixote: I really like it.
Sean Murray directs and stars in
a moving and worthy take on the
fanciful story of novelist Miguel de
Cervantes and his windmill-battling
alter ego. Quixote may lose that
skirmish, but in just about every
way this show's a winner. (Hebert)
Performances through Aug. 26 at
Cygnet Theatre. 4040 Twiggs St., Old
Town. (619) 337-1525, cygnettheatre.
com. $34459.
"miXtape": This sprawling musical
revue, written by Lamb's regulars Jon
Lorenz and Colleen Kollar Smith, pinballs
so dizzyingly through the popculture
milestones of the 1980s that
its theme song could be X's "Breathless."
Yet the show hangs together
admirably for the most part, thanks
to versatile performers, turn-on-adime
staging and the writers' savvy
concept, which uses the iconic idea
of an old-school cassette mix-tape
as a pretext for flashdancing through
nearly every '80s phenom imaginable.
(Hebert) Performances through
Sept. 2 at Horton Grand Theatre. 444
Fourth Ave., Marina. (619) 437-6000.
lambsplayers.org. $25-$62.
2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "Richard III": Ah, Richard,
that wheedler without equal: He
makes the ladies swoon (or at least
look a little sick) and makes the men
drop dead. Jay Whittaker plays the
savage king with masterful guile in
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CHARGERS PRE-SEASON
HOME GAMES:
8/9: vs. Green Bay Packers
8/18: vs. Dallas Cowboys

pacifics A N d I E G O . com

8/1-31: Shakespeare
Festival
HENR Y DIRO C C O

Location: The Old Globe,
Balboa Park
Admission: $20-85
Info: theoldglobe.org
See Shakespeare’s plays “As
You Like It,” “Richard III”
and “Inherit the Wind” at
the Old Globe, where the on-stage action pauses as lowflying planes thunder overhead.

PADRES HOME GAMES:
8/3-5: vs. New York Mets
8/6-8: vs. Chicago Cubs
8/17-19: vs. San Francisco Giants
8/20-22: vs. Pittsburgh Pirates
8/27-29: vs. Atlanta Braves

8/5: LifeGuard Games Competition

Location: National City Municipal Pool, National City
Admission: Free
Info: sdarc.org
Watch more than 100 lifeguards compete in a series of
events to promote the importance of water safety.
8/7-12: “La Cage Aux
Folles”

PAUL KOLNIK

Location: Civic Theatre,
Downtown
Admission: $25-100
Info: broadwaysd.com
Feather boas fly in this tuneful
and touching tale of a family’s
struggle to stay together as a
nightclub owner’s son tries to hide the fact that his
father is gay from his fiancée’s conservative parents.
8/11: Cardiff Dog Days of Summer

Location: Aberdeen Dr. and Newcastle Ave.,
Cardiff-by-the-Sea
Admission: Free
Info: cardiffdogdaysofsummer.com
Bring your pup to this seventh annual doggy festival
featuring a pooch agility course, K9 contests and more
dog-related vendors than you can raise a leg at.
8/11-12: Fiesta Del Sol San Diego

O N E

Andy Hayt

Location: Cesar Chavez Park, Barrio Logan
Admission: Free
Info: fiestadelsolsandiego.org
Celebrate the rich history and diversity of San Diego’s
various cultures at this family-friendly (skip it if you
hate strollers) two-day festival, expected to draw a
crowd of 75,000 with DJs and live musical acts on
multiple stages, plus tons of food and vendor booths.

Padres second baseman Alexi
Amarista MAKES ANOTHER BIG PLAY

H U N D R E D

T E N

/

A U G U S T

2 0 1 2

ENTERTAINMENT

Embarcadero Marina Park

L i ve l y A r t s
Charlene Baldridge
This month San Diego Symphony’s Summer Pops features
Broadway Rocks (August 3-4),
Burt Bacharach (August 5), Neil
Sedaka (August 10-11), Pops
Goes Classical (August 12),
Wilson Phillips (August 17-18),
Pirates of the Caribbean (August 19), a tribute to Michael
Jackson (August 23), a tribute to
the Eagles (August 24-25), and
the 1812 Tchaikovsky Spectacular (August 31-September 1).
All concerts at 7:30 p.m., Embarcadero Marina Park South (S.
Harbor Drive and Park Blvd.),
$18-$76 depending on location
(ever ything from champagne
cabaret to blankets and beach
chairs, certain restrictions apply,
see web site for tickets and parking suggestions), www.sandiegosymphony.org or call (619)
235-0804.
Civic Theatre
Broadway/San Diego
presents George Hamilton and
Christopher Sieber in “La Cage
Aux Folles,” a beloved musical
set in Saint-Tropez, that concerns nightclub owner Georges,
his partner Albin, aka ZaZa,
and Albin’s son, who brings his
fiancée’s conser vative parents
home to meet the glitzy guys.
For mature audiences.
August 7-12, $24-$104, San
Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third
Avenue, Downtown San Diego,
ticketmaster.com or
(619) 570-1100.
The Old Globe
The Old Globe Shakespeare
Festival (“Richard III,” “As You
Like It” and “Inherit the Wind”),
continuing in rotating repertor y
through September 30 in the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. Continuing in the White
Theatre is Yazmina Reza’s comedy sensation,

“God of Carnage,” which
plays through September 2.
All Davies curtains are at 8
p.m. Tuesdays-Sundays; Curtains
in the White at 7 p.m. TuesdaysWednesdays, 8 p.m. ThursdaysSaturdays, 7 p.m. Sundays, 2 p.m.
Saturdays-Sundays.
Old Globe, Conrad Prebys Theatre Center, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park, $29-$95, www.theoldglobe.org or (619) 23-GLOBE.

2 p.m. Saturdays and selected
Sundays, Lyceum Stage, San
Diego Repertory Theatre, 79
Horton Plaza, San Diego, $32-$57
(students $18), www.sdrep.org or
(619) 544-1000.

San Diego Repertor y Theatre
Continuing through August 12,
San Diego School of Creative and
Performing Arts and San Diego
Repertory Theatre present Luis
Valdez’s groundbreaking musical, “Zoot Suit,” a muscular mix of
historical fact and agitprop fiction,
directed by Kirsten Brandt with
choreography by Javier Velasco.
7 p.m. Tuesdays-Wednesdays,
8 p.m. Thursdays-Saturdays,

Charlene Baldridge moved
to San Diego from the Chicago
area in 1962. She’s been writing
about the arts since 1979, and
has had her features, critiques,
surveys and interviews included
in various publications ever since.
Her book San Diego, Jewel of
the California Coast (Northland
Publishing) is currently available
in bookstores. She can be reached
at charb81@gmail.com.v

Copley Symphony Hall
Independently produced,
Norah Jones sings at 7:30 p.m.,
August 8, 750 B Street, San Diego, $64-$75, ticketmaster.com

Raul Cardona as El Pachuco in San Diego REPertory’s ZootSuit. (Photo by Daren Scott)
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Reader’s Choice 2012

By Charlene Baldridge | Downtown News
Embarcadero Marina Park
This month San Diego Symphony’s Summer
Pops features Broadway Rocks (August 3-4),
Burt Bacharach (August 5), Neil Sedaka
(August 10-11), Pops Goes Classical (August
12), Wilson Phillips (August 17-18), Pirates of
the Caribbean (August 19), a tribute to Michael
Jackson (August 23), a tribute to the Eagles
(August 24-25), and the 1812 Tchaikovsky
Spectacular (August 31-September 1).
All concerts at 7:30 p.m., Embarcadero Marina
Park South (S. Harbor Drive and Park Blvd.),
$18-$76 depending on location (everything
from champagne cabaret to blankets and beach
chairs, certain restrictions apply, see web site
for tickets and parking suggestions),
www.sandiegosymphony.org or call (619) 235-0804.

View the current digital edition
of San Diego Downtown News

Charlene Baldridge

Civic Theatre
Broadway/San Diego presents George Hamilton and Christopher Sieber in “La Cage Aux
Folles,” a beloved musical set in Saint-Tropez, that concerns nightclub owner Georges,
his partner Albin, aka ZaZa, and Albin’s son, who brings his fiancée’s conservative
parents home to meet the glitzy guys. For mature audiences.
August 7-12, $24-$104, San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third Avenue, Downtown San
Diego, ticketmaster.com or (619) 570-1100.
The Old Globe
The Old Globe Shakespeare Festival (“Richard III,” “As You Like It” and “Inherit the
Wind”), continuing in rotating repertory through September 30 in the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. Continuing in the White Theatre is Yazmina Reza’s comedy
sensation,
“God of Carnage,” which plays through September 2.
All Davies curtains are at 8 p.m. Tuesdays-Sundays; Curtains in the White at 7 p.m.
Tuesdays-Wednesdays, 8 p.m. Thursdays-Saturdays, 7 p.m. Sundays, 2 p.m. SaturdaysSundays.
Old Globe, Conrad Prebys Theatre Center, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, $29-$95,
www.theoldglobe.orgor (619) 23-GLOBE.
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Through September 30
What 2012 Shakespeare

Festival
Where:The Old Globe in
the Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre
1363OldGlobeWay,Balboa
Park
How: 619-23-GL0BE
theoldglobe.org
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Becharmed
byThe Nightingale's
poeticpopsensibility
in theclassic
storyaboutwhatis beyondtheChinese
emperor's
reach.Summer Pops is
SanDiegoSymphony's
outdoorsummer
concertseries.
AndtheShakespeare
Festival continues
to drawyouinto
TheOldGlobewithAs YouLike It,
RichardIII, andInheritthe Wind
onstage.
Thehouselightsaredimming..
. findyourseats.
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CALENDAR
8/1-31: SHAKESPEARE
FESTIVAL
Location: The Old Globe,
Balboa Park
Admission: $20-85
Info: theoldglobe.org
See Shakespeare's plays "As
You Like It," "Richard III"
and "Inherit the Wind" at
the Old Globe, where the on-stage action pauses as lowflying
planes thunder overhead.

The above material first appeared in the Pacific Magazine on the above date.
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THE
The Old Globe: Allegiance A New
American Musical Tickets on sale
August 10 September 7 October
21 An epic story of family, love and
patriotism set during the Japanese
American internment of World War
ll. Starring television and film star
George Takei, Tony Award-winner
Lea Salonga and Broadway star Telly
Leung, ALLEGIANCE takes audiences
on a journey into our nation's history
through the eyes of one American
family. Tickets start at $39 For more
information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit
www.TheOldGlobe.org.

LIST

The Old Globe: God of Carnage July
27 - September 2 The Tony Award-winning
comedy sensation about parents
behaving badly! Alan and Annette
meet with Michael and Veronica over
their sons' playground squabble,
and what starts as a civil discussion
between concerned parents
quickly morphs into a laugh-out-loud
evening of chaos that The New Yorker
called, "Ninety minutes of sustained
mayhem." Up close and personal in
the intimate Sheryl and Harvey White
Theatre where every seat is ringside
for this very funny comedy of bad
manners. Contains strong language.
Tickets start at $29 For more information
or to purchase tickets, please
call (619) 234-5623 or visit www.
The0ldGlobe.org

www.TheOldGlobe.org.
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival As You Like It Now playing
in repertory through September
30 One of Shakespeare's most beloved
comedies about flirtation, friendship
and mistaken identity, AS YOU LIKE IT
is a lighthearted look at the fickle and
passionate nature of love. Will wit and
merriment overcome jealousy and
deception? How will true love ever find
its way, lost in the delightful madness
of the forest? Tickets start at $29
For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623 or
visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Inherit the Wind
Now playing in repertory through
September 25 One of the great
American dramas of the 20th century,
INHERITTHE WIND is as rousing and
relevant today as it was in 1955. Two
great lawyers face off in a small-town
courtroom with the eyes of an entire
nation upon them. The accused?
A high school teacher. His crime?
Teaching evolution. Loosely based
on the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial,
INHERITTHE WIND is an edge-of-yourseat
legal drama and a riveting look at
the age-old conflict between science
and faith. For more information or to
purchase tickets, please call (619)
234-5623 or visit www.TheOldGlobe.
org Tickets start at $29
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival Richard III Now playing
in repertory through September
29 RICHARD III is one of the most
diabolical and outrageous villains in
all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and power-hungry
lord embarks on a bloody campaign
to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession, seduction,
betrayal and a man who would be
king. Tickets start at $29 For more
information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.
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Orange County/San Diego/Inland Empire

or Safari Park membership. (760) 747-8702.
sdzsafaripark.org
SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
AN ILIAD
A storyteller emerges from the back of the
theatre to re-tell “The Iliad,” one of the oldest
stories in Western civilization. The elements
are familiar — the 10-year siege of Troy, the
Greeks and Trojans locked in a brutal combat,
the heroic and final battle between Achilles and
Hector. But this storyteller points to something
more in the epic text. La Jolla Playhouse, UCSD
Campus, Mandell Weiss Theatre., 2910 La Jolla
Village Dr., La Jolla. Through Sept. 9. $26-plus.
(858) 550-1010. lajollaplayhouse.org.
SAWDUST ART FESTIVAL
Experience the creative wonders of nearly
200 Laguna Beach artists in an enchanting
outdoor canyon paradise adorned with
waterfalls, eucalyptus trees and the best
hand-crafted art in California. Sawdust Art
Festival, 935 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna
Beach. Through Sept. 2. $6-$8. (949) 4943030. sawdustartfestival.org.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

WRINKLES: A NEW OLD MUSICAL

Greg Evans, the creator of the comic strip “Luann,” wrote this clever and
poignant look at the challenges and joys of the Golden Years. In this laugh-outloud musical, three senior couples share one extraordinary day together. It’s a
must-see show for anyone who’s lucky enough to have wrinkles - or hopes to.
Welk Resorts Theatre, 8860 Lawrence Welk Dr., Escondido. Dates vary through
Aug. 26. $38-$63. (888) 802-7469. welktheatre.com.

ENTERTAINMENT
FRIDAY, AUGUST 10
LA CAGE AUX FOLLES
The musical tale of Georges (George Hamilton),
the owner of a glitzy nightclub in lovely SaintTropez, and his partner Albin (Christopher
Sieber), who moonlights as the glamorous
chanteuse Zaza. When Georges’s son brings his
fiancée’s conservative parents home to meet
the flashy pair, the bonds of family are put
to the test as the feather boas fly. San Diego
Civic Theatre, Third and B St., 1100 Third Ave.,
downtown San Diego. Through Aug. 12. Prices
vary. (619) 570-1100. broadwaysd.com.
PAGEANT OF THE MASTERS:
GENIUS
Legendary composers will be feted in series of
artworks dedicated to the “Maestros of Music”
and scientific innovation will be highlighted
in “The Stars of Astronomy.” Pageant
traditionalists will welcome the return of the
Renaissance master, Leonardo da Vinci, whose
“The Last Supper” has been the Pageant finale,
with rare exceptions, since 1936. The Festival
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of Arts and Pageant of the Masters, Irvine Bowl,
650 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach.
Through Aug. 31. $15-$90. (800) 487-3378.
(949) 497-6852. foapom.com.
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Set in 1905, in a small Jewish village in Russia,
this musical tells the story of dairyman Tevye
and his attempts to preserve his family’s
traditions in a changing world. Filled with a
rousing, heart-warming score that includes
“Tradition,” “Matchmaker, Matchmaker,” “If
I Were a Rich Man” and “Sunrise, Sunset.”
Moonlight Amphitheatre, 1200 Vale Terrace Dr.,
Vista. Also Aug. 11. $29-$40. (760) 724-2110.
moonlightstage.com.
SUMMER SAFARI
Encounter extraordinary wildlife, like a
cheetah reaching full-sprint speed just seven
feet away from spectators and acrobats who
will stun their audience with astonishing feats
using poles, ladders, hula-hoops and more!
Swoop in to see the bird show to get a bird’seye view of a hunting demonstration with a
Lanner falcon. San Diego Zoo Safari Park,
15500 San Pasqual Valley Road, Escondido.
Through Aug.19. Free with admission ($42)

AUGUST 2012
organist. An invited Festival Chorus of Southern
California singers from community, school,
universities, churches and temple choirs join
the voices of Pacific Chorale. Segerstrom Center
for the Arts, Renée and Henry Segerstrom
Concert Hall, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa.
Free. (714) 556-2787. scfta.org
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15
GOD OF CARNAGE
Two sets of parents gather in an upscale
Brooklyn home to discuss a playground
altercation between their sons. At first civility is
upheld, but as the conversation goes off track
and the rum bottle opens, decorum flies out the
window and leads to a hilarious afternoon of
name-calling, tantrums and tears. The Old
Globe Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Sheryl and
Harvey White Theatre, Balboa Park, San Diego.
Through Sept.2. $29-plus. (619) 234-5623.
theoldglobe.org.
GREEN FLASH CONCERT SERIES
The Dunwells and The Heartless Bastards
performs. Live music with panoramic ocean
views on the aquarium’s stunning outdoor
tide-pool plaza. Keep an eye out for a real
“green flash,” a rare optical phenomenon
caused by refraction of light as the sun sets on
the horizon. Birch Aquarium at Scripps, 2300
Expedition Way, La Jolla. $32. (858) 534-3474.
aquarium.ucsd.edu.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 17

2012 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
Robert Foxworth appears as Lord Hastings
in “Richard III” and as Henry Drummond in
“Inherit the Wind” in the Old Globe’s annual
Shakespeare Festival. “Richard III” runs through
Sept. 24. Other performances: “As You Like
It” (through Sept. 30) and “Inherit the Wind”
(through Sept. 25). The three productions are
performed in nightly rotation. The Old Globe,
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre (outdoors),
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, San Diego.
Through Sept. 29. $29-plus. (619) 234-5623.
theoldglobe.org.

WILSON PHILLIPS – HOLD ON
San Diego Symphony Summer Pops Concert.
Embarcadero Marina Park, behind Convention
Center, San Diego. Also Aug. 18. $18-$76. (619)
235-0804. sandiegosymphony.com.
WINE TASTING: TEMPRANILLO
Tempranillo plays a major role in Spanish
wines from Rioja, Ribera del Duero and Toro,
but the grape can be found in some tasty
wines from Portugal and California as well.
Bacchus Wine Bar and Market, 647 G St., San
Diego. Also Aug. 18. $20. (619) 236-0005.
bacchuswinemarket.com.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 18

SUNDAY, AUGUST 12
THE MUSIC MAN
The traveling Professor Harold Hill makes a
living out of selling band equipment and moving
on. Will River City, Iowa and the local librarian
buy into the scheme, or will Professor Hill find
trouble of his own? Patio Playhouse Community
Theater, 201 East Grand Ave. Suite 1D,
Escondido. Fri.-Sun. through Aug.25. $16-$19.
(760) 746-6669. patioplayhouse.com.
PACIFIC CHORALE’S CHORAL
FESTIVAL
John Alexander, conductor, Jung-A Lee,

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
The legendary balladeer has wooed generations
of fans with hits like “Release Me (And Let
Me Love Again),” “After the Lovin’,” “Help Me
Make It Through the Night” and “There Goes My
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The Old Globe: Allegiance A New
American Musical Tickets on sale
August 10 September 7 October
21 An epic story of family, love and
patriotism set during the Japanese
American internment of World War ll.
Starring television and film star George
Takei.Tony Award-winner Lea Salonga
and Broadway star Telly Leung, ALLEGIANCE
takes audiences on a journey
into our nation's history through the
eyes of one American family. Tickets
start at $39 For more information or to
purchase tickets, please call (619) 2345623
or visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.

The Old Globe: God of Carnage July
27 - September 2 The Tony Award-winning
comedy sensation about parents
behaving badly! Alan and Annette meet
with Michael and Veronica over their
sons' playground squabble, and what
starts as a civil discussion between
concerned parents quickly morphs
into a laugh-out-loud evening of chaos
that The New Yorker called, "Ninety
minutes of sustained mayhem." Up
close and personal in the intimate
Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre
where every seat is ringside for this
very funny comedy of bad manners.
Contains strong language. Tickets
start at $29 For more information or to
purchase tickets, please call (619) 2345623
or visit www.TheOldGlobe.org
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Inherit the Wind
Now playing in repertory through
September 25 One of the great
American dramas of the 20th century,
INHERITTHE WIND is as rousing and
relevant today as it was in 1955. Two
great lawyers face off in a small-town
courtroom with the eyes of an entire
nation upon them. The accused? A
high school teacher. His crime? Teaching
evolution. Loosely based on the
real-life Scopes Monkey Trial, INHERIT
THE WIND is an edge-of-your-seat legal
drama and a riveting look at the ageold
conflict between science and faith.
For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623
or visit www.TheOldGlobe.org Tickets
start at $29

2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "As You Like It": Adrian
Noble's memorable staging of the
Shakespeare comedy reveals its
charms gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly
crafted scenes. As love-struck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes
with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's elemental
scenic design provides a fitting
setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination and the
power of sweet belief. (James Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619)234-5623, theoldglobe.
org. $29 and up.

2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "Richard IN": Ah, Richard,
that wheedler without equal: He
makes the ladies swoon (or at least
look a little sick) and makes the men
drop dead. Jay Whittaker plays the
savage king with masterful guile in
the Globe's Shakespeare Festival
staging. The rest of the production
(while boasting a strong cast) has its
lulls and at times can feel at war with
itself. But the way Whittaker captures
the audacity of this villain for all time
makes bearing the bumps worthwhile.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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LiyelY Arts
CharleneBaldridge

The Old Globe
The Old Globe Shakespeare
Festival ("Richard III," "As You
Like It" and "Inherit the Wind"),
continuing in rotating repertory
through September 30 in the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. Continuing in the White
Theatre is Yazmina Reza's comedy
sensation,
"God of Carnage," which
plays through September 2.
All Davies curtains are at 8
p.m. Tuesdays-Sundays; Curtains
in the White at 7 p.m. TuesdaysWednesdays,
8 p.m. ThursdaysSaturdays,
7 p.m. Sundays, 2 p.m.
Saturdays-Sundays.
Old Globe, Conrad Prebys Theatre
Center, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park, $29-$95, www.theoldglobe.org
or (619) 23-GLOBE.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Downtown News on the above date.
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FRIDAY - AUGUST 3

Summer Shakespeare
Festival:
Inherit the Wind through
September 25, 8-10 p.m., Old
Globe's Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way
Balboa Park. Prices vary, visit
theoldglobe.org.
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ARTS
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Performances through
Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre. 1363 Old Globe Way. Balboa
Park. (619)234-5623 theoldglobe.org.
Tickets start at $29.
2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "Richard III": Ah, Richard,
that wheedler without equal: He
makes the ladies swoon (or at least
look a little sick) and makes the men
drop dead. Jay Whittaker plays the
savage king with masterful guile in
the Globe's Shakespeare Festival
staging. The rest of the production
(while boasting a strong cast) has its
lulls and, at times, can feel at war with
itself. But the way Whittaker captures
the audacity of this villain for all time
makes bearing the bumps worthwhile.
(Hebert) Performances through
Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
Tickets start at $29.
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EVENT CALENDAR

The Old Globe
"Inherit the Wind," through Sept. 25
"Richard III," through Sept. 29
'As You Like It," through Sept. 30
'Allegiance- A New American Musical," Sept. 7 - Oct. 21
oldglobc.org
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Through September 30
What 2012 Shakespeare

Festival
Where:The Old Globe in

the Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre
1363OldGlobeWay,BalboaPark
How: 619-23-GL0BE
theoldglobe.org
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Festivals
OLD

GLOBE

SHAKESPEARE

29. The Old Globe presents
performed

in nightly

FESTIVAL

Through

Sept

As You Like It and Richard III,

repertory

on the outdoor

Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, 619.234.5623.

stage.

1363

Map Q17
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Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, and Joe get to watch their own funeral.
Shakespeare lets Juliet and Rosalind do what others would love to do as well: give a potential mate an
advanced seminar on loving truly.
The exact opposite of speed-dating.
As soon as she has Romeo alone, in the balcony scene, Juliet becomes a literary critic and guns down his
gushing, love poet BS.
Romeo. "Lady, by yonder blessed moon I vow/That tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops--"
Juliet. "O swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon/That monthly changes in her circled orb....Do not
swear at all/Or, if thou wilt, swear by they gracious self..."
Later - her own words matching her admonitions - Juliet tells him to be "frank" and speak from the heart,
not the pages of a chapbook.
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In As You Like It (in a shimmering production at the Old Globe), Orlando lacks education and
"gentlemanlike qualities." When he falls for Rosalind - in less than a jiff - he hasn't a clue about wooing.
So, like Romeo, he does it by the book and pegs a poem to her on every tree in Arden Forest.
Rosalind has Tom and Huck's invisibility. She disguises herself as man play-acting Rosalind, and gives
Orlando the what-for in detail. As when he was almost late:
Rosalind. "Break an hour's promise in love? He that will divide a minute into a thousand parts and break
but a part of the thousandth part of a minute in the affairs of love, it may be said of him that Cupid hath
clapped him on the shoulder" (i.e. missed the heart).
Rosalind adds, for good measure, "Nay, an you be so tardy, come no more in my sight. I had as lief be
wooed of a snail."
They have a practice-wooing. What should Orlando say first?
Orlando. "I would kiss before I spoke."
Ah, dude. Not happening.
Rosalind. "Nay, you were better to speak first, and when you were graveled [stuck, embarrassed] for lack
of matter, you might take occasion to kiss."
Orlando's a slow study (which makes the scene all the more magical). If he can't be with Rosalind, he
swears he will die.
Here she comes!
Rosalind. "No faith, die by attorney [by proxy]. This poor world is almost six thousand years old, and in all
this time there was not any man died in his own person, videlicet [that is to say], in a love cause."
Rosalind's friend Celia also gets educated. She distrusts openness and natural assertion. Because Rosalind
talked so forthrightly, she must not be in love. She "misused our sex."
Rosalind, holding a royal flush in hearts: "No, let [Cupid] be judge how deep I am in love. I'll tell thee, I
cannot be out of the sight of Orlando. I'll go find a shadow and sigh till he come."
Class dismissed.
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Final performances of 'As You Like It' this weekend!
THE OLD GLOBE

SEPTEMBER 27, 2012

BY: E.H. REITER

Dana Green as Rosalind.
Credits: Photo by Henry DiRocco

The Shakespeare Festival (http://www.examiner.com/topic

RELATED TOPICS
The Old Globe

shakespeare festival

(http://www.examiner.com (http://www.examiner.com
/topic/the-old-

/topic/shakespeare-festival

globe/articles)

/articles)

/shakespeare-festival/articles) at the Old Globe
(http://www.examiner.com/topic/the-old-globe/articles) Theatre is

drawing to an end; catch the last performances for “As You
Like It (http://www.examiner.com/topic/as-you-like-it) ” before it
is gone for good!

As You Like It
(http://www.examiner.com

Shakespeare’s comedy “As You Like It” is full of flirting,

/topic/as-you-like-it)

false identities, friendship and tom foolery as we follow the
story of Rosalind as she flees her Uncle’s tyranny, taking
her cousin Celia and the court Jester with her. Together

these three find safety and love in the Forest of Arden. But can merriment, witty repartee and love, overcome
falsehoods, jealousy and the madness of the forest?
Final performances of “As You Like It” are performed September 28th and September 30th at 8pm at the Lowell
Davies Festival Stage. This show runs two hours and fifty minutes with one fifteen minute intermission.
For ticket information please go to www.theoldglobe.org (http://www.theoldglobe.org) or call 619-234-5623
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Enjoy this read from San Diego Theater Examiner? Hit subscribe at the
top of the page for regular updates! Interested in having your San Diego
theater performance, venue, event or other local activity in the San
Diego Theater guide? Send details to ErinMarie
atsdtheater.examiner@gmail.com
(mailto:atsdtheater.examiner@gmail.com) or follow me onTwitter

@SDTheaternews and Facebook

Video: 'As you Like It' at The Old
Globe Shakespeare Festival
(http://www.examiner.com/video/as-youlike-it-at-the-old-globe-shakespearefestival)

E.H. Reiter, San Diego Theater Examiner
E.H. Reiter is a dedicated theater attendee, theatre performer and worker, a dedicated talker,
and has a lifelong passion for theater. She loves to tell everyone about the world class and
varied theater offerings San Diego has year round! Send feedback or questions to
sdtheater.examiner@gmail.com.
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The Old Globe is all set for the 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory in the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. Check out production photos from AS YOU LIKE IT, which runs through
September 30, below!
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The repertory company also features Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Aidan Hayek, Old Globe Associate
Artist Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz and Lou Francine
Rasse, as well as The Old Globe/University of San Diego Graduate Theatre Program candidates Matthew
Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt
Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto,
Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The creative team includes Old Globe Associate Artist Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy
(Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original
Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Old Globe Associate Artist Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan
McMahan (Music Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret
Torbeck (Stage Manager).
The 2012 Shakespeare Festival runs through Sept. 30. Tickets are available by subscription and prices
range from $66 to $246. Single tickets are also available starting at $29. Subscription packages and
single tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by
visiting the Box Office.
Photo Credit: Henry DiRocco.
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival, performed in repertory in the outdoor Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, is underway. Its production of AS YOU LIKE IT, directed by Adrian Noble, is playing through
September 30. Check out performance highlights in the video below!
In As You Like It, Rosalind escapes into the forest and adopts the persona of a man to get close to her
beloved Orlando. But when he falls for another woman, she must untangle the web of deceptions she has
woven to win her true love.
The repertory company also features Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Aidan Hayek, Old Globe Associate
Artist Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz and Lou Francine
Rasse, as well as The Old Globe/University of San Diego Graduate Theatre Program candidates Matthew
Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt
Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto,
Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The creative team includes Old Globe Associate Artist Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy
(Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original
Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Old Globe Associate Artist Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan
McMahan (Music Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret
Torbeck (Stage Manager).
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The 2012 Shakespeare Festival runs through Sept. 30. Tickets are available by subscription and prices
range from $66 to $246. Single tickets are also available starting at $29. Subscription packages and
single tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by
visiting the Box Office.
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Dana Green & Dan Amboyer as Rosalind & Orlando. Photo
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Vivia Font as Celia, Jay Whittaker as Oliver and Dana Green as Rosalind

Jacques C. Smith as Jacques (center)
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Dana Green (center) and cast
As You Like It – The Old Globe
June 10 – Sept. 30, 2012
CREATIVE TEAM: Adrian Noble (Director; 2012 Shakespeare Festival Artistic Director), Ralph
Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy (Costume Design), Alan Burrett (LightingDesign), Lindsay
Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original Music), Elan McMahan (Music Direction), Steve Rankin
(Fight Director), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret
Torbeck (Stage Manager).
CAST: Dan Amboyer (Orlando), Happy Anderson (Duke Frederick; William), Matthew Bellows
(Charles; Lord), Adam Daveline (Amiens; Sir Oliver Martext), Jeremy Fisher (Dennis), Vivia Font
(Celia), Dana Green (Rosalind), Charles Janasz (Adam; Hymen), Jesse Jensen (Exiled Lord), Joseph
Marcell (Touchstone), Danielle O’Farrell (Audrey), Allison Spratt Pearce (Phoebe), Bob Pescovitz
(Duke Senior), Christopher Salazar (Silvius; Lord), Jacques C. Smith (Jaques), Adrian Sparks (Corin),
Jonathan Spivey (Le Beau), Jay Whittaker (Oliver) and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Jaques de Boys;
Exiled Lord) with Rachael Jenison, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Whitney Wakimoto and Bree
Welch (Forest Dwellers).
For tickets and information go to www.theoldglobe.org.
Photo credit: Henry DiRocco
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Globe takes on Shakespeare comedy set in one romantic forest
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Vivia Font as Celia, Jay Whittaker as Oliver and Dana Green as Rosalind (left to right) in the Old Globe's Shakespeare
Festival production of "As You Like It." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James
Hebert

Before there was Facebook, aspiring social networkers carved their status
updates into the trees of the Forest of Arden. Or at least one of them gave
that a try: Orlando, the lovelorn hero of Shakespeare’s “As You Like It,”
who’s desperate to connect with the fair Rosalind.

11:45 a.m., June 26, 2012

Twitter: @jimhebert
Facebook: UTTheater

Play review: Heartfelt
'Harmony'

What he doesn’t know (but would
have if only he'd read even a little
Shakespeare) was that Rosalind
has been there the whole time —
only dressed as a man. (And
mistaken identities ensue. Who
knew?)
Globe Shakespeare Festival artistic
director Adrian Noble, who has
previously directed the likes of
Alan Rickman and Juliet Stevenson
in the play at England’s Royal

“As You Like It”
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
In previews. Opens Friday.
Performances at 8 p.m. (runs in rotation
with “Richard III” and “Inherit the Wind”;
check with theater for specific dates).
Through Sept. 30. Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. About $15-85. (619) 234-5623 or
theoldglobe.org
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SHAKESPEARE REIMAGINED
Shakespeare re-imagined
Review: Public's 'As You
Like It' a confident hit

Shakespeare Festival production

Shakespeare Company, has lined up another strong cast for this one,
including fest returnee Dana Green as Rosalind, Dan Amboyer as Orlando
and the very busy Jay Whittaker (who's also playing the title role in the
Globe's "Richard III") as Oliver.
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A radiant Rosalind warms
a chilly 'As You Like It'
Art and 'Carnage': Globe
lifts curtain on lineup
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And there’s no better place to send people scurrying through a forest than
on an outdoor stage, where the Bard’s characters will be spinning
confusion into comedy all summer long.
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Video Preview of As You Like It at The Old Globe
25 JUN 2012 Leave a Comment
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AS YOU LIKE IT
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Adrian Noble
June 10 – September 30, 2012
Tickets: www.theoldglobe.org
ADVERTISEMENT
Blog at WordPress.com. • Theme: Koi by N.Design.
Follow
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Wednesday, july 25
As YouLikeIt
One of Shakespeare's most beloved
comedies about flirtation, friendship
and mistaken identity, As YouLike It
is a lighthearted look at the fickle and
passionate nature of love. Will wit
and merriment overcome jealousy
and deception? How will true love
ever find its way, lost in the delightful
madness of the forest?
The Old Globe Theatre, Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, 1363 Old
Globe Way in Balboa Park, 8p.m.,
ticketsfrom $29, 619-234-5623,
theoldglobe.org ?
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Dana Green and Dan Amboyer in As You Like It
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tuesday, july 24
Memphis
From the underground dance clubs of 1950s
Memphis, Tenn., comes a hot new Broadway
musical that bursts off the stage with explosive
dancing, irresistible songs and a thrilling tale of
fame and forbidden love. Inspired by actual
events, Memphis is about a white radio DJ who
wants to change the world and a black club
singer who is ready for her big break.
San Diego Civic Theatre, 1098 Third Ave. in San Diego, 7 p.m., tickets from $20, 619-570-1100,
sandiegotheatres.org
wednesday, july 25
As You Like It
One of Shakespeare’s most beloved comedies about flirtation,
friendship and mistaken identity, As You Like It is a lighthearted
look at the fickle and passionate nature of love. Will wit and
merriment overcome jealousy and deception? How will true
love ever find its way, lost in the delightful madness of the
forest?
The Old Globe Theatre, Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way in Balboa Park, 8 p.m., tickets from $29,
619-234-5623, theoldglobe.org
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Adrian Sparks (left) as Corin and Joseph Marcell as Touchstone in The Old Globe's production
of William Shakespeare's As You Like It, June 10 - Sept. 30,2012. photoby henrydirocco.
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"As You Like It"
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
Runs in nightly rotation with "Richard III" and
"Inherit the Wind"; all performances at 8 p.m.
(check with theater for specific dates). Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
About $15-$85. (619) 234-5623 or theoldglobe.org
A boxing ring pops up early on in director Adrian
Noble's staging of "As You Like It," the tart Shakespeare
comedy of romance and mistaken identity
in the Forest of Arden. It's a clever set piece for
this otherwise minimalist take on the play, which is
transplanted to the 1930s and features winning performances
by Dana Green, Dan Amboyer and plenty
of others. It all makes for well-earned laughs as the
Globe's fest heads into the home stretch.
JAMES HEBERT • u-t
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing
a spectacular Rosalind, one of
Shakespeare's smartest women,
and the Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer. Banished gentry flee to
a wintry Forest of Arden (Deidre
Clancy's costumes sport a modern
dress, Nordic look), where they
re-balance themselves and, in the
case of swoony Orlando, learn to
fall in love. The ensemble work
is tops, as are individual efforts
by Jacques C. Smith as the melancholy
Jacques, Dan Amboyer
as Orlando, Vivia Font as Ceilia,
and, of course, Green's conjuring
Rosalind [runs in repertory with
Inherit the Wind and Richard III].
Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD
GLOBE WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-2345623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS,
8PM SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS,
8PM TUESDAYS, 8PM WEDNESDAYS,
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30.
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THEATER g"As
YouLike It" (Critic's Choice)- The
OldGlobe2012Shakespeare
Festivalpresents
WilliamShakespeare's
comedyabout
mismatched
love,cross-dressing
andforest
intrigue;runsin repertorywith "Inherit
the Wind"and"RichardIII"; 8 p.m.
Aug.2,5,10,14,18,22,28,30;
Sept.2,6,
8,13,22and28;also7 p.m.Sept.12,18,
26and30;LowellDaviesFestivalTheatre,
TheOldGlobecomplex,BalboaPark,San
Diego;$29andup;theoldglobe.org
or 619234-5623.
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Value:
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Critic'sChoice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
lovestruck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms gradually,
cultivating affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes. As lovestruck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes with
her wittily gratuitous masculine poses.
And Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. Through Sept. 30. (619)
234-5623, theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
Theater
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
love-struck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Performances through Sept.
30 at Lowell Davies Festival Theatre.
1363 Old Globe Way.Balboa Park. (619)
234-5623. theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
smartest women, and the
Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Banished
gentry flee to a wintry
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
costumes
sport a modern
dress,
Nordic look), where they re-balance
themselves
and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
are individual efforts by Jacques C.
Smith, as the melancholy
Jacques,
Dan Amboyer
as Orlando,
Vivia
Font, as Ceilia, and, of course,
Green's conjuring
Rosalind [runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS,
8PM SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS,
8PM TUESDAYS, 8PM WEDNESDAYS,
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30.

Old Globe Theatre is staging our critic's pick, As You Like It, through September 30.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe
Way, Balboa Park. Through Sept. 30.
(619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org. $29
and up.
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THEATER

"As YouLike It" (Critic's Choice) The
OldGlobe2012Shakespeare
Festivalpresents
WilliamShakespeare's
comedyabout
mismatched
love,cross-dressing
andforest
intrigue;runsin repertorywith "Inherit
the Wind"and"RichardIII"; 8 p.m.
Aug.2,5,10,14,18,22,28,30;
Sept.2,6,
8,13,22and28;also7 p.m.Sept.12,18,
26and30;LowellDaviesFestivalTheatre,
TheOldGlobecomplex,BalboaPark,San
Diego;$29andup;theoldglobe.org
or 619234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
lovestruck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Theater
2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "As You Like It": Adrian
Noble's memorable staging of the
Shakespeare comedy reveals its
charms gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Performances
through Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre. 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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THEATER

"As YouLike It" (Critic's Choice)- The
OldGlobe2012Shakespeare
Festivalpresents
WilliamShakespeare's
comedyabout
mismatched
love,cross-dressing
andforest
intrigue;runsin repertorywith "Inherit
III";
the Wind"and"Richard 8 p.m.Aug.,
14,18,22,28,30;Sept.2,6,8,13,22and
28;also7 p.m.Sept.12,18,26and30; Lowell
DaviesFestivalTheatre,TheOldGlobe
complex,BalboaPark,SanDiego;$29and
up;theoldglobe.org
or 619-234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
lovestruck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
lovestruck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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ertory with Inherit the Wind and
Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363

OLD

GLOBE WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS,

8PM

FRIDAYS, 8PM SATURDAYS, 8PM
SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS, 8PM
WEDNESDAYS,

THROUGH SEPTEMBER

30.

As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing
a spectacular Rosalind, one of
Shakespeare's smartest women,
and the Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer. Banished gentry flee to
a wintry Forest of Arden (Deidre
Clancy's costumes sport a modern
dress, Nordic look), where
they rebalance themselves and,
in the case of swoony Orlando,
learn to fall in love. The ensemble
work is tops, as are individual
efforts by Jacques C. Smith, as
the melancholy
Jacques, Dan
Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia Font
as Ceilia, and, of course, Green's
conjuring Rosalind [runs in rep¬
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
smartest women, and the
Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they re-balance
themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
are individual efforts by Jacques C.
Smith, as the melancholy Jacques,
Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Font, as Ceilia, and, of course
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and Richard III}. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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THEATER
"As You Like It" (Critic's Choice) - The
Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'scomedy about
mismatched love, cross-dressingand forest
intrigue; runs in repertory with "Inherit
the Wind" and "Richard III"; 8 p.m. Aug. 18,
22, 28,30; Sept. 2, 6,8,13, 22 and 28; also
7 p.m. Sept. 12,18,26 and 30; Lowell Davies
FestivalTheatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up;
theoldglobe.org or 619-234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
love-struck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
smartest women, and the
Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they rebalance
themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
are individual efforts by Jacques C.
Smith as the melancholy Jacques,
Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Font as Ceilia, and, of course,
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
love-struck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello's
elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms gradually,
cultivating affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes. As love-struck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes with
her wittily gratuitous masculine poses.
And Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
"As You Like It" (Critic's Choice) The
Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'scomedy about
mismatched love, cross-dressingand forest
intrigue; runs in repertory with "Inherit
the Wind" and "Richard III"; 8 p.m. Aug. 28,
30; Sept. 2,6,8,13,22 and 28; also 7 p.m.
Sept. 12,18,26 and 30; Lowell DaviesFestival
Theatre, The Old Globe complex, Balboa
Park, San Diego;$29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234-5623.
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Continuing

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival As You Like It Now playing
in repertory through September
30 One of Shakespeare's most beloved
comedies about flirtation, friendship
and mistaken identity, AS YOU LIKE IT
is a lighthearted look at the fickle and
passionate nature of love. Will wit and
merriment overcome jealousy and
deception? How will true love ever find
its way, lost in the delightful madness
of the forest? Tickets start at $29
For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623 or
visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.
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THEATER
"As You Like It" (Critic's Choice) - The
Old Globe2012ShakespeareFestivalpresents
William Shakespeare's
comedyabout
mismatchedlove,cross-dressingand forest
intrigue; runs in repertory with "Inherit the
Wind" and "RichardIII"; 8 p.m.Aug.30; Sept.
2,6,8,13,22 and 28; also 7 p.m. Sept.12,18,
26 and 30; LowellDaviesFestivalTheatre,The
Old Globecomplex,BalboaPark,SanDiego;
$29 and up; theoldglobe.orgor 619-234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "As You Like It": Adrian
Noble's memorable staging of the
Shakespeare comedy reveals its
charms gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival: "As You Like It": Adrian
Noble's memorable staging of the
Shakespeare comedy reveals its
charms gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As lovestruck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic

design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like It
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
smartest women, and the
Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they rebal¬
ance themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
are individual efforts by Jacques C.
Smith, as the melancholy Jacques,
Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Font, as Ceilia, and, of course
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they re-balance
themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
As You Like It
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a are individual efforts by Jacques C.
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
Smith, as the melancholy Jacques,
smartest women, and the Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Adrian Noble-directed
production's Font, as Ceilia, and, of course
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.

THEATER
LISTINGS

OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS. THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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Continuing
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival As You Like It Now playing
in repertory through September
30 One of Shakespeare's most beloved
comedies about flirtation, friendship
and mistaken identity, AS YOU LIKE IT
is a lighthearted look at the fickle and
passionate nature of love. Will wit and
merriment overcome jealousy and
deception? How will true love ever find
its way, lost in the delightful madness
of the forest? Tickets start at $29
For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623 or
visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.
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costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they re-balance
themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
As You Like It
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
Run to it! Dana Green's doing a are individual efforts by Jacques C.
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
Smith, as the melancholy Jacques,
smartest women, and the Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Adrian Noble-directed
production's Font, as Ceilia, and, of course
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
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OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS. THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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THEATER

$;"As
You Like It" (Critic's Choice) The
Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'scomedy about
mismatched love, cross-dressingand forest
intrigue; runs in repertory with "Inherit
the Wind" and "Richard III"; 8 p.m. Sept.
6,8,13,22 and 28; also 7 p.m. Sept. 12,18,
26 and 30; Lowell DaviesFestivalTheatre,
The Old Globe complex. Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms gradually,
cultivating affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes. As lovestruck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes with
her wittily gratuitous masculine poses.
And Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice

"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms gradually,
cultivating affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes. As lovestruck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes with
her wittily gratuitous masculine poses.
And Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like

It

Run to it! Dana Green's doing
a spectacular Rosalind, one of
Shakespeare's smartest women,
and the Adrian Noble-directed
production's a wall-to-wall
charmer. Banished gentry flee to
a wintry Forest of Arden (Deidre
Clancy's costumes sport a modern
dress, Nordic look), where
they re-balance themselves and,
in the case of swoony Orlando,
learn to fall in love. The ensemble
work is tops, as are individual
efforts by Jacques C. Smith, as
the melancholy Jacques, Dan
Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia Font,
as Ceilia, and, of course Green's
conjuring Rosalind [runs in repertory
with Inherit the Wind and
Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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"As You Like It"

(Critic's Choice) — The Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare Festival presents William Shakespeare's come
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Critic's Choice 2012

Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare comedy reveals its charms gradually, cultivating affection with an alchemy of smartly crafted

flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises herself as a man, Dana Green carries many scenes with her wi

fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes the primacy of imagination and the power of sweet belief.
(James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through Sept. 30. (619)
234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Critic's Choice

"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare comedy reveals its charms gradually, cultivating affection with an alchemy of smartly crafted

flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises herself as a man, Dana Green carries many scenes with her

fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes the primacy of imagination and the power of sweet belief.

(James Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
Theater
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection
with an alchemy of smartly crafted
scenes. As love-struck Rosalind, who
flees to the Forest of Arden and disguises
herself as a man, Dana Green
carries many scenes with her wittily
gratuitous masculine poses. And
Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Performances

through Sept. 30 at Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
Tickets start at $29.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
As You Like

It

Run to it! Dana Green's doing a
spectacular Rosalind, one of Shakespeare's
smartest women, and the
Adrian Noble-directed
production's
a wall-to-wall
charmer.
Banished gentry flee to a wintry
Forest of Arden (Deidre Clancy's
costumes sport a modern dress,
Nordic look), where they re-balance
themselves and, in the case
of swoony Orlando, learn to fall in
love. The ensemble work is tops, as
are individual efforts by Jacques C.
Smith, as the melancholy Jacques,
Dan Amboyer as Orlando, Vivia
Font as Ceilia, and, of course,
Green's conjuring Rosalind [runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and Richard III]. Critic's Pick.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30.
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Theater
AS YOU LIKE IT Through Sept. 30. Shakespeare's
comedy about flirtation, friendship and mistaken identity
is a lighthearted look at the fickle nature of love.
Part of the Old Globe's Summer Shakespeare Festival.
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre at the Old Globe, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park, 619.23.GLOBE. Map Q16
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Critic's Choice
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms gradually,
cultivating affection with an alchemy of
smartly crafted scenes. As love-struck
Rosalind, who flees to the Forest of
Arden and disguises herself as a man,
Dana Green carries many scenes with
her wittily gratuitous masculine poses.
And Ralph Funicello's elemental scenic
design provides a fitting setting for a
piece that emphasizes the primacy of
imagination and the power of sweet
belief. (James Hebert) Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. Through Sept. 30. (619)
234-5623, theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice

elemental scenic design provides a
fitting setting for a piece that emphasizes
the primacy of imagination
and the power of sweet belief. (James
Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"As You Like It": Adrian Noble's
memorable staging of the Shakespeare
comedy reveals its charms
gradually, cultivating affection with an
alchemy of smartly crafted scenes. As
love-struck Rosalind, who flees to the
Forest of Arden and disguises herself
as a man, Dana Green carries many
scenes with her wittily gratuitous masculine
poses. And Ralph Funicello s
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THEATER

"As You Like It" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents William Shakespeare'scomedy
about mismatched love, cross-dressing
and forest intrigue; runs in repertory with
"Inherit the Wind" and "Richard III"; 8 p.m.
Sept. 28; 7 p.m. Sept. 30; Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234-5623.
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THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the English throne; runs in
repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It"; 8 p.m. Sept. 27 and 29; Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe
complex, Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and
up; theoldglobe.org or 619-234-5623. i

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.
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‘Richard III’ And The Art Of Villainy
Globe Mounts New Production Of Shakespeare’s History Play

Credit: The Old Globe Theatre
Above: Jay Whittaker as the title character in William Shakespeare's "Richard III."
Friday, June 22, 2012
By Beth Accomando, Christopher Maue
Summer Shakespeare is in full swing at the Old Globe Theater in Balboa Park. The creative
team behind "Richard III" provide some insights into one of Shakespeare's best known villains.
Watch the video.

http://www.kpbs.org/news/2012/jun/22/richard-iii-and-art-villainy/
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The real Richard III was likely very different from
the character created by William Shakespeare in the
1590s. But on stage and in a series of memorable
films (see below) the last king from the House of
York has been immortalized as an artist in evil who
both fascinates and repels.

"Now is the winter of our discontent..." These are
Richard's opening lines in the play and his soliloquy
draws us into his schemes to become England's
king, but it will take a little Machiavellian
maneuvering to place him on the throne.
This is Lindsay Posner's first time directing
Shakespeare's "Richard III."

Above: The real Richard III, the last
king from the House of York, 1452 – 1485.

"Evil when presented on stage is charismatic,"
Posner says, "I think if you actually look at portraits
of tyrants through the ages from Stalin onwards,
they were very charismatic figures because they
had, if you like, a guru quality, even though the
politics were distasteful."

Posner's production of "Richard III" for the Old
Globe Theater's Festival stage makes the 400-year-old play resonate for contemporary
audiences by tying it into modern politics.
"We've been through various historical moments recently with [Muammar] Gaddafi and
[Saddam] Hussein, which in terms of the oppression in their societies and the tyrants who
governed them, follows pretty directly with the psychological and, in one sense, the storyline of
'Richard III.' Obviously not in its historical context but in every other way.
"In terms of the design and the concept we've tried o make it feel very modern and that the
battle scenes and very exciting, and generally we've given it a modern, very accessible slant
rather than setting it in a court in the 16th century, which immediately has a kind of museum
distance and heritage distance, which doesn't always work but sometimes it's nice to look at. I
hope that this way it immediately will speak to people in terms of what it's about."
Actor Jay Whitaker took on the role of Richard 13 years ago and finds new pleasure in taking
on Shakespeare's complex villain.
"I think the joy of the part and of watching it is seeing him woo the audience and charm them
and then turn."
Posner explains, "It begins with wonderful speeches where he engages the audience and gets
the audience to go on his ride."
"He definitely gets joy from it and gets joy in bewildering the audience as much as he does the
characters and making them laugh at moments when it might not be completely appropriate to
laugh," adds Whittaker.

http://www.kpbs.org/news/2012/jun/22/richard-iii-and-art-villainy/
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"There's certainly a sense that he almost stands outside his actions in order to relish them and
take the audience along with him," says the director.
"He's moving the chess pieces constantly and yet at the same time playing this character that
everyone thinks he's not smart enough to be moving all the pieces," says Whittaker, "It always
seems like he's pushing people, everyone that he's around, he's pushing them beyond their
comfort zone. And everybody's being manipulated, all the time. There's not a single person free
from his manipulation."
"There's a sense that he knows what he wants from each character in each scene and exerts his
will to achieve that, till I think he's crowned then things start to slip from his grasp and distrust
grows and insecurity grows," Posner says.
"He's not enjoying himself any more, when he's enjoying himself he wants the audience to be a
part of it and then when he's not they become almost an enemy," explains Whittaker.

The Old Globe
Above: A scene from the Old
Globe Theatre's production of
"Richard III."

Richard's trajectory as a character proves fascinating from start to finish, and has enough vigor
to still engage contemporary audiences says Whittaker: "I think the way Shakespeare frames a
sentence and uses language allows for... it opens up a channel for passion and emotion that is so

http://www.kpbs.org/news/2012/jun/22/richard-iii-and-art-villainy/
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much deeper and stronger than you can find often in contemporary plays, especially words, the
words he chooses."
"I'd say with all Shakespeare if it's done well and it's told with clarity, the story and the plots are
the most engaging plotlines in any dramas you will find," says director Lindsay Posner.
The Globe's production of "Richard III" runs through September 29.
Check out the following link:
The Richard III Society whose mission is "In the belief that many features of the traditional
accounts of the character and career of Richard III are neither supported by sufficient evidence
nor reasonably tenable, the Society aims to promote, in every possible way, research into the
life and times of Richard III, and to secure a reassessment of the material relating to this period,
and of the role of this monarch in English history."
Trailer for Laurence Olivier's 1955 adaptation of "Richard III," which also includes scenes from
"Henry VI," Shakespeare historical trilogy that preceded it.
Trailer for Al Pacino's brilliant dissection of "Richard III" and valiant crusade to make
Shakespeare less scary.
Opening scene from Ian McKellan's turn as "Richard III" in 1995.
Video of Kevin Spacey taking the Brooklyn Academy of Music's Harvey stage for "Richard
III."
And if you can find it, there is a recording of "Richard III" with Robert Stephens that is sheer
genius.
If you feel like doing a little reading of Shakespeare's text before heading out to the play, you
can find the complete play here.
And finally, if you love the Bard, check out what the San Diego Shakespeare Society is up to.

© 2012 KPBS
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At the Globe, a glitter
king
An early video glimpse of the Shakespeare Festival staging of "Richard III"
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Jay Whittaker portrays Richard III at the Globe.

The Old Globe Theatre has released a video peek at "Richard III," the first
production to open in this summer's Shakespeare Festival. (It begins
previews in earnest this Thursday.)

Play review: Smart,
involving 'Gifts'

And the first hint that this is not your standard, faithful-to-the-period take
on the tale of the "hunchback king"? Probably the sight of lead actor Jay
Whittaker in a bright-gold getup that looks part Vegas, part "Space
Odyssey."

Director Lindsay Posner is giving this one a nominally modern setting that
evokes the war-roiled republics of the Middle East. (After you check out
the video, click over to the U-T preview of the 2012 festival.)
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Richard III, The Old Globe
June 3 – Sept. 30, 2012
CREATIVE TEAM: Adrian Noble (2012 Shakespeare Festival Artistic Director; Director, As You Like
It, Inherit the Wind), Lindsay Posner (Director, Richard III), Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre
Clancy (Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun
Davey (Original Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan McMahan
(Music Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret
Torbeck (Stage Manager).
CAST: Dan Amboyer, Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Robert Foxworth, Dana Green, Aidan Hayek,
Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz, Lou Francine Rasse,
Jacques C. Smith, Adrian Sparks and Jay Whittaker, as well as The Old Globe/University of San
Diego Graduate Theatre Program students Matthew Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael
Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel,
Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto, Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
For tickets and information go to www.theoldglobe.org.
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For surfing actor, it's swell to be king
Jay Whittaker steps out of Old Globe's "Richard III" and into the waves
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Jay Whittaker trades throne for board in Cardiff. — Charlie Neuman
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James
Hebert

Even after two-plus months in the title role of the Old Globe Shakespeare
Festival's "Richard III," Jay Whittaker admits he still gets a little jittery at
the prospect of portraying the mad, bad king. On days he's playing
Richard, the actor barely leaves his apartment - the better to conserve
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energy for the hugely demanding part.
Here's what doesn't intimidate Whittaker (OK, maybe it does a tiny bit
now): Dropping into a double-overhead wave at Cardiff Reef during a
pumping south swell.
That's what the Seattle native and upstart surfer did last September,
toward the end of the 2011 Shakespeare fest. The result: Whittaker was
summarily plucked off his surfboard, then sent freefalling on the wave
from top to bottom (he estimates the distance at 12 feet), where he and the
board were rudely reunited.
For his trouble, Whittaker wound
up in the hospital with an injured
kidney, missing a string of
performances of "Amadeus" and
"Much Ado About Nothing."
The actor's consequencesbe-damned approach sounds a
little reminiscent of Richard
himself, although Whittaker -- who
has only been surfing for three
summers -- says now it was more a
matter of just not knowing any
better.
The waves didn't pack even a wisp
of that kind of power on Wednesday
Jay Whittaker stars in the Old Globe
afternoon, when I paddled out with
Shakespeare Festival’s staging of
“Richard III.” Henry DiRocco
Whittaker at Cardiff Reef (his go-to
break) for a mellow late-morning
session and some between-waves chat.
Whittaker was riding a vintage 9-foot Hanley board he borrowed from
Jonno Roberts, another Globe Shakespeare veteran (he starred in "Much
Ado" and "The Tempest" last year but is not in this year's edition) who is
now sidelined from surfing because of a motorcycle injury. (This summer,
USD grad Lucas Caleb Rooney of the Globe's "God of Carnage" has also
been one of Whittaker's surfing buddies.)
Turns out Whittaker's own board was accidentally snapped in half when
his ex-girlfriend pearled on it straight into the sandy bottom while learning
to surf. (Not the reason she's his ex, the actor confirms.)
Whittaker has taken to the sport with the enthusiasm of a gradeschool-age grom, and he hits the waves on nearly every off day from the
theater, spending several hours in the water each session.
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"I definitely get away from my work when I’m out here," he says. "When
I’m having an intense week, it’s so great to come out here and let it all go."
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Does he see any connections between his acting style and his approach to
surfing?
"Only in that I’m really hard on myself," Whittaker says. "I get angry with
myself when I don’t get better quicker. That’s kind of how I push myself in
acting, too."
Still, the lifelong snow skier notes that anyone who starts surfing at age 38
(he's 40 now) has "a huge learning curve," and that sometimes he has to
just say, "Why are you being hard on yourself? The whole point of this is
(to enjoy it)."
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And what about any techniques or lessons that he's found apply both to the
surf and the stage?
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For surfing actor, it's swell to be king
Jay Whittaker steps out of Old Globe's "Richard III" and into the waves
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Jay Whittaker trades throne for board in Cardiff. — Charlie Neuman
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"I think the main thing is learning how to ride a wave," whether literal or
figurative, Whittaker says. "That’s exactly what you do with an audience.
You get them laughing, or you get them responding to something, and
that’s exactly like riding a wave. You get on it and you figure out how to
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stay on it until it’s done. That’s the analogy with acting and surfing."
One last question, because I'm duty-bound to ask: What would Richard
ride?

Facebook: UTTheater
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"Richard would be competitive, so he’d ride some sharp little thruster,"
Whittaker says of the king who walks with a limp and rules with a cudgel.
"He’d be out there to show that even though his leg is (lame) he can outsurf
anybody."
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At

the Old Globe,Jay Whittaker treads the boards
as a diabolical king. ¦ In his offtime, Whittaker
steps on a board as a devoted surfer. ¦ One big
difference between the two: That last one's not an act.
Whittaker, who took up surfing only two years ago, has
been hitting the beach nearly every chance he gets while
in San Diego for the Globe's summer Shakespeare Festival. ¦
But it turns out that riding waves is something the
actor does whether he's on the stage or in the surf.
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The waves didn't pack even a
wisp of that kind of power when a
reporter paddled out with Whittaker
on a recent weekday for a mellow
late-morning
session and some
between-waves
chat.
Whittaker was riding a vintage
9-foot Hanley board he borrowed
from Jonno Roberts, another Globe
Shakespeare
veteran (he starred
in "Much Ado" and "The Tempest"
last year) who is now sidelined from
surfing because of a motorcycle
injury. (USD grad Lucas Caleb
Rooney of the Globe's recently
closed "God of Carnage" also is one
of Whittaker's
surfing buddies.)
Turns out Whittaker's
own board
was accidentally
snapped in half
when his ex-girlfriend pearled on it
straight into the sandy bottom while
learning to surf. (Not the reason
ing a pumping south swell.
she's his ex, the actor confirms.)
That's what the Seattle native
Whittaker
has taken to the sport
did last September,
toward the end
with the enthusiasm
of a gradeschool-age
of the 2011 Shakespeare
fest. The
newbie, and he hits the
result: Whittaker
was summarily
surf on nearly every off day from the
plucked off his surfboard, then sent
theater, spending several hours in
free-falling on the wave from top to
the water each session. He paddles
bottom (he estimates the distance
into a wave with a look of jut-jawed
at 12 feet), where he and the board
determination
that'll be familiar to
were rudely reunited.
anyone who has seen him onstage in
For his trouble, Whittaker
wound
"Richard" (he's also in "As You Like
up in the hospital with an injured
It" in this year's fest, which runs
kidney, missing a string of performances
about 10 more days).
of "Amadeus" and "Much
Ado About Nothing."
The actor's consequences-bedamned
approach sounds a little
reminiscent
of Richard himself,
although Whittaker
says now it was
more a matter of just not knowing
any better.
"That's exactly what you do with
an audience," Whittaker
says. "You
get them laughing, or you get them
responding
to something, and that's
exactly like riding a wave. You get
on it and you figure out how to stay
on it until it's done. That's the analogy
with acting and surfing."
Even after two-plus months in
the title role of the Globe Festival's
"Richard III," Whittaker admits he
still gets a little jittery at the prospect
of portraying the mad, bad king. On
days he's playing Richard, the actor
barely leaves his apartment — the
better to conserve energy for the
hugely demanding part.
Here's what doesn't intimidate
Whittaker
(OK, maybe it does a tiny
bit now): Dropping into a doubleoverhead
wave at Cardiff Reef dur-

But his time in the water, Whittaker
says, is more about relaxing
than testing himself. (To a point.)
"I definitely get away from my
work when I'm out here," he says.
"When I'm having an intense week,
it's so great to come out here and let
it all go."
And does he see any connections
between his acting style and his approach
to surfing?
"Only in that I'm really hard
on myself," Whittaker
says. "I get
angry with myself when I don't get
better quicker. That's kind of how I
push myself in acting, too."
Still, the lifelong snow skier notes
that anyone who starts surfing at
age 38 (he's 40 now) has "a huge
learning curve," and that sometimes
he has to just say, "Why are you
being hard on yourself? The whole
point of this is (to enjoy it)."
One last question, because I'm
duty-bound to ask: What would
Richard ride?
"Richard would be competitive,
so he'd ride some sharp little thruster,"
Whittaker
says of the king who
walks with a limp and rules with
a clenched fist. "He'd be out there
to show that even though his leg is
(lame) he can outsurf anybody."
jim.hebert@utsandiego.com
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Be it offshore or on stage, the Old Globe’s ‘Richard III,’ actor Jay Whittaker,
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At the Old Globe, Jay Whittaker
treads the boards as a diabolical
king. n In his off time, Whittaker
steps on a board as a devoted
surfer. n One big difference
between the two: That last one’s not
an act. Whittaker, who took up
surfing only two years ago, has
Actor Jay Whittaker waits for a wave
while surfing in the morning at Cardiff
been hitting the beach nearly every
Reef in Encinitas. CHARLIE NEUMAN •
chance he gets while in San Diego
U-T
for the Globe’s summer
Shakespeare Festival. n But it turns
out that riding waves is something the actor does whether he’s on the stage
or in the surf.
“That’s exactly what you do with an audience,” Whittaker says. “You get
them laughing, or you get them responding to something, and that’s
exactly like riding a wave. You get on it and you figure out how to stay on it
until it’s done. That’s the analogy with acting and surfing.”
Even after two-plus months in the title role of the Globe Festival’s “Richard
III,” Whittaker admits he still gets a little jittery at the prospect of
portraying the mad, bad king. On days he’s playing Richard, the actor
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barely leaves his apartment — the better to conserve energy for the hugely
demanding part.
Here’s what doesn’t intimidate Whittaker (OK, maybe it does a tiny bit
now): Dropping into a double-overhead wave at Cardiff Reef during a
pumping south swell.
That’s what the Seattle native did last September, toward the end of the
2011 Shakespeare fest. The result: Whittaker was summarily plucked off
his surfboard, then sent free-falling on the wave from top to bottom (he
estimates the distance at 12 feet), where he and the board were rudely
reunited.
For his trouble, Whittaker wound up in the hospital with an injured kidney,
missing a string of performances of “Amadeus” and “Much Ado About
Nothing.”
The actor’s consequences-be-damned approach sounds a little reminiscent
of Richard himself, although Whittaker says now it was more a matter of
just not knowing any better.
The waves didn’t pack even a wisp of that kind of power when a reporter
paddled out with Whittaker on a recent weekday for a mellow
late-morning session and some between-waves chat.
Whittaker was riding a vintage 9-foot Hanley board he borrowed from
Jonno Roberts, another Globe Shakespeare veteran (he starred in “Much
Ado” and “The Tempest” last year) who is now sidelined from surfing
because of a motorcycle injury. (USD grad Lucas Caleb Rooney of the
Globe’s recently closed “God of Carnage” also is one of Whittaker’s surfing
buddies.)
Turns out Whittaker’s own board was accidentally snapped in half when
his ex-girlfriend pearled on it straight into the sandy bottom while learning
to surf. (Not the reason she’s his ex, the actor confirms.)
Whittaker has taken to the sport with the enthusiasm of a gradeschool-age newbie, and he hits the surf on nearly every off day from the
theater, spending several hours in the water each session. He paddles into
a wave with a look of jut-jawed determination that’ll be familiar to anyone
who has seen him onstage in “Richard” (he’s also in “As You Like It” in this
year’s fest, which runs about 10 more days).
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But his time in the water, Whittaker says, is more about relaxing than
testing himself. (To a point.)
“I definitely get away from my work when I’m out here,” he says. “When
I’m having an intense week, it’s so great to come out here and let it all go.”
And does he see any connections between his acting style and his approach
to surfing?
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“Only in that I’m really hard on myself,” Whittaker says. “I get angry with
myself when I don’t get better quicker. That’s kind of how I push myself in
acting, too.”
Still, the lifelong snow skier notes that anyone who starts surfing at age 38
(he’s 40 now) has “a huge learning curve,” and that sometimes he has to
just say, “Why are you being hard on yourself? The whole point of this is
(to enjoy it).”
One last question, because I’m duty-bound to ask: What would Richard
ride?
“Richard would be competitive, so he’d ride some sharp little thruster,”
Whittaker says of the king who walks with a limp and rules with a clenched
fist. “He’d be out there to show that even though his leg is (lame) he can
outsurf anybody.”
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Examiner.com
Don't miss 'Richard III' at the Old Globe
Shakespeare festival before it's gone!
THE OLD GLOBE

SEPTEMBER 26, 2012

BY: E.H. REITER

Jay Whittaker as Richard III
Credits: Photos by Henry DiRocco.

RELATED TOPICS
The Old Globe
(http://www.examiner.com

The Shakespeare Festival at the Old Globe
(http://www.examiner.com/topic/the-old-globe/articles) Theatre is

drawing to an end; catch the last performances of “Richard
III” before it is gone for good!

/topic/the-oldglobe/articles)

“Richard III” is one of Shakespeare’s most famous plays
as it paints a picture of a diabolical and Machiavellian
villain. Richard wants to seize the English crown and he

doesn’t care who stands in his way. Shakespeare draws a character that is so charismatic, as he seduces,
betrays and kills to become king that is has influenced the way history remembers Richard III.
Don’t miss Jay Whittaker as Richard and the rest of the cast in their last performances! Final shows are
Thursday, September 27th and Saturday, September 29th at 8pm at the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre. This
show runs at three hours including one fifteen minute intermission.
For ticket information please go to www.theoldglobe.org (http://www.theoldglobe.org) or call 619-234-5623
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Enjoy this read from San Diego Theater Examiner? Hit subscribe at the top of the page for regular updates!
Interested in having your San Diego theater performance, venue, event or other local activity in the San Diego
Theater guide? Send details to ErinMarie atsdtheater.examiner@gmail.com
(mailto:atsdtheater.examiner@gmail.com) or follow me onTwitter @SDTheaternews and Facebook

E.H. Reiter, San Diego Theater Examiner
E.H. Reiter is a dedicated theater attendee, theatre performer and worker, a dedicated talker,
and has a lifelong passion for theater. She loves to tell everyone about the world class and
varied theater offerings San Diego has year round! Send feedback or questions to
sdtheater.examiner@gmail.com.
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival Begins June 3
With Richard III, Starring Jay Whittaker
By Michael Gioia
03 Jun 2012
The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare
Festival, performed in repertory at the
outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
kicks off June 3 with William
Shakespeare's Richard III, starring Jay
Whittaker in the title role.
British director Lindsay Posner makes his
debut at the Globe with his production of
Richard III, which continues through
Sept. 29. Opening night is set for June
24.
The cast also features Dan Amboyer (Earl
of Richmond), Happy Anderson
(George, Duke of Clarence), Matthew
Bellows (Sir Richard Ratcliffe), Adam
Daveline (Second Murderer), Jeremy
Fisher (Marquess of Dorset), Vivia Font
Jay Whittaker
Photo by Henry DiRocco

(Lady Anne), Robert Foxworth (Lord
Hastings), Dana Green (Queen

Elizabeth), Aidan Hayek (Young Duke of York), Charles Janasz (Stanley, Earl
of Derby), Rachael Jenison (Second Citizen; Sir Vaughan), Jesse Jensen (Sir
William Catesby), Joseph Marcell (Lord Mayor), Jonas McMullen (Edward,
Prince of Wales), Robin Moseley (Queen Margaret), Danielle O’Farrell (Sir
Walter Herbert), Allison Spratt Pearce (Third Citizen; Earl of Oxford), Bob
Pescovitz (King Edward IV), Deborah Radloff (Duchess of York), Stephanie
Roetzel (Sir William Brandon), Christopher Salazar (Lord Rivers; Tyrrel),
Jacques C. Smith (Duke of Buckingham), Jonathan Spivey (First
Murderer), Whitney Wakimoto (Lord Lovell), Bree Welch (First Citizen;
Scrivener) and Sean-Michael Wilkinson (Sir Robert Brakenbury; Lord Grey).
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According to Old Globe, "Richard III is one of the most diabolical and
outrageous villains in all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian, the brilliant
and power-hungry lord embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep
the English crown. Shakespeare paints an unforgettable portrait of
obsession, seduction, betrayal and a man who would be king."

Advertisement

The festival's creative team includes Adrian Noble
(artistic director), Ralph Funicello (scenic design),
Deirdre Clancy (costume design), Alan Burrett
(lighting design), Lindsay Jones (sound design),
Shaun Davey (original music), Peter Golub (original
music), Steve Rankin (fight director), Elan McMahan
(music direction), Christine Adaire (vocal and dialect
coach), Calleri Casting (casting) and Bret Torbeck
(stage manager).
Richard III is performed in repertory with As You Like
It, which begins performances June 10, and Inherit
the Wind, which begins June 17. The 2012

The Playbill Broadway
Musical Collection - 1,00
Piece Jigsaw Puzzle

List price:
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Sale price
$13.95

Wicked Defy Gravity Lad
T-Shirt
List price:
$38.95

Shakespeare Festival continues through Sept.
30. Read more about the festival here.
*
The Old Globe will also offer special events associated with the festival,
including "Insights Seminars" June 18 (Richard III) and June 25 (As You Like
It, Inherit the Wind); "Post-Show Forums" July 11, July 31 and Aug. 21
(Richard III), July 17, July 25 and Aug. 28 (As You Like It) and July 10, Aug.
7 and Sept. 5 (Inherit the Wind); "Shakespeare in the Garden" seminars;
and "Out at the Globe," an evening for gay and lesbian theatre lovers, Aug.
9 at 6:30 PM, among others.
In addition to the Shakespeare Festival, the Globe's 2012 summer features
Divine Rivalry by Michael Kramer, with D. S. Moynihan and directed by
Michael Wilson (July 7-Aug. 5); and Yasmina Reza's God of Carnage,
directed by Richard Seer (July 27-Sept. 2).
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way.
For more information and tickets, call (619) 23-GLOBE or visit
TheOldGlobe.org.
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival is underway, with its production of Shakespeare's RICHARD
III, starring Jay Whittaker in the title role, running now through September 29, 2012, at the Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. Check out photos from the production, featuring Whittaker, Dana Green, Robin
Moseley, Jeremy Fisher and more, below!
RICHARD III is directed by Lindsay Posner and tells the story of one of the most diabolical and
outrageous villains in all of literature, who embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the English
crown. The festival also features AS YOU LIKE IT and INHERIT THE WIND.
CREATIVE TEAM: Adrian Noble (2012 Shakespeare Festival Artistic Director; Director, As You Like It,
Inherit the Wind), Lindsay Posner (Director, Richard III),Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre Clancy
(Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey (Original
Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan McMahan (Music Direction),
Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret Torbeck (Stage Manager).
CAST: Dan Amboyer, Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Robert Foxworth, Dana Green, Aidan Hayek, Charles
Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz, Lou Francine Rasse, Jacques C.
Smith, Adrian Sparks and Jay Whittaker, as well as The Old Globe/University of San Diego Graduate
Theatre Program students Matthew Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael Jenison, Jesse
Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel, Christopher
Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto, Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way. Free parking is available
throughout the park. Valet parking is also available ($10). For parking information visit
www.BalboaPark.org.
Photo credit: Henry DiRocco
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(foreground, from left) Jacques C. Smith as Duke of Buckingham and Robin Moseley as Queen Margaret
with (from left) Dana Green, Jeremy Fisher, Christopher Salazar and Sean-Michael Wilkinson
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Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth, Deborah Radloff as Duchess of York and Robin Moseley as Queen
Margaret
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Dana Green as Queen Elizabeth, Jeremy Fisher as Marquess of Dorset
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Jonas McMullen as Edward, Prince of Wales and Jay Whittaker as Richard III

The cast of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's Richard III
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Dan Amboyer as Earl of Richmond (center) with (from left) Allison Spratt Pearce, Danielle O'Farrell,
Jeremy Fisher and Stephanie Roetzel

Jay Whittaker as Richard III (far right) with (from left) Jeremy Fisher, Sean-Michael Wilkinson,
Christopher Salazar, Robert Foxworth, Jacques C. Smith and Robin Moseley
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The cast of The Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival production of William Shakespeare's Richard III
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The Old Globe's 2012 Shakespeare Festival is underway with its production of Shakespeare's RICHARD
III, starring Jay Whittaker in the title role, running now through September 29, 2012, at the Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre. Video highlights featuring Whittaker, Dana Green, Robin Moseley, Jeremy Fisher
and more, have been released and BroadwayWorld brings you a first look below!
RICHARD III is directed by Lindsay Posner and tells the story of one of the most diabolical and
outrageous villains in all of literature, who embarks on a bloody campaign to seize and keep the English
crown. The festival also features AS YOU LIKE IT and INHERIT THE WIND.
The creative team includes Adrian Noble (2012 Shakespeare Festival Artistic Director; Director, As You
Like It, Inherit the Wind), Lindsay Posner (Director, Richard III),Ralph Funicello (Scenic Design), Deirdre
Clancy (Costume Design), Alan Burrett (Lighting Design), Lindsay Jones (Sound Design), Shaun Davey
(Original Music), Peter Golub (Original Music), Steve Rankin (Fight Director), Elan McMahan (Music
Direction), Christine Adaire (Vocal and Dialect Coach), Calleri Casting (Casting) and Bret Torbeck (Stage
Manager).
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The full cast includes Dan Amboyer, Happy Anderson, Vivia Font, Robert Foxworth, Dana Green, Aidan
Hayek, Charles Janasz, Joseph Marcell, Jonas McMullen, Robin Moseley, Bob Pescovitz, Lou Francine
Rasse, Jacques C. Smith, Adrian Sparks and Jay Whittaker, as well as The Old Globe/University of San
Diego Graduate Theatre Program students Matthew Bellows, Adam Daveline, Jeremy Fisher, Rachael
Jenison, Jesse Jensen, Danielle O’Farrell, Allison Spratt Pearce, Deborah Radloff, Stephanie Roetzel,
Christopher Salazar, Jonathan Spivey, Whitney Wakimoto, Bree Welch and Sean-Michael Wilkinson.

For more, visit www.theoldglobe.org.
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Backstage Pass: Shakespeare shakedown
First performance of 'Richard III' marks start of Globe festival
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Jay Whittaker owns the throne (for as long as that lasts -- this IS medieval England, after all) as the title monarch in
Shakespeare's "Richard III." — Henry DiRocco
Written by

James
Hebert

This Sunday offers your first chance — and last, at least for a few weeks —
to see the Globe’s take on the epic saga of the “hunchbacked king.” (The
production, like the two others in this year’s Globe festival, has a single
performance to launch the summer-long event, then goes offline until

5/30/2012 12:52 PM
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closer to opening.)

Follow »

Jay Whittaker, a festival returnee
who made a big splash last year as
Mozart in “Amadeus” (and in
several other fest roles dating back
to 2010), takes on the title role in
the great history play, which opens
with the famously portentous line
“Now is the winter of our
discontent.” Lindsay Posner, a
much-in-demand British theater
artist, directs the work, last done at
the Globe in 1985.

Twitter: @jimhebert
Facebook: UTTheater

Also see »

Backstage Pass:
Shakespeare
shakedown

DETAILS
“Richard III”
Old Globe Theatre Shakespeare
Festival. First preview June 3. Opens
June 24. Runs in repertory with “As You
Like It” and “Inherit the Wind” (check with
theater for performance dates/times).
Through Sept. 29. Old Globe’s Lowell
Davies Festival Stage, Balboa Park.
Approximately $15-$85. (619) 234-5623
or theoldglobe.org

(One spoiler alert: In this production, luckless Richard probably still will
not manage to trade his kingdom for a horse.)
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William Shakespeare’s “Richard III” comes to life under the stars
on the Old Globe (http://www.examiner.com/topic/the-old-globe)
Theatre’s Lowell Davies Festival Theatre stage. It is playing
through Saturday, September 29, 2012 in repertory with the other
two shows, “Inherit the Wind” and “As You Like It”.
“Richard III” follows the power hungry, scheming villain as he
plots, manipulates and murders his way to the throne. This play
follows the obsessive and Machiavellian quest to the throne of
Jay Whittaker in the title role of The
Old Globe's Shakespeare Festival
production of William Shakespeare's
Richard IIIPhoto credit: Henry
DiRocco

England and the short reign of Richard III. One of Shakespeare’s
history plays and created one of the most memorable villains of all
time.
The Insight Seminar for this show will be held on Monday, June

Related topics:

18th at 7:00pm. This seminar allows the audience to interact with

The Old Globe

people on the creative side of the production (playwrights, actors,

special events

directors, designers, etc…) and ask them questions on how they
built this production. This opportunity allows you behind the
scenes of the production and gives greater information on the
ideas that helped shape this production. This is an amazing
chance to discuss the play with the talented people that help bring
it to life.
The Insight Seminar will take place at the theatre where the
production is performed and is free to attend and no reservations
are necessary. The reception starts at 6:30 p.m. and the seminar
will begin at 7 p.m. on Monday, June 18th.
For more information please go to www.theoldglobe.org
(http://theoldglobe.org)

http://www.examiner.com/article/old-globe-insight-seminar-richard-iii
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THROUGH

29

"Richard III"
Old Globe Theatre
Shakespeare Festival

Runs in nightly repertory with "As
You Like It" and "Inherit the Wind"
(check with theater for specific
dates); all performances at 8 p.m.
Through Sept. 29. Old Globe's
Lowell Davies Festival Stage, Balboa
Park. About $15-$85 (619) 234-5623 or theoldglobe.org

SEPT.

After two months (and still one more to go) of playing the
diabolical Wheedler King on the Globe's outdoor stage,
Jay Whittaker just might have Richard's cold, cold blood
running through his own veins. (That's one way to beat the
summer heat.) But the ace actor's fully committed turn
is a blessing for playgoers, as Whittaker anchors director
Lindsay Posner's fitful but still worthy staging of the
prickly Shakespeare history.
JAMES HEBERT • U-T

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.
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Richard is said to be one of
the most diabolical and outrageous
villains in all of literature.
A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and powerhungry
lord embarks on a
bloody campaign to seize
and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession,
seduction, betrayal and
a man who would be king.
Performances start at 8 p.m.
Balboa Park off El Prado,
between the San Diego Museum
of Art and the Museum
of Man. Call cal! us at
(619) 23-GLOBE for more
information.

The above material first appeared in the sdprime on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the sdprime.
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all the world’s a stage: a night at the old globe

i can’t remember my actual introduction to shakespeare, but feel i’ve loved him all my life. if all our speak
could be purely composed of those of his verses that stir something deep within, echoing the most true of our
emotions — this world would look and sound quite different.
for having lived in san diego almost eight years, you would think — as a lover of the bard — i’d have crossed
a summer evening at the old globe off my list long ago. but alas, it finally took an unexpected sending of dear
little one to grandma’s, to put the husband and i in our seats for richard iii last night.
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what a splendid evening! i can see why it becomes such a summertime tradition for many — a light dinner at
lady carolyn’s pub before showtime, basking in a much-sought-after view of the iconic museum of man at
sunset, taking one’s seat with wine and blanket in hand. just.so.fabulous.
if you sometimes wonder what is going on in hollywood, make a redeeming trip to the theatre. this is true
talent. i was especially in awe of jay whittaker, the lead actor (who i learned afterwards was the reason this
play was selected for repertory). what a fine choice by the festival’s producer — his masterful blend of
ancient prose with modern personality was totally captivating. and the ghost scene? way cool.
“true hope is swift, and flies with swallow’s wings; kings it makes gods, and meaner creatures kings.”
(5.2.24), richmond
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photos taken at the old globe theatre in san diego, and created with instagram app for iPhone (“early
bird” filter)
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Richard III
This Richard's an acquired taste:
Jay Whittaker makes him a manic
gargoyle ripped from the facade
of a Gothic cathedral. He cackles,
does a one-legged goose-step —
half a Hitler? — and becomes a
photographic negative of the world
around him. Richard deforms all
in his path. Most characters are
set-ups for Richard's schemes. The
able cast fleshes them out as best
they can (all are well-spoken and
honor the lengthy text). Directed
by Lindsay Posner, the modern
dress production includes concrete
slabs covered with graffitti [note:
runs in repertory with Inherit the
Wind and As You Like It]. Worth
a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD
GLOBE WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-2345623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS,
8PM SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS,
8PM TUESDAYS, 8PM WEDNESDAYS,
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 29.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Reader on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the San Diego Reader.
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THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the English throne; runs in
repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It"; 8 p.m. July 27,31; Aug. 1,4,9,
12,15,17,21,23,25,26,31; 7 p.m. Sept. 4
and ll; 8 p.m. Sept. 7 and 15;7 p.m. Sept.
16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21,27 and 29; Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe
complex, Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and
up; theoldglobe.org or 619-234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

July 26, 2012

Page Number:

018

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$311.57
Page 1 of 1

Critic'sChoice

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

July 26, 2012

Page Number:

019

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$297.40
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

U-T San Diego

Publication Date:

July 29, 2012

Page Number:

E6

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

4 sq inch

Value:

$553.00
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
Theater

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert) Performances
through Sept. 30 at Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe
Way.Balboa Park. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 02, 2012

Page Number:

020,021

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$311.57
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way. Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

North County Times-Preview

Publication Date:

August 02, 2012

Page Number:

019,020

Circulation:

71,847

Size:

2 sq inch

Value:

$43.12
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the English throne; runs in
repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It"; 8 p.m. Aug. 4,9,12,15,17,21,
23,25,26,31; 7 p.m. Sept. 4 and 11;8 p.m.
Sept. 7 and 15;7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19;
8 p.m. Sept. 21,27 and 29; Lowell Davies
FestivalTheatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 02, 2012

Page Number:

019

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$283.24
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

U-T San Diego

Publication Date:

August 05, 2012

Page Number:

E6

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$480.87
Page 1 of 1

Continuing

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Richard III Now
playing in repertory through September
29 RICHARD III is one of the most
diabolical and outrageous villains in
all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and power-hungry
lord embarks on a bloody campaign
to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession, seduction,
betrayal and a man who would be
king. Tickets start at $29 For more
information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit
www.TheOldGlobe.org.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

North County Times-Preview

Publication Date:

August 09, 2012

Page Number:

015,016

Circulation:

71,847

Size:

2 sq inch

Value:

$43.12
Page 1 of 1

THEATER

"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the English throne; runs in
repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It"; 8 p.m. Aug. 9,12,15,17,21,
23,25,26,31; 7 p.m. Sept. 4 and 11;8 p.m.
Sept. 7 and 15;7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19;
8 p.m. Sept. 21,27 and 29; Lowell Davies
FestivalTheatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 09, 2012

Page Number:

020

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$311.57
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 09, 2012

Page Number:

019

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$283.24
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice

"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

sdprime

Publication Date:

August 01, 2012

Page Number:

02

Circulation:

50,500

Size:

8 sq inch

Value:

$136.78
Page 1 of 1

"Richard

the
Friday,

III"
Aug.

17

Richard is said to be one of
the most diabolical and outrageous
villains in all of literature.
A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and powerhungry
lord embarks on a
bloody campaign to seize
and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession,
seduction, betrayal and
a man who would be king.
Performances start at 8 p.m.
Balboa Park off El Prado,
between the San Diego Museum
of Art and the Museum
of Man. Call cal! us at
(619) 23-GLOBE for more
information.

The above material first appeared in the sdprime on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the sdprime.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

San Diego Reader

Publication Date:

August 02, 2012

Page Number:

M113,M114

Circulation:

175,000

Size:

5 sq inch

Value:

$236.73
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
LISTINGS
Richard

III

OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE

WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
This Richard's an acquired taste:
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
Jay Whittaker makes him a manic
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
gargoyle ripped from the facade of a
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
Gothic cathedral. He cackles, does a
one-legged goose-step — half a Hitler? — SEPTEMBER 29.
and becomes a photographic
negative of the world around him.
Richard deforms all in his path.
Most characters are set-ups for
Richard's schemes. The able cast
fleshes them out as best they can
(all are well-spoken and honor the
lengthy text). Directed by Lindsay
Posner, the modern dress production
includes concrete slabs covered
with graffiti [note: runs in repertory
with Inherit the Wind and As You
Like It]. Worth a try.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Reader on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the San Diego Reader.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

San Diego Reader

Publication Date:

August 09, 2012

Page Number:

M94

Circulation:

175,000

Size:

4 sq inch

Value:

$220.94
Page 1 of 1

Richard III
This Richard's
an acquired
taste: Jay Whittaker's
a manic
gargoyle ripped from the facade
of a Gothic cathedral. He cackles,
does a one-legged goose-step —
half a Hitler? — and deforms all
in his path. Most characters are
set-ups for Richard's schemes.
The able cast fleshes them out
as best they can (all are wellspoken
and honor the lengthy
text). Directed by Lindsay Posner,
the modern dress production
includes concrete slabs covered
with graffiti [note: runs in
repertory with Inherit the Wind
and As You Like It]. Worth a try.
old

globe

globe

theatre.

way,

balboa

1363
park.

8pm thursdays,
fridays,

8pm saturdays,

sundays,
wednesdays,

8pm tuesdays,
through

old
619234-5623.
8pm
8pm
8pm

september

29.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Reader on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the San Diego Reader.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

North County Times-Preview

Publication Date:

August 16, 2012

Page Number:

016,018

Circulation:

71,847

Size:

2 sq inch

Value:

$46.00
Page 1 of 1

THEATER

"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The
Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare Festival
presents William Shakespeare'stragedy
about a ruthless nobleman who schemes
and murders his way to the English
throne; runs in repertory with "Inherit
the Wind" and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m.
Aug. 17,21,23,25,26,31; 7 p.m. Sept.
4 and 11;8 p.m. Sept. 7 and 15; 7 p.m.
Sept. 16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21,27 and
29; Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, The
Old Globe complex. Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or
619-234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 16, 2012

Page Number:

019

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

4 sq inch

Value:

$325.73
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 16, 2012

Page Number:

019,020

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$297.40
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard 111":Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

San Diego Reader

Publication Date:

August 16, 2012

Page Number:

M93

Circulation:

175,000

Size:

4 sq inch

Value:

$220.94
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
LISTINGS
Richard III
This Richard's an acquired taste:
Jay Whittaker's a manic gargoyle
ripped from the facade of a Gothic
cathedral. He cackles, does a onelegged
goose-step — half a Hitler? —
and deforms all in his path. Most
characters are set-ups for Richard's
schemes. The able cast fleshes them
out as best they can (all are wellspoken
and honor the lengthy text).
Directed by Lindsay Posner, the
modern dress production includes
concrete slabs covered with graffiti
[note: runs in repertory with
Inherit the Wind and As You like
It]. Worth a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 29.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Reader on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the San Diego Reader.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 23, 2012

Page Number:

018

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$269.08
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

North County Times-Preview

Publication Date:

August 23, 2012

Page Number:

014

Circulation:

71,847

Size:

2 sq inch

Value:

$43.12
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the English throne; runs
in repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and
"As YOULike It"; 8 p.m. Aug. 23,25,26,31;
7 p.m. Sept. 4 and 11;8 p.m. Sept. 7 and
15;7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21,
27 and 29; Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
The Old Globe complex. Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 23, 2012

Page Number:

018

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$297.40
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah. Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

U-T San Diego

Publication Date:

August 26, 2012

Page Number:

E6

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$528.96
Page 1 of 1

Continuing

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival Richard III Now playing
in repertory through September
29 RICHARD III is one of the most
diabolical and outrageous villains in
all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and power-hungry
lord embarks on a bloody campaign
to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession, seduction,
betrayal and a man who would be king.
Tickets start at $29 For more information
or to purchase tickets, please
call (619) 234-5623 or visit www.
TheOldGlobe.org.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Street Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 30, 2012

Page Number:

019

Circulation:

164,339

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$297.40
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

UT San Diego-Night & Day

Publication Date:

August 30, 2012

Page Number:

021

Circulation:

408,825

Size:

3 sq inch

Value:

$297.40
Page 1 of 1

Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

North County Times-Preview

Publication Date:

August 30, 2012

Page Number:

011,015

Circulation:

71,847

Size:

2 sq inch

Value:

$43.12
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about a
ruthless nobleman who schemesand murders
his way to the Englishthrone; runs in
repertory with "Inherit the Wind" and "As
You Like It"; 8 p.m. Aug. 31; 7 p.m. Sept. 4
and ll; 8 p.m. Sept. 7 and 15;7 p.m. Sept.
16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21,27 and 29; Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe
complex, Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and
up; theoldglobe.org or 619-234-5623.

The above material first appeared in the North County Times on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the North County Times.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

San Diego Reader

Publication Date:

August 30, 2012

Page Number:

M91,M92

Circulation:

175,000

Size:

5 sq inch

Value:

$236.73
Page 1 of 1

THEATER
LISTINGS
Richard III
This Richard's
an acquired
taste:
Jay Whittaker's
a manic gargoyle
ripped
from
the facade
of a
Gothic
cathedral.
He cackles,
does a one-legged
goose-step —
half a Hitler? —
and deforms
all
in his path. Most characters
are
set-ups
for Richard's
schemes.
The able cast fleshes
them out
as best they can (all are wellspoken
and honor
the lengthy
text). Directed
by Lindsay
Posner,
the modern
dress production
includes concrete
slabs covered
with graffiti
[note: runs in
repertory
with Inherit
the Wind
and As You Like It]. Worth a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 29.

The above material first appeared in the San Diego Reader on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the San Diego Reader.

Client Name:

The Old Globe

Publication Name:

San Diego Reader

Publication Date:

August 30, 2012

Page Number:

M91,M92

Circulation:
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Richard III
This Richard's
an acquired
taste:
Jay Whittaker's
a manic gargoyle
ripped
from
the facade
of a
Gothic
cathedral.
He cackles,
does a one-legged
goose-step —
half a Hitler? —
and deforms
all
in his path. Most characters
are
set-ups
for Richard's
schemes.
The able cast fleshes
them out
as best they can (all are wellspoken
and honor
the lengthy
text). Directed
by Lindsay
Posner,
the modern
dress production
includes concrete
slabs covered
with graffiti
[note: runs in
repertory
with Inherit
the Wind
and As You Like It]. Worth a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 29.
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Continuing
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival Richard III Now playing
in repertory through September
29 RICHARD III is one of the most
diabolical and outrageous villains in
all of literature. A ruthless Machiavellian,
the brilliant and power-hungry
lord embarks on a bloody campaign
to seize and keep the English crown.
Shakespeare paints an unforgettable
portrait of obsession, seduction,
betrayal and a man who would be
king. Tickets start at $29 For more
information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit
www.TheOldGlobe.org.
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THEATER g;"Richard
III" (Critic's Choice) - The Old
Globe2012ShakespeareFestivalpresents
William Shakespeare's
tragedy about a ruthless
noblemanwho schemesand murders
his way to the Englishthrone; runs in repertory
with "Inherit the Wind" and "As You
Like It"; 7 p.m. Sept.11;8 p.m. Sept.7 and 15;
7 p.m. Sept.16 and 19;8 p.m. Sept.21,27and
29; Lowell DaviesFestivalTheatre,The Old
Globecomplex,BalboaPark,San Diego;$29
and up; theoldglobe.orgor 619-234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls, and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Lindsay Posner, the modern dress
production
includes concrete slabs
covered with graffiti [note: runs
in repertory with Inherit the Wind
and As You Like It]. Worth a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 29.

Richard III
This Richard's an acquired taste:
Jay Whittaker's
a manic gargoyle
ripped from the facade of a Gothic
cathedral. He cackles, does a
one-legged goose-step — half a
Hitler? — and deforms all in his
path. Most characters are set-ups
for Richard's schemes. The able
cast fleshes them out as best they
can (all are well-spoken and honor
the lengthy text). Directed by
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Festival Theatre; God of Carnage
FRIDAY- AUGUST31
Hapa: Contemporary Hawaiian through Sept. 2,8 & 10 p.m., Sheryl
& Harvey White Theatre; 1363 Old
music, 7:30 p.m., Tickets,
$18-66. Kristen Hersh: Singersongwriter,
Globe Way Balboa Park. Prices
9:30 p.m., Tickets,
vary, visit - theoldglobe.org.
$10-29, Anthology, 1337 India St.,
Little Italy
Twilight in the Park: Marine
Band at the Organ Pavilion, San
Diego, 6:15 - 7:15 p.m. - FREE.
Old Globe Theatre: Richard
III, through September 29,10 p.m.,
Old Globe's Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre; God of Carnage through
Sept. 2, 8 p.m., Sheryl & Harvey
White Theatre; 1363 Old Globe
Way Balboa Park. Prices vary, visit
- theoldglobe.org.
SATURDAY- SEPTEMBERI
Art Mart: Outdoor Art Show
at Balboa Park. Federal Lawn, just
north of Hall of Champions. 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. - FREE.
Champagne Jazz Brunch:
With Daniel Jackson, 11:30 a.m.
- 2 p.m., Croce's 802 Fifth Ave.,
Gaslamp.
SoCal Music Festival: 25
bands and DJs, East Village 2
p.m. - midnight. Prices vary visit
socalmusicfest.org for more information.
Litfle Italy Mercato: 8 a.m.
- 2 p.m. Farmers' Market every
Saturday with over 100 booths,
Date & India streets - FREE.
Stilettos: Coronado Ferry
Landing Concert Series, 2-5 p.m.
-FREE.
Eric Darius: Contemporary
Jazz, 7:30 & 9:30 p.m., Tickets
$12-49, Anthology, 1337 India St.,
Little Italy
Old Globe Theatre: Inherit
the Wind, through September 28,
10 p.m., Old Globe's Lowell Davies
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THEATER "Richard Ill"

(Critic's Choice) — The Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare Festival presents William Shakespeare's tragedy abou

"As You Like It"; 8 p.m. Sept. 15; 7 p.m. Sept. 16 and 19; 8 p.m. Sept. 21, 27 and 29; Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
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Critic's Choice "Richard Ill": Ah, Richard, that wheedler without equal: He makes the ladies swoon (o

Globe's Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest of the production (while boasting a strong cast) has its lu
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Critic's Choice 2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival: "Richard Ill": Ah,

Richard, that wheedler without equal: He makes the ladies swoon (or at least look a little sick) and makes the
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THEATER
LISTINGS

Richard

III

This Richard's an acquired taste: Jay
Whittaker's a manic gargoyle ripped
from the facade of a Gothic cathedral.
He cackles, does a one-legged goosestep —
half a Hitler? — and deforms
all in his path. Most characters are
set-ups for Richard's schemes. The
able cast fleshes them out as best they
can (all are well-spoken and honor
the lengthy text). Directed by Lindsay
Posner, the modern dress production
includes concrete slabs covered with
graffiti [note: runs in repertory with
Inherit the Wind and As You Like
Ii]. Worth a try.
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 29.
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Theater
RICHARD III Through Sept. 29. Shakespeare's
ruthless villain embarks on a bloody campaign to seize
and keep the English crown in this Old Globe Summer
Shakespeare Festival production. Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre at the Old Globe, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park, 619.23.GLOBE. Map Q16
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THEATER
"Richard III" (Critic's Choice) - The
Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival presents
William Shakespeare'stragedy about
a ruthless nobleman who schemesand
murders his way to the English throne;
runs in repertory with "Inherit the Wind"
and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m. Sept. 21,27
and 29; Lowell DaviesFestival Theatre,
The Old Globe complex, Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619234-5623.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
"Richard III": Ah, Richard, that
wheedler without equal: He makes the
ladies swoon (or at least look a little
sick) and makes the men drop dead.
Jay Whittaker plays the savage king
with masterful guile in the Globe's
Shakespeare Festival staging. The rest
of the production (while boasting a
strong cast) has its lulls and at times
can feel at war with itself. But the way
Whittaker captures the audacity of
this villain for all time makes bearing
the bumps worthwhile. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Giving two big plays a whirl
'Wicked' and 'Inherit the Wind' share a bit of surprising kinship
Comments (0)

Share:

Tweet
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Email

Print

Save

Mamie Parris (as Elphaba) and Alli Mauzey (as Glinda) in the latest touring version of the hit musical "Wicked." — Joan
Marcus
Written by

James
Hebert

Look what’s blowing into town over the next week: two plays that (in their
own ways) have a breeze running through their, er, vanes.
Most Popular

It’s right there in the title of “Inherit the Wind,” the one non-Shakespeare
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work in this year’s Old Globe Shakespeare Festival.

Follow »

And it’s right there in the infamous twister of “Wicked,” the musical
prequel to the “Oz” saga that makes its third touring visit to the Civic
Theatre.

Twitter: @jimhebert
Facebook: UTTheater

Also see »

Giving two big plays a
whirl
La Jolla Playhouse to
produce 'Side Show,' a
story about
Depression-era
conjoined twins

Meteorological mojo aside, these
two works do have a deeper theme
in common: that of tolerance.
“Inherit the Wind” uses the real-life
Scopes “monkey trial” of 1925 to
explore the idea of persecution over
one’s beliefs.
And green-skinned Elphaba, the
heroine of “Wicked,” stands for all
those who are shunned (if not
necessarily subjected to actual
melting) for being different.
A quick whiff of what these two
works are all about:

Broadway/San Diego
When: Opens June 20. Performances: 7
p.m. Tuesdays-Wednesdays (no
performance July 4); 7:30 p.m.
Thursdays-Fridays (plus 1 p.m. June 21);
2 and 7:30 p.m. Saturdays; 1 and 6:30
p.m. Sundays; plus 7 p.m. July 2.
Through July 15.
Where: San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100
Third Ave., downtown.
Tickets: About $40 to $170, plus service
charges; subject to change (check with
theater)
Phone: (619) 570-1100 or (800)
982-2787
Online: broadwaysd.com

Also of interest
TWO TALES OF
TOLERANCE
Wizardry of 'Oz' is what
helps 'Wicked' cast a spell
Backstage Pass:
Shakespeare shakedown
The heretic
Symphony tunes up for
evening with Idina

DAUGHTER OF CIVIL
WAR VET DIES
JPMORGAN CEO
MAKES APOLOGY IN
TESTIMONY

SINGLE-FAMILY HOME
RESALES AT 7-YEAR
HIGH
ARMSTRONG FACES
NEW CHARGES

ADD ENERGY ISSUES
TO THE PARTISAN
DIVIDE

But the playwrights wrote it in
1955, near the height of the
anti-communist fervor stoked by
Sen. Joseph McCarthy, and “Wind”
clearly was meant to comment on
the intolerance ingrained in that
campaign.

Adrian Noble, the Globe festival’s

Today's Paper

PARTIES TRY TO SPIN
OUTCOME IN ARIZON

Jerome Lawrence and Robert
Edwin Lee’s drama is a
fictionalized take on the 1925
Tennessee trial of John T. Scopes
for teaching Darwin’s theory of
evolution in a public school.

The title comes from a biblical
proverb: “He that troubleth his own
house shall inherit the wind.”
Themes of religion and intellectual
freedom figure prominently in the
piece, which parallels the epic
courtroom battle between attorneys
William Jennings Bryan and
Clarence Darrow.

4. Gates loses pounds
5. Woman beaten afte

Wicked'

“Inherit the Wind”

‘Once’ wins 8 Tonys,
including best musical

1. Middle school incide
2. San Diego woman k
nightclub
3. Chargers install Wil

Videos »

Robert Foxworth plays Henry Drummond
and Adrian Sparks plays Matthew
Harrison Brady in the Old Globe Theatre's
Shakespeare Festival production of
"Inherit the Wind." — Henry DiRocco

Inherit the Wind
Old Globe Theatre Shakespeare Festival
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artistic chief, directs the
production; its abstract set consists
chiefly of some two dozen tables
and chairs that are stacked and
jumbled together. (Almost as if
they were hit by a tornado.)

When: First preview June 17. Opens July
3. Performed in nightly rotation with
“Richard III” and “As You Like It” (check
with theater for schedule). Through Sept.
25.

“Wicked”

Tickets: About $15-$85

Where: Lowell Davies Festival Stage,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park

U-T TV 6-13-12 Nel
Cepeda and Gretel
Kovach

Phone: (619) 234-5623
The massively popular 2003
musical — still the highest-grossing
Online: theoldglobe.org
show on Broadway week after week
— was adapted by Winnie Holzman
from Gregory Maguire’s “Wizard of Oz”-related novel. Stephen Schwartz’s
score includes such now-standards as “Popular” and “Defying Gravity.”

The story follows the trials of Elphaba, who eventually becomes the
Wicked Witch of the West. In this telling, she’s a misunderstood and
mistreated voice of conscience who speaks truth to wizardly power. Along
the way, she comes into conflict with Glinda (the Good Witch) and her own
sister Nessarose, eventually to become the Wicked Witch of the East.
The first two Broadway/San Diego presentations of “Wicked” (in 2006 and
2009) sold very quickly, but the musical is also one of the extremely few
touring shows to have sit-down runs here of three weeks-plus. That’s
something for fans to tap their ruby shoes about.
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Now Playing at the Old Globe:The Trials of Darwin
by Source on July 14, 2012 · 0 comments
in Culture, Education, Politics
by Mel Freilicher

In the furor of attempting to clean out my disastrously
cluttered home office before school starts again, I came across a recent issue of the National Education
Association’s magazine dedicated entirely to teaching Darwin. Before tossing it, I read some astonishing and
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depressing statistics about the high percentage of Americans who disbelieve in evolution (including, if I recall
correctly, about 25% of those with a college education, and more than 50% of those without one). Mostly that
issue detailed how teachers might use the mass of scientific evidence from a wide array of disciplines to make
the case for Darwin.
That this case still needs to be made is in itself bizarre, of course, since “The Origin of the Species” was
published in 1859. It can’t be accounted for simply by the many home-schooled children of fundamentalists,
or by graduates of Christian academies such as the chain that unsuccessfully brought litigation against the UC
system a few years back for not accepting their creationism course as a legitimate science entry requirement.
Even before the right wing’s aggressive and sustained push to control local school boards, many public
schools in conservative regions had been teaching evolution– as a thoroughly discredited theory; I vividly
remember one student (she’s now a science writer!) from a small, predominantly Mormon town in northern
California who was totally shocked when she came to UCSD, and learned that such debunking was hardly a
universally accepted truth.

“ Inherit the Wind”
Currently, the Old Globe is staging an excellent production (like most of its offerings) of “Inherit the Wind,“
the fictionalized account of the 1925 Scopes “monkey trial.” Its Playbill emphasizes that this drama could be
set at virtually any period in American history–though, of course, the actual setting was Dayton, Tennessee
where, along with several other states like Mississippi and Arkansas, teaching evolution was illegal; Texas had
banned evolution from the state’s official school textbooks. Partly as a result of the trial, numerous
subsequent attempts in the South failed; some states did manage to change textbook terminology: evolution,
for instance, became “development.”
This trial itself was inherently ultra-theatrical; some of its transcript is incorporated into the play. High school
teacher John Thomas Scopes had answered an ad which New York’s recently organized ACLU placed in
Tennessee newspapers for someone to challenge the law; at the same time, the town boosters urged Scopes to
bring this case to court, hoping for publicity (but not the avalanche they ended up receiving) to stimulate local
business. Scopes never contested the facts: he had been teaching evolution out of the officially adopted state
biology text. He never testified. In the end, nothing changed except public opinion, since this was the first
trial to be broadcast live on the radio; Scopes received a minimal fine, and the law stayed on the books.

The trial famously pit the radical, agnostic and ferociously
eloquent defense lawyer Clarence Darrow (whose closing arguments could last up to 8 hours spread over 2
days) against William Jennings Bryan, a former progressive and 3 time presidential nominee of the
Democratic party who in his heyday had fought Wall Street on behalf of farmers and debtors, demanded
direct election of senators, and helped push women’s suffrage into the Constitution. An isolationist, Bryan
had resigned as Woodrow Wilson’s secretary of state when the president moved the country closer to entering
World War 1. Always a staunch Presbyterian, Bryan had increasingly become a fundamentalist, espousing the
belief that the Bible was the literal word of God.
While the Globe’s production is fine, some of the script’s weaknesses seem to stand out more sharply in the
absence of Spencer Tracy’s indelible performance as Darrow in the 1960 film, directed by the progressive
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Stanley Kramer (“The Defiant Ones“; “Judgment at Nuremberg”; “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner”): the
ending seems especially melodramatic, as Bryan drops dead in an apoplectic fit while spouting scripture,
occasioning a final exchange between Darrow and the character who plays journalist and trenchant social
critic, H.L Mencken. Darrow accuses him of cynicism; Mencken retorts with sentimentalist. Both appear to
be more types than individuals here. Actually, Darrow was a true radical whose work was extremely
significant: a fascinatingly complicated and contradictory figure, as his biographer, John A. Farrell, makes
clear.

The Theater of the Absurd

Since the judge refuses to allow Darrow’s panel of distinguished scientists and
theologians to testify, the play as well as the trial turn on Darrow calling Bryan as a surprise witness; with
some chutzpah, Bryan assents, even though as prosecuting attorney he could have been exempt.
Using the “extraordinary miracles” of the Bible, like the flood, Darrow basically browbeats Bryan into
admitting that the Bible needs to be interpreted, and not taken literally–but not before Bryan spouts
considerable blather, heard by everyone out there in radio land.
The play in its current incarnation is rather ironic: written in 1955, it was seen then as mostly a critique of
McCarthyism, and a defense of free thinking. But since the Cold War has been evaporated by all the hot ones,
antievolutionism and fundamentalism again appear to be most pressing issues. From my perspective, if this
material were to be used today, it would best be left to a student of Kafka, Samuel Beckett, and the theater of
the absurd.
For instance, Darrow asked Bryan if he believes that the Biblical passage in which Joshua commands the sun
to stand still really happened. The transcript records:
Bryan: I believe that the Bible is inspired, an inspired author. Whether one who wrote as he was directed to
write understood the things he was writing about, I don’t know.
Darrow: Whoever inspired it? Do you think whoever inspired it believed that the sun went around the
earth?
Bryan: I believe it was inspired by the Almighty, and he may have used language that could be understood at
that time…instead of using language that could not be understood until Darrow was born.
Darrow: So it might not, it might have been subject to construction, might it not?
Bryan: It might have been used in language that could be understood then.
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Darrow: That means it is subject to construction?

Bryan: That is your construction. I am answering your question.
Darrow: Is that correct?
Bryan: That is my answer to it.
Darrow: Can you answer?
Amen.
Inherit the Wind - Sunday, June 17 – Tuesday, September 25 Lowell Davies Festival Theatre By Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee Directed by Adrian Noble. Ticket information & calendar
Mel Freilicher is an author of several books, and a longtime writing teacher at UCSD and SDSU.
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Now Playing at the Old Globe : “The Trials of
Darwin”
by Source on July 17, 2012 · 1 comment
in Civil Rights

by Mel Freilicher / San Diego Free Press
In the furor of attempting to clean out my disastrously cluttered home office before school starts again, I
came across a recent issue of the National Education Association’s magazine dedicated entirely to teaching
Darwin. Before tossing it, I read some astonishing and depressing statistics about the high percentage of
Americans who disbelieve in evolution (including, if I recall correctly, about 25% of those with a college
education, and more than 50% of those without one). Mostly that issue detailed how teachers might use the
mass of scientific evidence from a wide array of disciplines to make the case for Darwin.
That this case still needs to be made is in itself bizarre, of course, since “The Origin of the Species” was
published in 1859. It can’t be accounted for simply by the many home-schooled children of fundamentalists,
or by graduates of Christian academies such as the chain that unsuccessfully brought litigation against the UC
system a few years back for not accepting their creationism course as a legitimate science entry requirement.
Even before the right wing’s aggressive and sustained push to control local school boards, many public
schools in conservative regions had been teaching evolution– as a thoroughly discredited theory; I vividly
remember one student (she’s now a science writer!) from a small, predominantly Mormon town in northern
California who was totally shocked when she came to UCSD, and learned that such debunking was hardly a
universally accepted truth.

“ Inherit the Wind”
Currently, the Old Globe is staging an excellent production (like most of its offerings) of “Inherit the Wind,“
the fictionalized account of the 1925 Scopes “monkey trial.” Its Playbill emphasizes that this drama could be
set at virtually any period in American history–though, of course, the actual setting was Dayton, Tennessee
where, along with several other states like Mississippi and Arkansas, teaching evolution was illegal; Texas had
banned evolution from the state’s official school textbooks. Partly as a result of the trial, numerous
subsequent attempts in the South failed; some states did manage to change textbook terminology: evolution,
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for instance, became “development.”
This trial itself was inherently ultra-theatrical; some of its transcript is incorporated into the play. High school
teacher John Thomas Scopes had answered an ad which New York’s recently organized ACLU placed in
Tennessee newspapers for someone to challenge the law; at the same time, the town boosters urged Scopes to
bring this case to court, hoping for publicity (but not the avalanche they ended up receiving) to stimulate local
business. Scopes never contested the facts: he had been teaching evolution out of the officially adopted state
biology text. He never testified. In the end, nothing changed except public opinion, since this was the first
trial to be broadcast live on the radio; Scopes received a minimal fine, and the law stayed on the books.

The trial famously pit the radical, agnostic and ferociously
eloquent defense lawyer Clarence Darrow (whose closing arguments could last up to 8 hours spread over 2
days) against William Jennings Bryan, a former progressive and 3 time presidential nominee of the
Democratic party who in his heyday had fought Wall Street on behalf of farmers and debtors, demanded
direct election of senators, and helped push women’s suffrage into the Constitution. An isolationist, Bryan
had resigned as Woodrow Wilson’s secretary of state when the president moved the country closer to entering
World War 1. Always a staunch Presbyterian, Bryan had increasingly become a fundamentalist, espousing the
belief that the Bible was the literal word of God.
While the Globe’s production is fine, some of the script’s weaknesses seem to stand out more sharply in the
absence of Spencer Tracy’s indelible performance as Darrow in the 1960 film, directed by the progressive
Stanley Kramer (“The Defiant Ones“; “Judgment at Nuremberg”; “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner”): the
ending seems especially melodramatic, as Bryan drops dead in an apoplectic fit while spouting scripture,
occasioning a final exchange between Darrow and the character who plays journalist and trenchant social
critic, H.L Mencken. Darrow accuses him of cynicism; Mencken retorts with sentimentalist. Both appear to
be more types than individuals here. Actually, Darrow was a true radical whose work was extremely
significant: a fascinatingly complicated and contradictory figure, as his biographer, John A. Farrell, makes
clear.

The Theater of the Absurd
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Since the judge refuses to allow Darrow’s panel of distinguished scientists and
theologians to testify, the play as well as the trial turn on Darrow calling Bryan as a surprise witness; with
some chutzpah, Bryan assents, even though as prosecuting attorney he could have been exempt.
Using the “extraordinary miracles” of the Bible, like the flood, Darrow basically browbeats Bryan into
admitting that the Bible needs to be interpreted, and not taken literally–but not before Bryan spouts
considerable blather, heard by everyone out there in radio land.
The play in its current incarnation is rather ironic: written in 1955, it was seen then as mostly a critique of
McCarthyism, and a defense of free thinking. But since the Cold War has been evaporated by all the hot ones,
antievolutionism and fundamentalism again appear to be most pressing issues. From my perspective, if this
material were to be used today, it would best be left to a student of Kafka, Samuel Beckett, and the theater of
the absurd.
For instance, Darrow asked Bryan if he believes that the Biblical passage in which Joshua commands the sun
to stand still really happened. The transcript records:
Bryan: I believe that the Bible is inspired, an inspired author. Whether one who wrote as he was directed
to write understood the things he was writing about, I don’t know.
Darrow: Whoever inspired it? Do you think whoever inspired it believed that the sun went around the
earth?
Bryan: I believe it was inspired by the Almighty, and he may have used language that could be
understood at that time…instead of using language that could not be understood until Darrow was born.
Darrow: So it might not, it might have been subject to construction, might it not?
Bryan: It might have been used in language that could be understood then.
Darrow: That means it is subject to construction?
Bryan: That is your construction. I am answering your question.
Darrow: Is that correct?
Bryan: That is my answer to it.
Darrow: Can you answer?
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Amen.
Inherit the Wind – Sunday, June 17 – Tuesday, September 25 Lowell Davies Festival Theatre By Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee Directed by Adrian Noble. Ticket information & calendar
Mel Freilicher is an author of several books, and a longtime writing teacher at UCSD and SDSU.
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The Globe’s ‘Inherit The Wind’
1955 Play Still Resonates

Credit: The Old Globe Theatre
Above: Robert Foxworth is Henry Drummond and Adrian Sparks is Matthew Brady in the
Globe's production of "Inherit the Wind," directed by Adrian Noble.
Monday, July 30, 2012
By Beth Accomando, Mark Sauer
The Old Globe Theatre's production of the 1955 play "Inherit the Wind" (running through Sept.
25 at the Lowell Davies Festival Stage in Balboa Park) hasn't dated as much as you might
think ... or hope.
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"Inherit The Wind" is a fictional retelling of the 1925 "Scopes Monkey Trial," in which a young
Tennessee school teacher was charged with teaching Darwin's Theory of Evolution. The play
not only serves up a debate about creationism and evolution, but also explores the ongoing
conflict between different belief systems and our right to think for ourselves, a conflict as
topical today as it was 80 years ago.
Some films and plays that tackle social issues -- like "Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner?" (interracial marriage) and "Gentlemen's Agreement" (anti-semitism) -- come across as
dated today, either because we perceive a significant change in attitudes or because the manner
in which the social issues were tackled seem self conscious. But "Inherit the Wind," written as a
play in 1955 by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, remains surprisingly topical. The title is
taken from the Bible: "Whoever troubles his own household will inherit the wind ..."
Here is a scene from the 1960 film starring Spencer Tracy as Henry Drummond and Frederic
March as Matthew Brady.

Inherit The Wind - Spencer Tracy Speech by Manos99

In the new Old Globe Theatre production directed by Adrian Noble, Robert Foxworth plays
Drummond and Adrian Sparks plays Brady. Check out the highlights from the play and see how
scenic designer Ralph Funicello uses tables to create everything in the play from the courtroom
to city streets.
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Inherit the Wind Highlights by TheOldGlobe

Funicello's scenic design is also on display in "Richard III" and "As You Like It." Watch the
video highlights from the Old Globe.

As You Like It Preview by TheOldGlobe
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Richard III Preview by TheOldGlobe

You can also check out an interview with the director and star of the Globe's "Richard III."
For more information about court cases involving the teaching of evolution after the Scopes
trial, here are Ten Court Cases (including one as recent as 2005) and here is a survey
considering First Amendment Rights raised by the cases.

© 2012 KPBS
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Review: ‘Inherit The Wind’
Give Me That Old Time Religion… Again?

Credit: Old Globe Theatre
Above: Robert Foxworth plays Henry Drummond in the Globe's "Inherit the Wind."
Wednesday, August 1, 2012
By Beth Accomando
Last month protesters outside Comic-Con held signs urging people to "Read Their Bible." You
will see similar signs in the Globe's new production of "Inherit the Wind" (running through
September 25 at the Globe's Lowell Davies Festival Stage). Listen to my radio feature.
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Stanley Kramer's 1960 film adaptation of "Inherit the Wind" made me fall in love with Spencer
Tracy. His performance as the Clarence Darrow-inspired defense attorney was so passionate, so
full of outrage, and so riveting that even to this day I get goosebumps listening to his orations in
court. But the story, about a young man arrested for teaching Darwin to his students, seemed to
me like something that would eventually become dated. I grew up in the 60s and we thought we
could change the world so surely this film and the play it was based on would one day be
nothing more than a portrait of narrow-minded thinking that we as a nation would overcome.
Here's a scene with Spencer Tracy as Henry Drummond cross examining his legal opponent
Matthew Brady (played by Frederic March) after all his witnesses (mostly scientists) had been
barred from testifying.

(Inherit The Wind (1960) What happened to reason? by ReviewingLifeTheory

But here we are in 2012, a new millennium and these are the people I saw each day at ComicCon urging me to, among other things, "Read my Bible" and "Turn from Evil."
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Beth Accomando
Above: Protesters at ComicCon last month.

So the debate raised in "Inherit the Wind" continues to rage and it rages right now at the Old
Globe Theatre. Here's a look at the new production.

Inherit the Wind Preview by TheOldGlobe
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Playwrights Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee wrote "Inherit the Wind" in 1955. They used
the 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial that dealt with teaching evolution in the schools as their real life
inspiration. But even back in the 50s, they sensed the timelessness of their themes. They
defined the setting "not too long ago" but also noted “It might have been yesterday. It could be
tomorrow.”
The Globe production directed by Adrian Noble is done in a period style. So as audiences enter
the outdoor Festival stage they do feel like they're being taken back in time. Scenic designer
Ralph Funicello says that Noble did not want a completely realistic set so tables -- sometimes
many stacked on top of each other -- are used to build the courtroom.
"They are American kitchen tables, that's the design of them. And I think in his mind he said, a
kitchen table is the place where these issues get discussed."
Keeping the play in a period setting helps put some distance between the audience and the hot
button issues says actor Robert Foxworth.
"So that a modern audience can get the message without being assaulted, without being
preached at. So it sort of puts it at a distance but as the play progresses I think the audiences
begin to understand that this is not at a distance, this is very current."
That's why the play has endured as an American classic. It uses the popular format of a
courtroom drama, ups the ante with two larger than life characters facing off, tempers the
message with humor, and then asks the audience to contemplate serious questions. At the center
of the story is Bertram Cates, a young teacher arrested for teaching Darwin to his science
classes. He becomes the center of a controversial trial that pits religious fundamentalism against
the freedom of individual thought.
Foxworth plays Henry Drummond, a character based on real life defense lawyer Clarence
Darrow. Foxworth read about the real Darrow so that he could sketch out in his mind what kind
of lawyer he would be in court. His research suggested that Darrow was quite the actor,
insinuating himself into communities to pick up their way of speaking or winding a noisy watch
to distract jurors from testimony.
"He would also balance his chair when the prosecution was asking questions of a particularly
damaging witness and he would balance in his chair so the jury would be looking at him, when
is he going to fall over."
Foxworth makes his Drummond a lawyer capable of savvy courtroom antics but also one
passionate about certain inalienable rights.
"I think it's unfortunate that it's still relevant today," says Foxworth, "That we're having this
debate still, the battle between science and religion, and the battle between the freedom to think
and a kind of authoritarian religiosity, I guess it's a universal thing and it will probably always
go on."
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The Old Globe Theatre
Above: The signs displayed by
the townspeople of Hillsboro in
the Globe production of "Inherit
the Wind."

The play unintentionally addresses that with the signs the townspeople display on stage.
Slogans, like "Read Your Bible," could also be seen on signs held by protesters outside ComicCon last month. Funicello says he designed the signs based on descriptions in the play and
photos of signs at the real Scopes trial.
"It is sad, I suppose you could say, that those same signs, the same slogans, are still being held
up. And that people still feel a need to protest in this way."
But so long as this debate continues, "Inherit the Wind" will remain a vibrant text that theater
companies like the Globe will resurrect and perform in order to make audiences think.
Companion viewing: "Inherit the Wind" (1960, 1965 or 1999 versions), "Clarence
Darrow" (filmed one man show by Henry Fonda), "Jesus Camp," "Creation"
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Local youth in Old Globe production

Select Language ▼
Thursday, May 24th, 2012
Issue 21, Volume 16.
SAN DIEGO – Fallbrook youth Aidan Hayek will be part of the 2012 Shakespeare Festival at the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego.
In addition to playing roles at the Old Globe, Hayek, has performed in the past with the CAST Academy (Mission Theatre), Lamb’s Players, and
at Welk Resort Theatre.
Hayek will perform as Young Duke of York and Richard III / Howard. He will be a cast member of the Inherit the Wind production. Inherit the
Wind portrays two powerhouse lawyers facing off in a small town with the eyes of an entire nation upon them when a schoolteacher is arrested
for teaching Charles Darwin’s theories of evolution. When the issue goes to trial, the two attorneys must passionately confront questions of faith
and science in a heated courtroom.
For more information, visit www.oldglobe.org.
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Trial, Inherit the Wind is an edge-ofyour-seat
legal drama and a riveting
look at the age-old conflict between
science and faith.
The Old Globe Theatre, Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre, 1363 Old
Globe Way in Balboa Park, 8p.m.,
ticketsfrom $29, 619-234-5623,
theoldglobe.org

friday, aug;. 3

Adrian Sparksin Inherit the Wind

Inherit the Wind
One of the great American dramas
of the 20th century, Inherit the Wind is
as rousing and relevant today as it was
in 1955. Two great lawyers face off in a
small-town courtroom with the eyes
of an entire nation upon them. The accused?
A high school teacher. His
crime? Teaching evolution. Loosely
based on the real-life Scopes Monkey
The above material first appeared in the LGBT Weekly on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the LGBT Weekly.
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thursday, aug. 2
Sounds of Jazz Loft spotlight on jazz
saxophonist Ian Tordella
Enjoy a solo jazz session at the Museum of
Photographic Arts featuring jazz saxophonist
Ian Tordella. Experience the current exhibition,
The Jazz Loft Project: W. Eugene Smith in NYC,
1957-1965, while the music of the time is
performed live. Tordella is an emerging voice on
the West Coast jazz scene, and has worked with
guitarist Peter Sprague, pianist Joshua White and others.
Museum of Photographic Arts, 1649 El Prado in Balboa Park, 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m., admission
$8, 619-238-7559, mopa.org
friday, aug. 3
Inherit the Wind
One of the great American dramas of the 20th century, Inherit
the Wind is as rousing and relevant today as it was in 1955. Two
great lawyers face off in a small-town courtroom with the eyes
of an entire nation upon them. The accused? A high school
teacher. His crime? Teaching evolution. Loosely based on the
real-life Scopes Monkey Trial, Inherit the Wind is an edge-ofyour-seat legal drama and a riveting look at the age-old conflict
between science and faith.
The Old Globe Theatre, Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way in Balboa Park, 8 p.m., tickets from $29,
619-234-5623, theoldglobe.org
saturday, aug. 4
San Diego Bead Bazaar
Looking for an artistic, unique bead shopping
experience? Then don’t miss the San Diego
Bead Society’s 13th annual Bead Bazaar. See
and buy beautiful beads that are lovingly crafted
by beading artisans. Seed beads, ethnic, ceramic,
polymer, silver, clay, vintage, semi-precious,
handmade glass beads by local and national
artists and more.
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"Inherit the Wind"
Old Globe Shakespeare Festival
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park. 8 p.m. $29-$79. (619) 234-5623 or
theoldglobe.org. See schedule for specific dates.
Part of the Old Globe's Summer Shakespeare lineup,
"Inherit the Wind" is loosely based on the famous
Scopes "monkey trial" of 1925, a turning point in
the debate over the teaching of evolution in public
schools. The classic play, first performed in 1955,
follows the legal battle between defense attorney
Henry Drummond and his opponent, Matthew
Harrison Brady, who personify the societal struggle
between the comfort of fundamentalism and the
temptations of modernism.
kyle lundberg

The above material first appeared in the U-T San Diego on the above date.
All copyrights are reserved and no further reproduction is allowed without permission of the U-T San Diego.
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This issue is dedicated to Amelia Hillier, who graduated last
Tuesday from Patrick Henry High School with a perfect
attendance record. Not just at Patrick Henry. Since kindergarten.
Not only has Amelia, 18, never missed a day of class; she’s never
so much as been late.
Lots of people know something about the Scopes
monkey trial of 1925, centering on teacher John
Scopes’ (pictured) having illegally taught the theory of
evolution in a Tennessee public school. Lots of
people also know the title Inherit the Wind, a 1960
movie based on the event. Not many people know
that the movie was a play first, one of the better
pieces from theater’s looks at modern history. You
can see it as part of this year’s Old Globe Summer
Shakespeare Festival; it opens in previews Sunday, June 17. See
oldglobe.org for more.

Who Cares: This year’s Tonys weren’t as competitive as all that, but a sweet little
musical that started out as a movie—a movie, of all things—was the big winner in a year
full of surprises, including two entries that premiered off Broadway before making it
mainstream.
What They're Doing: Ocean Beach (a theatrically promising neighborhood if there ever
was one) is the site of a new production; La Jolla Playhouse figures in the Tonys just
held; a local director wins a film award; and ARTS A Reason to Survive is moving to a
bigger building and a better locale.
How They Did: On Stage thinks community theaters offer some surprising entries,
Talent to aMuse’s The Imaginary Invalid being one of them; it took a king's clout, after
all, just to get it to the stage. And despite the source, Scripps Ranch's California Suite is
surprisingly good. On Screen, meanwhile, thinks The Company Men is a tale worth
retelling.
What We Eat/Drink: At those prices, Mexican fast-food eatery Albertaco’s can’t be
making much of a profit at all, and you’re the beneficiary. And this week’s wine shows
that second-best isn’t that bad after all.

What You Want: The Old Globe Theatre has opened the latest kids theater camps, along with lots of
other people—check it out!

© 2010-2012, Words Are Not Enough
www.wordsarenotenough.info
marty@wordsarenotenough.info
619-303-5531
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La Jolla Playhouse: THE NIGHTINGALE
Now Through August 5 A compelling
contemporary musical based on the
Hans Christian Andersen classic, The
Nightingale tells the story of a a young
emperor who puts his future at risk when
he chases the song of a Nightingale
outside the Forbidden City. With music by
Grammy- and TonyAward-winning pop
composer Duncan Sheik, book/lyrics by
Tony and Grammy Award winner Steven
Safer, and direction by Tony nominee
Moises Kaufman, this family-friendly
PageTo Stage musical will captivate audiences
with its poetic pop sensibility, while
engaging them in the process of creating
a brand new work. For More information
or to purchase tickets, please call (858)
550-1010 or visit Lajollaplayhouse.org.
Adults: $40; youth (17 and under): $20.

the 20th century, INHERITTHEWIND is
as rousing and relevant today as it was
in 1955.Two great lawyers face off in
a small-town courtroom with the eyes
of an entire nation upon them. The accused?
A high school teacher. His crime?
Teaching evolution. Loosely based on the
real-life Scopes Monkey Trial, INHERIT
THE WIND is an edge-of-your-seat legal
drama and a riveting look at the age-old
conflict between science and faith. For
more information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit www.
TheOldGlobe.orgTickets start at $29
The Old Globe: Divine Rivalry Now
through August 5 DIVINERIVALRYtransports
audiences to 16th-century Florence,
where two of the world's greatest artists,
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci, face
off in a painting competition orchestrated
by political mastermind Niccolo Machiavelli
(The Prince). This fascinating real-life
contest forms the backdrop for an even
greater battle as the leading minds of
the Renaissanceclash over political gain,
personal riches and the immortality of
art. For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623 or visit
www.TheOldGlobe.orgTickets start at $19

Presley Theatre Productions: Respect
Join a musical celebration of women! It's
the journey of women, told through Top40
music in the new musical production
RESPECT:
A Musical Journey of Women.
Join us for the journey of women from
codependence to independence-fram
"Someone to Watch Over Me" to "I Will
Survive." See the progress of women
from property of their husbands to
presidents of countries in the 20th
century-hear it through a dramatic musical
presentation. For more information
or to purchase tickets, please call (619)
544-1000 or visit www.respectamusicaljourney.com
Tickets start at $29
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer Shakespeare
Festival Inherit the Wind Now
playing in repertory through September
25 One of the great American dramas of
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically,
like a musical: 25 actors fill the
stage with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond) and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution versus creationism. The
closed- vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD
GLOBE WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-2345623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS,
8PM SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS,
8PM TUESDAYS, 8PM WEDNESDAYS,
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER
"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice)TheOldGlobe2012Shakespeare
Festival
presentsJeromeLawrence
andRobertE.
Lee'sfictionalcourtroomdramainspired
bythe real-lifeScopes
MonkeyTrialin
1925,involvingtheteachingof evolution
in the classroom;
runsin repertorywith
"RichardIII" and"AsYouLikeIt"; 8 p.m.
July26,29;Aug.3,7,8,11,16,19,
24,29;
Sept.1,7 p.m.Sept.5 and9,8 p.m.Sept.14
and20,7 p.m.Sept.23and25;LowellDavies
FestivalTheatre,TheOldGlobecomplex,
BalboaPark,SanDiego;$29andup;
theoldglobe.org
or 619-234.5623.
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Critic'sChoice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew
Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Critic's Choice

"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
Theater

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting by
Robert Foxworth (as the defense attorney
Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Performances through Sept.
30 at Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way.Balboa Park. (619)
234-5623. theoldglobe.org $29 and up
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"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents Jerome Lawrenceand Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkey Trial in
1925,involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory
with "Richard III" and "As You Like It";
8 p.m. Aug. 3,7,8,11,16,19,24,29; Sept.
1,7 p.m. Sept. 5 and 9,8 p.m. Sept. 14 and
20,7 p.m. Sept. 23 and 25; Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234.5623.
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Critic's Choice

2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew
Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Continuing

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Inherit the
Wind Now playing in repertory
through September 25 One of the
great American dramas of the 20th
century, INHERIT THE WIND is as
rousing and relevant today as it was
in 1955. Two great lawyers face off
in a small-town courtroom with the
eyes of an entire nation upon them.
The accused? A high school teacher.
His crime? Teaching evolution.
Loosely based on the real-life Scopes
Monkey Trial, INHERITTHE WIND is
an edge-of-your-seat legal drama and
a riveting look at the age-old conflict
between science and faith. For more
information or to purchase tickets,
please call (619) 234-5623 or visit
www.TheOldGlobe.org Tickets start
at $29
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Critic's Choice
"Inherit The Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkey Trial in
1925,involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory with
"Richard III" and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m.
Aug. ll, 16,19,24,29; Sept. 1,7 p.m. Sept. 5
and 9,8 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20,7 p.m. Sept.
23 and 25; Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
The Old Globe complex, Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619234-5623.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution vs. creationism.
The
closed vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically,
like a musical: 25 actors fill the
stage with life. Wily Robert
Foxworth (Drummond)
and a
rhetorical Adrian Sparks (Brady)
debate evolution vs. creationism.
The closed- vs. open-minded
attitudes behind the debate are
as current as the clock on the

wall, [runs in repertory
with
Richard III and As You Like It].
Critic's Pick
old
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THEATER

"inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice) The Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare Festival
presents Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee's fictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial in
1925, involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory with
"Richard III" and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m.
Aug. 16,19, 24, 29; Sept. 1,7 p.m. Sept.
5 and 9,8 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20,7 p.m.
Sept. 23 and 25; Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, The Old Globe complex, Balboa
Park, San Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org
or 619-234.5623.
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Critic's Choice
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew
Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way. Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution vs. creationism.
The
closed- vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER
"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents Jerome Lawrenceand Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkey Trial in
1925,involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory with
"Richard III" and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m.
Aug. 24,29; Sept. 1,7 p.m. Sept. 5 and 9,
8 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20,7 p.m. Sept. 23
and 25; Lowell DaviesFestivalTheatre,
The Old Globe complex, Balboa Park, San
Diego; $29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619234.5623.
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Running

"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't

do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew
Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Continuing

The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Inherit the Wind
Now playing in repertory through
September 25 One of the great
American dramas of the 20th century,
INHERITTHE WIND is as rousing and
relevant today as it was in 1955. Two
great lawyers face off in a small-town
courtroom with the eyes of an entire
nation upon them. The accused? A
high school teacher. His crime? Teaching
evolution. Loosely based on the
real-life Scopes Monkey Trial, INHERIT
THE WIND is an edge-of-your-seat legal
drama and a riveting look at the ageold
conflict between science and faith.
For more information or to purchase
tickets, please call (619) 234-5623
or visit www.TheOldGlobe.org Tickets
start at $29
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Mat¬
thew Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate
acting by Robert Foxworth (as the
defense attorney Henry Drummond)
and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew
Harrison Brady). But the 1955
play doesn't do itself many favors
by making Brady such a straw man,
one who tempts an audience into a
too-easy sense of moral superiority. If
all threats to the liberty of ideas were
this simple to expose and depose,
the world might be a secular garden
of intellectual freedom. (Hebert)
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, 1363
Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. Through
Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623, theoldglobe.org.
$29 and up.
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THEATER
"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice) The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkey Trial in
1925,involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory with
"Richard III" and "As You Like It"; 8 p.m.
Sept. 1,7 p.m. Sept. 5 and 9,8 p.m. Sept. 14
and 20,7 p.m. Sept. 23 and 25; Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex,
Balboa Park, San Diego; $29 and up;
theoldglobe.org or 619-234.5623.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution vs. creationism.
The
closed vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit

the

Wind

The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution versus creationism. The
closed vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS.
8PM WEDNESDAYS. THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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Continuing
The Old Globe: 2012 Summer
Shakespeare Festival Inherit the Wind
Now playing in repertory through
September 25 One of the great
American dramas of the 20th century,
INHERITTHE WIND is as rousing and
relevant today as it was in 1955. Two
great lawyers face off in a small-town
courtroom with the eyes of an entire
nation upon them. The accused?
A high school teacher. His crime?
Teaching evolution. Loosely based
on the real-life Scopes Monkey Trial,
INHERITTHE WIND is an edge-of-yourseat
legal drama and a riveting look at
the age-old conflict between science
and faith. For more information or to
purchase tickets, please call (619)
234-5623 or visit www.TheOldGlobe.
org Tickets start at $29
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit

the

Wind

The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution versus creationism. The
closed vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS.
8PM WEDNESDAYS. THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER jpyg"Inherit
the Wind" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe2012ShakespeareFestival
presentsJeromeLawrenceand Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkeyTrial in 1925,
involving the teaching of evolution in the
classroom;runs in repertory with "Richard
III" and "As You Like It"; 7 p.m. Sept. 9,
8 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20,7 p.m. Sept.23 and
25; Lowell DaviesFestivalTheatre,The Old
Globecomplex,Balboa Park, San Diego;$29
and up; theoldglobe.orgor 619-234.5623.
"i!" il il
d d
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Running
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging
to the classic play, inspired by the
1925 Scopes "monkey trial" over the
teaching of evolution. The production
also is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). (Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa
Park. Through Sept. 30. (619) 2345623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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THEATER
LISTINGS
Inherit the Wind
The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production
unfolds, physically,
like a musical: 25 actors fill the
stage with life. Wily Robert
Foxworth (Drummond)
and a
rhetorical Adrian Sparks (Brady)
debate evolution versus creationism.
The closed vs. open-minded
attitudes behind the debate are as
current as the clock on the wall,
[runs in repertory with Richard
III and As You Like It]. Critic's
Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER "Inherit

the Wind" (Critic'sChoice) — The Old Globe 2012 Shakespeare
Festival presents
Jerome Lawrence and
RobertE. Lee's
fictional courtroom drama inspired by the real-life Scopes
Monkey Trial in 1925, involving the teaching of evolution in the classroom; runs in repertory with

"Richard
III" and"AsYou Like
It"; 7 p.m. Sept. 14 and 20, 7 p.m. Sept. 23 and 25; Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, The Old Globe com
$29 and up; theoldglobe.org or 619-234.5623.
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Running "Inherit the

Wind": Adrian Noble gives a brisk and often witty staging to the classic play, inspired by the 1925 Scopes "monkey trial"

Drummond) and Adrian Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't do itself many favo
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Running 2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival: "Inherit the

Wind": Adrian Noble gives a brisk and often witty staging to the classic play, inspired by the 1925 Scopes "monkey trial"
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THEATER
LISTINGS

Inherit the Wind puts the "right to think" on trial at the Old Globe Theatre through September 25.

Inherit

the

Wind

The play, based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925,
puts the "right to think" on trial
as well. Director Adrian Noble's
production unfolds, physically, like
a musical: 25 actors fill the stage
with life. Wily Robert Foxworth
(Drummond)
and a rhetorical
Adrian Sparks (Brady) debate
evolution vs. creationism.
The
closed vs. open-minded attitudes
behind the debate are as current
as the clock on the wall, [runs in
repertory with Richard III and As
You Like It]. Critic's Pick
OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE
WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623.
8PM THURSDAYS, 8PM FRIDAYS, 8PM
SATURDAYS, 8PM SUNDAYS, 8PM TUESDAYS,
8PM WEDNESDAYS, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 25.
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THEATER
"Inherit the Wind" (Critic's Choice)
The Old Globe 2012ShakespeareFestival
presents Jerome Lawrenceand Robert E.
Lee'sfictional courtroom drama inspired
by the real-life ScopesMonkey Trial in
1925,involving the teaching of evolution
in the classroom; runs in repertory with
"Richard III" and "As You Like It"; 7 p.m.
Sept. 20,7 p.m. Sept. 23 and 25; Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre, The Old Globe complex.
Balboa Park, San Diego;$29 and up;
theoldglobe.org or 619-234.5623.
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INHERIT THE WIND Through Sept. 25. The Old Globe's
ShakespeareFestival's lone non-Bard play is loosely based
on the Scopes Monkey Trial, a taut legal drama about the
age-old conflict between science and faith. Lowell Davies
Festival Theatre at the Old Globe, 1363 Old Globe Way,
Balboa Park, 619.23.GLOBE. Map Q16
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Running
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't do
itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts an
audience into a too-easy sense of moral
superiority. If all threats to the liberty
of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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Running
2012 Summer Shakespeare Festival:
"Inherit the Wind": Adrian Noble
gives a brisk and often witty staging to
the classic play, inspired by the 1925
Scopes "monkey trial" over the teaching
of evolution. The production also
is blessed with consummate acting
by Robert Foxworth (as the defense
attorney Henry Drummond) and Adrian
Sparks (as adversary Matthew Harrison
Brady). But the 1955 play doesn't
do itself many favors by making Brady
such a straw man, one who tempts
an audience into a too-easy sense of
moral superiority. If all threats to the
liberty of ideas were this simple to expose
and depose, the world might be a
secular garden of intellectual freedom.
(Hebert) Lowell Davies Festival Theatre,
1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park.
Through Sept. 30. (619) 234-5623,
theoldglobe.org. $29 and up.
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